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INTRODUCTION
(First Edition)
In 1966, the Punjabi University instituted the Guru Nanak
Commemoration Lectures. Four series of annual lectures, have
been delivered and in this ye3.r of the quincentenary of. Guru
Nanak's birth, they are being presented in one volume. entitled
Guru Nanak and Indian Religious Thought. The scholars who have
given these lectures are: Dr. Bhai Jodh Singh, Shri B.L Kapur.
Sardar Balwant Singh Anand and Dr. Niharranjan Ray. Whereas
Bhai Jodh Singh gave his lecture in Punjabi, the other three
scholars gave theirs in English.
Each of these series, essentially, formulates and presents a
thesis. The idea central to Bhai Jodh Singh's lecture.. is that Guru
Nanak brought a new inspiration to the hldian religious thought
so as to make it more constructive and product ive for life. He
had contemplated upon the concepts and speculations of various
systems, rejected some of them and reinterpreted and recharged
some others. He resolved the conflict octhe transcendent and the
immanent by proclaiming the unicity of the .Godhead in both the
forms. Disregarding all speculations about creation, Guru Nanak
said that the world of phenomena was the outcome of God's Will.
God's Will is sup'reme ; therefore the law of karma is not inexof'"
able but is subject to that Wlll of which grace is also an aspect.
Guru Nanak, rejecting the distinction between spirit and matter,
accepted the spirit to be the only re.llity and, hence, advocated
equality of men by discarding caste and varna. He aimed at a
classless but spiritual society and prescribed the way of meditation,
action and service.
Shri B. L. Kapur's thesis is that Guru Nanak Dev rediscovered and proclaiined the ancient Vedic or Sanatanist dharma
and reitored to it, its pristine purity, retrieving it from the superficial "ritu3.ls of orthodox form that Hinduism felt compelled
by the instinct of self-preservation to assume after it was
shaken to its very ro:>ts by the S~;nitic fanati1:ism." TIle
true c,)ucept of dlarma is o.le 'only, but the true, dharma
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has to be revived again. and again for which purpose God
sends Gurus like Nanak. But, he adds, "this should not be
misinterpreted to mean that Gilru Nanak said nothing new or made
no original contribution."
Sardar Balwant Singh AJlandhas taken note of the pronouncem~nts~f the Wes~ern l.n4~logists that the, Indian, philosophkal
and religious thought did not pay heed to the ethica~ aspect Q( life.
He puts forward the thesis that, in spite of his mys~ic feryour, Qur:u
Nanak gave ~ very high pll1-<;e to ,ethics in the reali~ation ofspiri.tual ,
lite. "Bhakti for Guru Nanak was, a form of mysticism. To tbis
mysticis~, he added the i.de~l ofethical life. Purity of life is the
first' pre-requisite of spiritual advancement. Ind,efat(gably" he
stressed the message ,of detachment and self-surrend~r ; inculcation
of sDcial virtues and the· pure and untranished life. . Life should
be free from egoism and based on sat" truth, Truth and fear of
God have been preached by Guru Nanak as the noblest of virtues.
Bhakti expresses itself in life as love, cqmpassion, freedom from
fear, fr~edom from hate, and influences every action of human life.
It is the source of man's physical and spiritual strength."
Dr. Niharranjan Ray· stress~s the point that Guru Nanak and
his seccessor Gurus aimed at creating a casteless society as did
Buddhism, the Siddhas and some of the earlier bhaktas. But since
they could not give a new economic or productive system, the castes
remained. However, the Sikh Gurus were able to carve out a
well-knit and homogeneous community, especially by emphasizing
that a Sikh must never renounce th~ world, but lead a life of the
householder, and work to earn his livelihood, share his earnings
with others and contribute liberally towards the common welfare of
the community. So, Sikhism has it social commitment; 'it contri- .
butes towards a full-b"looded life and seeks the welfare of the human
society as a whole. The Sikh comrnunity was thus able to make a
noteworthy contribution to all fields of the national life of India.
None of the other Bhakti cults has a: comparable achievement.
In all the four series of lectures, the first quest has been to,
find whether Sikhism had any new philos~phicalsystem to
propound. This question, ,in an implicit or explicit form, is pr~sent
• The Sikh Gurus '" th~ Sikh Society, published by Munshi Ram Manohar Lal, ,
Delhi.
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in all the four series of lectures. A common conclusion, however,
is that in spite of certain aspects of Guru Nanak's philosophy being
traceable to the Vedic and upanishadic tradition, Sikhism holds out
a new vision of life and a new way to achieve that vision. The
dramatic success of the Sikh Community in different fields is attributed to this new way of life propounded by Guru Nanak. The
most potent levers were the sanctification of the life of the household
and the creation of a casteless society-a society built upon the
principles of equity and justice.
Bhai Jodh Singh attempts to bring out the distinctive character
of the concepts adopted by Sikhism about God and creation. Shri
B. L. Kapur suggests that the dharma is always the same, only it
is re-e"forced from time to time by such great souls as Guru Nanak.
Sardar Balwant Singh says that Sikhism leans towards the Vedantic
system of philosophy and establishes the cultural and theistic
continuity between the Upanishads and the Sikh religion, which he
defines as a mysticism of simran, coupled with a way of life based
solidly on ethics. Dr. Niharranjan Ray believes that Sikhism
shares with the Nathas and the Bhaktas many philosophical and
religious terms, but puts them into practice in life in quite different
contexts, conditions and ideals.
The four lectures supplement one another, and put together
they present a fairly comprehensive view of Sikhism and of the
Sikh society.
Sardar Wazir Singh translated into English Dr. Bhai Jodh
Singh's lecture delivered in Punjabi. The English version has
Bhai Sahib's approval. The proofs of that part were also read and
corrected by Sardar Wazir Singh. For this work and for making
the translation, I express to him my gratitude. Dr. Kishan Singh
Bedi, formerly Joint Director of Agriculture (Research and Education), Punjab, Chandigarh, rendered valuable help in revising the
text and preparing the press copy and I offer him also my grateful
thanks.
Punjabi University,
Patiala
1970

TARANSINGH
Head
Sri Guru Granth Sahib Studies Department
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DR. JODH SINGH

LECTURE ONE

REVIEW OF ANCIENT INDIAN THOUGHT
What contribution did Guru Nanak make to the Indian
religious thought? This is the topic on .which the Punjabi University has commissioned me to place my views before this learned
a'isembly in the course of four lectures. But this can be possible
only if we m l.ke a brief survey of religions and doctrines that were
prevalent in India before the advent of Guru Nanak. While going
through them, I shall only state the views of the Acharyas wellversed in them, on the important issues of God, soul, creation of
the universe, heaven or salvation and the means of knowing them
in their own words as far as possible. The purpose of these lectures
is not to criticize any of the religions or philosophies, nor is it
considered necessary to enter into a detailed discussion of the
arguments advanced by them to establish the doctrines taught by
them. I would only attempt to put their views on the afore-mentioned topics, in brief, and explain the changes made in them by
Guru Nanak.
The oldest religious tre3.tises in India are the Vedas, four in
number, viz. Rig, Sam, Yajur and Atharvan. The richas of the RigVeda are recited in the form of worship (or prayer). The mantras
of Sam-Veda are sung at the time of yajnas (ceremonial and sacrificialtites). The Yajur-Veda contains instructions, in prose, to perform the rites, and the Atharvan-Veda records, besides these, magical formulas and charms. The ancient scholars divide the Vedas
into three parts. The Mantras, the Brahmanas, and the Upanishads.
The Brahmana treatises contain the methods of performing the
yajnas rather in detail, and praise the observance of rituals. In the
Upanishads are found doctrines of Brahman, the jiva, the origin of
phenomenal existence, spiritual emancipation, etc., based on the
Vedic mantras.
When were the Vedas composed? There is a lot of controversy on this point. Those who believe in tradition inSist that this
is eternal knowledge revealed by the Absolute Spirit to the ri.shis
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(sages) at the outset of the world's creation. Max-Muller was the
first to make an attempt to fix their period of composition. But
many scholars do not accept his proposition as based on reliable
evidence; they treat it as purely arbitrary. Max-Muller thinks that
the Vedas were composed during 1200-600 B. c.; Bal Gangadhar
Tilak, in his Orion, based on the astronomical references in the
Vedic mantras, fixes their period as 4500-2500 B.. C.; he says that
this period could even be pushed back to 6000 B. c. The German
scholar Jacobi is also in agreement with Tilak's first assertiot!.
- . The earliest Vedic mantras are indicative of the worship of deities. The highest among the gods are Indra, Varon, Savitri, Pushan
and Vishnu. They were wors~ipped with the chanting of mantras,
obeisances and oblations. To perform a yajna, ceremonial fires
were kindled accompanied with cer~ain rites. Then some articles of
food, e. g. milk, honey, ghee, grains and their preparations, flesh
and a stimulating juice called soma were offered to the fire. Agni,
the fire-god, was considered the mouth of the deities and anything
put into it was thought to be on its way to the gods. It was believed
that if the gods were pleased, worldly wealth etc. would be granted
by them, one's adversaries would be destroyed and one would even
find a cosy heavenly abode after death. The earth and the sky were
brought i~to being by these gods. The courses of big rivers were
dug by them. The gods remain busy fighting the demons of drought,
darkness, etc. and keep the cosmic activities In regular sequence.
The cosmic order called Rta is maintained and kept undisturbed by
the gods. At first, the yajnas were performed to please the gods,
but gradually their performance itself came to be treated as fruitful.
Subsequently, mystic powers were recognized in the mantras. The
gods were to be praised and made happy through supplication.
The Vedas are silent about images or temples.
Soon, the concept of Rta was extended to the religiou!! and
moral spheres which were also made immutable and inviolable.
The gods were affectionately addressed as 'father', 'mother', 'friend'
or 'comrade'. This cordial relation of worship laid the foundation
of bhakti (devotion). Simultaneously, there were other sages too,
who did not believe in the existence of deities. They used to say
"Who has ever seen a god'? They are only figments of the imagination."
Gradually, the trend gained currency that there existed only
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one God over all other gods and it was His power that operated
through all the gods. "He is one' though the sages describe him
variously. "1
The concepts of good and evil were also analysed. Malign intention, swearing, slander, back-biting, dishonesty, sorcery, gambling, debt, adultery, theft, violence, etc. are sins. Honesty, integrity,
charity, non-violence, truthfulness, agreeable speech, continence,
faith and austerity are virtues that are .extolled.
Mutual love, respect and agreement, obedience to parents,
salutary talk, conjugal love, sense of obligation-these are the
virtues of family life. The wife enjoys a high and affectionate
status. A woman could occasionally choose her husband; remarriage
was also possible. Polygamy was approved, whereas polyandry was
forbidden.
The virtues of corporate life were also insisted upon. Each human individual was thought to have been born with debts to seers,
gods, manes, men and animals. This debt could be repaid with
Vedic study, sacrifices, procreation, hospitality and offering. The
society consisted of four strata--brahmins, kshtriyas, vaishyas and
shudras, and the division of one's life into four stages (viz. brahma
chari, householder, forest- dweller and sanyasi) had also originated
during the Vedic period.
Heaven and hell were the places where the souls were sent after
death. Heaven was thought of as a place with eternal light and gratification of all desires; hell was full of utter darkness and sufferings..
The Vedic seers did not hold this world to be false. They sought ft"Orn the dei.ties a healthy life of one hundred years. They
prayed for physical health, an agreeable life-companion, sons and
daughters, wealth and so on. They also believed that one's personality did not come to an end with the destruction of the body; as
sucb, they cherished the desire to dwell in heaven after death,
the realization of which depended upon the pleasure of the gods.
THE UPANISHADS
The Upanishads constitute the basic springs of Indian thought
and culture. They have inspired not only the six orthodox systems,
but some of the views opposed to the Veda were adopted by
1. The Rig-Veda (164-64)
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Buddhism from the Upanishads. The Upanishads have been called
the Vedanta, as most of them constitute the concluding part of the
Veda. Moreover, their teachings represent the goal of the Veda.
The secret knowledge contained in the Upanishads was imparted
only to the competent learners.
The Upanishads which are extant tod:t.y exceed two hundred in·
number. The Muktika Upanishad gives the names of 108 Upanishads, out of which these 13 are well know.l : Ishavasya, Kena,
Katha, Prashna, Mundak, Mandukya, Taittirya, Aitareys, Chhandogya, Brihadaranyak, Kaushitaki, Maitryaniya and Swetasvatara.
Of these, the Brihadaranyak and Chhandogya are considered the
most important.
In order to appreciate the teaching of the Upanishads correl~tly,
we must understand first the attitude of these texts to the sacrificial
cult of the Brahmanas. According to the Brihadaranyak; one who
worships a divinity other than the sdf is described as a domestic
animal of the gods.! Parodying the priestly procession in a sacrifice,·Chhandogya describes a procession of dogs chanting: "Om,
let us eat. Om, let us drink."s The Mundak Upanishad compares
the sacrificial forms to unsafe boats, and those who value them are
characterized as fools overtaken by a chain of rebirths.4. Some
other Upanishads do not oppose the ritual so openly. They give an
allegorical meaning to the ritual. Another way of indicating the
inferior status of the ritual is to show that its followers would be
led to the world of an~estors from where they would return to the
cycle of birth and death.
In our opinion, it was to reduce the opposition of the Brahmanas that the seers said that the secret knowledge should be
imparted only to the competent seekers. A special characteristic of
our country is that even if a higher mode is made available to
them, the people do not abandon the established modes. The
worship of deities, animals, snakes and trees went on, alongside the
pursuit of the knowledge of the self, and continues even till today.
This activity has been justified by saying that Brahman (the
Supreme Being) is all-pervading and whatever appears portrays
2. I. iv. 10
3. I. xli
4. I. ii. 7-10
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only Him. As such, whatever form of Him is worshipped by man,
ultimately it is He who is worshipped. But does the worshipper pay
homage to the Brahman whom he thinks universally present, or to
the very snake etc. whom he considers a deity and whose blessing
he seeks?
The existence of a unique Absolute has been conceived in the
Upanishads; all other gods are His powers. The Maitrayal1iya Upanishad characterizes the deit!e3. such as Brahma, Rudra, Vishnu
as the principl.l manife3tations of the supreme, immortal, formless
Brahman.
According to the Upanishads, knowledge is of two kinds, the
higher and the lower (pra and apara). The lower type consists of
all th~ empiric'll science3 and arts, as well as of such sacred knowledge as relates to things and pleasures that are short-lived. It is
interesting to note that even the four Vedas are included in the category of lower knowledge. The pra or higher form of knowledge
is the knowledge of akshara Brahman.
The Upanishads attempt to search 'the absolute essence and the
basis of the phenomenal world. The word atman has been used for
the human sou.l, and the inference drawn is that atman and Brahman are not two separate entities. In the ultimate sense, the atman
and the Brahman are identical. Brahman is both the efficient and
the material cause of the universe. He is immanent in all things,
yet He is detached. Despite His creltion of multi-faced world, the
integrity and absoluteness of Brahman is not affected. "That is full;
this is full. The full comes out of the full. Taking the first from the
first, the full itself remains."
The individual atman has been called jiva. Atman and Brahman
have been compared to two birds. Both live on the same tree. One
bird eats the fruit of the tree; the other looks on without eating.
One who eats the fruit experiences the wordly pleasures and pains
and'regards himself as weak. But when he looks at the other one
who is worshipped by aU, who is the lord of all and is great, he
also bedomes like that one. Jiva is corporeal; he is tied to the mind
and the intellect. These account for his separation from the
BrGhman.
Tne Taittinya Upanishad m:>.kes a mention of the five she:.'.ths
(koshas) of thejiva. Tile3e are annarasmaya, pranmaya, manomaya,
vij:'lanam:lya, and anandamaya kosh1S. These together constitLte the
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empirical home of the sout: In the end, the soul is liberated through
the realization of the Reality.
In the view of the Upanishads, the soul is not born with the
body, .nor does it perish with bodily death. It is unborn, eternal
and from the beginning. On death, it migrates from one physical
body and enters another, until it attains release from the cycle of
birth and death by obtaining the realization of the Rea.lity. This is
moksha (emancipation). Some sages believe tha.t this state is possible of attainment during one's lifetime. too.
Forgetfulness of the true nature of the self is the foundation of
the soul's bondage and it!> identification with the ego, the mind ~.nd
the body. The way to release from transmigration consists in renouncing the world, and then to follow· the course indicated in the
scriptures with help of a. spiritual teacher. Then through the process of shral'ana (the hearing of the Upanishads explained by a
teacher) manana (intellectual convictIon in what is heard) and nididhyasana (the practice and meditation to realize the knowledge so
obtained), the soul gets the vision of the reality and attains its final
release.
THE JAINA PHILOSOPHY
Religious and philosophical aspects have been discussed together in the philosophical literature of India. That is why we have
to keep iIi view the philosophical writings while discussing the
Indian religious thought. The Jaina faith was not based on the
Vedas. According to'the Jaina tradition Rsabha mun; was the first
interpreter of Ahlmsa (non-violence). Then came twenty-three tirthankaras. The last of them was Shri Mahavira, who flourished
from 599 to 527 B. c. Now it is admitted that the Jaina faith
is older than the Buddhist faith, and it .is also possible that the
Ahisma doctrine was preached before the advent of the Aryans
in Iildia. The idea of non-violence exists side i by side with the
s~crificial killing of animals even in the Vedas. It is surprising that
the Ahisma doctrine was often supported by the kshatriya kings,
whereas the animal sacrifice, according to Vedic rituals, was upheld
by the Brahmin priests.
The Jaina thinkers believed in plUIalism. They thought that
the uJtim::.te reality could be examined from many angles. Just as
we sow a seed, and if the seed m?int,dned its identity as a seed and
wo·uld not develop into a new form, the plant could not grow out
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of it. The plant undergoes a number of changes, but it keeps its
underlying identity, despite aU the changes. A mango-tree would
rema'n till its end a mango-tree; it would not change from mango
today into orange tomorrow. Likewise, the ultimate reality has a
threefold nature: utpad, vyaya. and dhrauvya i. e. origination, decay and permanence in the midst of appearance and disappearance.
According to Jainism, there are two types of objects in the
world: conscious and non-conscious, that is jiva and ajiva (living
and non-living). Among the inorganic objects are counted pudgalas, i. e. matter, space and time. Besides, two other substances are
also postulated. Atoms constitute the physical world. The objects
of the world appeat:. in motion. If there were no steadying principle, the atoms would travel from the loka.-aksha and spread into
the infinite space; then all the objects of the world would disintegrate. That is why, a stabilizing principle has been postulated.
On.e is called dhiJrma and the other a-dharma. Combined with jiva
tt.ese are six substances postulated by the Jaina thinkers.
The jivas possess corsciousness. The highest of them, however, is ma~. Even the gods must be born as human beings in
order to attain salvation. There are two types of men in the world:
those who are free, and others who are in bondage. Through the
practice of penance (tapa), the human soul gradually becomes purer
and purer; through the p,oce'is of yoga, it is led to spiritual isolation f(om the disturbing ewirO:lment and material conditiors,
and the soul attains its p,istine purity. Just as the sun, when the
obstructive clouds get dispersed, shines forth in all its splendour,
the soul associated with perfect k:lowledge, perfect faith, perfect
power and infinite bliss shines in its full intensity. Each individu:-.l
can, by his effort, reach this stage.
Moksha is attained through right faith, right knowledge and
right conduct. Some schools emphasize anyone of these three
pa.ths as necessary for salvation, but the Jaina system insists th<:.t
salvation is not possible without all these three. The human soul,
when liberated, attains to the level of godhead. The Jainas do not
believe in an ever-perfect God.
For the perfection of tight conduct, five kinds of vows are
recommended: non-violence, truthfulness, non-ste:lling, ~.bsti:lence
from sexuality and greed. Ahimsa means avoIding to cause ir.jury
to others through thought, speech and action. Sweet humihty
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should accompany truth had one should not indulge in unpleasar..t
and bitter talk, and should' observe complete abstinence from sexual intercourse. A-steya (non-stealing) means not taking another's
property without his consent, by force or deception. And aparigraha (abstinence from greed) implies not keeping anything in
one's possession.
The most important vow pertains to ahimsa. If by speaking
the truth, someone's life is endangered, such a truth if> not to be
told. The householder gets certain concessions. The farmer can
pull out the weeds that spoil the crop. Besides, the householder
keep in possession the things he need&. and he can maintain sex
relations with his wife. But the ascetics must observe these five
vows fully and completely.
The laina faith does not prescribe duties according to caste.
All men are equal ap.d those belonging to the lower castes are as
much entitled to attain moksha through the adoption of this course
as others.
THE BUDDHIST FAITH AND PHILOSOPHY
The Upanishads had started criticizing the ritualism
and the cult of s3crifices at the time of yajnas; they insisted on searching one's OW.l self. The Jaina faith too emphasized
non-violence and raised a powerful protest against the sacrificial rites. According to the Jainas, gods who are to be pleased through
such sacrifices are lower in status than man. Even they hrve to
take birth as men in order to get emancipation. But the Buddha
negated the existence of an unchanging self (alman). The soul that
is desired to become qualified for heaven by means of rites and
rituals undergoes transformation itself every moment just like the
body. The soul of the man who is making sacrificial offering today
will not be the same tomorrow. As such, the individu:l1 engaged in
the yajna today would be a changed person the next day. How
then would the reward of an action ?Crformed by the soul today be
given to a different individual?
The Buddha's characterizltion of the soul, as a tra,sitory existence, w:'!.s a revolution9.ry idel. He s9.id that the individu!l.lity is
comp:>sed of five skandhas (aggregater), viz. rupa or physical form.
composed of the four elements of earth, water, air and fire, and
naman or the psychic factor that assumes four forms; sensation or
feeling, perception or idea, conative disposition, and discriminative
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intellection or reasoning.. 1;'hese psychic factors flow inside us like
a stream, and are ephemeral or short~Hyed, just as the water of the
stream in the current goes on changing. Is there no permanent
being behind these changing modes? No, there is none. Just as a
chariot is composed of several parts, . and these parts are themselves the chariot. If there were no parts, then nothing that is
called a 'chariot' would have a separate existence over and above
the parts. The soul cannot be regarded as identical with material
atoms, sensations, ideas dispositions, or thoughts; nor are they
contained, or reside, in the soul. The transmigration, according to
this view, C3.nnot be of an abiding soul. Out of the old everchanging states of life, a new life takes its birth, just as a new
lamp is lighted from a burning lamp, but no part of the existing
lamp enters the new light, Just as an extinguished lamp cannot
produce a new light, the aggreg:>tes of factors that are dead
cannot produce a new individual. The idea of individuality arises
On the bJ.sis of the cO:1tinuous stre'3.m of consciousness. We light
a lamp at night. Its wick and oil keep on changing every
mome::lt. But since the lamp constantly give5 light, and the
light appe3.rs to be of the same nature as it was at the time of
lighting, we concl!lde that the same lamp has been burning. But in
fact. this is not correct. No object is identical with any other ob~
ject. It is identical with its own instantaneous form. 'Sarvam sva[akshanam', i.e. each thing and state is identical only with itself.
The .Buddha arrived at the conclusion that the world is full of
suffering and nothing here is permanent. 'Sarvam duhkham dhukham, (all is suffering, suffering) and 'Sarvam kshanikam, kshanikam'
(all is transitory, transitory). All world processes are marked by
anatmata (soul-lessness), anityata (transitoriness), and duhkhata
(pain). The Mahayana put it in the form 'All is void, void'Sarvam shunyam, shunyam.
The Buddha was of the view that selfishness WJ.S due to the fact
of individuality. both in this mundane world and in the hope of
attaining pleasure in the world beyond. Man's individuality is not
permanent, but the perform1.nce of one aggregate of elements produces pleasures or p3.in for the aggregate arising from it. That is
why the individual's responsibility increases, so that he may not be
a source of pain to the aggregate born out of him, by his actions.
In the fructification of karma, the assistance of divine power or
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dharmaraia is not required; nor does any permanent spirit stand in
need of taking birth agait:l and again. The moral law is autonomous in its operation. Its function ceases when a higher or
superior law dominates. When illumination occurs, it annuls the
accruing deed., but the prarabdha actions, which have already star~
ted functioning in this .life, are not cancelled. A Buddha or an
arhat attams nirva.'la with upadhi-shesha (residue). His body continues to function, but since his desires are no more, his mental
skandha does not acquire a mome:ltum for rebirth. When the body
ceases to be, he attains nirvana without a residue.
When the Buddha was'asked what was nirvana or the final goal
of all spiritual endeavour, he replied that the state of nirvana was
indescribable in words. It connoted neither a separate existence
nor non~~xistence; nor did it mean both, nor neither of them.
Nirvana is the putting of an e::J.d to the ills of life. It is freedom
froIP all desires-desires of attachment, infatuation, aversion and
so on.
The Buddha said that hard physical exercises could be of no
avail in re:l.ching the state of ninana. He himself had tried a number of austere, disciplines. Mln has to turn completely away from
a false sense of individuation. i.e., the condition of existing as an
individual. This goal can be brought nearer through knowledge,
through moral actions and purity of mental life. In order to prevent the formation of new aggregates (skandhas), it is necessary
to do away with the common ills, namely sensuality, love of existence and ignorance. Without discarding the three fetters of belief
in the permanence of soul, doubt and moral and religious ritualism,
no one can enter upon the path of salvation. These are necessary
for reaching the first stage of freedom.
.
The Buddha emphasized the arya ashtangika marga (the eightfold noble path), which comprises right views, right resolve, right
speech, right conduct. right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right concentration.
The true power of man lies in his capacity to keep completely
away from the impurity of life, and his mind, purpose, will and'
thought should be in his control. To convert others to one's faith
or influence them by showing miracles is not a proper goal. These
are, rather, impediments in the way of nirvana. It appears that the
constant remembrance of the mantra 'J take refuge in the Buddhas
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in the dharma and in the sangha', and the practice of the control of
breathing were added later. The yogic maditation antedated the.
Buddha. Its purpose, too, was enabling the seeker to pass from
the physical to the subtle, from the feeling to the intuitional knowledge. These traditions also aimed at attaining equanimity (peace)
and prajna, which is nothing but the highest state of morality and
contemplation. The Buddha, who had done so much to spread rationalism in dogma and rituals, himself became the centre of worship. The reason appears to be that the Buddha demanded a more
p;:e-eminent position for himself than other seekers of truth and
salvation, and claimed a unique existence for himself. as a being
who was higher than all other men, gods, etc. His place of birth,
the spot where he got enlightenment, the spot where he delivered
the first sermon, and the place where he died, all became holy pilgrim-spots; his images were installed at many places which were
turned into pagodas. The Bodhi missionary sangha made it clear
that the monks and nuns could attain salvation through taking refuge in·the Buddha and the sangha, but they could not become the
Buddha. Only one Buddha could be possible during a ka/pa.
SUbsequently, Buddhism was divided into two major sects.
One of these was called Hinayana. According to it, a follower of
the Buddha, who would attain to. the status of an arhat, could resolve to start the life of a Bodhisattva and ultimately become a
Buddhas. Thi~ was described as Kathina-yana (difficult path). But
the other'sect, by. way of sarca.sm, sta~ted calling it Shravakayana,
arhat-yana or hina-yana, because, as its rival branch aIleged, it
aimed at one's own emancipation only. The other sect was Sehajyana, Buddha-yana, Bodhisattva-yana, Maha-yana. In it, the monks
and nuns after taking refuge in the Buddha, endeavoured to lead
others on to this pith. The Bodhi saints ferried other people act'~ss
in this boat; hence its name Maha-yana.
NYAYA AND VAISHESHIKA
Following a description of the main principles of Buddhism
and 6mitting the details of later developments, we shall now take
up discussion of the religious and philosophical theories of the six
metaphysical systems (the shastras). The main ideas of the six
schools of thought date 'from antiquity, since the author of each
scho)l has based the support to his system of thought on the Vedas.
The period of Gautama and Kanada has been determined as third
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century B. C.
Kanada and G:lutma have admitted nine basic substances
(dravyas). The atoms of four substance" viz. earth, water, fire and
air, are eternal, but differ from or.e another in quality. Akasha
(ether) is an etern'lI, all-pervading physic:l1 substance, which cannot
be perceived but can be inferred from its quality of sou~d. Dis
(sp:lce) and Kala (time) are also imperceptible; both are eternal allpervading as well.
The soul (atman) too is immortal and pe,vades everywhere.
Soul is distinct and separate from the body, the sense, the mind
and the stream of consciousness. Both the systems hold that the
soul too can be directly experienced through mental or internal perception. The qualities of soul. viz. desire, volition, pleasure, pain,
etc. cannot belong to any physical sub&tance. So, the soul is not a
material object. Although knowledge or consciousness is an attribute of the soul, it is not an inseparable part of it. When the ~oul
attains liberation through the knowledge of reality, and becomes
free from all connections with the body, it has no experience of
pain and pleasure. nor of any other kind of consciousness.
"Mind is an atomic and imperceptible substance., Mind,
which is an internal· organ, is meant for experience of the soul and
its attributes, i.e. p:lins and pleasures." The existence of the mind
is also proved f~'om the fact that, though our sense-org3.ns come
into contact with several objects at a time, we cannot have cogniti~)n of all the objects simultaneously. This shows the atomic nature
of the mind and that it is an internal sense which can be in contact
with one external sense at a time. That' is why we are e:labled
to perceive only that which is the object of a particular sense, to
which our mind turns or to which we are attending, even though
we may have several objects around us.
All the finite, material objects of the world are composed of
atoms. Besides, there are Hving beings, possessed of corporeal bodies, sense-organs, mind, intellect and ego. All these are located
in time, space and ether, and effect one another. The individual
souls do not depend for their life and existence solely on the physic.lI principles. The moral principle of actions also applies to them.
The world comes into being because of the invisible actions of the
individual beings.
These tWQ schools of thought believe in the existence of God.
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God is unique, limitless and permanent. He is the omniscient and
omnipotent cauSe of the origin, existence and annihilation of the
world. He is the first efficient cause of the universe, but not its
material cause. He is not the 'creator', but the governor of the
world and dispenser of the rewards of actions.
'
SANKHYA SYSTEM
According to the Sankhya school, two categories of being are
eternal: Purusha and pradhana or prakriti (i.e. pure consciousness
and nature). Purusha is a mere witness; it is kevalyaswarup and totally distinct from pradhana. That is why it is nirguna (without
attributes). It is nori-attached, i.e. it has no attachments. Besides
being a witness, it is the seer too, i.e. it not only looks but also perceives and understands. Its is an entity without activity. Neither
has it been created, nor does it produce anything.
Purusha il> omnipresent. Just as the magnet by its proximity
produces activity in iron, the nearness of purusha gives rise to the
same process in prakriti.
Consciousness is not an attribute of purusha, it is its essence;
otherwise how could it experience the joy of deep sleep? Aloofness is its everlasting charactaristic, because with the loss of senseorgans, its witnessing and non-attachment come to an end. Attention, too, is not an attribute of purusha. For, attention entails
effort, and purusha is non-active. Bliss is also not its nature.
Prakriti is an eternal entity. No one has produced it. But
the entire universe has sprung 'from it. The triple modes (gunas),
viz. sattva, rajas and tamas belong to it. Prtikriti is the state of
equilibrium of these three principles. It is the origin of the objects.
'Slttva' is the light, self-il,uminating and producer of bliss. Its
reign results in mental enlightenment. 'Rajas' inspires activity and
makes man energetic. The result is involvement, leadi ng to suffering. 'Tamas', as a 'heavy' guna, causes attachment and inertia.
The result is slothfulness.
Purushas are countless, since the natures of all men in the
world vary. The effect of gunas is also different on each individual.
One is bondage, another is free. This goes to prove that purushas
are different.
Prakriti gives effect to intellect (buddhi) or mahat. From
this arises the ego (ahankara). From the ego, combined with
s'Jttva, arises the mind (manas); In combination with rajas,
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it leads to five organs of activity and five organs of sense;
under the influence of tllmas, it produceS five tan-motras (sound,
touch, colour or sight, taste and smell), and from these ari!>e five
bhutas, viz. ether, air, fire, water and earth. All these 24 categories
belong to prakriti. The 25th entity is the purusha. The Sankhya
system is based on the principles of cause and effect. Nothing can
come out of void. Whenever we want to perform an act, it is our
common experience that we seek the determining causes for that
act. This shows that the effect is already contained in the cause.
Particular effects are brought about by the determinant causes.
The potter, howsoever he may try, cannot produce cloth out of
clay. If we want oil, we must put sesame seeds in the crusher. If,
we put sand, oil cannot come out of it. The spirit exists. Matter
does not possess the potentiality of thought and experience. We are
capable of having both. So, we have inside us some substance that
is distinct fro,m prakriti. That is the soul.
I,.ife alld death apply to the astral body (ling-sarira) that has
been made for the purusha. It is made up of buddhi (intellect), the
ego, the q1ind and the five tan-motras; it is from the very beginning
and is the seat of all experie:lce, This organism cannot exist without a concrete body; it is involved in the cycle of pirth and death,
according to its deeds performed in the natural order of things.
On having enlightenment, this org3.nism is destroyed and the
purusha attains the stage of keva/ya.
The purpose of world-creation is to enable the purusha to
know hiniself through the knowledge of prakriti and, thus, attain
salvation. E.nl.'1cipation is ev~r1asting and many a man can be
emancip.lted during life.
Salvation re!>ults from knowledge. Karma (action) or worship
cannot replace it. In the course of worship, the form of reality
attended to is conceived on account of ignorance. But, through
worship, man becomes omnipotent; and just as prakriti creates and
annihilates. he with his intellect, associated with sattva guna, can
. influence prakriti to create and destroy.
Meditation purifies the mind of all its ills. All attachments
are ended. The success of meditation consists in the destruction of
all mental,processes. S~ccess is achieved through the control of
brelthing, special postures and by performing the duties· of one's
ashram. Knowledge becomes manifest by means of non-attachment
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and practice. It may also be acquired through keeping company
of those who are emancipated during their lifetime.
. Bondage is not due to relationship with time and space, for
time and space exist for the emancipated men too. Nor is the bondage of soul due to its association with adjuncts. For adjuncts are
related to the body. Nor is it due to karma, for the karma or deeds.
belong to the intellect. The bondage does not apply to buddhi
(intellect). Neither is the prakriti the cause of bondage. Othet wise
no one could attain salvation. Prakriti is eternal. Bondage results
from association with prakriti, just as the colour of the roseflower is reflected through the crystal lying nearby. AVidya
(ignorance) is not the cause of bondage. The imaginary ropes
cannot tie anyone down.
The existen.ce of God cannot be proved by argument. If you
ask how the lifeless prakriti can perform the act of creation, the
answer is: In the same way as milk becomes transformed into
curd.
NOTE
The material relating to the traditional religions and thought
has been borrowed from History of Philosophy: Eastern and Western, first published in 1959 by the Government of India.

LECTURE TWO

RAJ·YOGA
The discipline of yoga which Patanjali put down in his sutras
(aphorisms) has been called raj-)'(Jga. The Upanishadic thinkers
made 'know thyself' the lofty ideal of' human life. The triple method of shravana, manana and nidhidhyasan was established for its
attainment. Concentration of the mind was emphasized in niddhidhyasan. This was, so to say, the beginning of yoga. The practical
means for the attainment of the supreme reality has been described
as yoga, not only by the Upanishad, but also by the writings of Jainism and Buddhism. The Sankhya and yoga patterns of thought
are also depicted in the Shrimad Bhagvada Gira. ThIS fact goes to
establish,tJtat th~se ideas and means were prevalent even before the
composition of the Gila.
The school of Patanjali has been caned Saheshvara Sankhya.
Just like Kapla. the author of the Yoga-sutras considers both
purasha and prc.kriti eternal, but be also admits the existence of
God, who is also ever-lasting in the fashion of purusha and prakriti. Ishvara (God) is a unique being, who remains unaffected by
ang\lish, actions, their results and desires. His omniscience is
boundless. He is present in living beings only in an embryonic
form. He is the supreme enlighteTler of aU a'lcient teachers, being
i.mmortal. The word 'Om' represents Him. The repetition of this
word and concentration on its meaning cunstitute the way of yoga.
The treading of such a path becomes easy through the adoptign of
virtues, friendly feelings, compassion (karuna), joyfulness, indifference, etc.
Let us now turn to the discipline of yoga in some detail. Patanjali in his second sutra says: "Yoga is the restraint of mental modifications." When the mind comes into contact with the objects
around it, waves arise. If these waves are suppressed through the
concentration of the mind, the real essence of the spirit is known,
just as a tank shows its bottom when the ripples produced by air
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cease to rise. When the seeker is in such a state, it is the state
of samadhi (concentration).
The Buddha had established an eightfold system for attaining
nirvana; in a like manner, Patanjali had laid down an eightfold
path of yoga. The first element is yama (restraint); the second,
niyama (observance); the third, asuna (posture) the fourth pranayam (b::,eath-control); the fifth, pratyahar (withdrawal of the senses);
the sixth, dhama (fixed attention); the seventh, dhyana (contemplation); and the eighth, samadhi (concentration).
Non-violence, truthfulness, non-stealing, continence, and nonacceptance of gifts are the five yamas. The Jain munis have also
mentioned them. Such vows are meant for eveyone, irrespective of
caste, country or period of time. These five discipl ines are the foundation of moral life, and anyone who fails to observe them cannot
be initiated into the yoga system.
Purification, contentment, austerity (postures), self-study and
devotion to God are the five niyamas. Purification refers to external
as well as to internal purity. Cleanliness of the body alone does not
lead to spiritual attainment. Contentment implies the regulation of
one's desires and not letting them to multiply. Austerity vapa)
. means resistance to heat and cold with one's body and forging
ahead for the attainment of the desired goal. Self-study refers to
the studying of religious scriptures and to act upon their teachings.
Devotion to God means dedicating oneself to Him. These goals can
be achieved through a strict observance of }'amas and niyamas.
When non-violence characterizes one's mind, word and deed, then
in the presence of such a yogi, even the wildest of animals quiet
down. 'fhe tiger and the lamb would sport together before him.
When such events take place, it may be taken for granted that nonviolence has be~il attained. Impregnated with truthfulness, the
yogi's utterances never go amiss. If he blesses a patient to recover
from illness, the latter would no longer fall ill. Non-stealing,
when strictly observed, would make wealth to follow him. The
complete observance of continence would increase his powers.
The non-acceptance of gifts makes a yogi recall his previous
lives.
Having become purified, a man would cease to be in love with
his body and he would also tend to keep away from others. There
would be an increlse of sattva guna in his mind. The faculty of
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concentration would develop in him. His control over his organs
would increase and he would be qualified for the vision of the self.
By practising co~tentment, lie would get higher types of pleasure.
Au~teritywould bring strength to his body and its organs. Then
impurity would be wiped away. Through such a self-discipline, he
would realize God. By dedicating his an to the Divine, he would
attain true contemplation.
The posture that conduces to tranquillity and joyf1I1ness of the
mmd is the best posture. It mel;l.ns the posture should not cause uneasiness if practised for long. Such a posture is mastered by means
of prolonged practice and contemplation of the Infinite. On achieving stability in the posture, the conflicts of heat and cold, good and
evil cease.
It is only after the stabilization of asana (bodily posture) that
breath-control can fructify. Its method consists in inhaling the breath
holding it, exhaling it, holding it again, inhaling it, and again exhal- '
ing it. Its repetition and duration may V2.ry 2.ccording to place and
t~me. Apart from puraka, rechaka and kumbhaka, the fourth device
is to hold the breath and direct it towalds an object, internal or
external. This process removes the coverings that hide the light of
cMtt(J, and the mind becomes capable of performing the discipline,
of dhama.
Pratyahar means to restrain the organs from external involvements and to orient them to consciousness. Yoga believes that when
the eyes tum to an object, they identify themselves with it. Then our
internal organ observes the object by reproducing it. Pratyahar
makes possible the super-control over the organs.
Dharna (concentration) is the steadfastness of the mind on a
particular object. When a yogi concentrates in this manner for a
long time, it is termed dharna. When he fixes his, attention only on
the meaning of an object, disregarding its form, then he is said to
have eatered samadhi ttrance). When dharna, dhyan and scmadhi are
practh;ed together, it is called sanyam. The yoga system describes
the fruit of sanyam on differen.t thi~gs and disciplines as various
kinds of supernatural attainments. Some persons are in poss~sion
of such powers from birth. Some others acquire them through use
of some medicines. Austerities, mantras, and trances are also the
means of their acquisition. In samadhi, the purusha has self-cognition. Ishvara, purusha and prakriti are etern3.1 entities according to
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yoga. Yoga does not me:ln identification with God; it is cognition
of one's true self. When the purusha comes to know the self, all
his suffering ceases and he attains to the level of Kevalya, and
thus, becomes distinct from prakriti. The play of prakriti is no
more for him.
The yoga school is one with the Sankhya system in its theory
about the origin of the universe. Sankhya holds 24 gunas of prakriti
plus purusha, i.e. 25 entities in all. The Yoga admits God besides
them and thus makes 26 entities.
The yogic practice is described in the second chapter of
Svetasvatara Upanishad in the following way:
6. Where the fire is rubbed, where the air is controlled,
where the Soma flows over, there a (perfect) mind is created.
8. Placing the body in a straight posture, with the chest, the
throat, and the head held erect, making the organs enter the mind,
the sage crosses all the fearful currents by means of the raft of
Brahman.
. 9. The man of well-regulated endeavours controls the Prana ;
and.when it has become quieted, bre<,.thes out through the nostrils.
The persevering sage holds his mind as a chanoteer holds the
restive horses.
10. In (lonely) places, as mountain caves, where the floor is
even, free of pebbles or sand, where the-re are no disturbing noises
from men or wate..falls, in places helpful to the mind and pleasing
to the eyes, Yoga is to be practised (mind is to be joined).
12. When the perceptions of Yoga, arising from earth, water,
light, fire, ether, have taken place, then Yoga has begun. Unto
him does not come disease, 'nor old age, nor death, who has got a
body made up of the fire of Yoga.
14. As gold or silver, first covered with earth, and then
cle'.ued, shines full of light, so the embodied man seeing the truth
of the ~tm § as one, attains the goal and becomes sorrowless. *
HATH YOGA·GORAKH NATH
In the Yoga system of Patanjali, neither the six chakras of
Hath-Yoga nor the names of irra, pingala and sukhmana have been
mentioned. But some commentators have mentioned them in th~ir
*Translatiou of aphorisms is taken from Raj Yoga of Swami Vivekananda
2nd Edition.
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commentaries on the aphorisms of Patanjli, It appears the nathas
promulgated this methodology. Some writers say that Machhindra
Nath was born in a Brahmin family. But, according to Brahminic
astrology, it was a bad omen to take birth at that hour. The Brahmin threw the baby into the sea. A big fish swallowed it. When
Lord Shiva imparted yogic instructions to Parvati, they were learnt
by Suka (Suka Dev). Tb,is Sukadev who was a son of Vyasa flourished towards the end of the Dvapara Age. It, thus, appears that
the Nath sect became established during the latter part of Dvapara.
It is then that Machhindra was helped out of the fish's belly by
Lord Shiva. Gorakh Nath was Ii disciple of Machhindra. In the
poetry of Gorakh, it is hinted that Machhindra Nath was a disciple of the Adi-Nath (Shiva).
But Rangeya Raghav writes in his book: 'Gorakh Nath aur
unka Yug' :
"The available evidence, when all the different facts have been
taken into account, points to the conclusion that Machhindra Nath
iived during the middle of the ninth century. Since Gorakh Nath
was his disciple, he must have been his contemporary during the
latter part of his life."
The study of the six philosophical schools was mostly confined
to the educated class in India. The general public was following the
Brahminic cult. But in the Punjab, most of people at the time of
Guru Na1lak's advent had been under the iIifluence of split-eared
yogis belonging to the Natha sect. Those yogis used to influence
people by making a show of supernatural powers, or by blessing
and cursing them. They earned their 1ivelihood through the
spreading of jantras, mantras and tantras. Many of Guru Nanak's
hymns are addressed to such yogis and their leaders, pirs, nathas,
or they are the result of his dialogues with them. The poetry of
Gorakh reve'lls its mixture with the poetry of Kabir, Namdevand
other bhaktas, wherein entire stanzas, verses, phrases and terminology are common. That is why a brief account of the beliefs,
activities and the faith of the Natha sect seems necessary.
THE BACKGROUND OF THE NATH SECT
"The Buddhist monks embarked upon the development of their
mental powers through yoga, on the one hand; on the other, they
invented thousands of new gods and goddesses, besides employing
several types of austerities, hyp~otic practices and tantra-mantra in
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order to win over the devotion of their followers. Thousands of
years earlier, too, we find people in Egypt, Asur, Greece etc.
propagating Bhairvi-Chakras. These Vajryani bhikshus started
using these devices with new practices in the name of the Buddha."
This shows the Nath sect was only a gradually developed form
of Vajryani monks. The names of the chief nathas were:
Machhindra Nath, Gorakh Nath, Jwalendra Nath, Karnipa
Nath, Gahini Nath, Charpat Nath, Raven Nath, Bhag Nath, Bharthri Nath, Gopi Chand Nath.
Although it is mentioned in the Hath- Yoga Pradipika that the
hath-yoga was practised in order to be qualified for the raja-yoga
there is no such indication in the poetry of Gorakh. It seems necessary to give a few facts about hath-yoga in order to follw its activities. Hath Yoga Pradipika says that Ganga, ic;la or Chandrama is the
nerve that controls the left nostril. Yamuna. pingala or suroj is the
noc;li (nerve) that controls the right nostril. The Sukhmana nac;li has
one of its ends in the Muldhara chokra and the other in the brohmarandhar or dasma duar.
Pranayam means keeping these breathing tracks free of contamination and forcing the prana into the Sukhmona.
The breath, on its way to the 'tenth door', passes through the
six circles (chakra~) :
1. Mu/cdhar-between the anus and the penis
2. Svadishthan-at the base of the linga
3. Manipur--near the naval
4. Anahat-inside the heart
5. Vishudhi-in the throat; this is also called the solah-dal
kamal
6. Agya-between the eye-brows.
The yogis believe that there are seventy-two thousand nr.c;lis in
the body, but the most important is sukhmana. The lower part of
this nac;li is closed by the kundi/ini. This kundi/ini is a nadi curled
like a serpent. It resembles a serpent holding its tail in its mouth.
The first task of holding the breath consists in the opening of the
lower end of this sukhmana.
Pranayam may be practised in many ways, but one factor common in all of them is to inhale through one nostril; then to hold
the breath inside, and exhale it through the other nostril. These
three steps are called puraka, kumbhaka and rechaka. Then after
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inhaling through tlie other nostril, the breath is held and eventually
released through the first nostril. Some hold'the breath outside
instead of holding it inside; in other words, they suspend breathing
' ' ..
for some time after exhaling.
The method Of activating the kundilini has been described as
follows:
Pressing the anus with the ankle, contract it, so as to drllw
the downward breath up. This is called the mul-bandh. Hold the
prana in the upper end through khechri mudra. The latter operates
in this manner: Twist the tongue and close the inlet in the skull
while concentrating on the spot between the eye-brows. In this way,
the prana and apana will meet, leading to the generation of heat in
the body and, thus, forcing the lkundilini to uncurl itself. Its tail
would come out of its mouth and the breath will enter the'
sukhmana.
The hole in the skull is the meeting place ,of irra, pingala and
sukhmana. The western door of the su[chmana is located here.
Just above this hole and below the brain lies chandrama. It
secretes an elixir (amrit) but this' secretion is carried to stomach
where the 'sun' orjathraagni (gastric fire) burns it down. But when
the yogi stops the inlet by turning back his' tongue, the elixir cannot trickle down and, thus, enriches his body.
Pranayam puts an end only to the interruption coming frdm
outside through the sense-organs, but how to stop the conceptual
activity of the mind itself? For this purpose, the hath-yogis
prescribe the practice of nod-laya.
h has four stages :
1. Arambha (beginning)
2. Ghat
3. Parichaya
4. Nishpatti
When through the holding or the breath, the yogis arrive at
anahat chakra and through it, piercing the Brahma plexus, proceed
further, then the nada (sound) start:i. This is the first stage; from
here arises the sweet and soft tone like the tinkling of ornaments.
And when the yogi" after crossing the visudhi-chakra and piercing the Vishnu plexus, arrives at the great void (i.e. the space inside
the throat), then the second stage of ghat is achieved. This point is
free from maya; here the soul becomes non-attached and the sound
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of bheri is heard..
When the yogi reaches the point between the eye-brows, that is
the third stage. Het:e, the music of mardal (an instrument like a
drum) is heard.
Stilt further, when the prana (breath) reaches the devasthan
(the abode of gods), passing through the Rudra plexus, that is the
fourth stage; and here i's heard the music of veena.
The foUpwers of Natha sect were not in favour of adopting the
householder's way of life. Denunciation of the woman occurs at
several places in the poetry of Gorakh.
For instance:'
,
If a householder talks of the spiritual knowledge,
If a man addicted to drinks sits in contemplation,
If a man of renunciation nurses desires.
Says Nath, all three are well in the noose (of yama).
But why is Gorakh Nath so opposed to women? One of the
reasons may be the episode of his' preceptor, Machhinder Nath's
capture by the designing women. He went to, Singhla for the yogic
practice. The ruler of that land had died and the queen was crying.
she had no issue and was afraid of losing the State. Machhindra,
through his yogic powers, resuscitated the raja by putting his own
soul into the dead body ,and starfed ruling the State. The rani gave
birth to two sons. ' He was so engrossed in the new situation that
he did not want to get away from the body. Gorakh approached
him and cautioned him by his satirical remarks:
~U CfiU OJ.o-e~ ~l1.1.lfo ii ~i I
.
f;m ;moT R~:rro f-el:fT'lSfT 3'1 '& 5113' 1:15 ~Cf I
OJ~ ~;:j Oja-e ~ Oli tf;i, ~B3' a'ia'l:f >liRT I
}f'l:f'3 <:If2 ~J1 ~uf() 1..If~'lSfl, ~ ;:jOT ~ ciRT I ct I
'e'lH D1 'e'rH· UU:t3'T Ola~~ f-eo f-eo ~1;:l CfTW I
;]0 ~o 3'T'SCfT R'l:fT CfTf~ 1H;:rlC3''l:f1til T I ~ I
=
~Cf ilf3' tEOT O1a-e~, l){RT g;:{ CiT '5 1'lSfT I
~~
9.-H aT;:! CiHT'lSfT, OT 3t1T HD HTtiJT I :3 I
ijB3a1ij'C{ oTE( l!o'I Hf~"t, ~li 21l:!a :a l.;l3'T I
~<JH S(J'3'T ,:j oa aT'tf, R ~H »{~q'3T I 8 I 8~ I
~

<ire

o

my Gurdev, woman though (outwardly) very beautiful, is in
(reality) ugly;
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Seemingly innocenf, but really a tigress.
Man, who was ushered into the world by a woman,
sleeps with her, taking her in his embrace.
o my Guru, my Gurdev, Gorakh entreats you to seek the
Guru (the truth).
What kind of Yoga is this, when you, an emancipated man,
again have fallen into bondage?
o my gurudev, in sexual intercourse day by day the body is
weakened.
Man's lips, throat and palate dry up.
his brain gets eaten up.
Gurudev, under woman's spell, man behaves like a moth
around the Bame.
You. in your old age, have taken to the ways of a ruler;
and have not renounced attachment to maya.
Gorakhnath entreats, listen 0 Machhindar,
you are the disciple of Iswara,
That he alone is an Avdhuta who
exercises control over emission of the semen.
Another tale that is given in the Gorakh Bani edited by Pitambar Barathwal, at page 137. runs as as follows:
Machhindra Nath who had gone to Singhla for carrying on the
practice of yoga among the padminis, was caught up there. Gorakh
Nath, then, addresseed this stanza to him:
crr~ ;:rl ,)fRT ~ (')

citH J 3le·

l)fHl' H<J' aR
f€~ ~fUIfe HO H~ aTf3 Rci~ R~ I

sltl I -eO(

ot!l a'hf f~Ci~T (')'al RCfI ilo~' l)fSU ~ orllJfTR'T
HO s· ~ Ha f\:rii:r l.ISBt (')nj. ~'Q f~Tj:JT I ct I
alS ~ mnHaI Uc 9tiJl ~T, fRo ~orst BT t1~ J
l)fI-ft

H<JT

sTUlfo ~
STUfoT

OR ~

Rl:ftifT u'io

,

•

~

HaO Rll)ffl:ftilj I ~ I

m-e~ STUff(') ~ fa~ S'Ufo'r

uifu uifu J!t:!CJ

I

I

~~ 5~ aTa~

m·fl'aT O(Tl;JT
aTtil'T

I

''is

I

J 8S I

o my Guru, perform not such a deed
As would cause the essence of immortality (semen) to spill
. away.
The tigress (woman) enfetters the heart during the day,
At night, she dries up the pool of energy.
As a tree on the river-bank cannot stand for long
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So a man in woman's company cannot live long.
The de~ire rising in the mind would destroy the
noble element in man,
And the body of the Natha would crumble down.
The feet become shaky. the tummy becomes flabby,
The head becomes grey like heron's feathers.
The tigress causes the essence of immortality to dry up,
Her looks cause disturbance in the mind of man.
The tigress destroys our sleep, our semen, our body,
She, carefully selects and eats healthful bodies,
says Gorakh Rai.
Then he tells his guru, Machhindra Nath, that he got the
information about his state from the yogi Kanhi Pava :
~ ~
»{T3HT

QIC!

1I~

si~ 3;:1

53 H<J

oTl;j Olo~~

HT'{;JT

J!t!O ofTW

I

I 'ZO( I

O(T~lllT~ ~~BT Oli, ~W ~ R I
oTli H~ l/Tf~T Ol~, 31-!TQT ~treR I "t ,
~ O(~ cmrnT Ol~, ~ gsr y-g I

oR ~fu'gr Ol~ STUlOf ~ l:iH I
or,E oToet OT~ t.YurcJl -e UfT3 I
R31 OIHTET l;j~ ora
- STUf01 ~ o'~~ I
oR-~R ~<J ortft5 T of<J ore1 iiItft I
sa Iifiitt oTa t!3 T, ;:ior 0 <J~1 I 8
dR" -~R afuare15 T of<J orET5 T RTa I
~3 aTOCf OTt:! 010 ;:ror ))fl/'T~ I 4 I
>,iTfuoTl:I' (')Tal', ~ oTl:( l!3T I
et~Bl ~15 oTOCf ~q,3T I E I ~
RefS

.

o

S I
I

my guru, eliminate and abandon the greed and attachment
for maya.
o Gurudev, involve yourself with the spirit and thus
maintain this fair body.
o Guru, Kanhi Pav Yogi from Vidyanagar met me,
He conveyed to me all the information about you.
Whatever he told me, 0 guru, indicates that
this happened under some misunderstanding.
You have lost the essence, 0 guru, in the embrace of a tigress.
Says Gorakhnath, (0 my guru),
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You are dancing to the tune of her anklets.
All the gains of spiritual life, you have Jost in the love of a
tigress.
The juice has been drait1.ed, off, only the husk remains.
The disciple of Machhindra Nath says-Yoga is not performed
in this way.
.
(It appears) all yours defects, ha:ve been removed,
What remains is pure substance.
Says Gorakhnath, your Y9ga is, limitless, 0 guru.
The grand-disciple' of Shiva ~nd the disciple of
Machhindra Nath, Gorakh avdhut has uttered this khat-pad;
(a poem of SIX couplets).
The Sikh history makes a mention of· Guru Gobind Singh
coming to the rescue of Bhai Joga Sing. But the disciple rescuing
the teacher is peculiar only to the Natha sect.
Guru Nanak had also visited Singhla. Raja Shiv Nath sent
beautiful dancing-girls to him. The Guru addressed them in these
words:
ClTT~ 1J3} OT11 O!~fo I oTl! ~ ~ t!~ ~rfo I
fl{~ R~ l{9" l{H l1i'tlTfa J ajo Rstft ~ f3''lfIR fO~Tfu I 9 I
H~fo Hf~ gll1i'T Hil Hf~ I ajo ~ Rl:If~ U&rTOT 3f~ I
oTOO1 OT~ -eT~f~ Y..~ ~l)fTfu I 3-a, orfH R3~ furaUT urfo I
'(l:IR3 l)fRClIB1l)fT H. "\)
Go, 0 Princesses, my daughters, and contemplate the
True Name in the early hours of the morning.
Render service based on love to the beloved Lord and through
the word of the Guru annihilate all thirst for semual
pleasures.
.
My heart is already bewitched by the Enchanter.
My Lord, I have cdgnized Thee through the Guru's word.
Take. pity on me.
Nanak longs to stand at the door of the Lord content
with His Name.
"
Here lies the difference between training the mind through hath
yoga and bringing it under control through love.
But we need not be misled into believing that the exponents of
hath yoga permitted such conduct. It is true, the Shakta sect was
popular at the time of Gorakh or just before him. Some of the
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siddhas or nathas were the propagators of this faith. Eating of
flesh, drinking of wine and sexual indulgence were necessary to
it. Some scholars are of the opinion that Gorakh Nath insisted
on the observance of continence and denounced women in order
to wean away the nathas and siddhas from this sect. Gorakh's
teachings lay stress on morality, as is clear from the following
compositions:
Yoga Sadhna
~ ~ liIT,:l
~Tt:i{T

t.RR

aftr 5

~jTcT ttT~ ~aT ~f1fo <JTg I

l1iCffi'8 fau I ~t:i{l f~af;:r3

fC'iUH fRtl

I

o Avadhu, control the nine door$ of your body. The breath
would then circ'ulate in the 64 sandhis (ganglions). Th~t. would
qring about rejuvenation, and the seeker would turn into a siddha
who has no shadow.
B.f1~ olo T Bfci5 lli~~
liiql'o Htl~ qfo m053

f;:r9t:i{T

~fu ccn=P5

\l5T RorP.>

Fh=rTo

i

I

o Avadhuta, make your tongue a mint
and repeating the shabd (word) pierce
the diamond (of your heart).
In the midst of evil develop virtues.
The whole world would then bow before you.
_olol:! em B.c~a ~ 1=rOI}j' ;~R o<Jc T I
»iT~ ~fl:!aT ~% I2R;~ lil:! ~' 0I'6l. 0 Of\JC f

Says Gorakhmith, listen 0 Avdhu,
I tell you the way of leading life in the world:
Look through the eyes, hear thfough the ears,
But speak not a word by the tongue.
l1iTRC affl~ll tI~ fo~i'q~T,~ ~To .ljTo m( Utl T I

~~ aTol:!6't:f },P3HT f~~3 W!';:r,~ ki~ tJ'e'T

I

Adopting a posture, holding the brea1h ~
robes and pride in them are futile,
Says Goraklath, qontemplation of the self
makes the truth evident,
Just as the.moon is reflected in the water. .

~

;:rTfot:i{T

0~3 ~1

'~0T<J'e'

BT

~tl

a3 >,.fat II 0' sZ
=

I OT

1..1~ f~~~o

01

I iiat1 0I'<13 T <J10T 0

J"

",,:

,'ni.J~ c{tl

'G• 'Z

I
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There alone the unstruck harmony is realized
where the three worlds offer no obstruction,
And the body docs not deteriorate.
When the semen falls not,
the diamond breaks not, says the Yogi.

ea tlf;:w em ~~ I f~afq tf 'q'GJ"= orfa iifes
~'8ljJT ~'8 or'8f cr'i del I lii oru 3 aTd1:f If~f :
Ril'B

T

~

sri I

o my gracious Guru, May I ask Thee one question? How
from old age to get young agai~? How can the flower become a
bud again?
.
Whosoever answers this question, is Gorakh Nath.
'li' ~ ~~ 9ti ;:lirTg I l)ifkt;r U~ 3S dfuoJT ~ I
~UH ~ R1tra >i~ I ~'8tiJT ~C5 emf

rnfa ~

I

o Deval (Nath)~ listen, give up entanglements. If you take
the nectar that is be-trig secreted (by chandarma), you will return
to childhood. By watering the flower with Divine·fire, it would
re-assume the form of a bud.
~='~TtiJT uHTaf orgl aC51l)'f t!Td'• a8M ~ I
l)iQJfo ufu3T l)iQU"€ atcrn ~ ~ alcsT ~ aIcmS

I

o Avadhu, this body is like a barrel and breath is like the
.gull-powder.
thunder of the unstruck music is the fuse to fire it.
Thus, the shell of Semen goes up the body to the Tenth gate.
orrtJT Hcst
oro~
ffilrTljJT r SUH
CSOiTtiJT a~ I
.
_.
_
...
OlTtSl Rql'li'Rl 3Tos 3,WljJT

0 UTtiJT f~ Ut!OlT "§~ I

The kazis and the maulvis read the Quran,
The brahmin reads the Veda.
The kaparis* and the ascetics (sanyasis) are beguiled by
holy-places.
Thus they do not find the secret of th~ state of nirvana.
~ZtiJT Wi') l:fZ ~C(

~B lid B~

fotr

aftrl'liT 3 13

5~ Ifft:fw ul~l I

Ulfa oTt:fW, ~AT l'liC5t:f

taotit

I

By turning back the breath, the six chakras were pierced
through. In this way, the semen was dried up In the Brahma• A sect of ascetics.
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randhra. When the prana of the left and the right nostrils meet at
the sukhmana the seeker becomes one with the Unknowable Lord.
~ ~ C[5 H'Z H'Z ire I o,:W -ij l;!"3 T O]~ H~ ~e I
lffl $

OfTtii T mcu·r'8'

%3 I 9ET € U3'T
'Onr
R ~e I
=:
-=

Those whose bodies are flabby and tummies bulging, have not
met the: guru.
If the seeker's body wears no fat, and his eyes are clear,
Surely has he met his enlightener.
))iTij 9 ;:lOTT ~fltgr FcmTCJ I fl:lC f\:rc; ;:lOTT cffi HaTCJ fuBTCJ I
3'~ ~-e t1fCJI:[T BOf

3'<5

I 3'i:?

,:pfc:l:p

'HOTT l'lfiJ9 of l:f'8' I

A yogi is said to be in the state of Arambh
When he has got equanimity.
Such a yogi thinks of his body every moment of his life and
holds the semen constantly in hIS body.
Then alone the yogi will know the state of Arambh.
We <:IT CJf<:lST HO 0 tl~ ~CJ I >Ji<JfoH ul~ ;;tOTT ~rqc:T f!CJ I
HT-e f~mT-e STET oT'8'

510

I 3tt tl'fol:{T U1e OfT ~To I

Let the mind be caged inside; let it not slip out. Through day
and night, let thl~ valiant yogi drink that wine. When through the
control of breathing, taste and distaste disappear, then take it to be
the sign of attainment of Ghat.
ucrm:;r ;;tOTT ~OHo ~'8'T I )}j<JfOH ft:ritil Of-ij ~~T FlU! H'8"T I

fl:fo fl:fO ;;toft oToi

~u I 3'S tltfos r ;:lOTT trm:rtiI H~U I

At the Prichaya stage, the yogi sports in the unmani (fourth)
state. During day and night, he meets the god he longs for.
Every moment he is Him who has assumed various forms.
Then alone is the Parichaya stage reached.
foHt8t ;:tOTT ttTfosr aHT I >JiCITOT UTc:T H~JT Wi ;:jFfT I
CJTtl T Uc!tlT FfHOffa ~l:f 3'S I ;:pfosT ;;tOTT foFfU3T -e r ~1:{ I

How is the Jogi to be known at the Nishpatti stage ? Just
as the iron is purified by passing it through fire and water, such
a one looks at ki.ng and his subjects alike. Then alone is the yogi
at the Nis patti stage.
. But it is surprising that Gorakh Nath mentions Vajroli and
AmroJi mudras in his hymn 141. Success in these mudras is not
. possible to ach ieve without having intercourse v. ith a woman. Its
details have been mentioned in the third part of the Hath Yoga-
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pradipika (sh/okas 83 to 103).

~tr

Ho '€rar T"3

or~a1

\Il aTar T I sttrtil

~3' aTol:f Rf3' R~tl. I 3'3 ftrtJTij

o Avadhu,

"3

H~T 3 ;:J~ '68T I

tfl:f 0 itl I

if the mind is pure, then water in the bowl is like
the Ganges water.
.
When the mind engrossed in illusion is freed of it, the whole
world ~ill become your disciple.
Declares Gorakh, he who contemplates the Reality, which has
no form 01' lines, will become the image of Truth.
;tarl ~fu tlO m~T
fu&3'CJ

R tIm'

S'l1 I

Ht:!HfR})f~ stfcn ~ ~ I

oaorfu ;:JTEl I Rf3'Rf3 SiTl:f3'

RJ olol:f oTBl I

One who bol;;omes a yogi and then indulges in slander,
Or gets addicted to drinking of ~ine and hashish (bhang), and
eats meat,
One hundred and one generations of his would suffer in the
hell.
This is the truth par excellence expressed by Gorakhrai.
t!'Tfs 0 HTfosT l:fT81 0 oTfl:fST wfos T })fOTfoorr ~~ I

~~1

tit 3 Olosrol ~f~ Rf3' Rf3

Silij3'

fJ.l

olOl:f B~ I

The mind should not be controlled through suppress-ion. It
should not be allowed to remain empty. The secret· of Yogic
fire should be understood. Then the old woman (mayia) would
turn into the word of the teacher.. What Gorakhdev says is
the truth par-exce//ence.
OTB OTt!' R9 ~et ~ I orfuu
oTt!' flit!' ~

G10l1

~ fS08 T o~ I
fR'8'T I f;:lfu RTtrtilT 3 fRd fH8 T I

S

Everyone talks of Nad, but rare is the man who stays absorbed
in it.
Th~ path of nad :md bindu is like licking an unsavoury stone.
But he who succeeds in it joins the ranks of the siddhas.
oTfRqT

l)jat ~ H~

})ffufoR ClueT ~Ila I

HT3T ardSi 'HOH 0 })frUfST s~fo 0 tittilsT l:fliJ I

Keep your attention fixed on the tip of the nose, in toe
middle of eyebrows, constantly, day and night.
You will then not enter the womb of a mother any more a,ld
drink her milk.
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. Tn Praise of the Yogi
»f<J fofR Hi'i '8 ~He) o~ I OlH oft 5tf~ »fCITH oft or~ I
5 13 l;fTRT o~ fooTj:fT I or~ ~<JHT
3 TorT B TI1 T I

ll-{c!'q ;:1131 ~cni

<i
Qa I orTH BOlt:I ;'i ~OJT or~

3if ~010 orT~ WGP I 310fT f~~ W

5

T

ge ,

I
'L(T'{ijT

I 99 I

rettl

Q~ I 1.Ml
f?iO!.<J orcf I
T
T
~<JH »fOlfo >i <iJ:J OfTlii I 3 l1 H<JTB~ a~ UTlii T I Cit: I
t:IO ;'i~ orT
0 l;f'TI1 I N3 0 OT~ oriHfo UTI1 I
oTt faB ;:p~ lUrc 'H~ I 3 TorT H~T UTm:t31 cx~ I 9t I
arH ;:{~fo ~ '00 ;:r3t I orTB ~cxT'8'T 3 00 1131 ,
~B3 ~'Ho l;f'~~ »f~JTol I oTl:!' or~ R orTlii T <JHTol I ~o I
»f;:Jl..fT 'HU lffc.;

He)

era

One who keeps his mind d3.y and night in the state of Turiya,
Will talk of the rigions unknown, instead of the already
known,
He abandons all hope, and is free from desire.
Even Brahm: says I am a slave unto such a one.
Oae who directs his semen upwards and stops it moving downwards, and burns up all desire of sex,
Who turn!) away from the embraces of a woman and cuts the
bonds of maya.
Even Vishnu washes the feet of such a one.
One who repeats the word without excercising the tongue and
fixes his mind in the thoughtless state.
Who controls the five (sense) organs, and immolates the body
in the divine fire.
Even Mahadeva falls at the feet of such a yogi.
One who ha.nkers not for wealth, nor for youthful looks,
Who desires not the company of a woman;
Who controls nad and hindu in his body,
Even Paravati serves such a one.
Those who practise continence both in childhood and youth~
Who speak truth on all occasions,
Who quickly partake of the food and eat lightly.
Their bodi~s are mine, says Nath.
The Fruit of Yoga
'! '8'3 ~~l fcfRfl:ffi t.l~ i ~OT ~<JH »f'Olfo Uo;:I5 I
l;f';1 }}fTI1e') ciTfClX T ~Q I ;:P~3 fl{s~l 3T~ ~Q I

While walking, the Chandrama secretes nectar. While sitting,
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the Brahma fire is intensified. In betWeeil walking and sitting. the
curved posture ;s meant for gotika-bandh*. The physical body
persists so long as the world remains.
Gorakh Nath was oppo!led to symbolism and idol-worship, as
is clear from the following hy~ns and stanzas :
Anti-Symbolism
lJT~fu>W

orOIT

.

f6Bll
~Q ~~ gt,:S cITlSI T I
,
tlQIQTCll ~3T ~OI 0 lJTlSI T I

trar

lio1

~QTQrClllJCI~fa

Hit

Cl'1l HGl3..

fu3

I oTOIT '8Cl'~T Bl~ f03 I

fso Ola Ol~T ouT' aRTR I

cit l)fTR I

By wearing the wooden footwear, one's feet are likely to slip,
and by tying round iron-chains, the body is weakened. The Yoga
is not achieved through adopting the ways of nagas (those who do
not wear clothes), monis (those who observe silence) and dudhadharis
(those who take only milk). The last-mentioned think only of
other people's homes (wherefrom milk could be obtained). The
naga remains worried about the fuel. Moni keeps on waiting for
a friend who conveys his thoughts to others. By the wearing of robes alone, without the help of a spiritual guide, one does not get
confirmed in faith.
Anti Ido/-worship
~~ 1.1f~TOT ;j »fO~lifT ~~I I

~~Tliof3'

ct R~ ck1 R~,

~ l)j'fuoTJ:ft l)j'1~ Cl'dM,

3 Tfu 0 ;::pi' j~ t

Hfu

~RT lJ~llS1T I

RS FJfFCI urful)j'1 ~ 3g T, 3.. famj= ofu u.rf;rtill I "t I
01 >li3 To >lif3'ClTlSI T f3faGlT,
lJfG alH 0 ~~T I

a

Cl'HT~T ~T ~o<t lJ'~ cra3 T lli j &~T I ~

I

~ \{Cl~ a',.Ul-! yO'tf f4.l:fHt cIT, ~c:f3 'iClf3 RTOT I
J1.~~T fl~W 0
~

"3

ag

'3

~tf{ijT, 3ClT UI~i uTClT I :3 I

<i.~T,

t

~tflSlT ~f;:r))fTaT I
cj RSBT ~ uT ur~i UTaT I 8 I

))fTlJ ))fTlJ

oTO'tf cr<i

33 f

I am a sacrifice to you, 0 my unsculptured God,
People worship chiselled idols; they know not thy secret.
Thou art Eternal and from the begmning.
I keep my faith in Thee.
• A miracle pill
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Thou didst fashion the whole world, but none hast created
Thee.
Ten incarnations of Thine are said to have appeared in this
world.
But they werl~ not Tl.ee 0 God.
They got the: fruit of their own actions;
But the real God, the Creator, was different from them.
Thou art the perfect, Brahman
Master of the earth, all forms and figures are Thine.
Ears have not heard, nor have eyes seen
One who could be Thy maker.
Thou art from Thyself, ths vision gives enlightenment.
Sayeth Gorakh, Thou Thyself coinest the words of the Guru.
Gorakh Nath. used to treat all men equally. Not only those
who belonged to the four Hindu varnas, but the Muslmans also
were admitted to his fold.
It seems that the sense of humility that comes with the realization of the highest truth is not attainable through the hath-Yoga.
The following hymns throw some light on the mental state of the
hath-yogi:

.

..

.

})R'U ~1HCf <JHT"CJ ~gr g~T~ H~Tt! af;g-Gj oT3T I
fOOJaT fUaClT llcr5 ;:P3T 3T~ <JH ~"5cT ClTUOT C!T LI1 I

o Avadhu. Shiva is my disciple, and Machhindra is the disciple
of a disciple (i e. I have become identified with the Absolute, and,
as such, they are not greater than I). But since the world would
have gone to perdition withO'.lt a spiritual guide, I became a disciple of them just to continue the tradition.
llfRTt:! ~t!.U faag T RTl:13 ~~T I
lIo 00 OT~ oTl:J..a ?TGfl{tijT ~Tf;g lIaD? ~T~l I
a<JH ~~3T ori:!U
I R<JR gOT uT~l I
... ?:ifTUUlT l:i{t!......

..

llfatijTRT R<Jl1. aClTRCf ~~fTU~T llfRTfu f?F.I OTT HTtijT I

.

.

tiIO &-e'u ~1Ha H<JT -e? oTcTa~ o~TtilT I
~3T a C!TUtil T l)fRlfu ~ttl! ,13T illo1:f OTC! RTUtil T I

fuF.I 'e'R

The sex-impulse is irresistible, rarely can one sublimate it.
lt has overpowered angels, gods, men and gandharva crowds,
Bali was (elder) brother of Sugariva (whose wife be s.mcthed).
The god Brahma was overpowered by lust.
Indra (the king of gods) had a thousand yanis over his cody.
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Lust did not spare the eightly-eight thousand rishis.
This maya of Vishnu (the desire of sex) is irresistible.
This sex-impulse made Ishvara Mahadeva dance.
Vishnu assumed ten incarnations,
But it is only Gorakhnath who has succeeded in controlling
the sex impulse.
I stated in the beginning that a number of stanzas and phrases,
from the poetry of Gorakhnath are found in Gurbani. I shall
end this lecture by quoting a few instances.
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Gorakh Bani
Girhi so jo girh kaya
abhi antar ki tayage maya.
sahaj sil ka dharai sarir.
so girhi ganga ka nir. (45)
Adi Granth
So girhi jo nigrhu Kal'ai.
japu tapu sanjmu bhikhia karai.
pun dan da kare sariru.
so girhi ganga ka nir. (2) (12)
War Ramkali, Salok M-I
Gorakh Bani
yahu man saktI yahu man siV.
yahu man pane tatu ka jiV.
yahu man lai je unaman rahai.
tan tIni 10k kI batan kahai. (50)
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Adi Granth
Ihu manu sakti ihu Sill.
ihu manu panc tat ko jill.
ihu manu Ie jau unamani rahaL
tau nni 10k ki batai kahai (33)
Gaurhi Bawan Akhari, Kabir.
Gorakh Bani
Hindu dhayawai dehura muslman masIt.
jogl dhayawai parampad jahan dehura
na maslt (68)
Adi Granth
Hindu piijai dehura muslmanu maslt.
Name SOl sewia jah dehura na maSUi. (4) (3) (7)
Gaund Namrlev
Gorakh Bani
Dram dhuram jwala joti. (169)
Adi Granth
Dram dhuram joti ujala. (8)
Onkar, Ramkali Dakhani M. 1
Gorakh Bani
Gigni man4~al maih gay blyaI
kagad dahl jamaya.
chachi chani pindta plWI
sidhan makhan kyaya. (196)
Adi Granth
Kabir mai~l golni pawnu jhakolan haru.
santhu rnakhnu khaia chachi piai sansar. (18)
Salok Kablr
Gorakh Bani
Kathm kathai so sikh boliye, bed parhai so nat!.
raihni rahai so guru hamara, ham rahta ka
sathl. (270)
Rahitnama
Raihni rahai uhi sikh mera.
uh thakur main usko cera.
Raihitnarna
Gorkah Bani
Barhma wishnai adi mahesaur,
ye tinyu main jaya.
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in tihwan nI mai ghar gharni
dawaikar mon maya ji. (3) (5)
Adi Granth
Eka mai jugati Wial tini cele parwal).u. (30) Japu
Gorakh Bani
Kaisai bolou pandita dey kaunai tJ::!anl
Nij tat nihar tan amen tumen nahl. (tek)
Pakhanci dewali pakhanea deY.
Pakhan pujla daisain fida saneh. (1)
Sarjiv torhla niIjlv pujllii.
Pap ki karni kaisain dutar tinla. (2)
Tlrthi tIrthl sananan karlla.
Biihar dhoe kaisain bhItan bhedlla. (1)
Adi niith natI Machinder nath putii.
Nij tat nihiirai Gorakh awdhutii. (4) (37)
Pandit jan jan bad na hoi.
anbolaya abdhu sol. (tek)
patre brhamii kali visnii phal madhe rudrsu deva.
tIni deve ka ched kiya, tumhe karhu kaun ki seva. (9)
Yek dandI dudandI tl iya dandI bhagwan hiiva.
bishan ko tin par na payo, tIrthiin bhrmI muva. (2)
Yek kiilmuhan jatadhari, lyang upasak hiiva.
mahadev hau tin par na paYo, rakh rauli rauli miiva. (3)
Ciiri mahadhar biihar cela, yekankiiri hiiVii.
kiiyam kau tin par na piiyo, joti bali biili muvii. (4)
Codsiyanai punmiyan jiiin brathan tuvii.
arhant kau tin piir na payo, kes launc launc muva. (5)
Yek mulannam doi kurannam gyarah khursani huva
alah kotin par na payo, bang dei dei maYa. (6)
Nau nath caurasi siddha asandhari huva.
jog kau tin par na payau, ban khandan bhram bhram
miivii (7)
Pane tat kI kiiya binsi, rakhi na sakya kOI
kal davan jab gyan prkasya, badant gorakh SOi. (8) (38)
Marau filarau srpanI nirmal jaI paithi
tri-bhuvan dasnI gorkh nath dithI. (tek)
Maro srpanI jaga i layo bhora.
jini mari srapanI takau kaha karai jaunra. (9)
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Srpani kahai main abla baliya
brahrna bishun mahadev chaliya. (2)
Man man srpm dasaun disi dhava i
gaurkh nath ga.ran p>ivan vegi Iyavai. (3)
Adi nath nati: machindr nath pilta.·
srpm rnarilai gorkh avdhuta. (4) (45)
Adi Granth
SarpnI te upri nCJhI baha
jini brahma bis".nu rnahadeu chalia. (1)
Maru rnaru srpam nirrnal jali paithI.
jini tribhava.l:JU <;lasIale
gurprsadi <;li!hi. (1) rahau.
Srpam srpalli kia kahau bhai
jini saru pachania tini srapani khaI. (3)
Srapani te a,n chuch nahi avara.
srapanI jm kaha karai jamra.
Ih srapani taki km hOi,
balu balu kl3. is te hoI. (4)
ih basti: ta bast sanra
gurprasadi sahj tare kabIra. (5) (6) (19)
Asa SrI KabIr jI.
Goraklt Bani
Na janon gur kahan gaiHi, mujh nindan lla avai. (tek)
kurnhra khai ghari hadI achai, ahITa kai gha~ san<;lhI.
barnana kai ghari randi achai, randi sandi haIi<;!i. (1)
raja kai ghari sel achai, jangal rnadhe bel.
teh ke ghari tel achai. tel, bel. sel. (2)
ahIr ke ghan rnahkI achai, deval rnadhye Iyang.
han rnadhe hIng achai, hIng 1yang syang. (3)
ekai siltrai nana bat:\iyan, bahu bhanti dikhlavai.
bhanant gorkhi trigut:\i n maya, satgur hoi Iakhavai.
(4) (42)
Adi Grantlt
TIni chande khelu achai. (1) rahau.
kunbhar ke ghar handI achai, raja ke ghar SandI go.
barnan ke ghar randi achai, ran<;lI san<;lI handI go (1)
batiiye ke ghar hIng achai, bhaisar rnathai singu go.
cleval rnadhe lIgu achai hgu Sigu higu go. (2)
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tell ke ghar telu achai, jangal madhe bel go.
mali ke ghar kel achai, kel, bel, tel go. (3)
santan madhe gobindu achai gokal madhe shyam go.
name madhe ramu achai, ram, sHim gobind go. (4) (3)
To(;!i Nam dey.
Machinder Gorkh Bodh
Gorakh : Swami kaun mul kaun bela
kaun guril, kaun cela
kaun khetar, kaun mela
kaun tatva Ie ramain akela
Machi'nder
avdhil man mul pavan bela
,sabad guru surti cela
trikuti khetr u lti mela
mrbal) tatv Ie ramauri akela. (14)
Adi Granth
Kavat.l millu kavat.l mati vela
tera kavaIiu guru jiska tu cela
kava!). katha Ie rahhu nira lai
bolai na':laku su!).hu tum bale...(43)
Pavan ara'.lbhu satgur mati vela.
sabadu guru surti dhuni cela.
akath katha Ie rahau nirala.
nanak jugi jugi gur gopala ...(44)
-Sidh goshti ram kali M.9
SwamI. Vivekanand expresses his opinion about the hath yoga.
in his work Raja Yoga, in these words:
"The result of this branch of Yoga (the Hath Yoga) is to
make men live long; health is the chief idea, the one goal of the
hath yogi. He is determined not to fall sick, and he never does.
He lives long; a hundred years is nothing to him; he is quite young
and fresh when he is 150, without one hair turned grey. But that
is all. A banyan tree lives sometimes 5000 years, but it is a banyan
tree and nothing more. So, if a man lives long he is only a healthyanimaI."*
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LECTURE THRIlE

MIMANSA AND VEDANTA
Jaimini : Purva-Mimansa
The aim of this system of philosophy is to investigate the na·
ture of dharma propounded in the former section of the Vedas,
known as Karma-kanda. Owing to the recognition of the Vedas
alone by Jaimini as the sole authority on dharma, it is treated as an
orthodox system of thought. The period of composition of the sutras of this school has been determined as 400 B.C.
This system a.dmits the reality of the objective world. It is opposed to the subje:ctivism or nihilism of the Buddhists. It accepts
Four categories of Being or Reality : substance (dravya), quality
guna, action (karma) and generality (samanya).
Substance is that which possesses a size (pnrimana). Earth,
water, light, air, darkness, ether, time, space, soul, mind and sound
are substances.
Atoms are not imperceptible. As the sun-beams pass through
them, they become visible as small particles. The relation between
the effect and the material cause is not inherence. The pot is clay,
but in form, etc. it is different. Mimansik as caB it sat-karya-vada•
. The clay is changed into a pot, cup and other articles; these are the
effects of clay.
Ether, time, space, soul, mind, and sound are eternal and omnipresent and are perceptible, except in the case of the mind. Individual souls are innumerable; they are the support of knowledge, and
experience pain and pleasure. They are, therefore, different from
their perishable body, sense-organs and knowledge. Some of the
Mimansikas treat the soul as consciousness and the object of mental
perception. Mind, too, is eternal or all-pervasive. The contact of
the two omnipresent substances, namely the mind and the soul,
produces cognition. But this cognition is limited on account of the
corporeal bodies. The soul is the agent of actions as also the enjoyer of their fruit.
Mimansikas accept the existence of apurva. The Vedas lay
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down the heaven as the fruit of sacrifices. This fruit is not obtained
immediately on the completion of the yajana. As such, the permanent self of the performer of sacrifices gets a subtle potency, which
acts as the agent for the accomplishment of fruit at the appropriate
time.
Jamini is silent about the existence of God. He does not subscribe to the view that God is the apportioner of the fruit of
karma. The apurva itself possesses the capacity to distribute the
fr.lit.
The world has no beginning. Nor has it in an end. It was,
and will be always as it is as present. A part of the universe may
get destroyed. But there is neither the creation nor the total dissolution of the world as a whole.
Liberation-The Purva-Mimansa deals with dharma which produces prosperity such as heaven. Jaimini and his interpreters, Sabar
Swamin and Prabhaker, have not spoken of liberation (moksha). But
Kumarila and Salikanatha, who followed them, could not ignore
it. The system would not be complete without it. Kumarila understands moksha as freedom from rebirth, the cause of pain and suffering. For this, all the past karma should become exhausted through
life-experience, without leaving a residue. The seeker of liberation
should not do any prohibited action, or action for reward, as all
these would generate new bondages for him. However. he should
perform the obligatory and conditional acts, otherwise he would be
subject to sin and suffering. It means that the practice of dispassionate actions has been prescribed.
Knowledge is not the direct cause of liberation. It takes the
form of worship and meditation and, thus, leads to hberation.
The liberated soul is free from all kinds of pleasure and pain and
appears in its true form, that is, the potency of knowledge; smce
it has no body or organs and is free from their action. According
to Shalikanatha, it is not a state of bliss. The Purva-Mimansa
propagates dharma as expressed in the Vedas. Shreya (moral
excellence) is defined in terms of dharma. It emphasizes the
moral duties of man that he owes to himself, to his family ar.d
relations, to his community and nation, as enjoined upon him by
the scriptures. It believes that karma is all-powerful, and even
God, if He exists, cannot interfere with its f.uctification. It is
opposed to such violence as leads to the killing of a living being.
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But to kill an animal in a saclifice is permitted, since it is enjoined
upon by the Vedas and is not sinful. Violence for the sake of
personal benefit is a sin, but if it is dedicated to the sacrificial
observance, it is proper and in order. Obligatory acts such as
sandhya (prayer) and conditional acts like bathing during an eclipse
are compulsory. Their non performance would result in sin.
Optional acts, i. e. those acts which are done for a specific purpose,
are to be performed at one's will, if one has the capacity and the
means for their performance.
VEDANTA-ADVAITA
Although all the six schools of philosophy are replete with religious views, and stand in relation to the metaphysical teaching
lying at the basis of tne spiritual thought adopted by them, yet,
fairly largely, the: theories of Ved'lnta School, propagated by Shri
Shankrachalya through his sojourns across the country came to
from the basis of common people's faith. Shankra flourished in
the eighth century of the Chirstian Era, and died at the age of 32
years. However" his teachings had a devastating effect on the
Buddhist faith, and the caste-system (the varnasharm dharma) was
introduced once again. Vedanta has at its base the Upanishads,
the Bhagvada Gita and the Brahma-Sutras. The doctrines of
Shankra are known by the name of Advaita School. Brahman
(the Absolute) is the sole reality. The world appears to be real so
long as 'knowledge' has not dawned. This is maya (the grand
illusion). Besidles the Absolute, Shankra accepts the existence of
maya. But what is maya? In reply, Shankra asserts that it is indescribable (a-ni,rvachaniya), that is, it cannot be expressed in
words. Maya is neither real (sat), nor is it non-real (a-sat), nor
real-non-real (sat-asat).
The things of the world are of an order intermediate between
the absolute reality (Brahman) and complete non-existence (shunya).
How can void, which is non-existent, be the object of knowledge?
Shankra clarifies his view with the help of an illustration of the
serpent and the rope. The serpent that is visible is not real. But
it is not un-real either. So long as the real\ty is not apprehended,
the serpent appears to be real. We cannot treat the universe
either as real or as non-real. Like maya. it is inexpressible.
Neither is it real, nor not-real, nor-real-non-real. It is mithya, but
is eternal.
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By the analogy of the serpent and the rope, Shankra wishes to
suggest that the existence of the world is dependent upon the being
of Brahman. The appearance of the serpent depends upon the
ex:stence of the rope. But the rope does not depend on the serpent
for its existence. Whereas the existence of the world is dependent
upon Brahman's existence, the latter does not depend on the world's
existence. Causation applies to the phenomenal world, but the
Absolute is free from the principle of causation.
The casual law may be made applicable to the realm of objects
which can be perceived through the senses. Brahman is not the
object of empirical knowledge. As such, the assertion that
Brahman is the cause of phenomenal universe, does not stand the
test of reasoning.
The world is not a dream. Whatever we see in the dream is
inCQl)erent; it is not inter-linked. But the worldly events have
their interconnections.
" All our knowledge is objective. Whatever we dream of is
different from this. The object known in the dream is limited to
the dream. But the object, e. g. a table, a chair, etc., kno\\-n in
the waking life, have their own identity. The empirical objects do
not come to an end, as in the case of objects of the dream disappearing with the ending of the dream.
Since it is difficult to state how the world of plurality came
into being out of the one undifferentiated Absolute, the world has
The existence of the world is
been called the maya of Brahman.
dependent on the Being of the Absolute, but the Absolute is
unaffected by the world.
Shankra criticizes the vigyan-vad. This doctrine implie~ that
the external object exists only in our consciousness. The given
object is only a 'construction', whereas consciousness is the sole
reality. For Shankra, the object known is independent of the knowing act of it. To say that the self is the fundamental reality is
not to say that our consciousness constitutes the reality of the
object.
The individual soul (the jiva) is a composite of self and not-self.
Through association with the limitations like the internal organs.
the self functions as enjoyer, subject to rebirth and bondage. When
we speak of the individual jiva as born or as growing, we mean
that its adjuncts come into being or grow. The spirit is neither
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born nor does it die. Jiva in its true character, as distinct from the
adjuncts, is the 'witness' self. It is consciousness, pUle and simple.
All changes are in the consciousness, but the consciousness is unchanging. The se:er is always present, whereas the changes which
it witnesses come and go. The seer cannot become the object of
knowledge. Nothing can be both subject and object at the same
time. The eye can see other things but not itself. The pure self
cannot be known as an object. But being the seer, the subject is
self-revealing.
The means to liberation lies in the knowledge. When the
individual soul comes to acquire the transcendent knowledge that
'1 am Brahman', he is free from the cycle of birth and rebirth. Such
enlightenment comes through meditation and reflection.
The ignoranc{: (avidya) of the individual is beginni ngless (anadi).
The entire world is a play of maya. The limitations of each person
arise from the ignorance of his own individual soul. When the
limitations are removed. no trace of differentiation remains between
one soul and another. 'Tat-twam-asi' (That Thou Art) does not
mean that the jiva in his present form is Brahman, but that the
individual soul can become Brahman.
VISHISHTADVAITA OF RAMANUJA
Brahman and jiva (individual soul) are two distinct entities,
though not separated from each other. Ishvara (God) is present
in all the jivas as their inner spirit, still remaming detached.
Reality and value are one. And Brahaman is so called, because by
its nature it is infinite and can also infinitize the finite individual.
Brahman can turn the individual into infinite, without destroying
his individuality. Brahman is knowable-but He can be known
through experience. "Jiva is a substance as well as an attribute."
The theory of dharma-bhuta-jnana (attributive consciousness)
stipulates that the consciousness cannot be separated from the self,
even though ea,~h has its own identity. The lamp and its light
are indivisible, though we treat them as separate by assigning different names to them. Self-consciousness implies the existence of
one self that is conscious.
Brahman is unique and is the absolute reality. He is satyam jn-a
nam, apahata-papmatyam sandram, and anandam. The word 'satyam' connotes Brahman as distinct from the migrating jiva and the
perishing prakdti. He is the source of beings, conscious and un-
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conscious.
Since Brahman is a reality, the universe that is dependent upon
Him is also real. Inorganic existence is subject to permanent transformation and is called non-real. The self is unchasing though its
cons ciousness goes on increasing or decreasing according to karma;
it is real.
Shastra as a body of spiritual truths, verified and verifiable by
seekers of the truth, furnishes the ultimate basis for valid knowledge. Avidya is the result of actions. It is an imperfection of the jiva,
and when one seeks to overcome it, one becomes a seeker after Brahman (mumukshu) Creation and dissolution take place in a cyclic
way endlessly; the cosmic purpose of the creative process is the
liberation of souls. The evolutionary process of nature l.as been described after the Sankhya pattern. But, a 26th category of Pu/'ushotma (the Supreme Deity) has been added.
Means of Liberation
The first means is the karma-yoga, i.e. the practice of d:!ty for
duty's sake. Life is action-based. No living being can be non-active.
Knowledge results from dispassionate actions. The individual is
convinced thafthe foundation of his life is God. Such enlightenment leads to self-renunciation, which causes the individual to take
up contemplation. It is then that devotion (bhakti) arises, and the
individual sets himself out to serve others, realizing the presence of
God in everyone. Thus, he merges himself completely in God and
attains the highest form of bliss.
MADHVACHARYA-DVAITA SCHOOL
Correct knowledge (prama) and the correct source of knowledge (pramana) are things that grasp the object of knowledge, as it
its. To say that knowledge is without the object known is meaningless. Without recognizing real silver, the superimposition of silver
on a shell (in illusion) is impossible.
The difference between testimony (saksin) and knowledge produced by the mind is like this: testimony (witness) presents the
object as it is, but knowledge that results from the mind and the
sense-organs may occasionally go wrong. Knowledge of the self by
it"elf or the pleasure in the sukhupati (dreamless) state can never
be denied.
Testimony is also required in the knowledge produced by
the mind, but the cognition of testimony takes place without the
mind.
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According to Madhva, the Agmas prescribe the mode of
action. This is not a command or an authority. The knowledge of
reality this is all··inclusive and self-evident can be had from the
Vedas. Illusion has also been created by Brahman, so that in contrast with it, knowledge may shine forth better. Perfect knowledge
results from discipline aided by the grace of Brahman. That is why
amrita is the product of grace. To say that amrita can be had
from knowledge is to misinterpret the Upanishads. The latter have
spoken of all that exists as the creation of Brahman. Then, knowledge is also his ereation. Action and devotion are not the basis of
em3.ucipation. Knowledge is essential for action. Action expresses
the active aspect of knowledge. In the same way, devotion is the
element of intensity in knowledge.
Knowledge is the result of practical discipline of understanding
the texts, reflection and assimilation. It is not a passive insight.
Spontaneity is an attribute of knowledge and it inclines to have
more and more of it. To grasp this fact is the highest discipline,
worship and realization. That is why the individual must not be
without of spirit of seeking, even for a moment.
If Brahman is attributeless (nirguna), then how can He be the
basis of ignorance? Nirguna Brahman and ig.lOrance cannot go
together. To emphasize ignorance is to turn ignorance into an
independent ~ntity. To call Brahman physical is an expression of
duality. This is the duality of substance and qu:dity. All attempts at
relating the two confirm the idea of duality.
The sense of imperfection le".ds to the idea of perfection. In
some cases, it leads one to doubt the existence of perfection, i. e.
Brahman. Doubt liS the source of philosophy. The doubt whether
there is Brahman, whether there is any source of the knowledge of
Brahman, makes philosophy indispensable. But to hold that
Brahman is not an object of knowledge negates philosophy. But
even such negation presupposes some philosophy. It contradicts
itself. Desire for emancipJ.tion does not lead to philosophy.
Desire is misery and illusion is its cause. Illusion and philosophy
are incompatible. Philosophy in the result of Brahman's grace 0 1
man.
Philo,ophy is the process of finding out the highest - source of
knowledge. Its object is the highest Reality. Brahman, as the
source of k1.owlt:dge, is indispenSJ.ble, defectless, self-valid, and
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impersonal. It is in this sense that philosophy is called the Veda.
Brahman as Re'\1ity is all-complete. The all-complete is aUpowerful, which is the giver of reality to all. Reality implies the
thing it'ielf, its objectivity and its functions. Brahman being the
creator and' giver of all is called Vishnu.
Brahman as all-eomplete is beyond comprehension. But it is
eternal and permanent. It is made intelligible by seeing that it
is the origin of all.
The world consists of conscious souls and unconscious
objects. Individual souls are many. AU souls influence one
another. Hence no soul is completely free. The influence of the
soul on others may be very great, though each has its own separate
being. To be subject to change is to be dependent. Therefore
everything in the wOlld, conscious, or unconscious, is dependent
by nature.
To negate the dependent or to hold that it is illusion is to
posit negation or illusion in its place. But negation or illusion is
dependent. At least its bource must be independent. Hence
even the dependent is in some sense Or other real. The independent ib, therefore, the real sources of the real world. It is selfestablished in all its aspects. It manifests itself through its effects,
from which, therefore, it can be known. It is eternal and allpowerful. It is the doer of everything. An all-doer; it is the
cause of all. It has aU aspects. Every aspect is independent. It
is devoid of all distinctions within itself, but it is distinguishable
from the dependent. To posit the dependent in its place is to
negate it. The Vedas speak of its identity with, as well as of its
distinction from the dependent.
The result of taking Vishnu ac; the all-doer is to take the body
as the vehicle of Vishnu and not of the individual soul.
Activ;ty is life; is an expression of knowledge.
Madhva holds that even the lowest caste may study the philosophy of Brahman. He recognizes that even the untouchables can
be the devotees of Vishnu.
NIMBARKA-DVAITADVAITA
Like other Vaishnava Vedantins, Nimbaraka, too admits
three eternal substances, viz, Brahman, sentient and non-sentient.
He calls the highest Reality of Brahman by the name of Krishna
or Hari. The word Brahman literlly means-cone which proces!>es
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greatness'. That is Brahm'Jn is the greatest being, who has no
one superior or ,equal to him, who is beyond the limits of space,
time etc. No one can be compared with his nature, attributes
and powers, and no one can surpass him. Brahman alone is the
cause of this vast universe of souls and matter. The universe has
originated from Brahman, is sustained by him, and eventually
dissolves in him. Brahman himself is the material cause and the
efficient cause of the world and, as such, the wor ld is only a
transformation of Brahman.
Brahman be:ing the material cause of the universe is immane"lt
in it. Jus t as in a clay-jar there is noting but clay, so in the
universe which is the effect of Brahman, everything is Brahman
through and through. All the various sentient and non-sentient
object as found in the world, through apparently different from
Brahman, are nothing but Brahman in essence, being only a transformation of Him. Brahman is not simply an external creator of
the world, as a potter is of the pot. On the contrary, although
Brahman is highe:r and greater than the world and is not absolutely
identical with it, since the world cannot completely manifest
Brahman, yet Brahman abides in the universe and operates it as its
inner soul that is omniscient.
Brahman is eternally perfect, eternally satisfied and eternally
blissful. Then why did He create the universe? This is His It/a
(sport). This Lila is meant for making persons undergo the
result of their actions.
Branman is sa-guna (with attributes) and not nir-guna (attibuteless). He is omniscient,. omnipotent, and omnipresent. He is
transcendent yet immanent; all-powerful, yet all-merciful; alIpervanding, yet abiding within the heart of man; ruler, yet helper.
He can only be know through the Agma scriptures. The ordinary
insight or inferential capacity of man cannot grasp Him.
Nimbalka holds the ordinary human reason as limited.
Ordinary human beings can use reason or inference about mundane and empirical objects only. But what is extra-mund ne is
beyond the SCOp(~ of reason. Here, Agma becomes our sole guide.
Agma is nothing but the product of the sustained thinking, mature
reflection, superb inspiration and profound realization of saints and
prophets. To those extraordinary mind~ that were wiser and pue;
than we, everything was like an open book.
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Every soul requires the acquisition of philosophical truth,
reflection on it and constant meditation so that it may experience
the truth revealed in the scriptures.
The essence of the sentient (the soul) i!> consciousness. The
soul is a conscious knower, a doer of deeds and an enjoyer of
their fruit. There are numerous souls which are atomic; they are
identical neither with Brahman nor with one another. Even the
freed souls retain their individuality. They do not merge into
Brahman. Salvation does not' imply annihilation of the. soul's
individuality. It means the full development of its real nature and
attributes. When the soul acquires such a state of supreme selfdevelopment, it acquires the divine nature and attributes and
becomes similar to God. Such a state of salvation is attainable
only after death. It is not possible in this world, as held by the
Advaitins.
.
The means to salvation are five : action, knowledge, devotion
and meditation, self-surrender of God and surrender to spiritual
teacher (the guru). Selfless actions purify the mind and help the
rise of kno\\ ledge and devotion in it. The first three means are of
those who ate confident of attaining the salvation through their
own efforts ; the remaining two are meant for those who cannot
place reliance on their own efforts.
.Achit (the non-sentient) is of three kind: Prakriti (the
primal matter), a-prakirta (that is derived from non-material but
non-sentient substance) and Kala or ti me.
BHEDABHEDA PHILOSOPHY
The lump of clay is different from the clay-jar. The latter can
be put to use for storing water, but the clay cannot be so used.
However, it is still clay. In the same manner, the universe of souls
and matter is different from Brahman, as its attributes (viz.
impurity, grossness, finitude, etc.) and activity (the selfish actions)
are quite different from Brahman's. But the universe is neither
non-different form Brahman, because being its effect, it is one with
Brahman. The latter is different from the universe, because it is
one of the infinite powers and elements, and Brahman that is
perfection is not exhausted in a single world. Brahman is also
identical (abheda) with the world, since being its cause, it permeates
the world through and through. Bheda or difference means: (I)
difference in attributes and activities from the standpoint of
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effect; (2) transcedence of the standpoint of cause over the effect.
Abheda (non-difr~rence) means non-difference of essence from
the standpoint of the cause; and immence in the effect from the
standpoint of th<~ cause.
Nimbaraka does not insist that the family life must be abandoned for the sake of emancipation. A householder can also be
emancipated through selfless actions.
VALLABHA-SHUDDHADVAITA
The difference between Vallabha and Shankra in their approach lies in the fact that the former does not rely on logic in is
interpretation of the Vedas, the Upanishads and Srimad Bhagvada
Gita. He interprets these scriptures literally and criticizes Shankra
for the use of dry logic in his discussion of metaphysical problems.
The highest reality, accordIng to Vallabha, is Krishna known
as Brahman in the Upanishad and Paramatman in the Bhagvata. He
is one. He is without a second. He possesses the divine qualities
of sat-chit-ananda. He is full of sweetness and infinite bliss in his
true form. And from this point of view, Vallabha has favoured
the view of God with form (sakara). He is eternal, unchanging,
omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent. He has got the capacity
to become anything and everything at any time. And this is
what is known as his maya-po\\er. He possesses all the powers such
as knowledge. a<;tion, etc. He is the creator of evelything and is
both the material and efficient casuse of the world. He is not
different from the souls which emanate from him. He is the enj::>yer.
All the attributes of God are quite natural, and non-d;fferent from
Him.. He is th(~ origin of both nature and intelligence which lose
their diff~rences in him. That is why the system of Va\lb~la is
k lown as Shudhadvaita (pure-no1j1-dualism). Brahman is absolutely
pUie and c.mnot be affected in any way by maya.
Vd.llb:n ac_:epts the forms of Brahman:
(I) Para-Brahman or Purshotma, (2) Antt<r-yami and (3) AkshraBrahman.
Brahman, Krishna or Purshotma is the Lord in the real sense;
he is full of SWe:etne3S and joy; he is the object of love and worship.
He dwells in all the souls in the form of Antara-yami and in that
form is possesse:d of undivided bliss. In the form of AksharaBrahman, the joy is also finite. The wise ones make tl,e AksharaBuh 1un their object of m~ditation, who is the spiritual form of
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Para-Brahman, and in the end they become one with him. The
devotees look upon the Akshara-Brahman as the foot (charan) and
the abode of Krishna. From the Akshara-Brahman emanate the
souls like sparks from the fire. When the Lord desires to grant liberation thrQugh knowledge, he m:lkes the Akshara-Brahman appear
in four forms: (I) Akshara, (2) time, (3) action and (4) nature.
The Akshara then appears as prakriti and purusha and becomes
the cause of everything.
The lord of the world is one and the only one, but desires to be
m".ny. He creates the world for the sake of pleasure, and he creates
it out of his own self, on the analogy of a spider. He does not
create through the agency of maya or power, as found in the doctrines of Shankara, Ramanuja, Nimbaraka or other exponents of
scriptures. Though Brahman assumes the form of the universe
through the process of transformation, he does not suffer any
change within himself. The world is the sat (being) aspect of Brahman, and the qualities of consciousness and bliss are obscured by
His own will. The world is, therefore, the physical form of ParaBrahman and is not merely an illusion. The universe gives us an
idea of the Lord's grea.tness, and those who realize this greatness
cannot but worship him.
Everything in the world is Brahman, and different qualities
manifest themselves in different objects at the will of the Lord.
Consequently, the objects are known by different names. But
ignorance obscures the vision of souls and creates in the mind another unreal form of the objects similar to the real ones. The result
is that objects are seen not in their true form by souls, but in their
deluding forms. And these tend to create their own world in place
of the real world. The scriptual passages describing the world as
maya really refer to this world of the individual's erroneous creation, and not to the real world which is the manifestation of the
Lord.
This world of man'::. ignorance is the result of the sense of
individuation and egotism, and with the knowledge of Brahman
it gets destroyed.
At the time of the creation of the universe, souls come out of
the Akshara Brahman like sparks emanating from fire. Souls are
c untless. They are eteraal, atomic and parts of Brahman. The
quality of joy is supperessed in the soul at the desire of t....e Lord.
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The two qualitie:s of existence and conciousness are evident. The
soul is an inte1liigent reality, a p'lrt of Brahman. The Shankara
doctrine that thc~ influence of maya on Brahman gives rise to souls
is not cprrect. The soul is atomic but when the suppressed element
of joy becomes evident, the soul, like Brahman, enjoys omnipresence. The scriptual passages mentioning the all·pervading nature
of the soul refer to this aspect of the soul. Happiness and
unhappiness of fhe souls are determined by the action done in the
previous cycles of the world.
Vallabha has divided the souls into three classes: (I) Pushti
(2) maryada (3) parvaha. The parvaha souls are those that are
moving aimlessly in the ,,'orid and are completely engrossed in it;
they never think of the Lord. Those souls which study the scriptures understand the real nature of God and worship him
accordingly-they form the second category. Pushti souls are the
chosen people of God; they are blessed by his grace, and they
worship him out of their boundless love for him.
CHAITANYA PRABHU (ACHINTYA-BHEDABHEDA)
In line with all other Vaishnava schools, Chaitanya rejects the
illusionism and falsity of the world as adopted by Shankra. The
latter holds the indeterminate (nirguna) Brahman as the ultimate
absolute reality and accords an inferior status to the Lord (lshvara)
who is the creator, preserver and destroyer of the world. Chaitanya, who believes in the reality ofthe world, makes nirguna Brc:hman
a stage in the progress to complete truth. According to Chaitanya
Prabhu, the realization of perfect truth means believing in Brahman as the creator of the world and in intimate lelation of love and
affection with his creatures.
Chaitanya conceives the Lord and his power in the form of
Krishna and Radha, which means an intimate relation of love, friendship and affc~ction between the Lord and the devotee. He accepts
, the Vedas alone as authority, and holds perception, inference, etc.
as correct in so far as they conform to the Vedas.
According to Chaitanya and his followers, the teaching of the
Vedas regarding the ultimate reality is as follows : 'Hari' is the
ultimate reality. The halo of the figule of Hari is the Interminate
Absolute of Shankara. Part.matman ~the Supreme Self), the indwelling spirit of the created world, is only a fraction of Hari.
Hari is the unity of perfect beauty. perfect majesty. perfect stren-
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gth, perfect glory, perfect intelligence and perfect detachment Hari
in his completeness is 'duality-in-unity', of Krishna and Radha in
his apparent form. Each is bound to the other in the inseparable
bond of devotion. love and affection.
The question arises how the Lord (Hari). who is the infinite
'being. consciousness and bliss', can be thought of as Krishna who
is limited in space. In reply it is said that this argument of the
material objects does not apply to the spiritual essence. A material
body can exist only in one place at one time, but beings with unmixed sattva figure, just as Hari is, can also appear in finite forms
and yet be all-pervading. The unthinkable attributes of the Lord
that distinguish Him from others also characterize his figure and
his infinite powers. The relation between the Lord's essence and
his manifold powers is one of unth inkable difference-in-non-difference. In this sense. the Lord. in a way, is not different from his
powers that he uses, transcends these powers and his essence is not
exhausted by the different manifestations it assumes.
The power which Hari exercises are these: chit-shakti (power
of Illumination). jiva-shakti (power of self-multiplication), and
maya-shakti (power of transformation into inanimate world). Chitshakti produces illumination and intelligence; jiva-shakti revc;:als
itself in self-division and becoming many. Maya-shakti leads to the
formation of material and insentient objects of the world. Thus.
Hari through the use of these three powers manifests Himself in
multiplicity of hving beings and material objects. This is a secret
which is beyond the discursive logic.
The followers of Shankara distinguish between the sva-rupalakshana (intrinsic character) and tatastha-lakshana (extrinsic
chare,cter) of the Absolute. And the relation of it to the crea.ted
world and creatures is called by them the extrinsic determination,
because this character through the veil of ignorance presents it as
creator, maintainer and de~troyer of the world. These are only
false appearances. But according to Chaitanya and other Vaishnava thinkers, the world of experience is not an unreal appearance;
as such, they do not make a distinction belween the essential and
the relational characters. The tatastha (relational) characters are
also the differe:tt aspects of the m.linfestation of the Absolut~
essence itself.
The relation b~tweel the Lord uld the jivas is to be conceived
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on the analogy of a burning fire and the sparks which emanate
irom it. Jiva. in essence, is not different from the Lord, but being
a particle of it, shares its essence in a limited form. The mayashakti of the Lord, as the controller. causes the insentient material
world to exist, and in the form of avidya (ignorance) causes the
jiva to forget his real nature; the jiva .supposes himself to . be an
I
independent self-existence.
The material world. although a product of maya-shakti and its
power of illusion, is not. however, an unreal appearance. As a product of the Lord's sva-rupa-shakti, in its aspect of maya-shakti, it
shares the reality qf its source, and is real share to the limited
monadic jiva. Whereas it is true that as a real material world,
it is the source of a confusion to the individual jiva, it is also
equally true that it is not an everlasting entity, nor is its mfluence on the finite soul permanent. In fact, .the material world is
a house of corce,:::tion, where the indiv idual, in his deluded joy
and forgetfulness of God, and through the failures and frustrations arising on this account, learns the vanity of earthly ways,
and in the end turns to the divine way of the awarness of the
truth of his own being.
This is the way of Bhakti, self-dedication and love. The
finite soul, treading this path, awakens to a realization of his
original essence" that is, the jiva is only a spark of the Divine
Flame, and he must for ever obey its will and ordinan(;e.
This realization, at first, appears intellectual but becomes at
last an emotional pang of separation. The jiva under its spell
re:llizes that his hunger and thirst would not be appeased by
anything short of complete integration with the perfect essence.
This is a ragatmak bhakti which culminates in the rise of mahabhava. Bhakti is the true destiny of the individual's life. In the
nitya-mukats this bhaktis inherently present from birth. But in
the badha~jivas (individuals in bond':l.ge) it arises through the hard,
bitter experience of life.
Here is the difference between Chaitanya's bhakti-vada,
on the one hand, and the Brahman Vivartavada and Brahmanparinama-vada, on the other. Vivarta-vada regards th e world as a
false appearance or illusion, whereas pariflama-vada, although it
accepts the world as real, takes it to be a transformation of the
Absolute. The Bhedabheda doctrine offers the view of ~hakti-
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parinama-vada which does not regard the world and. the finite
beings as transformation of Brahman. There are the modifications
of his inscrutable powers. The integrity of Brahman itself is not
affected. However, it is the result of his supernal powers that he
appears in the form of aw.areness, jiva and maya·shakti, and the
entire play of the world is, thus, staged.

LEcTURE FOUR

GURU NANAK'S RELIGIOUS THOUGHT
The nature of the Creator depicted by Guru Nanak, definitely
marks him off from most of the Indian thinkers. The Jaina,
Buddhist and Sank.hya systems do not even admit the existence of
God. The Yoga, Vaisheshika and Nyaya treat prakriti and the individual soul as eternal entities, just like the Lord. The Yoga
accepts the three modes of Tamas, Rajas and Sattva in Nature, in
the manner of Sankhya. If these three are balanced, no activity
takes place in Nature. Such a state is called avyakta (unmanifest).
The proximity of Purusa causes activity in Prakriti; the balance is
disturbed, and the creation of the universe ensues. Nyaya and
Vaisheshika consider atoms to be the material cause of the universe. The atoms, too, are everlasting. Both these systems take
God as the efficient cause of the universe. Jaimini does not even
make a mention of God in his aphorisms. Vedanta admits the
influence of Maya in the creation of both the individual soul and
the universe. Brahman is non·active and tatstha (unconcerned).
Maya is neither real nor unreal, nor is it real-unreal. The individual and the visible world are its sport; but what is Maya? This
cannot be described in words; it is indescribable. But Guru Nanak.
while describing the nature of the Formless One, in his mul-mantra
(basic creed), has l~al1ed him Karta-Purukh (Creator, all-pervading).
He had been caIled Satya (everlasting) even earlier too. He has been
accepted as chit, i, e. consciousness. But God as a creator, out of
whom living beings and the universe arose, has not been admitted
by earliear thinkers. By symbolizing Him as 'Ik-Onkar' i. e. there
is but one God, Guru Nanak has rejected the view of the world's
origin from a number of Vedic gods and goddesses. On the other
hand, he trea.ts all the gods and goddesses as His creation. The
Guru expresses his difference with the theory of God's incarnation by characteriiz.ing Him as Unborn. Many of the supporters
of Bhakti have b~:en worshipping Siva. Rama and Krisna, considering them as inca.rnations of the Deity and. the worship of
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their image was considered by them as a means of winning His
pleasure. Guru Nanak, however, clearly states that his God
does not take birth. That is why no image of His can be made.
In support of the foregoing, we quote from the compositions of
the Guru.
God symbolized by Om is one only.
Satya by name,
He is the creator, All-pervading, without fear,
without enmity, unaffected by Time, Unborn, Self-existent.
(To be realized) through the grace of the guru.
(Mul-mantra)
Ik-Onkar
My God is one. He is one,
my broth~r one.
(Asa 1.4)
When I cast my look around, I see none other.
One pervades all places, and one abides in all hearts.
(Asa Patti 13)
The One Supreme Lord is Unique.
He is immortal, Unborn, without
caste, without involvements.
He is unfathomable. beyond the reach of senses,
without forms or lines.
Searchmg for Him, I found Him in
every soul.
(Hi/awal Thit tl I)
Thou art, the tablet, the pen,
as well as the writing thereon.
Talk of One, Nanak: why m~ntion another?
o Lord, Thou prevailest everywhere
and Thou hast fashioned the whole world.
Besides Thee, their is none othel;
Thou alone pervadest.
Thou alone knowest the state and extent
of Thyself and Thou alone canst evaluate Thyself.
Thou art ineffable, not subject to
(sense) perception, Unfathomable;
Only through the Guru's guidance art
Thou realized.
(Malar Var 28)
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Satya His Name
He was true in the beginning, true when
the yugas (ages) began,
True He is now and True He shall ever be.
(Japu shioka 1)
He is, He will be,
The creation will end
but not He
who has created the phenomena.

(Japu 27)
Thou art th(: Creator-Purusa, unfathomable,
Thou hast created the Universe of various
colours, and in many ways,
Thou who ha st created it,
alone knowf:st al\ about it.
lt is all Thy play.

(Majh Var 1)
The Lord who created the world
is known through his Nature.
Do not consider Him distant, Recognize Him
as the word in every vessel.
The Master hath Himself created the five elements
He who beautifieth the body of Truth.
(Suhi-chhant 3. 25)
The three modes of Nature (gunas of prakriti)
have been created by Him.
He who hath created Himself, is Himself free of Maya.
He himflelf hath fashioned the universe
as a sport of His.
He hath produced the three modes of nature
and hath enhanced attachment to Maya.
(Sarong Var 1)
The three gods, who were thought of as the creator, the
sustainer and the destroyer of the world, are also His handiwork:
Thou hast created Brahma,
Visnu and Shiva,
gods and goddesses of various forms;
What the spirit created cannot
be counted.
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He alone who hath created
can evaluate it.
~Bilaval

Thitti 4)

Through His decree, He created
the ten incarnations,
And countless gods and demons
without end.
He who obeys His will
is honoured in His Court;
Such a one is united
with Truth and absorbed in it.
(Maru Soke 13.4.16)
He created the gods
Brahma, Visnu and Shiva.
He gave the Vedas to Brahma
and put him to worship according to them.
Visnu can in ten incarnations such as
Raja Ramchandra.
He attacked and killed the demons.
It was all His will.
The Lord Shiva served the Lord.
but could not fathom His vastness.
(Malar Var 3)
Brahma, Visnu and Shiva stand to serve
at the Door of the unfathomable and infinite.
Many others are seen wailing
at the Door,
I can keep not a count of them all.
(Maru Solhe 14~2)
All acts are performed by Him. His own powers have been
assigned different names :
Brahma, Visnu and Shiva are contained in Him
He Himself doth everything
(Ramkali 12-9)
In short, He himself has brought into being the entire creation, and is carrying on the job. He requires no other causal
agency.
Nanak proclaims this doctrine that
God is able to cause all things.
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Cause is under the jurisdiction of the creator
who upholds the creation through His power.
(Shlokas Sahaskriti 2)
He is Fearless
All have His f,ear written on their foreheads,
But One True Lord alone is fearless
Sayeth Nanak.
(Asa Var 4.1)
Without Enmity
He hath been creating through numberless
Yugas but bears malice to none.
He is subject neither to birth nor death
nor is he YOkl~d to any entanglements.
(Ramka/i Dakhni,Oamkar 15)
His Being is unaffected by Time
Unknowable, Infinite, unfathomable,
unascertainable by senses,
He knows neither death, nor is subject to
the law of Karma
He is not subject to birth, belonging to no caste.
Self-created, He hath neither attachment
nor superstition.
May I be a sacrifice unto the everlasting Truth,
Who hath no form, no colour and no lines,
but can be traced through the True word.
No mother, no father, no son, no relatio~ hath He.
He is devoid of lust and hath no wife.
But is imma<;ulate one, without a lineage, who is
beyond the greatest of the great.
Thy light shines in all.
(Sorath 2.6)
Unborn
Nanak ! the Formless one alone is fearless.
Ramas innumerable are as dust to him.
Numberless are the stories of Krisnas and
Countless the speculations of the Vedas.
(Asa Var, 4.2)
The Hindus are altogether mistaken, and
Have taken to the wrong path.
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They worship what Narada told them and
they worship stones which neither see no:: speak.
They are ignorant fools and a~e in total darkness.
When the stones themselves sink,
how can they ferry you across?
(Bihagra Var 20.2)
AgainHe hath in his home (the images) of Naraina
with alI his courtier!>.
He bathes them and worships them.
He applies saffron and sandal, and offers flowers to them.
And tries to propitiate it by falling at its feet.
But he begs from men food and clothes.
Such blind follies deserve such punishment indeed.
The stone cannot provide food to the hungry,
nor can it save one from death.
The blind crowd is engaged in a blind contention.
(Sarang Var 9.1)
Self Existent
He cannot be instalIed
nor can He be made,
The immaculate God is self-created.
(Japu 4)
He created Himself and Himself created the name.
(Asa Var 1)
By the Guru's Grace l
Through the grace of a spiritual enlightener,
one can realize the Lord.
Without a true Guru none has attained (God)
None attained Him without the Guru.
God Himself placed (the word) in the
heart of the Guru.
who proclaimed it outwardly.
(Asa Var 6)
The nectar of immortality,
1.

Gur Prasad; : Some interpreters have not rendered
this phrase
correctly. It is not an adjective standing for God. It means realization
through the guru's grace.
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for which you came into the world,
Is with the Guru.
Give up all robes, gubs, and cleverness;
This fruit will not be had by facing-both-ways.
(Sorath 1.9)
Some peopll~ trade in jewels and precious stones,
Others trad(~ in glass (liable to break).
But if the true Guru is pleased,
stores of jewels are found within.
None have been able to find (the Divine)
without the help of Guru.
The blind and the false
barked in vain and died.
(Majh Var 7)
If on meet s a true Guru,
one is blessed with the jewel of
discrimination.
Such a one surrenders his mind (Manas)
to the Guru,
He is endowed with love for all.
He is blessed with the commodity of salvation;
all vice is swept away.
o brother, true wisdom does
not dawn without the Guru.
You may verify it from (the writings of)
Brahma, or N':lfada, or Ved Vyasa.
(Sri Rag Ast. 1-10)
Love springs not (in the heart)
without: the Guru
and the dirt of egoism is washed not.
When penetrating through the word,
one knows the self, he becomes sure
that He is the real basis of his personality.
The self is k.nown through the Guru,
all othe:r attempts are of no avail.
(Sri Rag Ast. 9-11)
The Guru indicates the path leading to emancipation,
through his Bani (word) :
Know the path through the Guru's word.
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Depending on the' Guru
get real strength.
One remembers the name by reciting
his charming Bani.
If it pleases Thee
He discovers the door.

(Malar, Ast. 2-14)
The goad of the Guru keeps the intractable mind on the
right path:
Mind is the elephant
In the jungle of the body :
The goad is the Guru's true word,
indicating the right path.
Then (the elephant) ,reaches the royal palace,
and enjoys its splendour.
(Gauri, Ast. 1-2)
The Lord God is like a beautiful palace
full of rubies and jewels,
pearls and pure diamonds;
He a fort of gold that delights the heart.
How to climb into the fort without a ladder?
You can have a view of it through the Guru
intent on .the Name of Hari.
Guru is the ladder, Guru the boat, and Guru the raft.
laden with the Name of Hari.
Guru is the ship to ferry us across the sea of Samsara.
Guru is the sacred place on the bank of the
ever flowing river.
If the Lord wills, the soul goes to bathe in the
pool of truth and become pure.
(Siri Rag 3.9)
It is natural to ask: if the significance of a Guru is so
great, there must have been a Guru of Guru Nanak too. A
rep ly to this is available in his biography and his own compositions.
It is mentioned in the biography of Guru Nanak that
he got his cup of nom from the Divine Court. He confirmed
this is his hymns :
There is no distance between us. I am one with Him,
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the Reality immaculate, the light of all.
Nao.ak : I met the Guru, the Supreme Lord, the 'Supreme
Brahman who is highe-r than the highest
(Sorath 5-11)
I met the True Guru, the author of the whole cre-ation,
Reflecting 0111 His works
I put my fai th in him.
(Ramka/i 14-8)
Guru Nanak considers God all-pervading but transcendent:
Thousands of eyes hast Thou, yet no eyes are Thine,
Thousands of unstained feet hast Thou
Yet no foot is Thine.
Without a nose thou hast thousands of noses.
This wonder of Thine has bewitched me.
All have light within, and that Light is He,
His light illumines all.
(Dhanasari 3.3)
On the earth or in the sky
I see no other (than Him),
Nor (do I sl~e another) in women, or men,
of all the worlds.
In the shining lights of the Sun and the Moon
I see, unintt:rrupted, my beloved, ever young.
(Gauri Asht. 9.5)
The light is in the creation and the creation
rests in Thy light.
Thou pervadest everywhere by thy artless art.
lAsa Var 12.1)
After creating it Thou pervadest it.
unaffected by attachment or hate.
(SuhiVar 1.1)
He is insidt: all, yet outside all.
(Suhi Chhant 3-1-11)
God is infinite. The devotees by singing His praises and
repeating His name become one with him.
But they cannot know his limits.
The singers of Thy p:aise extol Thee
But do not comprehend Thy glory.
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The rivers and rivulets merge into the ocean,
But they do not know its vastness.

(Japu 23)
Only if some one could rise as hIgh as he is
would he be able to know the highest.
How great is He.
He alone knows.

o great Lord of mine,

(Japu 24)

deep beyond depth, ocean of virtues,
None knows Thy extent.
AU the thinkers applied thought,
All the evaluators tried their scales,
Men of knowledge and meditation
who were teachers of teachers,
But they could not describe an
iota of Thy grandeur.

(Asa 2-2)
Even an iota of the greatness
of thy Name
they began to describe-but they failed
and could give no measure.
Even if all were to combine and praise Him
He would not become greater
nor (in its absence) He becomes lesser.

(Asa 2-3)
God is a conscious Being, He perceives,
comprehends, and decides.
God is the supreme Lord who has assumed visible form.
He sess, understands and knows everything
and pervades inside and outside
(Asa Patti 32)
The entire design of the universe is operating according to
His will :
The Ordainer by His will directeth everything.
(Japu 3)
All have to obey His will,
none is outside its p~le.
(lapu 2)
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Life and death or living-beings are all directed by His will :
Know that Such a True One is unique
And know life and death
are willed by Him.
(Asa, Asht. 1.3)
Life and death are ordained by Him.
One comes and goes as He wills.
(Asa, Var 3.18)
But the writ of His will proceeds in accordance with actions
performed by living beings:
AU words and all regions,
and all systems of yogic contemplation,
He directeth according to His will but
His pen run.s according to (their) deeds.
(Sarang, Var 2.9)
According to the researches of modern science the dualism of
matter and energy has ceased to exist. The atoms of matter
have been established to consist of several kinds of electric
particles. As such, matter is only a form of energy. The
energy which creates the material world, life and souls is conscious. Some stcientists admit it but all of them are not yet
uanimous about it.
Creation of the World
The Vedanta holds the individual soul and the world as the
creations of Maya. Sankhya and all other systems describe these
as the play of Nature (prakriti). When the individual comes to
know his real sdf through light of knowledge, he gets emancipated
from the bond o of MaYd or prakriti. To treat the world as a
bondage and always to strive for emancipation ffom its hold is
not conducive to any enthusiasm for life in man. That is why tho~e
who desired self-development used to abandon their home and
worldly occupation, sit in contemplation inside a cave on the hills
or in the jungle in order to rel.!ize the true nature of self. They
also become a burden on the resources of other people for food
and drink.
Guru Nanak treats the individual souls and the world as a
play of the Will of God. Life led according to His Will in this
world destroys sufrering. The indlvidu?.I suffers pain as long as
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he does not know His will. What this 'will' is cannot be described
in words. But when one knows His will, his egoism is destroyed and
mineness arising from egoism leaves him, too. It is no use abandoning home or giving up worldly activity. Only stop acting from
egoistic motive and suffering would cease. The Guru insisted on
righteous action, regardless of its fruit. He asked men to be parasitic, but instead to earn one's livelihood through self-effort and
share It with the needy.
This point of view presented the world in the form of a school
to learn dharma, and not a snare where we have to live by following the divine will. We have to destroy egoism and mineness;
instead of expecting others to serve us, we have to serve them.
Enthusiasm took the place of listlessness and optimism became
an instrument for making life happy. The world is the handiwork
of the True One and so is real. The World though a nine day's
wonder (a temporary abode), offers an opportunity to life to tread
the path shown by the Guru and to play the game in accordance
with the rules enunciated by bim. Then not only the present life
would be happy, but success would follow even after leaving the
body. Says the Guru:
All forms come into being by His will,
but it is not possible to describe that will in words
The living beings are created by His will,
through His will they are exalted.
(Japu 2)

By His decree all souls come into being
and they engage in activity as decreed by Him
By his decree they are subject to death
and according to His decree they are merged in truth.
(Sri Rag, Ash. 8.4)
(Letter Dhadha) : He destroys and builds Himself,
and does what He likes.
Creating He looks after the creation
and directeth those whom He
blesses with Grace.
(Asa Patti 27)
(Tho<lght of) His will leads us into wonder-state
But one who through His will recognizes it
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knows the way of life and truth
Effacing s,elf when one gets detached
and r,ealizes the inner truth
1 hen he if) to be called a Jogi.
(Ramkali, Siddha goshti 23)
The test that one has realized His will is :
Nanak, If one were to realize His will
his egoism would be destroyed.
(Japu 2)
Here, a question arises: If this universe is the creation of God,
wherefrom comes the evil in it? Sankhya considers ignorance as
beginningless. Vedanta treats it as a veil of Maya. The Semitic
faith postulates Devil who decoys men into evil deeds. However,
the Guru believes that egoism, and delusion have also been created
by the Lord. Egoism is the cause of the world. The siddhas put
the question:
How does the world come into being, 0 Man,
and what are the pains which destory it ?
Guru Nanak replied :
Egoism gives rise to the world, 0 man, and
suffering results from getting the Name.
(Siddh-Goshti 68)
Thou created the world Thyself, and
yoked the creatures to various tasks.
Thou thyself drugged it with delusion
and it strayed into wilderness.
(Majh Var 2)
Maya pervades all minds, Thou hast created delusion.
(Asa Patti 10)
This obstacle in the way to spiritual progress has been put up
by God Himself. Man's body gets stronger by conquering the physical hurdles. Similarly, the soul attains to the Supreme StC'.te
through overcoming such impediments.
Thou hast led people astray
by creating delusion,
Those, on whom Thou showereth Thy Grace,
meet the guru.
(Asa Patti 10)
In my opinion, the inte;,t of thinkers like Kapila, who consider
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ignorance as beginningless in everlasting souls. is also the same.
Some Indicm thinkers have given details or the creation of the
physical universe. as mentioned earlier in the brief description
of the Sankhya system. But most of the Indian philosophers
say that the universe has neither a beginning nor an end. This
process will go on like that. Even if a part of this world gets
destroyed, creation of new parts will go on at the same time. The
scientists of today. and even those among them who do not have
faith in the existence of the soul. however. say that the present situation of the physical universe before us has evolved to this stage
from the nebulae. This evolution is still taking place; destruction
and creation are proceeding simultaneously. Guru Nanak has not
discussed this issue at any great length. Yet a few of his verses
throw some light on the problem :
For countless ages. there was darkness;
There was no heaven or earth ;
but only the ordainer Infinite.
Thele was neither the moon, nor the sun;
Neither day, nor night; He alone was wrapt
in the Nirvika/pa Smadhi.*
When it pleased Him, He caused the universe
and without any supports set the heavens.
He created Brahma, Visnu and Shiva and caused
the attachment to illusion grow.
(Maru Anja/ian 14)
Again, another hymn states:
From the True one issued air.
and from air water.
From water was created the universe
and His light permeates all souls.
(Sri Rag 15)
But when the Siddhas put the question :
What are your views about the origin of all this?
The Guru replied:
The thought of the origin leads one

--------

*Nirvikalpa Samadhi is a state of mental
proces!> altogether ceases.

~oncentration

where the thought
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to wonder-state

(Siddha-Goshti 23)
How the g<mesis took place? This is a puzzling problem.
The Tenth Guru has also expressed the same view:
None knows how Thou didst create
the universe first and its extent.
And:
The Pandi1[s did not know the period
otherwise, there would have been a reference
(to it) in the Puranas.
The Qazis did not know the time,
otherwise it would have formed a text
in th(~ Quran.
The Solar or lunar day is not known
to the: Yogi ; none knows
the se:ason and the month.
The creator alone who made
the mliverse, knows these.
(Japu 21)
Why was this universe created? The ancient thinkers believed that the motive behind its creation was to make man
understand the· nature of prakriti or Maya and, thus,
acquire knowledge of his own true self in order to get emancipated from the cycle of birth and death. Guru Nanak says the
purpose of the world's creation is the evolution of the human
soul.
For the saint God sustains the three worlds,
He (the saint) knows self and contemplates reality,
Truth and love of God are enshrined in his heart.
Saith Nanak, I am a slave of his.
(Gauri Asht 9-8)
The meaning of the above is that the Lord has brought into
existence this universe with a view to enabling men 10 attain to
the status of'sa.ints' through their spiritual development. Who
are the saints? Those who bear the true Lord and his love
in their hearts. To quote the Guru again :
The earth has been created for the God-oriented
Birth and death play in it.
(Siddha Ghosti)

.-

--_

..~----
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In other words, the !lOU I has to pass through a number of
births in order to evolve itself to the highest spiritual state. This
earth has been created to evolve really God-oriented men through
succession of births and deaths.

Varanashram Dharma
There is a serious difference of opinion between the ancient
Indian thinkers and Guru Nanak on another issue, and that is the
Varan':l.shram Dharma. The division on the basis of varana had been
started during the Vedic period itself. But at that time, people were
free to change their varana. Everyone had the right to adopt the
dharma of a particular varana at his will. After some time, the
varana c~me to be determined from the birth of an individual, and
Manu confirmed it. This division, as some scholars now say, had
been init.ated for the sake of social convenience, but gradually it
took the form of a religious principle. The Dharma of the
brahmins was to study and teach the Vedas to perform and officiate
at the performance of Yajnas (sacrifices) and to give and accept
gifts; the kshtriyas were to study the Vedas, perform yajnas, give
alms, learn the art of fighting, and defend the homc:land. The
vaishas could rea.d the Vedas; and it was their duty to give alms,
to till the land, to carryon trade and industry, etc. The shudras
(the lowe;t varana) were required to serve all the other l'aranas
without a question. Women also came to be regarded as shudras.
When an individual or a group comes to wield some influence
over the members of a community, he or it, naturally makes an
effort to firmly establish such power. The rahmin varana was the
highest. They tried to establish that a person, no matter whether he
possessed the virtues of a brahmin or not if born in a brahmin
family, was to be worshipped. In order to keep up their position
they spread many
superstitions among the masses. All
the ceremonies and rites that were to be performed by an
individual, from his birth to his death, had to be performed
under the supervision and direction of a brahmin. Maybe, when the
system was established it had some utIlity, but in the present day
the varanas having been divided into castes have be::ome very
harmful. Integration of the Hindu society became impossible on
account of this division. Guru Nanak said all men have been
created by one God. No one is high or low among them. S:l.ys he :
(It is said)-
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The Dharma of a yogi is to acquire gnosis,
ThEt of a brahmin is what is ordained in the Vedas.
The Dharma of a kshtriya is the Dharma of the brave.
The Dharma of sudras is to .serve others.
(But I say) the Dharma of all is the same if one knows the
secret.
Nanak is his slave. He is the image of God impeccable.
(Shaioka Sahaskriti)
That secret is :
"One God is the God of all gods; from Him emanate all the
souls. If one knows the secret of Him, who abides in all the souls,
Nanak is his slave. He is the image of God impeccable." Guru
Nanak taught that not only the Dharma of the four varnas of
Hindus was one, the way to realize the Supreme Reality for all men
who have come into being through His Will was the same.
There is only one Dharma,
let anybody practise trl.\th,
In every age perfection is attained
through this teaching of the Guru
that God-oriented will find the unknowable
and tl1e Infinite who fixes his attention on
the everlasting world like a continuous flow.
(Basant Asht. 4-3)
Even though the Hindu and [he Muslim faiths are known as
distinct, yet:
There are two paths but He who knows the One
will succeed.
Andinfide:l will rot in his disbelief.
(Majh, Var 9)
Elaborating the above, the Guru says:
The paths are two,
but know that the Lord is one.
Know His will through the Guru's word,
All forms and colours are in His mind
Says Nanak : Praise that One Lord.
(Gauri Asht. 9-5)
One may call his rdigion by any name of one's choic~ but:
For all, the sa,me is the road.
same the destination.
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The Guru serves as a ladder
to reach one's own abode.
The Lord is beautiful, 0 Nanak,
and His Name holds all joys.
(Malar Var 1-2)
That is why the Guru said the same thing while addressing
a Muslim, and imparted the same instruction when talking to a
Brahmin:
There are five prayers
and five their times
all the five have five names.
The first is truth,
The second, right occupation,
The third, charity in the name of God,
The fourth is the right resolve
and The fifth praise of God.
Recite the Kalma of righteous deeds
and then call thyself a Musalman.
(Majh Var 7.3)
Similar is the way indicated to a brahmin:
A brahmin is he who knows Brahman (The Absolute),
and practises repetition (of Name),
austerity and self-control to that end,
He sticks-to the vow of good temper
and contentment.
He breaks all bonds and gets emancipated.
Such a brahmin is -worthy of adoration.
(Shlokas Varon ton Wadhik 16)
Gradually, all the four varanas were classified into castes.
Guru Nanak raised a strong protest against this, too :
Vain chatter is (the pride of) caste,
Vain chatter is the boast of fame.
The same God protects all beings.
If someone mal<'eth himself known a good man,
Says Nanak : it will be true only
When his faith is accepted by the Lord.
(Sri Raga, Va! 13.1)
Caste can gain nothing, Truth within will be tested.
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Poison willi kill all who taste it.
(Majh Var 10)
Appreciate the evolution of the spirit. The pride of caste is of
no avail:
Appreciate the light.
Ask not what the caste is.
here is no caste in the world beyond.
(Asa 1-3)
Caste and power will carry no weight,
Hereafter, no one will be honoured
on ac(:ount of them
nor dishonoured for want of them.
Those alone wiII be deemed good
whose faith receives His approval.
(Asa Var 18.3)
Caste by birth will bring no gain. The real caste is determined by deeds :
Of No avail is caste by birth,
Thou canst enquire from teachers of Truth.
A man's caste and faith is
determined by the works he performs.
(Prabhati 4-10)
The Guru sa.id-the women of whom we are born, in whom
we are conceived, whom we marry, and through whom the human
race is continued, it is a mistake to treat them as Sudras.
He adds further :
In a woman we are conceived;
of a woman we are born,
To a woman we are betrothed and married,
Through a woman new friendships are formed,
the woman continues the race.
When one: woman dies, another is sought,
the woman carries the tradition.
Why to call her low
of whom are born men great and powerful.
"The mouth, (be it of a man, or a woman, whichever utten
the prai~es of God. is blessed, Such faces alone will shine in the
Court of the True Lord."
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The Aim of Human Life

To cognize the real nature of one's self is the aim of the
Yoga and Sankhya philosophy. When the veil of maya is destroyed,
one realizes: "Thou art That." "I am Brahman"-this realization comes through knowledge. That is the teaching of Vedanta.
Guru Nanak agrees with them to the extent of "Know thyself"
but after kno iVing the self, one has to fix his attention on the
Formless.
Saith Nanak :
What ace the signs of a gnostic?
He knoweth self and communeth with God
Through the Guru's grace,
he contemplates Him.
That gnostic will be accepted in His Court.
(Sri Raga 4-30)
He who knows his self
and remains absorbed in contemplation
wins the object of his life.
Through Guru's instruction
he attains victory over this life
and his suffering ends.
(Basant Asht. 6-4)
He, who gets his instruction from the Guru,
conq uers his mind
and the wolf dies.
He cognizes his self, meets the Lord,
and will not die again
(Sh/okas Varon ton Wadhik 8)
Instead of regarding nature as a snare, see in it the glory of
its author:
(I am a) sacrifice unto Thee,
0, dweller in Nature.
(Var Asa 12.1)
Then, you need not abandon your hearth and home :
By contemplating the truth light dawns.
There amidst sensual pleasures
one remains detached.
Such is the greatness of the true Guru:
that one gets his emancipation,
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even living with his wife and children.
(Dhanasari 2-24)
For, when egoism and mine-ness are gone, the household no
more remains a bondage:
Knowing that everything belongs to Him,
he remains detached.
He dedicates his bodyand mind to Him,
whom they belong to.
He then nt~ither comes nor goes.
Says Nanak - He merges
in the Truth of all truths.
(Bi/awal Asht. 8-2)
Pathways I,eading to the Realization of the Highest State
The ancient thinkers prescribed the yoga practices as a means
to concentrate the mind and thus contemplating the real nature of
self into the Smadhi. In Smadhi one knows the real nature of
self and finds tha.t the soul is only a 'seer'. It has no power to act.
The Vedic practice of ritual had no importance; this had been
clearly stated by the UPanishads and all other shastras. selfrealization comes through knowledge. The Guru agress with the
earlier thinkers in condemning the Vedic ritualism. In his times,
there were a number of groups of the yogis, jatis, sanyasis, etc.
who had renounced the world. They had adopted the garbs, but
their actions were not up to the mark. The Guru taught that
the putting on the robes of an order could not lead anywhere,
nor could the bodily purity produce the inner purity of the
mind. Nor the study of religious scriptures, theu interpretation
and discussion 011 them would be of any avail, says he :
They preach renunciation to the masses,
but establish their own maths,
leaving their own, abodes,
how will they find Truth?
Attached to mine-ness, they love women.
They are neither Avdhuta nor householders.
o Yogi! stick to your seat to
remove the misery of doubt.
Are you not ashamed of begging
from door to door ?
You sing hymns but do not know yourself.
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How can your suffering be over?
If with love in your heart
you take to Guru's word
instead of alms obtained by begging
you will.get the food of highest thought.
Those who rub ashes and practise
fraud will have to undergo
the punishment of Yama for their
the attachment to Maya.
In the broken bowI,l
the gift of love will not stay.
Bound by your ties of Karma
you will come and go.
They call themselves celebates
but do not practise continence.
When begging they call women mothers
·but caste lustful eyes on them.
Cruel they have not been illuminated by light.
They are sunk head to foot in worldly desires.
Like an actor they are playing their assumed part. ,
The fire of anxiety is scorching his mind, .
How can he go across without righteous deeds ?
In their ears, they wear the crystal rings.
But one cannot get emancipation
without real knowledge.
Their tongues covet delicious food
They have become beasts
and cannot get rid of that stigma.
(Ramka/i Asht. 6-2)
And again
When truth fills the heart
celebacy, charity
and self-control result,
Such a Yogi is the
friend of all the three worlds.
( R41mkali Asht. 8-2)
The siddhas and pies serve the
IBroken bowl means disturbed mind.
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adepts in Yoga,
to achieve miraculous powers.
But the True Guru instructed me
not to forget the name of One God.
Why do th'e yogis, the pleasure-seekers,
the Kaprias roam from place to place?
Why dlo they not reflect on Guru's word,
the essence of all essences ?
The pundits, the Pandhas, the astrologers
read the Purans daily,
But they fail to discover the substance within;
they know not
the Lord hid in their hearts.
Some ascetics practise austerities in the jungles,
others live for ever on the banks of holy rivers,
Influenced by Tamas, if they do not
know their selves why have they become udasis ?
Some exert to control their sex instinct and are
called celebates
But without the Guru's word,
they will not get rid of doubt,
and will come and go again and again
A householder who has taken to
tl e path indicated by the Guru,
and serves the saints,
firm in virtue, charity and personal cleanliness,
wakes up in devotion to God.
From the Guru one knows the door to his abode,
and finds his true home.
When one's mind is reconciled to the True One
Will he ileve:r forget the Name.
(Asa Asht. 8-4)
Living in the jungle, eating roots and herbs and acquisition of
miraculous powers-all are of little avail:
I may dig a cave in the golden-mountain,
or sit in water in nether regions.
I may stand upside down on my head
on this earth. or in the skies.
I may thoroughly cover my body ~ith clothes and
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ever keep washing it clean.
or worship the Deity whom the Vedas declare
of white, red, yellow and black colours,
or remain dirty rolling in filth
all these are different modes
of evil understanding.
Nanak, reRecting on the Word
I should destory egoism and annihilate self.
(Majh Var 4-1)
There are some who feed themselves
on the picked up roots and herbs
and live in the jungles.
There are others who wear ochre-coloured robes
and roam about as jogis and sanyasis
Within them is an intense desire and craving
for food and clothes.
Their life is wasted; for they are
neither householders, nor ascetics.
They cannot avoid death or desires arising
out of the three gunas.
ButHim who follows the Guru's instruction and
becomes a slave of his slaves,
death approaches not.
He, keeping the True Word and truth in his mind,
becomes detached even living in his home.
Says Nanak, those who serve their true Guru,
get rid of all desires.
(Majh Var 5)
If I could clothe myself with fire
and build a house in snow, and eat iron;
If I could drink like water
all my miseries, and drive the earth
according to my will;
And if I could weigh the skies
in the balance, against a runk l in the other scale
ltunk = four mashas
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If I were to have much power

in my mind as to achieve or
make: others achieve whatever I wished;
If I could increase my stature to an immeasurable extent
and lead all men by nose strings ;
Yet the gifts of the Lord are as great as He is,
He goes on giving them according to His pleasure.
But the highest of his gifls is the gift of the Name.
He gives the gift of the True Name
and singing His glory
to him on whom He looks with grace.
(Majh Var 19-1)
Adoption of the exterior syml'ols of a particular religion is of
on avail. The judgment is to be passed on our deeds :
If a Hindu comes to join the Hindu fold,
They put a cotton thread
around his neck with
chanting.of Mantras.
Bu(if aft,er the investiture, he performs evil deeds
all his wa<;hings and b:;l.things
would stand him in no stead.
Musalman praises his own creed
and says without believing in the great Prophet,
none would be given a place (of honour).
But very few tread the path shown by him.
None will enter paradise without good deeds.
In the house of yogis they point out
the way and for that purpose
They put rings in his ears.
With rings in ears, he roams
about the world,
but the Creator Lord is present everywhere.
AU men a.re way-fares
and when the call comes,
they will depart without delay.
One who realizes Him here,
will know him thereafter.
For the rt~t the boast of being a Hindu
or Muslim is in vain.
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All will have to render "account at His door,
None would get emancipation without good deeds.
Rare is the man who talks only
of Truth of all truths.
From him no questions will be asked hereafter.
(Ramkali Var 11-2)
When the reality became manifest to Guru Nanak, on his
visit to the stream Veyin for a bath, then, accordin~ to his biography, the first words that he uttered were: 'Neither is there a
Hindu, not a Musalman'. This meant that simply by calling
oneself Hindu or Musalman, one does not become a Hindu or a
Musalman. When the Qazi complained to Nawab Daulat
Khan why (Guru) Nanak was uttering these words 'are we not
Muslims ?'-the Guru was summoned to the court and questioned.
In reply he said :
It is difficult to call
oneself a Musalman; If one is, Let him, be called so.
The first condition is love for religion,
Then he should rub his heart clean of all rust (sin)
and give up property.
When one becomes a Muslim
and makes religion the helmsman of his boat,
he should cease worrying about life and death.
He should bow his head to the Will of God,
obey God and annihilate the self.
And when he is compassionate to all living beings,
he may call himself a Musalman then.
(Majh Var, S.L,P. 8)
Again he says :
The basic wisdom accepted is this,
declares Nanak, decision will be based on our deeds,
whatever one may say or proclaim.
(Sarang Var, S. 2, P.2)
Guru Nanak divides men into two categories only: the Godoriented (Gurumukh) and the self-oriented (manmukh). Godoriented are those who, shedding all evil, practise the truth and
draw closer to the creator. The self-oriented follow the whims of
their minds, practise untruth, fraud, deceit, etc. and remain involved in the worldly enjoyments. They may call their religion by
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any name. The foundation of a religious life is ethical conduct.
No success would be possible by adopting the external forms or
.through the mechanical observance of rites and rituals. He 3.lone
will attain to th(~ light within, who develops his conduct in accor.
dance with the Guru's instruction:
o man, abandon coveting another's woman, another's riches.
and greed; abandon egoism, sensual pleasures and vice.
Abandon evil thought and
I
slandering others, renounce lust and
the i l11pure wrath.
In the ma.nsion of your body
lives the unfathomable and, infinite Lord.
But the inner nectar is attained by one who moulds his
conduct according to the jewel, guru's word,
He should treat pain and
pleasure a like, and treat good
and l~vil that is in the world in the same way.
By renouncing all vice, one is enabled
to fix his attention on the Name
And then one unites with the light
that shines within.
Through the True Company
one attains love for the Guru
And through the Name of God,
he gl~ts right understanding, insight and cognition.
Night and day he reaps the
profit of the Lord's name;
the Guru is the benefactor of the gifts.
He alone: obtains the Guru's
irlstruction, who is blessed within the Divine Grace.
The bGdy is the palace, temple
and abode of the Lord; within it
He hath placed the infinite light
Says Nanak : The God-oriented
are invited to the palace and
God the unifier grants union to them.
(Malar 45)
The wearing of robes and collecting food from door to door
with the chanting of hymns, proclaiming oneself as a 5ptritual
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teacher and then living upon the earnings of disciples have been
considered condemnable deeds. Earning one's livelihood through
the performance of honest work and setting apart a portion for
helping others--this has ~en commended as the highest way of
life:
Devoid of knowledge (himself), one
chants songs (of knowledge).
The hungry mullah converts
his home into a mosque;
Unable to earn a living,
he had his ears split.
Becoming a medicant he lost his respect.
Do not fall at the feet of him
who proclaims himself
a Guru or a Pir and goes abegging.
One who earns his bread with the
sweat of his brow, and gives a portion to others
alone would recognize the way, Says Nanak.
(Sarang Var, S.l, P. 22)
The soul came into existence through His command. With
the dissolution of the body, it does not come to an end. Guru
Nanak has accepted the doctrines of Karm and transmigration.
It is clear from his teachings that the soul is reborn after the
death of the body, in accordance with ito; deeds and this cycle
does not come to an end, until the soul, destroying the wall of
egoism, identifies itself with the Divine Essence within. The fruit
of his actions must be reaped by everyone :1
Virtue and vice are not mere verbal expressions;
People actually carry the record
of the deeds they perform.
They themselves reap that they sow
Says Nanak, they wander in
transmigration according to His decree.
(lapu, P. 20)
1. But Guru Nanak unlike some earlier thinkers, has not accepted the
existence of 'apurva'. God is the distributor of the fruit of actions. Of those,
who tread the path indicated by the Guru and abandon ego-centric activities,
all the deeds of the previous births are annihilated.
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Through their actions some come near Him
and others become distant.

(Japu, Slok 2)
As one came, so one shall go;
One will carry the record
of his deeds with him.
An egocentric loses his capital even.
He gets punishment in the Court.

(Prabhati, 3-13)
'Gnosis' does not imply mere intellectual understanding. The
prin('iples that a person deems right, must be put into practice,
for the deeds alone transform our nature;
As are the actions that you perform, so will you be.
(Suhi, 1-4-6)
Therefore" who is a gnostic ? The Guru says :
Righteous deeds lead to perfect wisdom.
Without deeds it is at its lowest.
Prays Nanak, what are the signs of a gnostic.
,He knoweth self and communeth with God.
Through the Guru's grace, he contemplates on Him.
Such gnostic will be accepted in his court.
(Siri Raga, 4-30)
One does not turn gnostic simply through the reading of
books and communicating to others the contents thereof. Acquisition of virtues alone can make one a truly wise individual :
The Pandits read books
but do not follow their import.
They preach to others
simply to get money.
The world is being misled by false talk;
the real thing is to mould life
according to the word.
(Siri Raga Ast, 6-5)
The word is in bondage, and the saved ones are those who
annihilate the ego
In the world, there are many who
discw;s gnosis, very few act upto it.
In this world there are may learned men, very few
who ';:ontemplate what they learn.

I
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Without meeting the true guru, all wander in pride.
(Asa A~t. 6-3)
He alone is a gnostic who contemplates virtue, and
through virtue attains true wisdom.
Rare is a person who bestows virtue on others.
One obtains righoteous conduct through guru's thought
None can evaluate the unfathomable Lord,
who cannot be known by Our senses.
One can meet Him only if He graciously unites one with Him
The virtuous one always long for virtues.
Says Nanak, it is through the Guru's teachings that
one meets one's friend, the Lord..
(Oanka" Ramkali Dakhni, 17)
Without renouncing vice and developing virtue, true wisdom,
would not be attained:
We may dwell at holy places and
practise silent repetitions, asceticism,
self control, charity and other
good deeds but without the True
One of what avail are they?
Whatever a man sows he will reap
without acquiring virtue, life is wasted.
0, Seeker ! she who is slave to virtue gets peace.
She who, getting rid of
all demerits is absorbed
in Him is the perfect
disciple of the Guru.
(Siri Raga Ast, 1-6)
Success is obtained when after giving up evil the mind is
purified and then one contemplates the Name.
Wash the vessel, disinfect it by sunning and then gather
milk in it.
Deeds arc the milk. motive the ferment,
expecting no reward turn it into curd.
Repeat the Name alone.
All other works are useless.
Make subjugation of mind the wooden pieces
and constant vigilance the churni'ng cord.
It will be churned when thy tongue repeats the Name,
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thus thou will get the nectar.

(Suhi,2-1)
.Guru Nanak taught that unity with the inner light can be
realized while leading a householder's life and performing the
worldly chores. To remain sitting in smadhi through yogic practices could not be helpful in such a l,ife, That is why he prescribed the means of contemplation of Name for the realization of
the Supreme State. In gurbani (the Guru's word), the
Name stands for that aspect of God by which he pervading
His creC'.tion, upholds it.
Himself He created Himself,
and, Himself He brought
into being the Name.
The second thing He
Created was Nature,
pervading which He looked on it with delight.
(Asa Var, P-I)
Contemplation on God who pervades nature is the means of
realising His presence.
Then whmt offering is to be made
to get admission to His court
What words should be spoken
to win His love.
In the ambroisal hours of the morning reflect
on His True Name and His glory.
Through deeds we obtain the vesture (body)
but through His Grace we reach
the Door of emancipation.
Nanak, know this wise that
all around is the True one Himself.
(Japu, P. 4)
Let us sing (of Him), hear (of Him)
and cherish love (for Him) in our heart.
He will destroy our miseries and take
us to the abode of bliss.
(Japu, P.5)
This r,?memb'rance of Name drives away the sins that arise
from eg::>ism, and ultimately destroys egoism itself:
When understanding is defiled
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by sin, it is washed clean
by the love of the Name.
(Japu, P-20)
When hunger for the Name is felt,
it is satisfied making all the miseries as its food.
(Asa, 1-3)
Egoism separates us from others. Name, or remembrauce
of the Lord who pervades all hearts, becomes the means of love
for all.
Those who are imbued with the
love of the Groom love everybody.
(Wadhans, 2-1)
On this path, the first step is santokh (contentment). In Japu,
it is said, 'contentment be they earring'. Then comes seva (service),
that is, keeping aside one's own interests, to minister to the needs
of others. For carrying out of service, it is essential to
observe contentment, purity of conduct and to keep in view one's
goal all the time. Says the Guru :
Only the contented can serve
others. Meditating on the Truth of all
truths, they do not step into sin ;
and with good deeds practise their Dhrama.
They eat and drink in moderation and snap
their ties with the world.
Thou art a great Giver, thou
dai Iy showerest thy blessings
on them and they progress
further and further. By glorifying
Thee, they attain the supreme state.
(Asa Var, P-7)
The influence of Gurubani leads one to do good to others.
The truthful conduct and service help in concentrating the mind
on the Formless One.
The darts (of desire) pierce the body.
Service (of fellowmen) brings peace.
The whole world is a passing show.
But if one practises service in this world,
he will get a seat in His COUlt,
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Nanak, with arms swinging in joy.
(Siri Rag, 3-4)

With hearts bent on service
and with righteous deeds
the mind will remain contented in
remembrance of the unknowable and Inssrutable.
(Gauri Ast, 3-8)
Contentment, service and recitation and singing of Gurbani
reshape the inner faculties of man :
There (in that stage) there is
conscious refashioning of understanding,
intellect and reason.
And there is moulded the intuition of gods
and the Siddhas.
(Japu, P-36)
He constant practice of this effort opens up the door of His
grace, and then the Name begins to reside in the heart. The repetition of the Namt: by the tongue changes into contant remembrance
in the heart.
Few, who without using the tongue
make the heart repeat the Name, know
what the Name really is.
(Malar, 2.1.6)
Again:
Neither do they die, nor are they led astray,
In whose hearts resides the Lord.
There, live devotees from several worlds
and rejoice, enshrining true one in their hearts.
(Japu, P.37)
Guru Nanak has made mention of the perfect Sikh who is
admitted into the Divine Court in words, replete with reverence:
Rare are such persons in the world,
whom after testing He hath
gathered unto his own treasury.
They hav{: transcended the barriers of caste
and colour and abandoned mine-ness and greed.
Engrossed in Name they became
Tiraths of purity and destroyed
the pain and dirt of egoism.
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Nanak washes the feet of those
who. through the Guru's word fixed
their love on the True One.
(Prabhati Ast, 8-7)
With this clarification of the distinctness of Guru Nanak's
philosophy from the thought of earlier thinkers. the present series
of University lectures is brought to an end.

The Message of
SHRI GURU NANAK DlW
in the context of the Ancient Sanatanist Tradition

delivered by
SHRI B. L. KAPUR

LECTURE ONE

THE PINNACLE OF GLORY
Mr. Vice-Chancellor, ladies and gentlemen,
I feel highly indebted to you for inviting me to deliver lectures on the message of Shri Guru Nanak Dev in the context of the
ancient Sanatanisl tradition. My sense of gratitude is also due to
the opportunity I have been afforded to sit at the feet of the great
Master, have a share in his grace and feel ennobled. While reading
a particular subject, one not only feels to be in the company of the
author but also develops a sort of sympathy with the subject of
study. This, in our traditional parlance, is a subtle and highly
exalting form of sat sang. The deep significance of sat-sang has
been extolled by the great saints and seers time and again. Says
Goswami Tulsi Dass .:

«a- ~Tif1=f

~a- ~ru

~ft: Cfl~, ~~~r ~~~ GT~ I

o{"{i

~!?ifllT, 'HQr ~~ ~r ~T~ I

fGfil ~c~if fqcfCfi ., ~)"{ I
~T; ~ QT hro:r ~<n~ ;:r ~)~

I

Sant Smagama Hari Katha Tulsi durlabha doya,
Suta dara aru Lakshmi papi griha l>hi hoya,
Binu Sat s.anga Viveka na hoi.
Rama Kripa Bina Sulabha na Soi.
The place of sadh sangat in the Sikh tradition is equally
great and significant.
The study of a subject is easier than its presentation. The
greater is the subject, the more difficult is its exposition. What
subject could be greater than a study of the spiritual experience and
the message of Nanak Nirankari, while putting the same in a
context equally great-the ancient Sanatanist tradition? This tradition is by. n,O means identical with the rituals of the orthodex form
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that Hinduism felt compelled by the instinct of self-preservation to
assume after it was shaken to its very roots by the Semitic
fanaticism-almost barbaric in action, as indicated by the
atrocities committed by the ruthless invaders. This caused a sense
of desolation in the minds. of the Hindus whose attitude, in
consequence, created artificial barriers for the protection and
preservation of their beliefs and ways of living. Such miserable
self-defence was only an expression of their socio-political
imbecility and mental pusillanimity. However, the impact of the
an~rchic conditions in the country was felt by one and all. Even
the third Guru in extreme anguish was impelled to exclaim:
~~-\iR"t~ ~f@" ~ aTTq'vft f~<.q'f enf~ 1
Jagat jalanda rakh lai.
Apni kirpa dhari.
Shri Guru Nanak Dev had also expressed his aw~some consternation and helpless wonder in Rag Asa .in the following
words:

~mR @"~;rr CliTarT f~;:~fcrT~ $~T~arr 1
Ofi~r ~~ Clift ~~ :q~T~arr
~crT :q"R ~ ~~T1Jf, ~ 'fiT ~ Of arr~arT 1

arrq. c=:Ti! Of ~

1

Ofi"{crT cr ~~;:r; ~T ~ 1
... .
~ ~OfiCl'T ~Ofia- Ofi~ ~T~, crr ~f;:r ~ rrT ~1i 1 ~ 1
~~crr ~T~ m~ q. crq, @"~ m ~~irf 1
~cr;:r fcrlfTf$ fGfiJ)(( Ofi(Cl-T, ~~arr m~ ;:r Ofirf I
arrq. ~)f~ fcr~~ 3fT~~ ~~ "'a-u qf$arrf 1':(1
"It seems Khurasan got protection, 0 Creator, perhaps being
more Thy own than poor Hindustan, which was overrun, trampled
and frightened out of wits. So that the responsibility may not be
fixed on Thee. Babar became instrumental in the performance of
this task. There was such a slaughter that poor humanity cried
and shrieked, but Thou r~mainedst unmoved and yet Thou art the
Creator of all, and, thus, all belong to Thee as Thine own children."
"If two persons of equal strength fight and one kills the other.
it may not worry anyone. If on the other hand, a tiger is let loose
on a herd of cattle. that should enrage the master and move him
to act accordingly. These beastly rulers have ruined the jewel of
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India."
"Thou Thyself createst and destroyest and thus watchest Thy
&plendour in perff:ct equanimity:'
Only the profundity of Guru Nanak's mind and vision made
him produce a much more potent weapon to meet this challenge.
It was the we3.pon of personal piety, coupled with the high ideal of
becoming God's instrument to benefit humanity.

~'fi~ ai~~

tn! 'fiT,

Gf1W~ ~Cflif Of CfiT~ I
Hukame andar sabhuko. bahir hukame na koi.
To try to come up to this task of interpreting Nanak in the
Sanatanist context, I would invoke the great Master to enable me
to understand him as well as to understand the ancient tradition'
correctly and, thus, bring them together for the understanding of,
and appreciation by this august assembly.
~rfu" ~Tf~ ~Tf~ 5I"~ 1rt I
Rakhi rakhi, rakhi, prabha mere.
Save me, save me, save me
1f ~T~ ~qT ent I
Main rakhahun kirpa dhare.
Oh save me by Thine own grace, My Lord
:rJTOfCfl it 'i:R 8{cH i'f CflT~
Nanak main dhar avara na kai
I, Nanak, have no other refuge.

q: ~a-~~ tn:

fi'fij"~Tt I

'"
Main'"Satagura
gura nistare
Deliver me my Master, my Divine Master

'<-t<'f ~ ~ ~ \if<'f
Dhan~ dhan~ te dhanu jana
Blessed, blessed. blessed are they.
\if) f'fi~qTi.'i ~f~ ~f~ ~ll"T
Jo Kirapala Hari Hari bhayo.
0.1 whom the Lord hath bestowed His grace.
Servants of God or Sons

(Guru Ram Dass)
(if. 't)
(Mohalla-4)
(if. ~)
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Shall I not call you ? because
Not as servants ye knew
Your Father's innermost mind
His, who unwillingly sees
One of his little ones lostYours is the praise, if mankind.
Hath not as yet in its march
Fainted and fallen and died
(Matthew Arnold)
In the scheme of Nature, the world would remain hostile to
an individual, till he learns to know it, manipulate it and thus
negotiate his existence through it. For sheer sel f-preservation, if
nothing higher, Nature has invested life, even in its lower animal
forms of existence, with the instinct of curiosity, which has developed into the spirit of inquiry in man. In the modern age, the
method of observation, examination and experimentation has
come to be accepted as the most scientific method, or, in other
words, as the only reliable vehicle for the fulfilment of the fundamentals of the spirit of inquiry.
Descartes early in the seventeenth century declared, "Cagito
ergo Sum" (I think and. doubt, therefore, I am). The proof of
my existence lies in the incidence of questions and doubts that
arise in my mind. This came to imply that the scientific approach
would be that of Willingness to accept only what is convincing by
means of becoming a part of experience through the sense-organs
and the mind, little realizing the inadequacy of the former and the
caprice of the latter. That resulted in a sort of preference for
the aposteriori method of inductive reasoning, that is, inferring
from bits of experience or facts collected and processed through
critical analysis. While their half-baked admirers revel in the
efficacy of knowledge through the analytical process, the scientists
themselves well know the importance of the a prior i or deductive
reasoning, since that would be the starting-point or the hypothesis
in the light of which they would examine their observations.
Unless there is a sense of direction, a study or an examination
would by itself be like groping in the dark, or knocking, hitting
and kicking wildly on all sides. This may result in being completely knocked down or out. The elll::id ltion of the a priori
method according to Coleridge is as under :
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"A priori, that is, from these necessities of the mind or forms
of thinking, which though first revealed to us through experience,
must yet have pn~-existed in order to make experience possible."
Such a manner of thinking, as indicated by Coleridge, would
put reasoning very close to intuition as a source of knowledge.
Discursive reasoning can by no means become a substitute for
the capacity of the mind to penetrate the invisible, or the mysteries of the unknown. Even, according to Descartes, intuition
is an immediate intellectual awareness. It is more valuable than
deduction because of its immediacy, certainty and simplicity, and
its connection with the sources of reason itself. According to
Henry Bergson, "Both empiricism and rationalism are quite inadequate. We must get away from both and develop the method by
which we can become aware of the dynamic nature of life. The real
key to the knowledge of the 'known' as well as of the 'un-known'
i~ our own personality, for all knowledge starts with self-awareness.
Everything else is secondary and superimposed."
"The method most suited to unravel the mystery of life
and existence which is of a dynamic nature, with its essence as
flux", according to Bergson, "is intuition." In fact, the finest
and most vital form that intellect can assume is intuition. That
is how a scientist working on a problem for y~ars together, experimenting and thinking hard and deep, sometimes finds himself
in a blind alley with nothing but darkness all around. He just
suspends his efforts for some time. Then suddenly in a conscious
waking state or in dream, an idea flashes like lightning and the
tangle confronting him gets loosened and drops off. Now he
comes forth with a new discovery or an invention. The world,
i.e. his associates or critics who were none to sympathetic till
recently, starts a(;claiming him. But for this instantaneous flash,
the scientist would have gone unsung, unwept, and unmoumed.
It may, however, be contended that the so-called flash was neither
a flash nor was it so instantaneous. But surely, it is by no means
the result of eithl;r physical observation or discursive reasoni!lg.
It is the product of mental activity to which no dimension or
limit can be assigned. In this rare promptitude there subsists an
element of faith in his own self on the part of the scientist,
as also in the idea, which till its final fulfilment was only obscure
and unknown. The element of faith would lead to intense con-
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centration or complete identification. Only when the crudities of
discursive reasoning dissolve in some subtle form of rarefied
wisdom, that the flash occurs.
Preference for an analytical approach is one of the characterIstics of scholarship in modern times. Hence. there is a tendency
on the part of !>Cholars to treat even a subject like the one under
study at present in a manner more critical than appreciative.
Ordinarily,one would be inclined to formulate analytically the
philosophy of Guru Sahib and compare it with the tenets of the
Sanatanist faith, not in order to co-ordinate the two, but to
differentiate them. This may appear to be quite rational but the
study would become more formal than substantive. The characteristic qualities of even a chemical compound vanish into thin
air, the moment it is split up or is reduced to its elements. One
can see water and feel wet under its impact, but its elements,
namely oxygen and hydrogen, can neither be seen nor contact
with them would make one feel wet. Hence, I would not repeat
the parrot-cry of the ultra-modern critics that the Hindus believed, in, and worshipped many gods and goddesses, and Guru
Nanak Dev revolted against such pantheism and the rituals
accompanying it. If that were all, the sUdject would not bear
any further application. On the other hand, if we were to study
in toto (without feeling content with bits of information gathered
from here and there, or, for the matter of that, with just catchwords) the two parts of the subject, fir~t sepalately, and then together, we might find in both a fascinating process of arriving
at the ultimate truth, in the context of the conditions prevailing
during the different periods of their advent and growth. Hence,
an effort would be made to study the fundamentals of the ancient Sanatanist traditions and the message of the Great Guru,
in order to co-ordinate the two, rather than differentiate them.
After all, they have sprung from the same soil and reflect in thier
work the genius of the country to which they both belong.
Thb, however, should not be misinterpreted to mean that Guru
Nanak Dcv said nothing new or made no original contribution.
As a matter of fact, the distinction between the new and the old,
as far as the ultimate reality is concerned, is as elusive as the
proverbial changing colours of the chameleon.
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~ ij"~ fCf51T ~g,;;n q~f;:er
ekam sad vipra bahudha vadanti.
. 'Truth is just a single entity but the learned have presented it
in many forms.' No doubt, the truth is one, but its vItality presents it in diverse forms and makes it look fresh. In fact, the
splendour of its freshness thrills even a casual onlooker.
"'f erCfr ~m'hHf1:r~ij~ Cfff) ., llrllcerYlf mlf I

(~iTcf~ t;-n-';(~)
Na tva rasiyabhisastye vaso na papatvaya santya (Rg. 8-11-26)
The word 'Santya' means 'One worthy of existence and worthy of being propitiated, which in ultimate analysis would be the
Supreme Being, since who else could, in fact, be worthy enough
to exif>t and be propitiated, but Almighty God? The one who
realizes Him as such would become one with Him and also be
styled as "Santya", or in Hindi 'Sant'. Another epithet for the
Divine Being, as expressed in the Chhandogya Upanishad, is
'Satyam'.

crrfrr ~Cft:!;errfrr ~'hlfa=ruflJf ij"crTlffl:lfer er~lfq: 'ffq:'
er~JferJf~ lffffi er~(if~ lfer 1~*T' ~ifT ~ If:;~ fer
~
"'
"' (~);:~)l ;allf", fi~ t; - ~ - YJ
Tani hava etani trinyaksarani satiyamiti tadyat sat "'
Tadamrtamatha yatti tanmartyamath yat yam tenobheyachati
(Chandogya Up. 8-3-5)
The word 'satyam' ff~lfJf is a combinatiOn of ij" sa, fer ti If*T
yam which respectively me~n immortality, i.e. 'Jeeva' ~TCf th~
mortal ~lfcr Jagal and the one who controls the ~flTer Jagat.
In other w~rds, one who controls and regulates the"' kshara'
an: and akshra 3f&n: i. e. the finite and infinite both, such is the
Exalted Being, \3""~Jf : l,~fi : ~~;:~ above the two as mentioned in
the Shrimad Bhagwad Gita. Hence, the 'Sant' ff";:cr who identifies
himself with God as the only true form of existence controlling the
mortal jagat ~lfcr and the immortal jeeva ~TCf as Satyam ff"~lf+r or
truth, would prot~ct by co-ordinating rather than destory by disintegrating. That was the exact role played by the great seer and saint
Guru Nanak Dev. He was conscious of his mission which was to
serve humanity by drawing people together and not driving them
asunder.
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The word (sanatan) «;:rT~'f based on sada tanoti means, one
thriving and thus blossoming forth eternally. It has been used in
the Shrimad Bhagwad Gita as an adjective of the Supreme Being,
along with the epithets like 3Tolflf: (avyayah) inexhaustible and
q~T1JT: (puranah) ancient and 3Trfe: iter (adi deva) the Primal Deity.
'"

~

cer~olfll': ~TT~Cf ~~

...

'TeCfr

«OfTcFf«~ ~~~) ~) #
(qrCfT ~ ~. ~ t:;)
Tvamavyayah sasvata dharma gopta
Sanatanastvam puruso mato me.
When the q~1SI' : «;:rrCf;:r 3Tolflf Purusah sanatanah avya, i. e.
the eternal and ~exhaustible Being is ~r~enfq)cCfr Sasvatadharma gopta (the Protector of the ageless dharma), naturally that
~roerCf ~li Shasvat dharma, that has stood the test of time,
becomes eternal like its Protector. Thus, ~r~qCf ~li being
protected by ~~ISI': ~TCf;:r could be styled as Sanatam Dharam.
While every other object is subject to the effect of change, God
alone exists as the Self-same.

«ifT+TCf : «;:rrnrr :
Sanabhavah Sanatanah,
as one who continues eternally as such.
The p:r~rq or dharam of that Eternal Being ~OfTCf;:r~ ~~~~
erli (Sanatanasya isvarasya dharmah.) would be «OfTCJ;:r erli
(Sanatana dharmah.)
The word enl (dharma) is derived from the root er dhr which
.:>
means one who bears or nurtures.
er~'frfCJ

erli : dhartiti dharamah.
fellf~ 3T~"t erif deiryate asaud harmah.
tf;:rrnOf Cfi'~mrfcr ~rrTCf;:rlffCf, ~;:rrcr;:rlfcr"tfcr ~Ofrcr;:r :
«OfTCfOf~~Hf"t erli : «OfTCf'f~q. :
Sanatanam karotiti sana tanayati, sanatanayatiti sanatanah.
Sanatanascasau dharmah sanatanadharmah.
The' dharma of the Supreme Being not only is eternal in itself,
it also lifts to its own state of eternity anyone who aspiring to be
so, follows it.
Maharshi Ved Vyas says:
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'qT~ur41lfl=l'~ll'Tg: '6fl=l'T '6fT~ll'~ 5l"\iTT :
tT~ll'T~HOl~~'fCi ~
~f~ f~~ll' :
Dharanatmdha;mamityahuh dharmo dharayate prajah
Yatsyadharanasam Yuktam sa dharma iti niscayath,
Bearing the inert and the animated all, it sustains them; hence,
it is termed dharma or one that bears.
'6f-q. !:tq g~l' ~f<:ff '6fl=l'T ~e:ff~ ~~~H : I
Dharma eva hato hanti dharmo raksati raksatah.
One who destroys dharma by turning one's back on it, is himself destroyed in turn. One who protects it by pursuing the path
laid down by it, is himself saved.
Ved-Vyas further says in ShrimadBhawat :
'6fli1!~ f~ ~;rT'n;:ri~ql=l'll'T ~f~ :
(Dharmamulam hi bhagavansarvadevamayo Harih) and in
Ashvamedha Parva of Mahabharata ~~Tff~~ll' '6f-q.~tT l=I'~il"ffff
~o:rTcro:r~ (Sanatanasya dharmasya mulametat Sanatanam.) '"
...
Almighty God alone, who is eternal, is the root, from where
the dharma sprouts, and, thus, is known as eternal, i. e. SanMan
dharam.
Says Lord Krishna in the Shrimad Bhagvad Gita
~WurT f~ 5l"nf'SoT~i1 lfa~l[Toll'lf~ll' :q J
?ITT~qer~lf :q '6f-q.~lf ~@~CfiTFerCfi~lf :q II

en:r

(iTrerT r~-~\9)
Brahmano hi pratishthahamamrtasyayavyasya ca
Shashvafasya c,a dharmasya sukhasyaikantikasya ca.
(Gita 14-27)
I am the Brahman, the Amrit Tatva, and the Primum Mobile
of eternal dharma and of unending bliss. According to :
~f~Ulf 3lHlJll'Cfi Taittiriya aranyaka 3l?f~f:qGTg: I 'tfllT fq~CfP:T
\iTiTCf 5ffCflSor Atr'L Kecidahuh dharmo Vishvasya Jagatah pratishtha.
Dharma alon(~ sustains the dynamic force of the Ultimate
Reality. In fact, dharma is another name for the divine ~Cf~TCf
(svabhava), and shakti, i.e. the nature and might of God. Dharama
along with God's other gunas trQH namely immJrtality and bliss,
is a manifestation of the t=fflT'; (svabhava) of the Divine B,eingHis ~q.flrq (svabhava), which is identical with His shakti.
The svabhava of Brahma as q~li: q~P1T; Purushah Pliranch or

'"

'"
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~f:;:q(H.,;:~ (saccidananda, that is,

immutable existence, allembracing knowledge and interminable ananda or bliss may be expressed as :
f.,~lI' (nitya) !lT~ (shu4ha) 6f:iI (budha) ~CfCf (mukta). This
'" fully enlightened
'"
'" free.
means constant, pure,
and totaIly
Such a fq~~ (svabhava) promises compassion for all, as
expressed in the power to nurture the elements and the beings,
living and non-living, all alike.
It is mentioned in the Shanti Parva of the M ahabharta :
5f~qT~lI' ~Cfr.,t ~q5fq:q;:f CfiCfij"
lI': Wll'r~5f.rcr~lI'Cfct ~ ~~ ~f~ f~~:qll' : I
Prabhavarthya bhutanam dharma pravacanam krtam
Yah satyaprabhavasamyuktam sa dharma iti nishcyah.
For the growth and flowering of creation, the Divine Being is
expressed in the form of dharma which, according to Tula Dhar
while instructing Jajali \ifT\if<:'fT, is the constant friend of all and is
un-f1inchingly engaged in their welfare.
ri~t lI': ~~'f~lf :q f~a- ~Cf:
CfiQurT l1"fm qT:qr ~ ~q. ~~ \ifT\if~ I
Sarvesham Yah suhrannityam ca hite ratah
Karmana manasa vaca sa dharma veda Jajale.
(261-9)
Such a Dharma, being His own ~q;rrq evidently flows flOm
'Narayan' himself as stated by Yudhishtra while replying to
Yaksha in order to rescue his brothers q&-"lf ~;;rcr;:f ~;f
~TlI'url:f~T~
Cfl:f (Vakshyam sanatanam dharma Narayana'"
...
...
mukhacchrutam. )
Dharma during the course of its unfolding becomes a mark
of distinction between man and lower animals. Says Bhartri HarL
arT~n:f"f~nllf~~;:f :q ~q-fi'lfi:l"Cfq: 'T~f~<f~TO'JT~ I
~;f f~ a-~rl:ff'Cl~) fqW~) ~Jfur ~)"'r: cr!1!f~: ~q-r.,r: II
Aharanidrabhayamaithunamca,
samanyametat pashubhirnaranam.
dharma hi teshamadhiko vishesho dharmena
hinah pashubhih samanah.
Men and animals are just alike in eating, sleeping, shying
away from danger, and in sex-gratification. Dharma alone dist(n-
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guishes man from animals. Devoid of it, a man descends to the
level of an animal.
During the course of time, for a large fection of society
dharma has come: to mean a certain type of ritualism or a form of
worship coupled with a daily routine pertaining to personal cleanliness and social relationship. This is more of a deformation tllan
the expression of dharma, as understood by the sponsors of the
great Sanatanist cult. Again, some people try to extol its tradition
by claiming for it antiquity. Surely, its sustenance down the ages
has added to its prestige, but that would be a formal sort of consideration. hardly having much bearing on its content. In fact, what
matters is its innc!,' vitality that ha<; made this cult thrive and flourish
and also sustain itself in the face of adversity, occasionally bordering on the calamitous. In the Sanatanist tradition, much importance has not been attached to the historical aspect either.
Herford's remarks for the nineteenth century romantic movement
in English literature can well apply to the Sanatanist cult as far as
its attitude to the: historical element is concerned.
"There grew up a poetry of Nature and of man where he
most harmonizes or blends with Nature, a poetry mystical, metaphysical and indifferent history, without the accent of locality,
broad and abstract in its treatment of character, excelling in profound and lofty reflection."
Our civilization and the Sanatanist tradition in particular has
always upheld the process of integration.

31f<:r+Pfcf f<:r+rCf8"fl
avibhaktam vibh;kteshu
Its chief characteristic bas been a quest for unity in diversity.
So much importance was attached to such an approach that one of
the aphorism ill the Brahm-Sutra assumed the form of a~ ~+r;:<:rlfTa.:
(tattu samanvayat), meaning that one has to pursue the path of coordination in order to reach tat, the ultimate truth.

orr ;:r) +r~T: ~aq) If;:~ fq~qa;
a no bhadrah kratavo yantu vishvatah
(Rig Veda 1-89-1)
Let us receive noble thoughts from all quarters. Accordingly,
the method adopted here to be in line with the message of the
great Guru as also the Sanatonist tradition is that of correlation
and synthesis.
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Sanatan Dharam, in the ancient and classical literatUle, has
been referred to as Vedic Dhuram and only much later than that
more or less in recent times, as Hinduism-a name given to it by foreigners, the ancient Persia.qs. It came to be commonly accepted, as
such, only in course of time. In fact, this religion (which in fact is
hardly a religion in t he sense that Islam and Christianity are)
is based on the teachings of the Vedas, the most authoritative
religious literature of India. The Vedic literature is very vast and
t~ most important secti9n of the Vedas is known as the UpnishadGs which contain the essence of the Vedic philosophy and are,
thus, also known as Vedanta. Tbe Upnishadas contain some of the
sublimest thoughts regarding the ultimate reality-the truth
behinds both man and nature, which is nitya f"ftlr shuddha W~
buddha ~4 mukta lICfo, i. e. constant, pure, perfectly enlighte;ed
and eter~ally free. '"
A practical application of the teachings of the Upnishads is
provided in the Shrimad Bhagwad Gita-The Song Celestial-which
is also styled Brahm-Vidya and Yoga Shastra since it deals with the
science and reality and the art of reaching it.
~cffqf"fl'i('~T lfr~T e:)nTT If)qT('f;:r;:~<{: I

qr~1 cHiir: ~m~1Cfcrr ~lct lJTClr~ct 1I~a: II
Sarvoupanishado Gavo Dogdha Gopal Nandanah.
Partho Vatsah sudhir bhokta dugdham gitamrtam mahat.
The Upnishadas are the milch cow and Gopal-Nandan, i. e.
"Krisbna, is the milkman. Arjuna is the calf, who swallowed the
initial few drops of the nectar, thus drawn out in the form of the
Gita."
In the words of Dr. S. Radha Krishanan, the Bhagwad-Gita
represents Hinduism as a whole, not merely Hinduism but religion,
as sucp., in its universality without limit oftime or space.
The religion of the Upnishadas and tne Gita, better known as
Sanatan Dharama, is not a set of dogmls or a creed to which all
must conform. It is a way of living, thinking and believing or
broadly_a fdith pertaining to the all-embracing Divine Being and
his manifest forms. Its entire theme is that the truth p 'e:ieats
itself in dive:se ways according to different modes of app:oa~h. It
cove:s unity and'diversity, the latter elaborated in the form of six
Shastras. Tllis faith insists 01 a life dete..mined by ce;tain

.
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fu1llllamental, eternal and universal truths. It advocates the discovery of God as the all-pervading Being and also the practice of
living, moving and establishing one's own being in Him. The
various methods and forms of yoga (Karma Yoga Cfitf tftlf
Raja Yoga ~T~ If'Tlf Jnana Yoga ~Fr lftlf Bhakti Yoga ltf1:fa- ~Tif)
expounded in it entail a conscious effort to manifest the divinity
in man in order to experience it as permeating one's thought,
word and deed. One established in such a state is then required to
help others as well to reach it.

~ft 3Ufq ~q- arcr~~ <TTl! ~CfT~ I
Jo api Japai awrah natnh japave.
It is a way of life in God and for God.

In the words of
Swami Ram Tirtha, "If Vedanta is not practised in everyday life,
what is the use of it? Vedanta printed in books a".d placed on
shelves, to be eaten up by worms, won't do. You must live it."
Vedanta is the whole truth. It kills, if the whole of it is not lived."
"The pursuit of this path enables one to pierce through the
veil of m'ltter and behold the self-effulgent spirit by whose light all
things get illuminated and by whose presence everything I ives and
moves. It ensures a life of pure consciousness, where all petty
notions of individuality and the ego vanish, a flight of the alone to
the Alone." The individual consciousness like a drop in a reservoir
of water.
tf!if <TFtfa- ~fa- <TFlfa- ll;f'uftfa- ;=rT;:lfa-

fcr~T;;Tfa- "H ,+p::n I
'"

"Co

"

~F~TnT \3'qf;:r~c;: (\9'';('(-9)
Yatra nanyat pashyati, nanyat shrnoti Nanyat vijanati as
bhuma
(Chandogya Upnishad 7-24-1)
In this state, one sees nothing else, hears nothing else, understands nothing else, but only the Infinite, the life immortal or the
Amrit Tatva.
In the words of Carlyle, "The hero is he who lives in the inward sphere of things, in the True, Divine and Eternal, which
exists always unseen, to most, under the temporary, trivial; his
being is in that; He declares that abroad, by act or speech as it
may be, in declaring Himself abroad. His life ... is a p:ece of the
everlasting heart of nature herself."
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a:rTlf ~~GfT~fJ{ct ~ (;f<'f fCflU=<f<'f ~rr~lft ~lf<'f
'"
""
....
Om Ishawasyamidam sarvam yat kimcit jagtyam jagat.
Gpd alone reigns here, there and everywhere in this mobile
world with its essence as flux.
According to Vedanta, the drshya ~~, as all that is seen, is
illusory. The only reality is drga ~'f the seer, the subject, the wit.:;.
ness. The sakshim ~Tf~ or the witness; cannot become the object
of knowledge. It is the witness of the entire scene in a state of perpetual flux-'Jagatyam Jagat'-the changing and moving world.
The same reality as macrocosm is Brahma, and as microcosm is
Aatman, Brahma and Aatma ~~ a:rT~ a:rR~n are essentially one and
not two, they are just identical-the same spirit which is infinite
and all-pervading.
a:rfi;:P;j-~CflT '1Gfif 5I"fqlS~) ~ci ~ srf<'f~q) CsT~Gf I
Q;Cfif<'f~ ~~aTi<'f~T~lfT ~ ~q' 5I"f<'f(iq) Clf~~:q I
Agniryathaiko bhuvanam pravishto
Rupam Rupam pratirupo babhuva
Ekastatha sarva bautantaratma
/ Rupam rupam prati rupo bahishca
Just as fire, though one, having entered the wood, assumes
separate forms conforming to the wooden articles presenting it the
self, though one inside all beings, assumes various forms indicated
in the worldly objects. It is not confined, however, therein; it yet
remains apart :
3flJfT'turTlfTi·q~a) q~TlfT.,W:rrsflf ~;:aTfrr f~aT ~Q:TlfT~ I
Anorinyan mahato mahiyan
Atma-asya jantornihito guhayam
The self, subtler than the subtle and greater than the great is
lodged in the heart of every creature.
~~'H: ~chnn;:rt ~~~~S~;:f falSofa

z

(iJTCT-' c;-~

V

Ishwarah sarva bhutanam h rddeshe Arjuna tishthati
(Gita 18-61)
The latest theories of science proving the unreality of space
and time as well as the inadequacy of the concept of causality and
uniformity exploding the myth of matter and accepting it as concealed energy, in a way confirm the fundamental theory of Vedant
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regarding the universe. The science today has come to bel ieve in
one and the same energy. that is charging the infinitely small atoms
and the infinitely h~rge stars and planets. Only it is not inclined to
invest that energy with a spiritual content, as Vedanta does. Yet
some of the great scientists are echoing the Vedantic views. Says
Sir Arthur Eddington "What is the truth about ourselves? We
may be inclined to various answers. We are a bit of star going
wrong. We are complicated physical machinery-puppets that
strut and talk and laugh and die as the hand of time turns the
handle beneath. But let us remember that there is one elementary,
inescapable answer: we are that which asks the question."
Brihdraranyak Upnishda adopts a similar stance by posing a
query.

fcr~mfr~ Efi: 'f fq\ifT<ITlJTq:
"Vijnataram kah na yijaniyat"
Through what should one know the knower?
Even the method through which knowledge is to be acquired,
as adopted by Vedant, has a scientific form. What is learnt through
~m sruti, i. e. hearing and learning from the scriptures should
b~ subjected to reasoning and also examined and experienced
personally. It is to be accepted only after the application of lJfCfcr
yukti reasoning and making it a subject of 3H+rfcr 'anubhuti' ,"'i. e.
'" cone's own experience. Vedic sadhna or the method of self-realization (gyan sadhna) consists of the threefold process of ~qur sravan
l=frr'f 'manan' and f'ff~~lJHfi'f 'nididdhyasan' hearing and learning
from a teacher, reflecting on and reasoning about it arid then
ultimately experiencing personally the truth.., thus ascertained. The
process of nididdhyasan in one word consists in continued meditation on the truth, learnt from the teacher. All systems of Indian
philosophy excepting 'Charvak', have laid stress on repeated
attempts at concentration and self control for studying the truths
learnt and subduing the passions that obstruct the cultivation of
good conduct, which alone can be helpful for making the truths
learnt above, a part of one's own life. Shankar has said in his
commentary on the Brihdraranyak Upnishad.
"The person desirous of knowing Brahman must raise himself
step by step from the state of mere learning 'lrflJ6clJiJ: pandityam to
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that of childlike simplicity GIT(Olf'1=!" 'balyanz' and from that stage to
the state of the true Brahman wh~ sincerely renounces all possessions and pleasure" which are likely to 'bring abo'lt one's downfall.
The main object of Vedanta is to help man to recognize his
own true nature :
If(fT efT ~;rTf;; ~(fTf;; \ifTlf;:a- lr;; \ifTcnf;; iifTqf;:Cf I

lf~srlf"lff~~fq~f.:(f crf~f\if~Hf~q cr~ ~itfer

II

Yato va imani bhutani jayante yena jatani jivanti !
yatprayantyabhi samvishanti; tad vijijnasasva ; tad Brahmeti.
Taittitya Upnishad.
(I-III-I)
"That form in which all these being take birth, that by which
they live after being born, that towards which they move and into
which they merge-desire to know that; that is Brahman"
Vedanta tries to establish the spiritual oneness of the
universe.
lffif ~qlflJf ~crFltT~1V'ltqT;;q~fcrI
~~:qTC;rT;:f acrT ;; fCf\ifiTt~a- II
Yastu sarvani bhutani atmanyevanupashyati;
Sarvabhuteshu catmanam tato na vijugupste-Isha Upnishad
"He who sees all beings in the very self, and the self in all
beings feels no hatred by virtue of that (realization).
lff~iJ;:«CfTflJf ~crFlfT~~qTi~f~~T;;Cf: I
~

~

~

~

~

~~

cr;;;r CfiT ;rT~: Cfi~ ~Tifi ~Cfi~cf;r~q~lfCf: II

Yasmin sarvani bhutanyatmaivabhudvijanatah,
Tatra ko mohah kah shoka ekatvamanupashyateh-Isha UpniEhad-7
"When to the man of realization, all beings become the very
self, then what delusion and what sorrow can there be for that seer
of oneness?
Some learned persons, however, have criticized the Vedas as
advocating polytheism, and Vedant also to the effect that its teachings dismiss the world as non-existent. It presents, according to
them, a very pessimistic picture and makes its admirers otherworldly. The two apparently different beliefs, the one presented in
the Richas and Sanghitas leading to the worship of many gods and
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other advocated in the latter part of the Vedas, i. e. Upnishadas
about the flippant nature of the world and the true reality as Brahman, are just two stages in the quest for and the realization of
realty. At the earlier or the primary stage of human development,
the mind will only accept something solid, concrete and· closely.
Hence, the Divine shakti revealing itself in the various· elements of
nature came to be believed as if acquiring diverse forms as the
presiding deities of those elements and an elaborate form of
worship was, thus, evolved to propitiate these devtas by singing
hymns of praise, extolling their might, beauty and grace. These
hymns are the vedic Richas. Still one reality alone is the terra
firma of the forms that the 'de~'tas' assumed and also that of their
activity. Their basic unity has been unequivocally stressed.

~~ flf~ ql:ilTflffirr~Tg~~T f~otJ: ~q-1)ff "T~cl{T~ I
t:t~ ~~ fq~:n GfgetT q~"ctJfl;:f trl:i' lfmfO::~qT;:rl{T~: II
(?[~ ~-~ ~'6'-'6'~.)

Idam

mitram

varunamagnimahuratho

divyah

suparno
garutman.

Ekam sad vipra bahudha vadantyagnim yamam
matarishvanamahuh.
(Rk. 1-164-46)

·~~qTflrr~cr~Tf~ctJ~~~:qrnrT:
cr~q '!ff~ 'Cf~ ~W 'CfT arr'1: ~ sr~TT'1fcr: I
'"
"'
Tadevagnis1 adadi tyastadvayustaccandramah
Tadeva shukram tad brahma ta apah sa prajapatih
(Yaju 32-1)
For an awakened soul Indra. Vauruna, Agni, Yama, Aaditya,
Chandra-all these names represent only one basic power and spiritual entity.
The other objection that Vedanta advocates a pessimistic
withdrawal from this world 'full of pain' suffering and sorrow' and
is, thus, neither human nor stresses moral considerations in life, is
without a sound foundation. Shri Gauda-Pada describes the
knowledge of Vedanta as a source of bliss for one and all. This
very spirit finds expression in the following prayers:

(i) ri '<1q;:q, ~f~;:r: ~~ ~F~ frrO::Tlftr: I
~cr '<1snfur q-~lf~ lfT Cfif~:q~ ~~'<1TtJ: +r~~ II
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Sarve bhavantu sukinah serve santu niramayilh.
Sarve bhadrani pashyantu rna kashciddukhabhag bhavet.
'Let"alI be happy and free from affliction. May we see good
all around and may n~ misery in any form whatever be experienced.
(ii) f~~flIT~ :q~l'fT ~ifar ~c:nf;:r ~reT I

f~~fzr ~l'fT ~TelTll~

(ll~ 0 ~ ~ -

p:;)

Mitrasyaham cakshusha sarvani bhutani samikshe '
Mitrasya cakshusha samikshamahl
(yaju-36-18)
May I look upon all living beings and not only men with a
spirit of friendliness! May we have the same spirit pervading
among us all !
~~r1: ,!lfRf qf~wj; fq~ara:
(~<tZ. ~-\9~-~~)
Puman pumansam paripatu vishvatah
(Rk 6-75-16)
(iii) To help and protect one another is the foremost duty of
man.
lI't~ q~zrrf'f lI't~ ;:r, a-llf m ~~fer 'lif~
(ar¥{cf: ~ \9-~ -Cf \9)
Yanshca pashyami yanshca na, teshu rna sumatim krdhi.
(Atharv 11·1·17)
(iv) 0 God, be so kind that I may have nothing but goodwill for all those known to me and even those who might be not
known.
~

~

a~'liar~) ~~ ciT ~~ ~~R ~~~~zr:

(ar~ ~-~ o-¥)

Tatkranamo brahma vo grhe samjnanam purushebhyah
(v) Let us pray altogether that good sense may prevail among
men.
arT~ ij'~ 'frqq~ I ~~ ;:rl ~;:r~ I
.
~Q: qT~ e;i'{qT~ I a-~f~q;:rrq~TaJf~ ~r f;:rfirliTar~ I
(c:fRn:Tll)qf;:rliC!. ~-<t-~)
Om saha navavatu. Saba nau bhunaktu.
Saha viryam karvavahai.
tejasvinavadhitamastu rna vidvishavahai.
(Taittlriyopanisad 1-1-1)
(vi) May he protect us both (guru and shishya) together. May
He nourish us together. May we both acquire strength together.
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Let our scholarship be brilliant and may wenever fall out.
31)li ~rf;:a: ,:rrrf;:a:, ~Tf<:a: I
Om"' shantih, shantih, shantih.
(vii) 'Let there be peace all over this world, in the outer
space and the world beyond--pea::e a guarantee for the complete
absence of hostility towa.rds or from any quarter.'
The Vedas do not advocate pessimism, since what they aim
at is not liberation from pain but the salvation or the emancipation
of the human soul--the return of the prodigal son, who lost his
way and whom the father is ever ready to own and embrace. In the
Vedas, there is not that type of stress on the ,'oncept of captivity'bandh ~r'Cf that one comes across in Buddhism or in Jain philosophy. There is a sort of slant in that direction only in order to retrieve the lost wayfarer, who somehow or other has chosen to
accept a state of helplessness as his fate, and death as the ultimate
end. In the Vedas, there is an attempt to make the disciple aware
of the relative, finite and impermanent nature of existence in the
world. As opposed to this condition of uncertainty and disconte:1tment, the Ved_ls hold the promise of constant bliss in the
realization of one's trueself.
~qlf alJ'mT qf-.::~"f: q-qlTra ~'a"~li (l[\ifo)

ud~ayam tam~Lsas parisvah pashyant'a utt~ram (yaju.)
"While procet:ding from the darkness of ignorance to the light
of self-realization, we may expecience upliftment at every step."
~~qlf at:! ~HfCff~\i'lT)f(f: qql[r(f ~D~li I
~ ~q,n
31'1""li \i'lTlfa~'d"lll1. II "Udvayam tamasaspJ.t ijyotih pashyanta uttaram
Devam devatra. suryam aganma jyotituttamam
'On our way from the d-ukness of ignorance to the I ight of
knowledge, may thlSjyoti shine on us wi th ever-increasing brilliance
from the dawn to the sunrise and from that to the noontime.'

wi'-

31~fCf) liT ~~ lfl1lT I ali~) liT \i'lf)fa~l1lT I
31'li 1fl1l[ I
a~ato ma s~d gam3.ya, tamaso rna jyotirgamaya, mrtyormra
amrtam gamaya,
'M1Y we p:oce:ed from falsehood unto truth, from darkness
unto light and flOrn death unto immortality.'
Similarly, the 'Gayatri' and the 'Mrityunjaya' mantras serve

if~)l1T

i
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as keys unlocking the door of omniscience and immortality and lead
to the boundless ocean of bliss.
qC!. ~fq q,c{~oli ~tTl ~q~lf ~fhJ~T f~l[T lfT il': ~:qT~lfTq I
Tat saviturvorenyam bhargo devasya dhimahi dhiyo yo nah
pracodyat
'We concentrate our intellect on the self-effulgent from 'savitur-dev' ~fqq~q. May He inspire and enliven it, 1. e. our intellect.

';fl[l=~ct ~~T~~ ~qf;:~ ~~ccrcf;:f

~~GfT~'fifi::rCf ~;:~~Tq llclfflrcq)1f&TTl[ l1Tll'qlq I
Tryambakam yajamahe<.suga;dhi pusti vardhan~m
urvarukamiva bandhanatmrtyormukshiyamamrtat
I propitiate the 'Triambakam Dev' (whose three eyes have
burnt desire, anger and greed), whose grace increase excellence and
power. May He by His grace liberate me from death, like a ripe
fruit falling from the branch holding it ; but I may never be separated from Amrit-tatva, 1. e. the bliss of immortality.
All the above thoughts and prayers have been quoted in order
to establish that the message of the Vedas is one of hope and a
guarantee for unconditioned absolutism and unmitigated bliss, because the ideal presented here is that of 'Saccidanada" ~f:;;:q~~,
immortality, enlightenment and bliss, which is a positive and
incomparable achievement with nothing left to Qe desired any
further.
Still the question remains if man and nature are the manifestation of the same Divine element-Eko Brahma Dvitiyo nasti
l{epT ~~ fmlfT il'Tf~cr-that is, if there is only one basic truth
without any second, then who is to realize whom? In one word,
the self has to realize its true nature which is not what is indicated
by its identification with the ego.
~;it~R~;:rTSSc11T;f ;:rR+JT;;1tcrm~ltq: I
3Tc.qq wn:~;;T ~~~r(;fer f~1:~mJ;;: II
Uddharerlatmanatmanam natmanamavasadayet
Atmaiva hyatmano bandhuratmaiva ripuratmanah (Gita 6-5)
'Let him raise the self by the self and not let the self become
depressed, for verily the self is the friend of the self, and also the
self, the self's enemy.
~;:a~rc~Tssc~;;Hl~l[ lr;:m.qqic~;:fT f~Cf: I
a{rrrCl1;:r~C! qr~(~ cH1CfTcq.q ~';f ere{
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Bandhuratmatmanastasya yenatmaivatmana jitah.
Anatmanastu shatrutve vartetatmaiva shatruvat.
(Gita 6-6)
'The self is the friend of the self of him in whom the self by
the self is vanquished; but to the unsubdued self, the self verily
becometh hostile as an enemy.'
The separation of Jeevatma from the Brahma is not a physical
phenomenon; it is only a mental illusion; it is just the disappearance of this illusion or what exactly is known as realization.
According to Shri Anand Mayee Ma :
"The mind is the slayer of the Real, and when the slayer is
slain, the Real, the Eternal, comes into Being. It is usual for the
mind to distinguish between thought and action, between Being
and manifestation. Such polarization is the characteristic of the
mental process, but in reality, Being is inseparable from a manifestation."
As stated by Sh. Sanjiav Rao :
"Ma-ever acts from Her Being, that is what she implies when
she says she does not plan, does not think. There is an activity
which transcends the processes of logical reasoning. Plotinus said
practically the same thing. Contemplation to him was true
action."
Given below are some of the sayings of Raman Maharshi, pertinent to the present context.
(a) "Know thyself is what is usually said. Even that is not
correct. For, if we talk of knowing the self, there must be two
selves. one a knowing self, another the self which is known, and the
process of knowing. The state we call realization is simply being
one self, not knowing anything or becoming anything. If one has
realized, one is that \\hich alone is and which alone has always
been."
(b) Knowing the self is being the self, and means existenceone's own existence-which no one denies, any more than one denies
one·s eyes, although one cannot see them. The trouble lies with
your desire to objectify the self, in the same way as you objectify
your eyes, when you place a mirror before them. You have been so
accustomed to objectifying that you have lost the knowledge of
yourself, simply becauf>e the self cannot be objectified. Who is to
know the self? Can he insentient body or mind know it? All the
time you speak and think of you 'I', '1', '1', yet when questioned.
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you deny the' knowledge of it. You are self, yet you seek to know
self.
(c) The Bhagwad Gira says : "The wise mal} will think the
senses move among the seme objects and be unattached to the
activities of the sense-organs. "I would go farther and say the Jnani
doe;; not think even that. He is the self and sees nothing apart from
himself. What the Gira says in the above passage is for the abhyasi
or the practiser.
(d) To one who is firmly established in the blissful natural
state, beyond change and, therefore, is not aware of the difference,
who does not think, 'I am one, and he is another'. (Who is there
other than the self? If anyone says anything about him, what does
it matter? For him it is just the same as if it was said by himself.)
(e) The very doubt 'Can I realize' or the feeling 'I have not
realized' are obstacles to realization. Realization is nothing to be
gained afresh. The self is already ~ealized. All that is necessary is
to get rid of the thought-'Have not realized'.
(f) The Upanishadic saying 'I am Brahman' simply means
that Brahman exists as'!' and not 'I am Brahman'. It is not to be
supposed that a man is advised to contemplate 'I am Brahman' ... '"
'I am Brahman'. Does a man keep on thinking 'I am a man', 'I am
a man?' He is that, and except when a doubt arises whether he is
an animal or a tree, there is no need for him to assert 'I am a
man'. Similady, the self is selr. Brahman exists as 'I am' in everything and every being.
(g) One who asks oneself 'Who am I'? and 'Where am I' ?
though existing alI the while as verily the self, is like the drunken
man who enquires about his own identity and his whereabouts.
(h) Renunciation and realization are the same. They are
different aspects of the same state. Giving up the non-self is renunciation. Inheriting in the self is Jnana or sel f-rea.lizat ion. One is
the negative and the other the positive aspect of the same single
truth.
(i) It is not at all correct to say that advaitins or the Sankara
school deny the existence of the world or that they call it unreal.
On the other hand, it is more real to them than to others. Their
world will always exist, whereas the world of the other schools will
have origin, growth and decay and, as such, cannot be real. They
only say that the world is not real but that world as Brahman, is
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real. All is Brahman. Nothing exists but Brahman, and the world
as Brahman is real. Sankara says maya does not exist. He who
denies the existence of maya and calls it milhya or non-existent
cannot be called mayavadi.
(j) A figure: on the screen in the cinema show appears to
watch the whole world. What is the reality behind the subject and
the object in the same show? An illusory being watches an illusory world. You and the world are as real as the cinema figure and
the cinema world.
(k) Illusion is itself illusory. Illusion must be seen by one
beyond it. Can such a seer be subject to illusion? Can he then
speak of degrees of illusion? There are scenes floating on the
screen in a cinema show. Fire appears to burn buildings to ashes.
Water seems to wreck vessels. But the screen on which the pictures
are projected remains unscorched and dry. Why? Because the
pictures were unreal and the screen is real. Again reflections pass
through a mirror ; but the mirror is not in any way affected by
the quality or quantity of the reflections on it. So the world is a
phenomenon on the canvas of the single Real ity which is not affected in any manner. Reality is only one.
(I) It is said the whole Vedanta can be compressed into four
words: Deham ~~1=(, naham-ifT~1=(, koaham Cf"T~if., soaham ~ft~if.
Deham naham mcam 'The body is not I'. If one enquires koaham,
i. e. who am I ? In other words, if one enquires whence this 'I'
springs and realizes it, then in the heart of such a one the omnipresent God will snme as 'I' as 'so aham' or 'soharo'. He will know
'that I am', i. e. That IS '1'.
The world scene, however, is not a canard, a fib, a falsehood
or simply non-existent. It is only an illusion, an 'obliquity of
Vision. Ishwari-maya is divine energy creating the world, then
also seducing it into the acceptance of the unreality of its own
existence as true.

~qr WT~T ~urifl[T ifif ifPH ~~ctTtTT I
Daivi hyesha gunamayi mama maya duratyaya.
This divine illusion of the mind equipped with gunas-salva
~~q, rajas ~r~ij' and lamas a-ifij" is hard to pierce. Thus the maya
and the creation brought through it are not non-existent. It is only
hard to pierce through which is essential for I eaching the Divine
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Entity screened by it. This shakti or power works, as only
directed by its divine origin. Says Guru Nanak in the Jap Ji
Sahib:
It'li Tlfli ~ttfo feraTtf fof"f ~~ ft1:CfTUf II

~~ mrru.. ~
. ~n~ ~ ~TO: ~T~tlll

Ii

f~ fer~ ~ f{:re{ ",m~ f~ ~Tcl 'E~lf~ I
aftg ~~ arr<fT "ff~~ "f ancf ~gerT l:!;g fer-srlll II
Eka mai jugati viyai tini cele paravanu
Iku sansari iku bhandari iku laye dibanu
Jinva tisu bhavai timve ca1ave jimva hovai phuramallU
ohu vekhe ona nadari na avai bahuta ehu vidanu
(Japu)
Maya, the iIlusion,-in wedlock Divine gave birth to three celebrated entities, Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva-"i'2"f
ferlSUf~, f~. The
~t
first createth, the second nourisheth and the third destroyeth. They
carryon their assignments as He in His pleasures commandeth.
While He doth see them, they see Him not-A great marvel is
this!
Yes, this is a great marvel but one who completely surrenders
the ego to the Divine will and also merges it into that will, can
successfully resolve the mystery of this marvel.

lfTi:!q ~ srq~ lfTlfTlfat er~f,:ff ~
Mameva ye prapadyante marametam tranti te
(Gita 7-14)
Says Goswami Tuls i Dass:
~~ lfTlfT ~iJ ~Tll ~Uf, f~c:r ~\i{"f "f \i{Tf~ ,
~f\ifl(" U1=f ~~ CflT1=f of\if ar~ fq"'T~ If"f lfT~ II
Hari maya krta dosh guna, vina bhajana na jahi.
Bhajiva Rama saba kama taji asa vicara mana mahi.
(Tulsidass)
The gunas of this maya expressed through t he instincts and
the emotions of the psycho-physical organism and the human mind
can be subdued and sublimated only through Hari Bhajan, Nam
jap or the recitation of the holy name.
In Tulsi Ramayan, Shri Hanuman Ji, when he met Bhagwan
Rama for the-first time and explained his inability to identify the
latter, said :
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~m f~T +r~T.,T I

cn~ l{ "~T 5f~ qf~iT'1T I
Tava maya basa phiraun bhulana.
Tate main nahin prabhu pahicana,
<He had been misled by the maya, that is how he had failed to
see His Divine Entity'.
However, as a counterpart of this conversation there is another
version in which Bhagwan Rama had asked Hanuman to reveal
his identity and his reply had a profound significance explaining
the Jeeva-Brahma relationship, formerly under the influence of
maya and subsequently freed from that influence.
~~~-liT ~ ~mTS~lJ: ~lcr~~ liT ~'f<i~Cfi:

3IT~cr~liT
~crii~fufo it fif~:qa-T lifa-:
.
Dehabuddhya tu dasoaham Jivabuddhya tvadanshakah.
Atamabuddhya tvamahamiti me nishcita matih.
If I limit myself to the psycho-physical phenomenon that a
person thinks he is-a. body-mind combination, then I would say, I
am only your attendant enslaved to your wili. If I regard myself a
Jeeva, I would be only an anash or a part of your ownself; but
in case I realize that I am the Atma, then it is my firm belief that
you and I are one.
The first two relationships, that is, those between (a) the body
and the mind and (b) thejeeva on the one hand, and the Divine
Being on the other, are the products of the maya. Only when that
mayavi influence disappears, with the grace of God, one realizes
that basically all reality is one and there is no essential difference
between God and His manifestation or creation.
Says Shri Hanuman again in the above context:
"f?:r~cr Clef 11PH #'t~T ~T~ f.,Ht~ T=~~f~ m~T
Natha Jiva tava maya moha soi nistare tumharehi choha.
The Jeeva wayfarer deluded and tbus led astray in the Divine
maya could hit upon or return to the right path leading to his real
destination, only with Divine grace.
The Divine maya deludes and the Divine grace retrieves and
leads one to the right path. In fact, the two are the back and the
front of the same picture, or the head and the tail of the same coin.
The Divine grace like the maya is only a form of the Divine Nature
or His svabhava ~cr~Tcr which is His dharma and His shakti. While
~
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this PfmcJ or shakti assumes the form of maya when it creates (that
is at ~~;:rCfiT;:;r) and sets apace the process of evolution, it assumes
the fo;m of grace or compassion when it sponsors the process of
involution or rolling back (that is at Iaya kal ~lI' CfiT~) into the
primary state. Receiving back or allowing to merge in His ownself,
a realized soul is as much a Divine act as creation itself. While one
aspect of the ~i!fmer of the Divine is maya, as another aspect it
assumes the form of grace or compassion. In the words of Goswami
Tulsi Dass :
'Ulf ~;:r ~~<fiT\T I
atfo Cfi)q'~ ~UTTf"err" f~;:r CfiT\Uf q~·\3'qCfiT\T I
+
'" +
(~m~rn-f~·qP-rCfil)
<:'c..1'. Cfi\oT Uf:qatT~ ~sT ~T~ I ~ 0\3' +rr~ ~~ ¥:[Tit I

itij-

+

+

+

U+r ~1 cr ~~.rr fera:rT~arT I
'"
fGf~") CfiqT ~f~ fofrr OfTlf ~arr qT~atT I

q~lffur ~rerr lf~f@" rren~atT I '"
~'t "'arrfq fi!fmf9aTr atrfq flf~T~arT

(3TTUT If-¥)

Aise Rama dina hi takari.
Ati komala karunanidhana binu karana para-upakari.
(Tulsidas-Vinay Patrika)

+

;-

Tun karata sachiyaru mainda sain.
Jo Tau bhave soi thisi.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Sabha Teri tu sabani dhiyaiya.
Jisno kirapa karahin tina Rama ratna paya.
Guru mukha ladha man mukha gavaya.
Tudhu api vichoriya api milaiya.

(Asa M-4)

Here the slant is towards and the emphasis is on grace or unconditional compassion. He is f~rr CfiT\UT ~'\3'qCfiT\1 because it is
'"
His ~+rTcr or His Divine Nature. However. one fact pertaining to
the above context should not be lost sight of. Shri Hanuman was an
ananya bhagat ar,,;:lI' +rCfi<:'l' or a constant devotee, ~T':';:r;:rTq'l1f1'1Jlf1=f,
i e. foremost among the gyanis. He alone could make such assert-
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ions, i. e. ~~,,~1IT q, ~m)~i£. etc. These three forms incidentally
indicate the various aspects of the sadhna necessary to realize one's
true self, the first and the second representing bhakti in Dasa Bhava
and Vatsalya Bhava. (ansha 3i~ is just like an an(11\i1" or a son) respectively, and the third being bhakti reaching a climax in Sarupya
and thus coinciding with sampuran gyan.
A few quotations from Sant Kabir should fit in bere remarkably well.

'fif~~T If;:r 'fiT ;r)~;:rT ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ I
l1PH ~~ <fi) ~TCJ ~ l1PH cfi~ ;:r ~~ I
'fif~T l1TlfT qTq;:rT
fl1~ ;:r ~Tq I
If;:r) ~aRT ~c ~ mifT ~)~ ~Tq I
'fif~;H lfTliT ~@iT ~) tfi~ cpT ~TCfR I

mit

~Tqo ~o l1f'fo ~ ~f:qcr ;:r~Cfi in~ I
l1TlfT ~ ~T ~T;o 'fiT ~T itct> ~m~ I
~<fi fl1~T~ ~Tl1 ~T ~Cfi <R'fi ~ \ifTq: I
Kabira mana ki mobani sura nara rahe lubhaye.
maya saba ko khata hai maya koi na khae.
Kabira maya papani mange mile na batha.
mana utari jhuta kara lagi dole satha.
Kavivara maya rukhari do phala ki datara.
Khavata kharcata mukti de sancita naraka dvara.
Maya hai do bhanta ki dekha tboka bajaye.
Ika mi lave Rama so ika naraka lai jae.
While in the first two couplets maya binds and teases, in the
third and the fourth, if properly dealt with. it represents the Divine
grace that can emancipate. Accordingly, therefore. the Divine grace
is as much a form of the Divine Nature which is His svabhava
~q~rq dharma crii" and shakti, as is maya. Just as the evolution
or the creation of the world is a Divine action or the product of
His shakti. the involution or rolling back into the primary state is
the expression of His grace and is thus another Divine act. The
maya and grace are the back and the ftont of the same picture
projecting His shakti. Says Maharshi Raman:
"Grace is within you. If it is external, it is useless. Grace is
the self. It is not something to be acquired from others. All that
is necessary is to know its existence in you. You are never out of
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its operation. Grace is ever there. It is not manifest because of
ignorance prevailing. . With sraddha l!if4T it will become manifest.
Sraddha, grace, light, spirit are all synonymous with the self."
"Grace is always there. You imagine it is something, somewhere high up in the sky, far away and has to descend. It is really
inside you, in your heart, and the moment you effect merger of the
mind into 1ts sources, the grace rushes forth, sprouting as from a
spring, from within you."
~T \jfTfrr ~% ~g \jf~ Tf \jfTrr~ ~~~1 ~;~T ~T \jfT~ I
arfo~1f ~qT ~Tq <fiT ~Tf, qtcr ~o 1fT t:rTif ~Tf I
So jani jehi dehu janai janata tumhin tumhin ho jai.
Atisaya kirpa Rama ki hoi, panva deta ya marga soL
(Tulsi Dass)
This couplet from the Tulsi Ramayan stresses the spontaneous
and unconditioned flow of grace from its Divine source in order to
emancipate a Sl.>ul.
Shri Ram Ka~ishna Parmhans narrating parable indicated
the central point of Brahman and shakti forming one integral
whole, the latter being just the former's revelation according to
His will. "OnQC a brahmchari recently initiated and holding tight
the belief, Q;<fiT ~~Tfu:oTl[T rrrft:~ was walking along a street. From
the opposite direction came running an elephant, rather wild in
beh~viour. Itsmahavat was all the time warning the traffic to
move aside and beyond the reach of the elephant going out of
control. The brahmchari not heeding the mahovat's soliciLtions
walked straight in the elephant's path muttering.
cf'€'Cfiffff. ms~, O{~ ~ij;rTffif. Q;iiT ~~ fir~TlfT rrrffff I
Tattvamasi, so-aham, aham brahmasmi, eko brahma dvitiyo
nasti.
The elephant stretching his trunk lifted the brahmchari and did
no greater mischief than flinging him off its own path. The brahmchari was badly bruised, and with his limbs broken could not
move. He cried in pain. Another brahmchari, finding him in
that pitiable condition, carried him to the ashram. On being
asked by the guru to explain the cause of his misfortune, the
brahmchari cried back, saying it was the result of following the
guru's instruction to see Brahma only everywhere. Thereafter, he
narrated the incident how he walked straight into the elephant,
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trying to discover the Brahma in him. The guru rather pained by
the agony of the stupid disciple, posed a query, "Why did you not
see the revelation of the Brahm's grace or compassion-His karuna
or daya in the mahavat's warnings, while you only tried to see the
Brahma hidden in the elephant, representing His maya ?"
At another place, Shri Rama Krishna has brought out the
phenomenon of maya as well as daya ~lfT in the behaviour of a cat
towards a mouse and its own kitten, lifting each of the two with
its teeth in two different ways.
Why and how does one become many or why the primal unity
or power divides itself into infinite varieties in creation is a
mystery beyond the ken of a mortal. All that can be safely is that
it is a divine act. However. various thinker~ have tried to interpret
it in so many ways. Some call it the Lord's svabhava ~lfTq. It
could not be His desire, as He is not incomplete as to have any
wish.

~t~q tCflfTq) SlJ1JfCCf'finr~ <fiT B1~T I
Devasyaiva svabhavo-ayamaptakamasya ka sprha.
By others it is called Krida ~~T (play)
~~a)
~~t cr~ f;:rm~pt I ;:;r):pq~'" ~~T ~~lJ1J I
. :srT~tfi·~
...
or Lila
Kridato balakasya kridam tasya nishamayam lokavattu lila
kaivalyam.
By others still it is called 'Will' followed by creative action
(kriya ~T). It is also called the Divine Word or Logos. However, Shri Anand Mayee Ma ';tyles it 'kheyal' which is comprehensive enough to cover Will, Action and Logos-because kheyal
has the Word as its most immediate vehicle.
The view that the universe arises from the Word ~;~Tcr
srlfGffa- ijf~cr (shabdat prabhatvai jagat) is as old as the Vedas.
...
(Brahma Sutra 1-111-28)
According to Shankra, the fact that the Word precedes creation is declared by the Shruti and the Smriti both (Shabda purvika
shrishti) ~;~qfcf'flT ~fl;C I
. 'It was fr~m yak (CfTCfI)-the Word that the Maker of the Universe produced creatures.
Vagvai aja vacovai Prajah Vishvakarma yajana qr~cf 3l\;fr qT=tf)
~ sr:q'T: fCf~Ofi~T If\;fTij" I
(Shatpatha Brahman)
"\
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St John in the 4th Gospel echoes a similar view.
<In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God:
'The same was in the beginning with God.'
'All things were made by Him and without Him was not anything made, that was made.'
Thus, Christianity like the Vedas proclaims that the whole
creation has preceded from the Word (Vak). The conception of the
Word....... In Hebrew, it is Memra, in Greek Logos, ......as the
creative principle was prevalent among the ancient Hebrews and
Greeks as is the case with the Vedic rishis. It is said in the old
Testament-Genesis:
"And God said, let there be light, there was light." By the
word of the Lord were the heavens made and all the host of them
by the breath of his mouth(Psalm 33-6)
A similar thought appears in the Gurbani
aroercn ~ 1.~ ~q'T~arT I ~~fi'f ifi" ~ Gf;:~ I
~'fi 1.~ ~ q \if~ ~qf\ifarr ;;\3''l ~ 'fiT If;:~ II
Avvala Allaha nura upaya kudarati ke sabha bande
Eka nura te sabu jagu upajiya kouna bhale ko mande.
An elaborate exposition of this very theme we find in the
Attareya Upnishada where it deals with the process of creation.
ar)l{ 3fTtlfT qr ~~~Cfi ~crrn arHjT~,
ifT;:«<r f~f'l~.. I ij" ~~o ~)'fiT"! ~\ifT ~fo (<i)

~~itqfifllt[
<i-<t
Om atma va idameka evagra asit,
Nanyat kincanamishat sa ikshata lokannu srija iti.
Aittareyopanishad. 1·1
'In the beginning, there was but the Absolute Self alone.
There was nothing else whatsoever that winked. He thought, 'Let
me create the worlds.'
(Aittareya Upnishada)

(1-1)
and thus the Universe war created.
o~r+lfoq~~lfTf~otop;}'
l{~
f;;~f~~fflf~1J~
•
OlD,
,
lf€TTe:flCfT:q)
.....
...
..
Tamabhyatapattasyabhitaptasya mukflam
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nira~hidyata yathandam mukhadvagv2.co.

Aittareyopanisat 1-4
'While, thus, he deliberated, from His mouth came forth
speech and sUbsequently the entire creation.' The Islamic conception
of the word 'kun' leading to the creation of the world is very much
in line with the rest of the world thought as with that of the Vedas
in which it is said lJ:tfi)"~l( q~1:fTtt eko-aham bhu syam.
I am one, let me be many:
The entire world process springs from one supreme reality,
and that too without affecting the Divine origin in any respect
whatever, either qualitative or quantitative.
3l)l{ ~uf q~: 9:uffl1~ ';(ufTa: ~l1~:;;lfa- I ~ufflf
~ufl1T~Tlf 9:ufirCfTqf~~a- I
.~
3lr;r ~Tf;:fI': ~Tf;:ff: ~JTf;:~: I
Om Purnamadah purnamidam purnat purnamudacyate purnasya purnamadaya purnamevavashyate.
Om sh'l.ntih, shantih, shantih.
Om. That (supreme) is infinite and this (conditioned
Brahman) is infinite. The infinite (conditioned Brahma proceed
from the infinite Supreme Brahman. (Then through knowledge)
this in.finite (conditioned Brahma) having been received back, it
remains as t:1e infinite (unconditioned Brahma) alone. Om, peace,
peace. peace.
However, during the course of the evolutionary process with
its essence as flux (samsarati itl samsarah ~l=~~fi:f ~fu ~ij'T~) complications are bound to arise. ~~~ ~ ~CfT : 3f"fi:f l1<=f"lfT: Satyam
vai devah anrfam manushyah. Whereas the d;vas being so constituted pursue the path of righteousness, man being a combination of rationality and animality gets involed in falsehood of
one form or another. In fact, the prakritik gunas, satva,
rojas and tamas, i;e. principles of harmony, movement and inertia, provide all beings, with a. psycho-physical organism equipped
with the compulsions remlting from the primary instincts and emotions. That determines the very course of their existence. Says
the Gita. N lture will constrain you to do, what from delusion
you desired not to do.
lf~~tfiHlftf9;r~lf <=f If)H:i:f ~fa l1;:lf~ I
fJl~llq- olfCfmlffa- wf;fa~qt f;;lf)~~fi:f II
"
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~Cfll'l'i!f~", <fi'Rrtr f~if:Q: ~'f <filfUJT I
<fi~~ l( ~m« tf~~<fif~~tr'i!fmsfqOe( II
Yadahamkaramashritya na yotsya iti manyase
mithyaisha vyavasayaste prakrtistvam niyokshyati
svabhavajena kounteya nibadhah svena karmana
kartum necchasi yanmohatkarishyasoavvasho-ap.i tat.
(Gita 18-59, 60)
The code of conduct that man evolves for his life may
change from age to age and from country to country or from
one !';ocial structure to another. It is likely to present a queer
mixture of truth and falsehood, the right and the wrong, the good
and the bad with earnest attempts at rationalization of the other
counterparts-falsehood, what is wrong and what is bad. There
is a ~ aying: ~li 3Tifcf cr cnfUJ\i'tf~ Sat)ram anr tam tu vanijyam, that
is, for life in thee wo~ld, a combination of truth and falsehood may be condoned. While such a justification is offered for
a partially moral conduct for success in the world, it makes the
grave mistake of placing truth and falsehood at the same level.
Man enjoys the distinction of having been endowed with
buddhi-the power of discrimination-that arouses in his heart the
aspiration to realise his true self. The fulfilment of such an aspiration would be possible only if he does not lose sight of the
fact that the entire creation is built on the foundation of truth
and is also sustained by it.
~~l~ ~ncrm~ :q ~f~~er~w:r\i'lIa- I

srm:a- <fi~.'fUJ Cf?lT ~:;;~;~:

q-r';f ,,:;;tra-

Sadbhave sadhubhave ca sadityetatprayujyate.
Prashaste karmani tatha sacchabdah partha ucyate.
(Gita 16-26)
The word sat ~Cf whiGh stands for the Divine entity is employed for truth as well as for goodness, «~lfT'i!f ~Tcr ~T'i!f Sad
bhava sadhu bhava. It is also used in the sense of ;~F~ <fill
prashasto karma, that is, a praiseworthy act, which can be so, only
if it is good and C:ln stand the test of being true. The epithets,
~cli f~q" ~;:~~~ satyam shivam sundaram, have been used for the
...
"
same ultimate Reality meaning that is the truth. Goodness and
beauty which elict praise in a spontaneous manner may be styled
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true and good ~clf+r (satyam) and f~cr+r (shivam). It is established
therefore, that for the realization of reality, righteousness is the
one and inescapable path. It is long, long road beset with many
difficulties, resulting from the compulsions of life. There is no
short cut to the bringing of the destination nearer.
~T~ ~~ ~T~ li~~~m, ~~ ;:r Gl"Ti'lT ~T~ if I
~~~a- ~~U ;:r q~1 ~f~t:!; ~:jf\if~ it ~ II

~~~;:r q-~~Cf ~, ~~ ~~ ~T ;:r~T 3l\ifl~ I
<fileT ~ ~T f'l~T~ f<fit:!; \iff ~~T R' ll' II
Raha rave rahe muhabbata rah na jana raha maiil
La:zzate sahara na vardi duriye manjila main hai
Gulshana prasta hun mujhe gula hi nahin aziz,
Kanto se bhi nibaha kiye ja raha hun main.
The problem now is how to reconcile one's life in the world
with the quest for truth. For that purpose, one has to seek
expert guidance which is very like the Buddhistic resolve.'
~;[. ~~l1f if:;;mtl:t I

t:T~li ~~ if-timfif ~ci ~~ if:;;~ffl{ I

Budhan sharanam gacchami. Dhamman sharnam gacchami,
sangham sharanam gacchami.
A very efficacious piece of guidance is available in the Iso p.
nishad.

ai't+r "i~FfT~fif~ ~ lfCf fCfi3f:q \ififClfT \ififCf I
a-rr ~lfeffi;; ~3f;jfI~T +rf
Cfi~lff~q4rr+r II "
~;:i=tit~ <fi+r'fl1f f\if\iflf~q:;;mt ~+rT: '
~;f ccrflf OfFlf~ClTsf~Cf Of F.F.~ f~t:lfa- Of~:
Om Ishavasyamidam sarvam yat kinca jagatyam jagat.
Tena tyaktena bhunjitha ma grdhah kasyasviddanam.
Kurvanneveha karmani j ijivishecchatatam samah.
Evam tvayi nanyatheto-asti na karma lipyate narah.
This entire phenomenon, i.e. whatever moves on this earth,
is permeated by the Divine element. Protect yourself by detachment (by detaching yourself from the temptations presented by the
world objects, which are essentially of an impermanent nature),
nor have you thus to covet wealth or aim at possession.
While living for a hundred years-the span a person was
expected to have here-one has to perform karm <fi~ from which
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there could be no escape.

r;:r~ ~{i <fi1i ~ <fiJi' \ilTrlJ) W<fi1iur I
~~r~~ T"ITfq 'if ;:r if srf~ ~G.~1iur: II
lJG.lJG.T:q~fa ~\)o~(t~~~RI"~) ~;r:

~'lJ~sr+rTut !i~ ~)~~(tG.,!qa~

II

if q-Tl!lTR=a-

~a:0li f=)fllT ~)~tsr f~'ifif I
ifT;rqTl:~r+rqTCa O<i qa: ~~ 'if ~~fur II

<l

(liTcH ~-~~

Niyatam kuru karma tvam karma jyayo hyakarmanah.
Sharira yatrapi ca te na prasiddhyedakarmanah.
(Gita 6-7)
" Yadyadacarati shreshthastattadevetarojanah.
Saypatpramanam kurute lokastadanuvartate.
(Gita 3-21)
Na me parthasti kartavyam trishu IDkeshu kincana.
Nanavaptrmavaptavayam varta eva ca karmani.
(Gita 3-22)
Perform thou right action. for action is superior to
inaction.
By remaining inactive. even the maintenance of thy body
would not be possible.
(Gita 3-8)
Whatsoever a great man doth. that other men also do. The
standard he setteth up. by that the people go.
There is nothing in the three worlds. 0 Partha. that should be
done by me nor anything unattained that may be attained; yet I
mingle in action.
(Gita 3-21-22)
Thus, there can be no other way than ~;r clJCf~;r +r3T~Tl!l Tena
. tyaktena bhunjitha. i. e. while living protect yours~lf'\y detachment. Otherwise, the karum pha/a ~iT qj~ clinging to you. would
dra.g you into the dreary and interminable birth-death cycle.
~;r{fq- ~.;i'j ~.;~fq q~ut ~",,~fq \if"';ifr\ifot ~lJ';,\

~~ ij'~nt ~ ~fit Cfiq-lHSqrt q-rf~ ~~Tt I
Punarapi jananam punarapi mara!1am punarapi janani jathare
shayanam.
Iha sansare khalu dustare krpaya-ilare pahi murare.
(Shankar's Charpat-Panjabi).
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Again and again, one enters the womb of one's mother and is
born, but only to die. Therefore the prayer: 0 God the Merciful,
row me out of this awful ocean of life and death-the sansar.
Living with a spirit of detachmilnt, living in the world about being
of it, is ea'iier said than done. It amounts to killing or at least
sUbduing the animal in man or, in other words, the performance of
an Ashvamedha Yaj!1a in a microscopic form. The difficulty of
this process and the way to get over it is elucidated in the Bhagwad
Gila as follows:

:;r3f~ fq: i{it: ~lS1Jf 51t[rf~ G!"iYTcrC;:1:i?'l I
i:fp:n~ fit'l"~ i{o:lt CfP;fTf~cr ~~1Si:fiD! II
aT~~ 1=f~IGfT~) l1itT if;=f~~ :;rC1~ I
ar'p:nij";:r ~ i:fil;:~lf chTllflJf :;r -r~~ II
ar#lfaTcii;=fr lIT{fT ~5fTq ~fCf it i{fCf: I
cr~lIw::r;=fr ~ lfi:fi:fr ~CfliTS crr~ qTlfi:f II
({fTi:fr ~-~ ¥ ij" ~~)
Cancalm hi manah krshna pramathi balavaddrdham,
Tasyaham nigraham manye vayoriva sUdushkaram,
asanshayam mahabaho mano durnigraham calam.
abhyasena tu kounteya vairagyena ca grhyate,
as:J.myatatmana yogo dushplapa iti me matih,
Vashyatmana tu yatata shakyo-avaptumupayatah.
(Gita 6-34 to 36)
For the mind is nearly restless, 0 Krishna; it is impetuous,
strong and difficult to bend. I deem it has hard to curb it~ the
wind. The blessed Lord said; without doubt, 0 mighty-armed, the
mind is hard to curb and is restless, but it may be curbed by constant practice and by dispassion.
(Gita 6-34, 35)
Yoga is hard to attain. methinks, by a self that is uncontrolled ; but by the self controlled, it is attainable by properly directed
energy.
(Gila 6-36)

For the sort of control indicated here, a balanced life is an
e!>sential pre-condition. Such a balanced life is also advocated by
Aristotle in his well known theory of the "Golden Mean" as well
as in the 'madhya marg' or 'middle path' of the Buddha.
As already stated, dharma ''''P:f is the smbhava ~Cf+ncr of the
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Divine being, as also His shakti, which manifests itself in creation.
The characteristic features of the Primary dharma are truth and
immortality. When reality is'revealed in creation, dharma confronted with a queen mixture of truth and dissimulation assumes diverse
forms of morality, to match the adhY,1tmika OTTe"lfTfhrCfi, i. e. microcosmic requirements Ofolfnsc vyash and the adibhautika,3Hf~~jfcr<Ji
or macrocosmic requirements of ~f1S~ smashti. The former
generates a process of petsonal excellence and self-realization.
whereas the latter formuhte a code of social moral ity. Wi th the
aid of the former, the ego sen<;e of the mind- body consciousness
will tend to lose it::;elf in supra-consciousness of the higher self; and
by pursuing the latter, individuals will collectively exert for selfless
service and the regeneration of society. Thereby, they would accelerate the process of spiritual development of the individual and side
by side with it they would ensure the moral-cum-spiritual stabilization of the entire social structure of which they are the parts. This
in brief. becomes +rTFf"4 ~q manava dharma or the ~li' dharma of
man who has been aptly styled by Aristotle 'a rational animal'. He
is rational no noubt, but an animal all the same. The characteristic
of animality in him has been circumscribed by rationality as well as
by his instinct of gregariousness or life in society. The divine spark
of rationality-and the Gayatri always prays for this divine spark
or inspiration mFf~T f'CTlfT lfT rr ~:qT~lfTq Dhimahi dhiyo yo na
pracodyat-perpetually remonstrate.. with man in order to wean
him back from the blind animal passions and equip him for onward
march towards the knowledge of the real self which, in fact, in his
ultimate destination. Progress during this march towards human
destiny is marked by calmness, or absence of hostility towards anyone, which becomes natural to the state of being just one, without
any second.
lfjm~q;~lf a ~cr ~+r: 'fiRlJf~:;;lfaYogarudhasja tasyaiva shamah karanamucyate.
(Gita-6-3)
For the one steeped in yoga, serenity in the m<J,rk of distinction,
it being a constant concomitant of bliss. That is how the word
an+r Om that stands for the Divine Element sustaining the three
worlds, (31) (a) earth, i3" (u) outer-space, ~ (m) the Heaven, has a
constant companionship in the form of shanti-peace or bliss. Om
shantih, shantih, slzantih.
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Exemplifying the descent of life from the prime state of saccidananda fff::;;:q~r;i;:~ that is, complete equanimity, to a condition
of turmoi I, Swami Vivekanand states:
"A current rushing down of its own nature falls into a
hollow and makes a whirlpool, and after running a little in that
whirlpool, it emerges again in the form of the free current to go
on unchecked. Each human life i'i like that current. It gets into the whirl, gets involved in this world of space, time and causation, wh iris round a IittIe, crying out my father, my brother,
my name, and so on, and at last emerges from it and regains its
original freedom. The whole universe is doing that whether we
know it or not, whether we are conscious or unconscious of it,
we are all working to get out of the dream of the world. Man's
experience in the world is to enable him to get out of its whirlpool".
The real snag lies in running a little in that whirlpool ...
whirling round a little, crying out my father, my brother, my
name and so on and at last emerging from it and rega'ining its
oJiginal freedom. The human problem, thus, veers round two
points: (a) how to conduct oneself while whirling roundand crying out my relations and my name and fame, etc" (b) to emerge
from the whirl and regain the original freedom. Either a ~,epa
rate effort be made for each one of the two objectives, (a) conducting oneself properly in the world and (b) emerging from the
world, or a joint effort for achieving the two objectives simultaneously. In fact, in actual practice, perfection of the ef10rt fnr
either of the two objectives will surely ensure the one pursued. It
will subsequently lead to the achievement of the other objective
as weIl, by stimulating a chain of multiple allied activity. Man,
constituted as be is, is led into activity of diverse nature. When
a karma or action is performed·in an impassioned manner, it
tightens the fetters binding man to the world, like the weeds ill
the whirl entangling his limbs and making it increasingly difficult for him to move out. But when the Same action is performed
in a rational, objective and detached manner, it wiIl stabilize
his mind and will thus help a peron to move out of the world.
While in the whirl, one is not lost in it, if not entangled by
recklessness or sunk deeper due to imbecility. One has, however,
to keep one's eye fixed on the flee current beyond. This, in brief,
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may be what is known by karama yog. The two essentials are
inherent strength and serenity of the mind, which may become
possible by constant practice of doing one's duty according to
the circumstances without getting un-nerved or tempted by the
actual or possible results. This is the essence of nishkama karma
f'f~tfiT+rCfilf or karam tfi~ for its own sake. Says the Bhagwad
Gita:
Cfi-1-TQltqTf~Cfin:~ ~H tfi~q- tfi~T:q;=J I
+rT ritfi~~· +rT i!r ~~)S~~crCfl~ fur II
Karmanyevadhikaraste maphaleshu Kadacana.
Ma karmaphalahetUJ bhu ma te sango-astvakarmani
(Gita 2-47)
"The business is with action only, never with its fruit; so
let not the fruit of action be thy motive, nor be thou to inaction
attached. "
This effort, however, gets tremendous support when one has
in view the objective of emerging from the whirlpool to regain
the free current. A logical implication of that is a passionate
des:re to get out of the whirlpool and extreme love for the free
~urrent, as is true, say of a fish, one who is its real self only in
the free current; when in a whirpool, it feels restless and if it
is irretrievably caolght in it, the fish ultimately brea.,ks into pieces.
The desire to get out of the whirlpool indicates a state of
disinterestedness and detachment ci~Tnrlf vairagyam, and love
for the free current is symbolical of the devotion to the Divine
Being +TfCfCf (bhakti).
Thus vairagya and bhakti are aids' par excellence' to nishkama karma fflSCfiT1f Cfi+r in the later stages of human effort for selfrealization. They constitute a joint command with Cfi~ karma
to conquer the citadel of maya originally stormed by it (Cfi~-karma)
In the form of dispassionate action.
Selfless action can, in fact,
result- from identifying oneself with a higher self than one's ego
consisting of body-mind consciousness. The lower is the object
of the ego-sense, tile more narrow and crude is the object of
its identification; the higher is the object of its identification, the
more e :p:ms ve and finer is the ego. When a person droping
his per50nal nterest starts working for his family, the community,
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the nation and humanity at lalge, he grows into a noble-hearted
and dedicated member of the family of the community, a patriot,
and a saint, as the case may be, according to the object of his
identification and the evolutionary process set apace thereby. The
more one has his ego expanded, the better, the nobler and more
perfect has he become and proportionately more and more fit to
come forth into the free current. Such form of nishkcma karma
f'llSCfi1+f Of).q- is aided by seeing God in all which, in fact is gyana
yoga ~Ti1 (.fIn. Such a one whose ego has been thus, rarefied
and mingled in the free current, either through gyan Jog or
karma )'og, can neither be deflected from his path by the strongest
temptation that the world has to offer, nor would he flinch or
quail, even if tormented, tortured or confronted with death,
voluntary or otherwise.
A king enquired of every sadhu he came across as to wbich
sadhna was higher, sanyas or karma. Many of them could not
give a satisfactory answer. At last, a sage of penetrating vision
offered to find a satisfactory reply, if the king could accompany
him in his rambles. They reached another kingdom when the
• princess, the only child of her father (the king oftlle State) was
grhg round in gathering ot highly accomplished youngmen, princes, warriors and powerful potentates invited there for swa}'amber
or personal chOice for a husband. But she could not comider
anyone of them worthy of her. There happened to be a young
sanyasi, a casual visitor, watching the fun. The princess finding
him look so composed with his face radiating health of body
and mind and be:lming with joy, lost her heart to him-a stranger
and a pauper. She rushed and quickly placed the garland-the
symbol of her choice-around his neck. But he was equally
quick to throw the garland off and rush out of the crowd. The
princess, the king, the courtiers all beseeched him and tried to
prevail upon him to accept the hand of the princess in marriage
and also have half the kingdom during the life of the present king
and the whole of it after. The young sanyasi did not waver even
for a split second; he plOceeded unmoved and undeterr~d on the
path already chosen by him. While the rest lagged behind, the
prmcess followed him close on his heels. The ~anycsi entered a
forest and soon disappeared. The princess lost her way when the
original king and the sad:;u (With whom this parable started)
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appeared near her. In the meanwhile, it was evening and it became
dark. The sadhu offered to show the princess her way out of the
forest the next morning when the darkness would be dispelled by
the day-light. The three of them had to spend the night under a
tree.
In the tree resided a family of birds. The male bird confer~
red with his mate about the necessity of offering food and comfort to the guests who had taken shelter just at the foot of their
home in the tree. He flew out and brought a burning twig. It
was dropped by him on a pile of hay nearby. The fire came up
well enough to warm up the wayfarers. After that, the male
bird looked round for food and failing to find anything dived into the fire himself to provide his roasted body to the guests. The
female bird marked the insufficiency of that piece, followed by
her mate's example and allowed herself to be similarly roasted.
Then their three young ones also finding those two small pieces
of roast flesh still insufficient for the three guests dived all together into that fire, following the eX3\llple of their parents in the
discharge of their duty in utter disregard of their ownselves.
Such a meal, however, the guests could not swallow. At
dawn, the princess was shown her way out of forest and sfter
that the sadhu imtructed the king that perfect karama exemplified by the supreme sacrifice made by the birds in the selfless discharge of their duty as enjoined upon by dharma was as
great as the inflinching act of renunciation, indicated by the
sanyasi, in rejecting the princess and spurning the offer of a
kingdom.
If one wants to be a householder, one should make one's
life a sacrifice for the welfare of others. If a person chooses
the life of renunciation, he shall turn this back on finite beauty,
wealth and power, since they would stand in the way of his
development through the path of tyaga cir renunciation of worldly possessions. In both the cases, however, one has to exert
strenuously for ultimate success.
The caprice and the vagaries of human mind are many and
tremendous.

lfT~ if ol<:r CfiT;:~ %f~ ~f~, Cfi) \iTif CfiTlf if"fTGf i1T ~~T I
~t:11fT ~f~ if CfiT;:~ eiro~T, ~f~ ~ ~~lf ~)~ iff~ <rTQT I

I
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~TOfT (fflHT ~~ <fifq, ~Tfq~ ~;:r-OlTifH I
~f~ ~ ~)+r fqs~qo:rT, ~T;:~ Of l[f~ ~e-H I
llolT lf~ ;sr~ if <fiT;:~ ~fQ' sr'1,<:H ;srfq~ Of <fiTf~ I
(~TlfTlfUT-~'ff~<fiTUs)

Moha na andha kinha kehi kehi, ko jana kama nacava na
Jehi.
Trshna kehi ke na kinha bouraha, kehi ke hrdaya krodha
nahin daha.
Gyani tapasa sura kavi, kobida gunagara
Kehi ke lobha vidambana kinha na yahi sansara
Shri mada bakra na kinha kehi, prabhvta badhira na kahi.
(Ramayana-l.J ttarakanda)
But man, proud man,
Drest in a little brief authority,
Most ignorant of what he's most assured,
His glassy essence, like angry ape,
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven,
As makes the angels weep.
(Measure for Measure-Shakespeare, Act II, Scene 2)
The ancieIlt rishis, therefore, the most well known among
them being Maharishi Patanjli, expounded a highly systematic
method of sadhna, namely the Yog consisting of
(a) Yama lflf
(b) Niyama fOflfll
(c) Asana OlTe-o:r
(d) Pranayama srTUTTlfTlf
(e) Pratyahara srclfT~T~
(f) Dharana qHUTT
(g) Dhyana 'elfTif
(h) Smadhi e-lfTfq
(a) Yama lflf means self-control expressed in Olf~~T (ahinsa)
non-violence, e-clf satya, truth; ~~;?rlf not appropriating another
person's w~.:I.lth; ~~T:qTli brahmacarya, continence: a:rqf~~~
aparigraha, non possession.
(b) Niyama f"lflf regulates the mind as expressed in W:q·
cleanliness of the body, mind and speech; WClTl5f contentment;
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cflT tapa, austerity; PHell'TlI' svadhyaya, study of s('riptures ;
(Isvarapranidhana) meditation of the Divine form
and the repetition or recitation of His name.
(c) Asana 31Hfif congenial and contributory bodily postures.
(d) Pranayama srrUTT~:nl:f regulation and control of breath.
(e) Pratyahara sr(t:n~T~ withdrawing one's attention stimulated by the sense organs from outside and turning it inward in
one's own self.
(f) Dharna ~n:1JfT, to fix one's mind on a certain eleuating
object-may be a mantra.
(g) Dhyana e"lfTif, to continue concentrating on that object.
(h) Samadhi ~+nf~, to merge one self completely in that
object.
The un-predictable nature of the mind and its behaviour
have always been kept in view by all in Indian philosophy, so
much so, teacher after teacher stressed the importance not only
of controlling the mind but also giving due recognition to the
compulsions to which it is subjected. Manu has, therefore, advocated, for an average person, the fourfold objective of enhf<fiT~l:fT~ or, in other words, one may fulfil one's desires and collect
wealth, but following the dictates of dharma and not losing sight
of the ultimate goal, i.e. moksha or emanicipation of the soul.
Lord Krishna also allowed due recognition to the human
instincts and emotion by saving.
~;f arf<r~~T ~~ Cfi'Te'T5ffit'
co'"'
Dharma avirudho bhutefeshu kamo-asmi.
(Gita)
"Even 'kama' <fiTit' or sex has the spark of Divinity in it,
if it does not violate the principles of dharma". Fulfilment of
desire without violating the fundamentals of dharma would draw
out the best in a person. It is very much like tight-rope dancing.
That it why Yodhishtro replying to Yaksha styled G~OT dakshata
or skill as the best sadhan of the instrument of dharma. But all
the same, pa'isions have to be controlled and human energy
channalized to mlke life, short-lived a'i it is, to be purposeful.
Human life is a rare and precious opportunity. Therefore the
best should be made of the advantages that accrue therefrom.
One need not therefore, be apologetic for creating an awareness
~~q~-51f1Jfmif
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to the effect that life is a short lease and can by no means be
made endless Again, in the words of Yudhishtra, the marvel
is that men in this wOlld are moving day in and day out to the
portals of Yama-Loka ~if;:;r't'fl (the abode of Death) and those who
have not yet joined in wish and hope, they wiII ever keep out
of that.
a:r~:?~~f~ ~oTf~ if.;;§"f<:Cf ~q-T~{:J+f I
WlSf'T ~~Tar~f+r~§"ficr fCfi+rf~:q1:j- if~q II
Ahanyahani bhutani gacchanti yamalayam.
Sheshah sthavaramicchanti kimashcaryam mahat.
If that were all to be said, there could be some justification for the charge levelIed against this thought, as pessimistic or otherworldly. The fact should not be lost sight of that
this dharma promises the divine bliss of immortality and perfection if life is led with understanding, restraint, and skill, which
amounts to the sublimation of passions and harnessing the energy, thus released, for the exploration of the mysterious unknown.
For that has been evolved a systematic schedule of dedicated
action, clear understanding and complete surrender to the Divine
Will resulting from pure love or devotion, i. e. bhakti +r,Cfcr coupled with karma.

ifT., f~c;:rT fsr~r w.rfcr, =;pru f~WH ~ ~r:qfcr I
<fiT+f f~ccrT a:r~crT"1 +rerfer, ~r+f f~ccrT ~~eft +r~

II
Manam hitva priyo bhavati, krodham hitva na shocati
Kamam hitva arthavan bhavati, lobham hitva sukhi bhavet.
~~~it<fiq.~ ~cr~:
~'rT~ i:l"<fiqa: ~1.?f+(
Satyamekapadam svargah
Shilamekapadam sukham.
"One endears oneself to others by giving up pride, and
one does not feel sorry after subduing anger; one succeeds in
Ii fe by keeping passion under control, and would feel contented
only if not overcome by greed."
"Truth alone ensures h~aven just as serenity ensures happiness."
+r~ rn:rqfcr +rT~~ ~g~TaTT, ifrf;sf~ fif~1lT <fiT ~~ a-"{T is[~TaTT
aTCff~ <fiT,>!" @f~ fcfia- ., <fiT+f', f+f'~ ~Tq ~~fcr +r\if ~Cf~ ~Tlf
'"

'"
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tr~\J(Tfl:r (WfFT ~cr~~ cr~Of et, ~i'1t' f~~~, iil'Ta ~flf 1t'T~3lT oti
\jf~ a~ ~~'" vn:~ Of iil1t'T~lfT. ij'crT'" trT~ 'l iil'Tfi'f3lT ~f~ ~T~an
<fig ifl"i'fiil ~ ;:fR" iil~1t'T, ~fUJ q~ CfiT ~T@g tr~1t'T
(3THH 1t': Y,,)
Bhai prapati manukha dehuharia,
Gobmd milana ki iha teri baria,
Avari kaja tere kite na kam,
Milu sadha sangati bhaju kevala nama.
Sara-anjami laga bhavaja1a tarana ke,
Janamu birtha jata rangi maiya kai.
Japu tapu sanjamu dharmu na kamaiya,
Seva sadhu na janiya hari raiya,
Kahu Nanak hama nica karma,
Sarani pare ki rakhu sarma.
This shabda of fifth Guru confirms the helplessness of man
because of the compulsions of life. He, therefore, would like
one to have resort to complete surrender to the Divine Being.
This is probably the strongest advocacy of the bhakti-maraga recognizing the difficulties that beset the path of karma and gyana.
~cf~ij-T'l qf~clf\jf 1t'rir<t ~n:ut <X~ I
aJ~ ccrt ~qrq-~lf) l1)~flflSlfTfif ifT !l!'if: II
(ifTcfT ~ t;-~~)
Sharvadharaman parityaja mamekam sharanam vraja
Aham tvam sarvapapebhyo moksyami rna shucah
(Gita 18-66)
Come unto me alone, for shelter; sorrow not, I will liberate
thee from all sins.
3T)~ ~T1f;:a;, ~Tf;:ff;, ~TTf;:ff ;
Om Shantih, Shantih, Shanthi.

LECTURE TWO

THE DIVINITY THAT IS NANAK

a-er ~UT Olfa- 3>'q ar<sf~ ~l1T<=r I
l=T11 aT~q <srf;g: <sf T(1'Cfi Ol\ifT<=r II
fCfil1 ~i.fiT ~~UT ~+r~ ~PHer I
a-e.t q~ ~~ur ~f\if ~<sr \jqT"f II
Lord Krishna in the Bhagwad Gira stresses the Divine purpose
of life and work in these words:
"Once can understand and interpret such a purpose and
its expression in the life of a divine messenger with faith, alone.
~erT;r~qT ~effll l'.l~T +rerf~ +rH~ I
~~Tl1trTsr.f 9,;~t:ft lI':;;~;g:: ~ tter ~: II
Faith is a person's true essence.
(Gita 17-3)
Since one learns only with faith, the latter should match
the depth of the object. That will be possible through Divine grace,
especially when the subject is Divine Mystery itself. "The one
(with whom the mystics seek union) .,. ... is ...never an object
of exploration. It draws the whole being homeward, but always
under the guidance of the heart. It is that heart and never the
reason which leads us to the Absolute."
(Under Hill-Mysticism)
Similarly says Rudolph Otto in his Ideal of the Holy, "The
essence of religion is human 'a unique original feeling response',
'which is logically indefinable and ethically neutral. and which
is Wholly 'Other'. Its essential featUle is the 'creature feeling'
-the feeling of self-ab'l.sement into nothingness before an overpowering absolute might of some kind. Religion has its own
category of values, namely the category of the 'Holy' minus of
course, its usual moral and rational factors."
At the time of Shri Guru Nanak Dev's birth, the country
was groaning under the iron heel of ruthless tyranny, waves of
savage butchery and continuous intlictio~l of humili:..:.Lon in all
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possible forms ... taxes like jazia, forcible conversion, the abduction of women, their dishonouring in public, and the massacre
of the masses. Apart from such brutalities, every invader would
take away with him many men, women and children as prisoners
to be sold as slaves. For sheer physical survival, the people
who were comparatively resourceful (mostly belonging to upper
classes, viz. the Brahman with a following, the Khastriya with
some armed strength and the Vaishya with the patronage of
wealth) raised artificial barriers of caste and orthodoxy, and tried
to live in isolation as much beyond the range of political oppression
and social humiliatIOn as posc;ible. The general masses, however,
were left to fend. for themselves by embracing the religion of the
rulers, thus, increasing their striking power in order to spread
the .cult of rape, rapine, massacre, demolition of places of worship, and var~ous other forms of savagery.
"Mercy", says Shakespeare is "twice blessed; it, blesseth him
that. gives, and him that takes." Similarly, one might sayoppressive cruelty is twice accursed. It is a curse for the victim as
also for the perpetrator. The former, if he survives physical torture and mental torment, would be utterly demoralized. The
latter having practised treachery, ruthlessness and callousness in
shedding hl.l:man blood becomes more and more inhuman with
his attempts at continuous subjugation of the victim after vanquishing him. That is what exactly happened during the Turk, Afghan aAd Mughal invations of India. The rulers as well as the
subjects became utterly degraded and subhuman. The values of
life and all that can possibly lend some charm to it were sacrificed to passion in the case of the former and servile dissimulation in the case of the latter. No wonder that the country lay
flat at the feet of Babar since it had been only -waiting for somebody to overrun and occupy it, only if he came with the intention of settling down here, rather than stike, plunder and return
Cl.rrying the booty. To crush even any semblance of resistance,
Babar struck with a power inflicting humiliation and savagery on
the Lodhis just as they had meted out to their subjects previously.
Thus, the following shabads found utterance spontaneously, indicating Guru Nanak's impartial assessment of the contemporaneous occurrences. The contemporaneous scene, in fact, dIsgusted
the Guru and made him wonder at the Divine equanimity in the
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face of intolerable suffering of the people.
These sentiments found expression, thus:
f\ifi1 f~f~ ~T~i1 q-eT31T l1Tfft ln~ ~tlf~ I
?t f~ CJiHfT l(i1T31i1 ff(1' fCff:q 3lT~ erfs II

l1~~lT 3i~f~ g~T3H

gfUT ~~fUT if f+r(1';~' ~~f~ 11911
311 ~~ .aT~T 3lT~ II
3lTf~ 9:~~ ~u 3i~ i1 qT~3TT "f)f~ Cfif"{ ~~~ cf~ 11911 ~~T~ ~ I
\il~g ~T'31T ~T31t~t31T ~T?:" ~Tgf'f q-Tf~ I
~sT~T :qf?: 3n~3lT ~~ ~~ Cfit~ ~Tfff II
~q-~g qpJTT Cfn:T~ ~~ ~l1Cfifif q-Tf~ 11';(11
~~ ~~ ~~f;:~ ~~ot3l"T ~~ ~~f;:~ ~?:)31T I
if~T ~~R ~t~Ta:rT l1TUT., ?t\if?:T3l"T II
fo;:~ fff~ f~~CJiT q-T~3l"T l!ef;:~ +rTcr~"{T31T II ~ II
'i:lrr \iftCf,! ~~ ~ft ~T~ f\il;:~T ~i§r ~~ ~T~ ,
~crT ~ l:ll~+rT~3TT ~ :q~ q-fer ffCft~ II
~ f(f~ +n~ ~~ Cffs3TT~ ~ ~Tfq' ~ ~\ifT~ 11't1l
3l~ ~ ~ ~i1Tli, ~t <fir f~"{ fl1~ ~\ilT~ I
ffr~t ~~fer ffCfT~31T ~fff a111~ :qT~ II
~HH ~TUTT ff.fif~ ff~ ~~~ 'f "{TeT @T~ II ~II
riCfii'lT Cf~er ~3TT~a:rf~ ~F~T ';t:\ifT ~T~ I
:q~~ f~UL n~~CfTUfT31T Cf"l1T fe~ ~~?' 'fT~ I
~T1! 'f 'fi~ ~f<:i3l"T g-fur CfiQfUTT if fl1~ ~~T~ II~II
~fcfi 'i:lf""{ 3l"rCff~ 3lf11uT ~fCfi fl1f~ fl1f~ 9:~f~ ~~ I
~Cfi;:~T ~~T f~f~31T ~f~ ~f~ ""{T;;~f~ ~:~ II
\ifT fer~ ~T<f ~) ~T~ ifrif'fi fcfi31T l1T1.@ 11\9119911
(3P;cq-~T3l"T +r 0 9, '€f~ ~)

"The heads of the princesses were shaven to'" be covered
with dust, when thrown on the roadside out of their palaces.
o Almighty God, I bow to Thee and Thy inscrutable intent.
The Divine purpose expresses itself in diverse forms. These
women under the protection of their husbands wer~ carried in
ivory palanquins and were m3.de to feel cool with fans studded
with pearls and diamonds and lacs of I upees were given in charity in appreciation of even a minor wish expressed by anyone
of them. They were fed on almonds and dried dates and .re.sted
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in princely beds. They are today being dragged with ropes tied
to their necks and their pearl necklaces are getting torn in the
process.
"Their wealth and youth which engaged them in pleasure
have today proved to be their enemies. The soldiers, as ordered.
dishonour them and are carrying them off. Honour and dishonour are only certain forms of Divine dispensation.
"If the rulers had been considerate, they might have escaped such a fate. They lost their sense of duty having given
themselves up to merrymaking and orgies of various kinds That
is how Babar's sway became supreme and even the princes weie
facing starvation. The Muslims forgot the time for namaz and
the Hindus their forms of worship. However, one strange phenomenon is being witnessed. Those persons who never formerly
pronounced the name of 'Rama' are today frequently repeating
the word 'Khuda' to P1SS off as devotees, in order to please
their Muslim masters. Some women whose husbands have somehow survived enquire from them about their safety, while the
other unfortunate ones whose husbands have been put to the
sword will ever lament their loss. Says Nanak, man is helpless.
God alone dt:termines what may happen."
"fif~ "fiTar ,{T~ "fiHn~ 'CT,{~ q'~ Ofif~ :a-:sf~arr I
~~ 3f;rTqij' ij'~ :;f~l1T ~re- "''1Ti?) "fi~ :qfs3ff II
~\3' ~Tf~ fq~''1r ~)~ I 3fTcTt ~Tg Of Cf:r~ I
fqf:q ~~1l "fif~ ~~ ~)~ I "fi~ '1T;=fip f~f'1 f~f'CT ~f(f ~)~ II
(m~ ~r qT~, l1~~T Z. f·iT~· ~ X>
"The present age has all the characteristics of destruction
symbolized by a dagger and the conduct of the rulers is identical
with that of a butcher. Dharama seems to have taken off after
acquiring wings as it were. In the dark night of falsehood, the
moon of truth does not seem to h~ve risen. I feel like having
gone mad while anxiously looking for the light of truth, since I
tind the plth enveloped by darkness. This darkness is further
intensified by an acute self·consciousness or the ego-sense. Nanak
wonders how the world would be redeemed in the circumstances."
~T;:;r ~r~ ~'f.~;r ~~ I ~TS: ~m ~i1 ~i ~~ II
:qTCfi~ '1~Gr (n~f~~ 'tff\3' I ~~ fq~ ~fff~) :qfc ~rR II
f~~ ~raH ~)~r ~T{ I i1"fiT' q~1 ~TS:aqH II
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"The king behaves like a tiger and his agents as bloodhounds". They drag the people out of their beds to get fat by
robbing them. The government officials are gnawing upon the
flesh of the subjects and lick the blood thus flowing from it.
Where the people would be judged for their actions, the unreliable cads wilI lose face with their noses chopped.
Bhai Gurdas further confirms the Master's reactions pertaining to the contemporareous scene as folIows :

Cfif~ 3n~ ~a- ~~T
@"T~ ~)~3fT i!<:GH ~tn~
<:T~ 'TrlT 'fifTar~, \3"~cT crT$" ~ff Cfi\3" @""I~ I
'T<:iifT ai~T SfT<f f~<f, ~J ~tT~ +!@"g 3fr~T~ II
~tra <:T !J<:~ GT if fQ~ I I fT~ 3n~ fCfi ~T~ \jfT~
. «H<: ~, 'T:j$"T ~

0 )

"The dog faced 'ugly time' (Kali-Yug) has stepped forth
feeding on the carrion of other people's earnings. The rulers are
making the subjects destitute by taking away their possessions by
force. It is like the fence eating up the field. The people blindfolded with ignorance propagate just bad logic and falsehood ......
Men and women do not care for one another but only for the
money that may possibly be and wherever, transacted. The world
has been swallowed up by sin and the dharma groans hardpressed.

~llTT ~CfiTf~ GTeff<: 'Sf~

~H <fT<fCfi iifif ~Tf~ qOT~31T I
'~God the mercIful on hearing the pathetic supplication sent
Guru Nanak to the world."
trfcfif~ <fr<fCfi 5fiffc31T I

f~cT"'tt'tt iifffT :qT;:rur Q)3fT II
fiif\3" <fi f<: tr<:iif f<fCfif~lfT I
('n~ ~q~ q.~)31T II

aiei

ftf~ ~li fll<:mCf~T
fT<fT ~T~ ;r ~Tf<: ~<:)3TT 1/
"With the advent of S3.tgur Nanak the darkness was dispelled and the world was flooded with light, When the earth
was ilIuminated by the sunrise, the stars faded out and darkness
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vanished in the same way as the deer run away terror-striken on
hed1"ing a lion's roar."
(Bhai Gurdas, Var-I-27)
lJPl fq~T~T flJ~~~T
(qT~-. ":( ~)
"The world was swallowed by sin"
~r~ q-rlJ 'fi~t~
"The Kings practised Sin"
lJ~~T at~T ~Fr fGf;;
"The people follow~d suit"
ll'~J l;:~T(J~T lJ~~T

"Like ruler, like subjects"
lf~r~;:r) lr"f ~mT: ~ q;:~:

"People follow the tracks beaten by the leaders"
Guru Nanak, therefore, proclaimed:
~:q :;f,~t 'fi~ 3ff~ll'T~T I
CfIJ 3Tf1Tq~ qcl"~T ~)~ :qT;:rtT :qf~'lT «~gT "
~.

(qT~-'-":( ~J

"People follow the tracks beaten by the leaders"
Guru Nanak, therefore, proclaimed:
~:q 'Tf[~T 'fi~ atf~ll'gT I
~J 3T~lq~~~cl"ll'T ~~ :ql;;;; :qf~ll'T ~~HT II
(qn:-":(~)

"Truth is the moonlight, whereas falsehood or hypocrisy
is darkness, in this dark night of sin, I would launch my quest
fur Truth."
Thus, this challenge of the time determined the Divine mission of Nanak.
One finds a sort of similarity in the life mission of Lord
Krishna who was also born at a time when the people were
groaning under the oppressive tyranny and ruthlessness of tyrants,
usurpers and despots like Kamsa, Jara Sindha, and DUiyodhna.
The entire ';Ju:ltry was a vast prison or rather a blackhole, where
the votaries of truth, goodness and justice felt suffocated. They
prayed to God to redeem humanity from suffering; thus, came
forth the Divine promise:
ll'{T ll'~T f~ ~~fll' li;ifTf;:r-.Tqf(J ~T~(J
3T~l!~~Pl;;er~fl:f ~~r~~n<:t ~iifTl=lT~ll: II
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'l~.Jt flJT'r:r ~;rt fcr;:rmTlf :q ~~oTl{ I'
~J1-~~~T'l;:rT~lf ~~errff( lfit lfit II

'"

'"

"Whenever the dharma is on the decline and sin is in the
ascendant, then to protect the good and destroy the sinful and
to re-establish the reign of dharma, I reveal myself from age to
age."
(Gita 4-7 & 8)
An echo of this Divine promise we may have in another
form when the 4th Guru says: .

~ ~ \ifif \ifif ~ifcr \3''lT~3TT
'liif ~~~T an~3TT
l:Tlf ~Ti3f I
.llro

'.

'0,:)

',:) ..~

"Rama, the Divine Ruler, has in order to exalt righteousness, revealed the saints from age to age."
The mission of a Divine messenger in this manner has ever
remained the same; i. e. qfl:~TUJTlfTl1lfffTa;:rT to rescue the good
and to re·establish the reign of dharma, fe. truth, goodness and
justice. It has also to prop3.gate the cult of love for humanity
through which the Divine Being reveals Himsel f. This mission
has also a subsidiary objective or just a step in the overall process of providing lasting solace to humanity. This subsidiary objective or a by-product of the overall Divine act of periodically
recapturing the spirit of Sanatan Dharam. i. e. establishing the
reign of law, is (f~;:rT~Tlf "'f ~lSiicHl:r Vinashaya cha dushkritam) to
'"
uproot the evil.
For the first two objectives of the mission (qf~?(TUJTlf ~nGlrrT
f<frrT~Tlf "'f ~lS~crrz:r) the various prophets, avatars and apo!>tles
have employ~d ~ similar methods, namely personal excellence,
dedicated action and devotion to the Divine. For the third and
last objective (fcrrrmlf:q ~;PC'fTJ1 Vinashyama cha dushkritam),
uprooting the evil, whi Ie Ram~a o~ Krishna or Gobind Singh employed the surgeon's knife and launched armed expeditions. Christ,
the Buddha and Nanak, to suit the exigencies of their respective ages, used the healing touch through tolerance, forgiveness
and sympathy--tryillg to win the heart of the adversar~ through
love. Yet a hardened criminal may feel only pampered by kindly
treatment rather than allow him~elf to be converted. Even
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Christ lashed at the money chargers -to drive them out of the
precincts of the temple, and Nan9k,if he did not use physical
violence, did castigate the oppressors and hypocrites. sometimes
with biting satire.

tnq <fiT \ifiil' ~ 'fiTi(~ 'CTT~T
ii\'T~Tljq GA" ~ ~nr)

~~~ ~ ~~" ~fq ~~T~

<fi~ fttit q~'CTT"f €I" <.1r~T I
"'.
'"
"He has rushed from Kabul with a retinue of sin and is
squeezing wealth out of the hands of rightful owners, styling it
charity on their part. Both modesty and honesty have been
pushed out, with falsehood reigning supreme."
lhe diversity marked in tJ-..e forms assumed by the methods
employed are partly due to temperamental differences and partly
due to the result of the peculiar nature of the circumstances in
which a divine reformer works. The stimulating factor in all
what has been cited above' has been pity. Guru Nanak's sensitive mind feels pained to see humanity suffering on account of
ruthless exploitation, inhuman tyranny and moral depravity. It
reacts due to a sense of pity excited by such a sight. Even when
that reaction results in the physical destruction of the evil-doer,
it is not due to hatred for the sinner but because of love for
the victims of vice, who can possibly be saved by the removal
of the evil-doer from the scene. Lord Krishna after having inspirited Arjuna to strike at the evil added : The evil had to be
rooted out without any ill-will against any of the elements, hostile or otherwise.
f~ ~~ Nirvairah Sarvabhuteshu
'" '"

(Gita, 11-55)
It may, however. be contended that it is not due to any

Divine initiative that a reformer appears on the scene to ameliorate. the lot of suffering humanity. The circumstances spontaneously throw up such a personality to meet the challenge of the
time. Just as a personal misfortune draws the best out of a
man, a society, when confronted with a formidable challenge,
throws up individuals who change the social conditions for the
betterment of the people. For example. india saw the advent
of great men in all fields-politics, reform, education, literature,
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arts, etc., towards the latter part of the nineteenth century and
the earlier half of the twentieth century. These great men helped to liberate the country from the yoke of slavery.
This argument, however, fails to prove that the emergence
of one or more than one towering personality is only accidental
and not an indication ofa clivine purpose at work. Apart from
that, the advent of a divine messenger to shape the destiny of
the world is different from the coming up of a political leader,
a social reformer or a military dictator to lead the people to a
certain measure of achievement. While the influence of the former will survi'le his own physical existence, and continue for
centuries and spread over a vast area, the influence of the latter
may not outlive even his own span of life and may hardly extend over even the whole of his OWn country. The cases of Krishna, Christ, the Buddha and Nanak. however, without undertaking the important task of specifying their spiritual gradations,
form the first category. Leaders of men like Nehru and Lenin
form the second category. Further, there can be a third category of strong men who, no doubt, begin by attempts at improving the lot of their respective countries, but later on, the lust
for power and their habitual ruthlessness got the better of their
judgement. Cases in point may be Hitler or Mossolini and
possible Mao-Tse-Tung. It is the people like those listed in the
second and the third categories mentioned above who may be
considered to have been thrown up by the prevailing conditions,
as ctmtended by the protagonists of emergent evolution. Faulkner, the Noble Prize winner, intere;tingly points out in his commencement address delivered at the Pine Manor Junior College in
June 1953 that potentates like Hitler, Changez and Caesar are
the avatars of Satan, whereas saints are the avatars Of God.
The misery of the world moved Nanak the same way as
it did the Buddha about a couple of thousand years before him.
The 3rd Guru in the Divine Master's tradition said:
\ift'ffi iiT~~ ~~ ~, 3nQufT fCfi~QT e-nft I
f\jf~ ~qT~ ~art fa~ f~~ ~~l~ II
"0 God, by Thy Divin.e grace save the world in agony.
Lift all unto Thee which ever way they may be raised."
The Buddha also exclaimed :
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0, suffering world
! known and un-known of my common flesh,
Caught in this common net of death and woe
And life which biTlds to both.
I see, I feel
The vainness of the agony of the earth
The vainness of its, joys, the mockery
of all its best, the anguish
of its worst
.
I would not let one cry
Whom I could save
.
(Light of Asia-Arnold)
The urge frpm within to ameliorate the lot of the suffering
world came as early to Nanak as it did in the case of the Buddha, and as the call to extirpate evil came to Rama and Krishna, early in their boyhood. The parents of Rama and Krishna,
not realizing in their fondness the Divine Principles in action in
the lives of their sons, did their best to dissuade the leaders of
public opinion not to call upon the young heroes to perform the
Herculean task of fighting agahii renowned and unscrupulous
walriors at such tender age. Kaushalya, Rama's mother, sceptically marvelled at Rama's success against Rwana, even after the
triumph scored by him.
Cfi1m;lfT ~Of1 ',!f'l ~~~1~f~ I f:qCfcrfcr ~r.rTf~~ ~~eft~f~ II
~c{lf fcr:qT~fCf ClHf~ ClHf I Ofi'lrfOf +ltfa~Cflfllfcr ilHT II
Offer ~f'fl~ 'i!lf~ 1=1'1=1' Cll~ I f'lf6":q~ ~lTG 1=I'~TiT~ +ll~ II
(~T1=l':qhCl1=l'FHr -~CflflJ~)
In spite .. such fondness as the parents of Rama and Krishna had for their heroic sons, they relented and, even though
unwillingly, allowed them to respond to public opinion and eng.\ge themselves in the eradication of the evil symbolized in the
ravages and atrocities prepetrated by the hordes of rakshas.
That was done in the royal Kshatriya tradition to take up arms
against tyranny and rapine. But Nanak's father like that of
the Buddha adopted all possible means to ensure his son's return
from the 'diverson' of a mendicant's life to that of the householde:,'s r.orm:.1 routine. They were married by their parents
each at an eally age. The Buddha was confined to the precin-
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cts of a palace provided with comforts and temptation of all
types to submerge him in the orgies of pleasure. Nanak's father
fondled, cajoled and even used physical violence to make his
son desist from the uncertain path of one not willing to be weHversed in the ways of the world.
There is, however, one rare example in 'Indian tradition'
of a parent, and in this case a mother herself leading her children to' turn their back on the snares that the pleasuies of life
present and to realize its (life's) true significance. That example
is of queen Madalsa, who instructed three of her sons to the
effect:

~~Tsf~ ~ CfHf if ~sf~a- "fT+f Cfici f~ ~ <.ti~l1.:p;m-!;lq I
l13f:qW:rCfi' ~~f+f~ "f ~sfFr ;lqT~~ cr -..:)f~f'l ep~(;f ~a): I
"Worthy son, you are a pure spiritual entity". The sons
got engaged in the pursuit of pure knowledge and chose to lead
a life of dedication to that end. Her husband Rita-Dhvaj '5f[Cfeq\i(
at last persuaded her to train at least one son to be fit enough
to succeed him and rule over the kingdom. She instructed her
fourth son.
~~<r: Uqtc+i"fT c~T\i(;f: ~ :q c~Cfc( "f ~Cftla- I
U f1f~~: U~i]': <.ti~c(;f: ~at ~~lJT f~ 4l'l~ll I
<.tiT+f: UqTcl1<=JT ~tl) ~fcr ~::;;~Cf7.:f~ "f ~: I
+flf&1T ~fq CfcepT~ ~q a-~1:fTfq 4l'l~11, I
Attachment is to be given up in whatever form it raises its
head. If that were not pos<;ible one should associate oneself
with the wise, because wisdom alone is a cure fa! the ailment
of being attached to the lure of the world.
In one word, this instruction amounted to the honest performance of one's duty with a spirit of detachment. That "is the
cult of 'nishkam karma' or dispassionate performance of one's
duty.
Satgur Nanak alighted in this world in A. D. 1469 on
Puranmashi at mid-night when the moon was at its zenith. The
nurse in attendance is reported to have marked a resplendent
halo surrounding the new-born babe with his face beaming with
joy. During his infancy, a sight of misery would melt him and
when he was able to walk he would take away edibles and clothing to bestow them on the needy. HIS childhood was marked
~~
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-
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by numerous instances of supernatural intelligence.

~ 3Hf~q;l <fiT ~~<:f 3T)~ 1!'lf"'~T 'fiT ~'f<:fT~ I
~~ f~~ q- m ~~T ~. ~T~~ \iflJT(if
II

a-u

"Hai arifon ko haira.t aur munkiron ko saktah
Har dil pe chha raha hai robe jamal tera"
"The believers are thrilled with wonder, while the nonbelievers sink in a state of coma. In fact, the glory of your
splendour has struck all, in one form or another.
When he was made to join a school, the pandah or schoolteacher found that the child-pupil was much wiser and that he
himsel f could learn from him how to unravel the mystery of life
and death.

\ifTf(if lfTg, 'Cff~ ~ Cfif~, lffcr CfiTif~ Cfif~ ~T~ I
~H Cfi~~ Cfif~ f:q~ ~~H)J tI~ ~f~ f~~ fq:qr~ I
f(l~ 'lTJ'f. ~T(lTQ: f~~ u ~ II
fqi at~'"rr qT~TerH I '"
<imfT ~~ ~~T f{1f~ \ifrur I
f\jf~ ~~r ;jm~ fu~ ~T~ ~:qT 'lrmur II~I ~~T\3' II
f~~ flf(iff~ erf~3TT~3TTJ
~~ ~~'rOlf ~ :qT\3' I
foif lrf~ fcifi fifCfl(lf~.
'" '"
f\ifo1 llf'i ~:qT ifT\3' I
Cfi~fJf fll~ <:fT qll~.
ifT~T if(lT erT\3' ~OlT\3' II ':( II
'~fCfl 3TP.ff~ ~fCfi \ifTf~ \3'fo,
~~T3Tf~ 'ncr ~~H I
~fCfi \3'qT~ li'1f~,

~'lT eri ~~<lfH I
ariT ~arT \ifTfO'w;.
fCfUf <{Tef crCfiT~ I
'4 ~t \3'~ Olif(ifT,
~fq ~fq f;g\if ~g I
ifTer ~ifT ~mrrcr ~'l J
~)~ f6~ ~~ I
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;;T;;'fi ~oT :qf~aTT,

~f~ ~9' ~~ ~ \I¥\I ~II
(f~U~FT ll~~T ll)

"Burn the delusion resulting from attachment. Make its
ashes into ink. With the mind, thus purified, as the paper and
devotion as the pen, let thy heart be a scribe, who may record, as instructed by thy enlightener the Lord's Name and
do homage to Him who is the limitless One.
"Baba. while you write, thus, you know the secret. The
body during the course of the exercise of being cleansed of
its cravings might be put to extreme discomfort, as if being
squreezed in a press. Then you will discover the beacon-light
for the onward march to excellence and joy. Those whose hearts
are filled with the true Name would be marked for edification.
Such a status, however, may be attained only through God's
grace; all else is sheer tall talk.
"One enters, the other exits and also someone may be
designated a governor, One is born a beggar and the other holds
a royal court. However, one, if not exalted by God's Name.
shall depart disconsolate after a futile existence.
"The future has a dismal prospect and is thus frightening
because the body withers away inch by inch. Those bearing the
titles as sultans and khans (rulers and masters) are seen returning
to dust. Says Nanak, worldly attachments being unstable, all
ties snap when one departs finally."
This incident has a counterpart in a parable related by
Parmahans Rama-Krishna ;
Once, a scholar was being taken across a river in a boat.
He, in order to impose himself on the unsophisticated boatman.
enquired of him ifhe knew a particular subject, for example,
history. The innocent boatman replied in the negative. The
scholar retorted, one·fourth of his life had gone a sheer waste.
The boatman felt rather small. The scholar named another
subject. The boatman again confessed his ignorance. The scholar
asserted that one-half of his life had been lost. When another
question in the same strain elicited a negative reply, the schobr
ueclared that three-fourths of his life hdd been just futile. In the
meanwhile, a storm rose. The boat was being tossed hke a leaf

--

-
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from wave to wave and before it capsized, the boatman, with his
characteristic humility, questioned. if the scholarly passenger knew
how to swim. The scholar, evidently perturbed, expressed his
helplessness, for he had spent all his time deeply immersed in
studies. The boatman shook his head and humbly said that his
life might be completely lost, since he had not cared to learn a
fundamental skill, i.e. the art of swimming.
In due course, Nanak's father decided to perform his 'Yajnopaweet' ceremoney or investing him with the sacred thread,
which Nanak innocently resisted. Through young. he ever kept
his mission in sight. One of its important aspects, was to denounce
forms, customs and conventions which, having lost their meaning,
had replaced the great principles on which they were based. In
the words of saint Vinoba :
"Our highest truths are but half-truths.
Think not to settle down for ever in one truth.
Make use of it as a tent in which to pass a summer night.
But bUIld no house of it or it will be our tomb,
When you first have an inkling of its insufficiency
And begin to note a dim counter-truth looming up beyond,
Then weep not but give thanks,
It is Lord's voice whispering
"Take up the bed a:t1d walk".
Shakespeare, the great master of the fathomless depth of the
human heart, enunciated a similar principle.
"It is mad idolatry to make a service greater than the good."
(Troilus & Cressida)
Tennyson too remarked in a similar strain:
"Old order changeth, yielding place to new
And God fulfils himself in many ways
Lest one good custom should corrupt the world."
Nanak, while denouncing ceremonialism in his various
utterances empha~ized the necessity of recapturing the spirit behind
a particular ceremony. Ordinarily, that spirit could be expressed
in the conveational for assumed by it in the p3.st. But once the
principle had been swal10wed up by the python of conventionalism,
it was necessary to destroy the monster in order to salvage its
victim from the carnage. Accosting the Pandit presiding over the
Yajnopaweet ceremony, Nanak remarked:
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~~ ;:r ~ft. ~~ ;:r ;:rHr I ~~Et ~"fi qcf f.,~ ~T~T \I
atr ;:r q'tT, atr ;:r ~~T I ~m il f\5l"~qT efiT ;:r ar~T 1\
~~FTT 3TTq qC!' I Cff:>; enir OlCf~T 'ClC!' 1\
~ ~Tfg "fi=t CfTOlT~ <fifs 'fiFT~ ~~ -::T~ I
~fUf ~@"g, C'l):fiT, ~g fCfsTUf:. I
+rf'f afelT 'fT~ ~:j[Tur I
(qR OlHfT lf~~T ~, ~~)Cfi 9'1" ('6')
~

~~

~

~

~

"If a Pandit does not restrain his passions, his beard will
be spat upon:'
'If one's feet, hands, tongue and eyes are not controlled, what
use is the thread to him? The priest himself without such a
restraint goes about investing a thread spun out of cotton on
others. He solemnizes marriages just for the fees he charges.
Folks would not marvel, here is one with a mind totally blind
but posing as the one fully enlightened.
'<l3i<fifg +rf~ arUfT'l;"3TT

~f~ .::q~l qT~3fT
f~~T cfi f;:r :q~T~3TT

tl.:~ 9:T~+r'l f~3TT

(armT ~T eTT~ +r~~T 9, ~B~ ~ 'I" (9)
The priest purchased this thread from the bazaar and invested it with the conventional ceremony on the disciple, whispering
into his ear that, henceforth, the former would be his guru.

~ ~~rUfT ~cTtt

flfif~ q-T~~ ~)~ J
'fT'f"fi ~tt.: 'f ~c~
~ crfif ~T~ \51")~ \I

+fT

(3n~T ~T CfH +r~~r <t, ~~)~ ~x (':()
"It may be cast off when worn out. But Nanak protests
that if the thread had any vital power it would not wear out."
~~3Tr 'f;'lTg, ~~)~ ~q, \51"1 ~~T, ~~ Cf;;; I
~~ :j[~3i :j[Ta:r <fiT, ~~ a- 'lt~ 'Cfq, \I
;:rr t:!:g q:i" 'fT +r~ ~~ ;:r t:!:g \51"~, 'f \5I"T~ II
'Cl1 ~ +rTUfij" 'fT'f<fiT, \if) iffB '<l~ \ifT~
"Prepare the yajnopaweet by spinning the cotton of compassion into the thread of contentment, rolling that into the reel of
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continence and strengthening it with the twists of truth. Bring
such a thread 0 pande, since that is what the human soul
actually needs. It neither snaps nor gets soiled nor is burnt, nor
drops off. Nanak pays homage to a person who is adorned with
it."
On account of his indifference to life (as commonly understood) and its problems. Nanak's father felt more aad more
anxious. Yes, in order to train him in the difficult art of trading,
he entrusted his son with some money to strike a profitable
bargain, away from his home where he was likely to be duped
because of the kn,own simplicity of his character, The young
trader with an attendant named Bala set out for the purpose.
In the way, he met a party of mendicants, who had not had
any food for quite a few day!>. The young trader gave all the
money he had with him to his attendant to buy provisions for
feeding the sadhus. The attendant had no choice but to obey
his young master and to buy provisions for feeding them. After
all had and a hearty meal, the trader-apprentice started on his
journey back home. The father on learning about the peculiar
incident, hit his son in rage, little realizing the significance of
what the son on being reprimanded styled, "the good bargain,
i.e. the khara or saccha sauda." The last straw proved to be
another incident that followed soon after. The father was already
exaspelated by the strange ways of the son who gave away a
bras s jug and his gold ring to a needy mendicant, whom he met
on his way while returning after this morning bath. The father
in despair turned the son out of his house to fend for himself.
Rai Bular, the Muslim owner, rather the ruler of the village. had already been highly impressed by the saintly character
of Nanak whom he treated with great reverence in spite of his
own different religion and the later's young age. On his intervention, Nanak was sent to his sister Bibi Nanaki who had been
married to Jai Ram, the Dewan of Nawab Daulat Khan, at
Sultanpur. Of all the relatives. Nanaki alone was able, at least,
partially to understand the rare personality of her brother. She,
therefore, received him with affection and sympathy. Nanak was
soon after appointed the modi or storekeeper in the Nawab's
palace, which duty he performed in quite a normal manner. He
continued working in that capacity for about ten years. That
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was the period during which he led the life of a householder
having been married shortly after he got the above appointment.
Thereafter, he got two sons, Siri Chand and Lakshmi Chand.
However, the passion for spiritual pursuits remained ever raging
within him Getting lost, while contemplating the mysterious
unknown and chanting the Divine name, feeding and clothing
the needy had become a part of his life aad there was no abatement in those interests inspite of complaints and reports made
to the Nawab by the jealous rivals or co-workers who lacked
insight. But the young storel<eeper was never found wanting in
the performance of the duties entrusted to him.
On the 13th day of the birth of his elder son, Siri Chand,
the Master found certain preparations afoot to purify the kitchen
and the house from the effect of 'sutak' which was supposed to
have polluted them as a result of the recent birth of the child
Shri Chand. On being told the implication of that ceremony, the
Master recited a shabad which, apart from its profound wisdom,
can match the discoveries of the present-day scientific studies
aiqed· by the modern sensitive microscopes and other appliances.
Surely, it could only be the result of some Divine insight and
mental vision.

~ 'fif~,,~~Cfi ;f':ft~, ~+rcf ~Cf~ ~T~ 1
iT~ 6fCf ~'fi~T 6f~f~ CflT~r ~T~ I
~a- ~TuT 6fif ~, iiTT6fT iilUr if CflT~ I

~a~ fep~ Cflf~ ~~1lJ: ~a~ G~ ~~)~

I

~Tif<1i ~Cf~ o;er if ;a"Cf~ I ftf6fT,! ~6T=t 'ClT~ II
Asa di Val', M. 1, Sh. 18. (1)
"The logical sequence of this concept would make SUlak
constant and all-embracing. There are insects in dried cow-dung
cakes as in the wood. Not even a grain of corn is free from life.
To begin with, water that sustains life is replete with living
organisms. How can one ward off the pollution from SUlak following birth. The kitchen and the edibles are full of life. Generating itself in various forms, says Nanak, sutak cannot be washed off except by (gian) or pure knowledge.
+fiT 'fiT ~Q~ ~T+r ~ f;;r~erT ~~~ ~~ 1

3T~ ~Cf~ ~~urT q~fq3T q~ 'elif ~q II
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CfiorT~CJCf. Cfifor q-' ~T~amT ~Tf~ I
'il'l'fi ~ 3TR;rT GJ~ ~~~f~ ~Tf~ II
Asa di Var, M. 1 ; Sh. 18 (2)
"The actual Jutok or the rot sets in one's ownself with a
covetous mind, a tongue blurting out lies, a lustful eye, and ears
accepting unreliable evidence against others, as true. Says Nanak
with such pollution one goes straight to the abode of death, with
hands and feet tied."
~~) q et;j ~;r ~ ~~ ~~if ~T~ I
~;rur ~if gCfil! ~ 1lTur 3TTGf ~r~ I
•

'¢

'"

~l1JfT trturT qfCf1. ~, feral,! h~!i ~CfT%
ifrifCfi f~'iT ~1!f~ ~fs:r3H. fa;:~t ~CJ!i ifTf~ I

Asa di Var, M. 1 ; Sh. 18 (3)
Sutak in aU forms is a sheer superstition resulting from
accepting not one, but two realities. Birth and death, according to
the Divine ordes, are an essen tial part of the scheme of Nature.
One comes and goes as willed by Him. Food and water are
Divine gifts and are thus pure. Says Nanak, those who realize
Truth are.never contaminated by su 10k.
Thus, even in his early boyhood and youth, Nanak, like an
instructor par excellence, never lost an opportunity to highlight
virtuous life with special emphasis on the purity of outlook. He
emph~sized that virtue did not lie in outer forms, nor even in a
physicll.I act, but in the motive with which it was performed.
What is required is purity of the mind not necessarily that of the
body. That is why he said:

If;r 'fiT ~CJ!i ~)~ ~
Covetousness pollutes the mind.
A parallel thought one can have in the Isa Upanished
f~"{1Jflflr'i IlT>;fur ij'~~~Hfllf~ct 1!~i{
a~ 9;li;:ifllri,1lT" ij'cll'er+rTll' 1tclr
Isa Upanished-15
The face of Tru.th is screened by a golden lid. Therefore
o Almighty God remove it to enable a full and free view of Truth,
i. e. to become one with which a righteous living absolutely
necessary. That is why not only Guru Nanak but all apostles and
saints have stressed righteousness as an essential pre-requisite of
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progress on the path of spirituality leading to ultimate salvation.
Lord Krishna identified sadbhava ~G:~nq with sadhubhava
~Ta~Tc:r leading to parshast karma 5l"~Hr '<fill' Truth according to
hi;, is identical with goodness expressing itself in praiseworthy
acts. When a Buddhist says:
q~~~~mflf
'~udham Sharnam Gacchmi."
~l=lf ~~ut if~~Tfl=f
'Dhammam Sharnam Gacchami,
~~ mur ~Tflf
He also says
Sangham Sharnam Gacchami."
I shall have access to the Buddha's sharan only if I pursue
the path of dhamma or righteousness which will be possible
through the sangh or noble association.
f;sq Wtrif fiifa;1;fi i{ ~~
'Binu Satsang viveka na hoi'
(Tulsidas)
Lord Krishna in the Bhagwad Gita listed various virtues and
vices as godly and satanic characteristics respectively, indicating
thereby that the former led to Divine Father and the latter threw
a person into the infernal pit of evil. The virtues listed were:
J

ar~tf ~~;:Htm-f;[~T;:P:ftifC1:[qf~~f(1: I
'"

G:Tot <=:qq'q ll"~q:q ~qT'C:lTrlTHPT 3Tl\ifCfl{ II

(Gita 16-1)

"Fearlessness, cleanliness of life, steadfastness in the yoga
of wisdom, alms-giving, self-restraint and sacrific~ and the study
of the scriptures, austerity and straight forwardness".
arffrm ~:W:P:I"'5fi)~~lfTif: ~Tf;:(r~qm-rrlT I
G:lfT ila-lSCf ~T~t~Cf 1l1tfcf ~~T~'qTq.~ II
(Gita 16-2)
"HarmleBne5s, truth, absence of wrath, renunciation, peacefulness, abse lce of crookedness, compassion to living l,>eings,
absence of covetousness and wildness, modesty, absence of ficklemindedness."
~\if ~lfT CI;:ff: ~T'qll~)~T ;:rTf~llTf;;~T I
~crf.:a' ~q"~ ~ciTlff~\ifT~~lT m~~ II
(Gila 16-3)
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','Vigour' forgiveness, fortitude, purity, absence of envy any
pride." ,
The vices listed in the same context are :
~~~ ~ql arr~if~ 'Sfi)~: ~1SlJi:r<r:q I
anfT;:f 'ifTf~iifT~ qT~ ~q?::lfT~T'{ 'I
(Gila 16-4)

"Hypocrisy, arrogance and conceit, wrath and also harshness
and unwisdom, are demoniacal properties,"
It is evident that the divine properties would'liberate a man,
whereas the demoniacal ones would tighten his bondage.
Once, while weighIng out provisions to the palace steward,
Nanak as the storekeeper was counting the weighings. As is the
usual practice, he star~d counting one, two, three, four, and so
on. On reaching 'thirteen', he got stuck up there and went on
reapeating tera, the vernacular equivalent of thirteen." He repeated tera, lera, lera and kept on weighing out instalment alter instalment, completely lost in the profound concept of tera, i.e. all
is Thine, O· Lord of the Universe. That evidently is a counterpa.rt of 'Om Tat-Sat' (Thee. 'That alone is true'). While weighing an article a:ld lingering on tera, N3.nak was implying, all
this belongs to Thee. This is very much in line with Kasy,7sviddhanam <fi~lJ f~qir;:rlf vakya of the Isa Upnirhada-'To whom (else)
does this wealth belong? 'Om Tat-Sat' afT Cfo «er. as suggested
by Vinoba, is an all· embracing concept. Om' (The Divine element
permeating th~ earth, the outer space and the Heaven) plus
'That' (all is that) plus 'Sat' (That alone is). Hence engage yourself in the performance of good deeds. in a detached manner and
in dedication to the Supreme Being. The real essence of the
dharma is contained in this pithy utterance tera with its counter·
part as 'Om-Tat-Sat'-'All is his.' 'All is that' and 'That alone
is'. Braham satyam, lagat, mithiya' ,"~T ~lj", iiffTCf flf~lJT. Since
that alone is, all experi~nce1'l in true essence have their being in
Divinity.
The above incident is a. sort of a. precursor of the phase
in his life, in which Guru Nanak had to grapple with a more
serious contender, i.e. the ruthless tyranny of the presumptuous
. victors and rulers aided by the selfish fanaticism of the priest-
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craft or mullahism accompanying it. The foreign invadar and
his alien religion could vanquish the original inhabitants of the
country. but they could not root out their briefs and th~ way of
living and thinking. lslam with its sword conquered the country
but not the hearts of the people. Hence, just as the modern
political systems and socio-economic dogmatists have their propaganda wmgs and schemes of brainwashing, the Muslim mullahs
tried to convert on a mass scale the helpless vIctims of inhuman
savagery, by making them recite the Ka/ma and eat beef, which
was a taboo according to the religious sentiments of the
Hindus.
As says Wheeler in 'His Short History of India' :
"In the days of Mahmud of Ghazini, a Brahman was put
to death by a sultan of this dynasty for maintaining that the
religions 'of Hindus and Mohammadans were equally acceptable
in the eyes of God".
.
In such circumstances, evidently Guru Nanak's mission
which was to teach religious tolerance and the unity of God-head,
was well-nigh impossible. As compared with that his effort to
redeem the Hindus from superstition and conventionalism, and
to chastise them for dissimulation and hypocrisy, was almost an
excursion. In order to address himself to the impossible task of
making the rulers and their priestcraft aware of the ruinous and
degrading effect of the path of hatred, tyranny and humanity pursued by them with such wildness, and to help them to discover
the road to sanity, .a:fresh .inspiration ,leading. to' morH determined effort, perhaps, became necessary.
It is held that on a particular day in 1497, Nanak went to the
Baeen-a stream flowing near the village for his morning bath.
When he did not come out of the water for quite som.e time, a
vigorous search was made but it was of no avail. He was given
up for lost. The accounts of his charge in the store were found
to be quite correct. All felt shocked by tl)is apparent drowning
tragedy, since the victim had endeared himself to all, by his quiet,
simple and sincere ways and his saintly bearing. To the surprise
of everybody, however, he suddenly appeared after a few days.
Superstition and suspicion combined to declare him to be a ghost.
The Nawab deput{d the mullah and thevaid to examine him. To
the mullah for his incantations and the written inscription, he made
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bold retorts :
,
Cfili ~ ~atn <til Cfli: ara'T~ I
<tilt an~ <fiT~~T ifT"ff ~~T'U 11111

(Rag Maru, M. I, Sh. 7)
"Sonte call me a ghost and others an evil spirit. But as
known to a few only, I am a humble person, Nanak."
~oT f~if <fiT ~~i'
@";:;riI'T'" fifllfT ~~
&~
fcrifT <tiT• ~)fcr3TT
Co ..:)
~

~).. f;:;rf~, r.ii1~' ?t:qft: ifT~

(Var Sarang, M. I, Sh. 20)
The farmers whose crops have been destroyed have no occasion to make threshing floors. One who sells God's name. by
writing incantations is surely an accrused person, fallen out of His
favour.
In other words, he reprimanded the mullah by saving, "You
should realize, bow. shOTt is the span of this life. Therefore
bow can' you afford to waste your time in such a pharisaical
manner 1"
. 'To the insinuation that he had gone mad, Nanak replied:
'~~8TT f~ ~ 'fiT ~T~ ifACfi. cr:a-u;n I
~-a" ~ft fet'! O1'cr~ rr ~;:rT 11111 .
(Rag Maru, M. I, Sh. 71)
"Yes, It is true Nanak has gone mad but for the Lord, since
he recognizes none else."

, ';:r-a" ~rifT ~TlJfT~ ~
~crrifT ~~ I
~'fil mf~Gf iTT~r ~\ifT O1'cr~ if ~TuT <ti~ 11':( II
o-a" ~erTifT ~oft~ ~T ~CfiT CfiT~ <tiqr~ I
~<fil! q"mur @"~, CfiT ~~T 3lcr~ f~arrlJfrq" <tiT~ II ~ II
o-a" ~Tcrro=fT ~Ar~ ~r ~T~ 'Cent fqarr~ I
~r ~ arrq Cfi-a" arer~ +r;:;rT ~m(! 11'1(11
"Such a one is really mad who recognizes only the one
Universal Spirit and His will and does not take refuge in anything else. Such a one is surely mad who centres his love on
the Master, deeming himself lowly and all the rest of his creation
exalted."
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Here, he enunciated the cult of humility which, subsequently, became the corner-stone of his teachings, since it would immediately disarm suspicion and resistance, which are generally
the 'expression of the antagonist's injured ego. Incidentally, it
may be mentioned that Shakespeare's Hamlet was supposed to be
suffering from madness. But according to a Shakespearean
scholar, there was 'a method' in the madness of Hamlet. To the
vaid called to cure him, Nanak talked thus:

cf~ ~~~3fT et~lTT, q<fif~ <t~ ~t~
~~ cf~ 'f \ifTUfTi <fi~ifi <fi~~ ~ Tf~
(Var Malar, M, I, Sh. 3)
"Here is the vaid offering to treat me. He feels my pulse
little realizing that it is the heart that is ailing."

cf~ cf~ ~cf~ ~ qf~(1"T ~)~ q~Tur
"Physician, heal thyself so that thou mayest be able to
diagnose the nature of my malady."
'tTlfT '{)~ ~tf ~ifiT~ II
et~ ~T ~Tli ;;;rr{ II
"My body wails and the soul cries.
0 'vaid, do not
administer to me any of your medicineso"
A similar note is stru.;k by Nam Dev, when he says:
~)lf ;;;r~f~ a:rfa- 'fT~~ ~l~, <f,T~3n ~~ ifi~FH II
"I am sinking in the stormy water'" of passion. 0 Keshav,
come to my rescue."
'iTT~ cf~ 'fH a:rq~ 'iTT~ <fi)~ Jfq:;t~
f'iTrr <fi~a- ~@: ~T~3fT rrrrrCfi ~T~ ~T~ I
"0 physician better go back home. My ailment can be
diagnosed only by one who has attained perfection. It can be
cured only by the Creator, whose Divine gift it is," so says
Nanak.
Mira expresses the same intensity of faith and supplication
for Divine grace, when she says:
~~ CfiT JfHT Gfo1 ~rr :S)'1. ~~ fif~lfT 'ffQ Cfi)~ I
iI'hT ~~ qT~ fJf~~T, iif~ <f~ ;:fqf;;;rlfT ~1~ I
"The heart-ache of Mira will be cured if the vaid Sanwalya
(her lsht Dev).treats her."
The mullah and the vaid both concurred that Nanak was
0

,
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not ailing and was perhaps in a trance. In the meanwhile, the
Nawab had heard of the audacious paradox uttered by Nanak
immediately after his emerging from the stream "that there was
no Hindu, no Muslman." After immediate consultation with
the Kazi, he confronted Nanak with the proposal that he may
perform the namaz (prayer) along with him and the Kazi. Nanak
readily agreed but, during the course of the namaz. whiie everyone assumed the various enjoined postures of bending and bowing, Nanak remained standing upright, which was almost a
sacrilege in the eyes of the votaries of Islam. When they remonstrated with Nanak, he replied, "With whom could he keep company when he found that none of them was serious about the
prayer. Both of them were fOl1owing the form and the convention
only, since, while praying the Kazi was worried about his untethered colt in the courtyard of his house where there was ao open
well and the Ndwab was thinkingofapurchasedeal of horses
being transacted on his behalf in Kabul".
~c~T o)~ 'U~1 lT~ f~~ \:;~ 3l~qFf
'cft9" 'fiT~~ ~~T~ 'fi~ ~T~o ~T lTOT;;
"Daulat Khan Pathan, while you were bending low and
touching the earth with your forehead, in your mind you were
transacting a deal for purchasing horses in KabuL"
Both felt ashamed but in the he:l.rt of hearts. they were fully
won over by the supernatural excellence of Nanak. Then, he declared his conception of Islam in the following words:
l!«~T;; <f)~T1!fur, l!~'fi~ \iff ~)~ efT l!~~f1lJ. ~T~ I
ar;;rfi:1 arCff~ ~)'!, Cfif~ f116T lI~~T~~RT 1:rr~ ~11~ II
~)~ 1!~~f+r ~TO'I tr~TuT lHUT \ifrcrif 'fiT ~H~ :q:'fiTcf I
~~ 'liT ~;jf~ It;r f«~ 3iqf~ 'ficrT It;r 3lT~ qqrcl II

0'3" ifrrJ'fi ~~ \ifTarT f~~~~fo ~)~

('f

l!~~~Tur, 'li~~ I

The title of 'true Muslman' is difficult to earn. One has to
exert hard for the necessary qualifications. First of alI, one should
completely surrender oneself to one's faith, rising above vanity of
being well-versed in the ritual. One, if truly devoted, would be
adorned with humility and would be devoid of any dread after
death. One should submit to the Divine will without reservation,
with the ego-sense completely obliterated. If such a one has comp:l.ssion for all, then alone he would be entitled to be called a
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true Muslman.

fif~~ if~lfer f~' 1!~r ~~ ~C'1~ ~rur. I

~~if

wifer

~T~ ~)~r ~)g 1!~~l1rur. II

CfiEq"J:[r Cfi~if f;:rcH;jf
er~~T ~r fcr~ lTler~T ;:rT;:r'fi ~ ~T;jf
Cfi~ut) Cfir~r ~:q qT~

(Rag Majh, M. 1, Sh. 10)
"In the mosque of compassion, spread the mussallah or
prayer-mat of faith and depend on hard honest labour considering
it as sacred a'i the study or the Koran. With modesty as 'sunnat'
and serene equanimity as 'roza' (fasting), you may become a Muslman. The nobility or thought and action will be your 'Kaba'
and truth your friend, philosopher, and guide; with your rosary
as cheerfully submitting to the Divine will. Such a Muslman, says
Nanak, will not suffer any dishonour." Similarly, Lord Krishna
in the Bhagwad Gila has extolled 5f~~er Cfi~ Prashasta Karma's i e.
the nobility of action. He has also assured "Na me bhakhtah
pranashyati". ';:r ~ ~Cf;:r: 5fUJ~tr I er' "One devoted to Me would
never perish." The Lord has also further said:

qr~ ;f~~ ;:rr"!';f fer;:rr~er~tr fCf;:ja- I
;:r f~ Cfi~ijTUJ~cCfif~~~~if(l' crIer ~Cf ~fcr II
(Gita 6-40)

"One following the path of righteousness does not suffer
dishonour. Neither here nor there would he come to grief."
Thus, it would be seen that the instiUction imparted was always suited to the occasion and was actually necessary to coavert
a person to the universal principles of truth, goodness and purity.
A corresponding note is struck in the Upn ished. ''The Praj"'.p?ti
(the Primeaval Being) had three types of children-devtas ~Cf8"T
. men if'1lStr and asurs 3f~~. On the completion of their education.
they went to the rather-Prajapati-one after another for some special mantra or rare instruction for unqualified success.
On each, in his turn, the mantra the father bestowed was
the letter (da) ~ but with three different meanings keeping in view
the diversity of their respective temperaments, necessitating corresponding curatives. For the 'devtas' the letter 'do' indicated 'daman'
~J:[rr Of 're.>traint' bec,lUse the 'devtas' have plenty, and an unrest-
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rained living would degrade them. For men, the 'letter da' ~
meant dan cnOf because man's desire is insatible. For his development and mental growth, giving away or sharing with others is a
necessary pre·condition. For the 'asurs who are governed by passion. eradication of anger and aggression was necessary; hence
for them this letter da ~ meant da}'a ~lJT or compassion.
(The Brihadaranyak Upnishad, 5/2)
Thus, the Master advised the vanquished Hindus through
the Pandah and the Panda to recapture the fundamental ethical
virtues. then lost to them, as a result of degrading enslavement.
They could regain confidence only if they were to lead a life of
purtty and moral dignity. The musHms. however, degenerated as
they were in a state of beastly wildness, they were shown the
way of compassion and .freedom from conceit. This, rather than
the path of destruction adopted by them, was a surer way to
propitiate the Heavenly Father.
There is no authentic record to explain the disappearance
of Nanak (when he was working as the modi), in the Baeem
(stream) and his subsequent reappearance as a prophet, a seer
or Divine Messenger. There, is however, a mystical account prel:ented by Bhai Gurdas in the following beautiful lines, sufficient
to thrill a person with some faith and also possibly some experi
ence of the esoteric.

qf~~f cn~ qrlfT ~~f~
fq~1 ~ flfif~ ~rf~ CliJfr~

(GTT~ ~, q1 : ~¥)
"The Baba first received grace at the Divine court and then
performed austerities."

t ~ a:r~ ~r~ Cfif~

~T~f cpT ~~ Cli~T f<:f~T~
"He fed "'himself on sand and ak (Calotropis procera) and
slept on a pJ.vement covered wi th stones." He performed intense'tapassya. Such a life has been indicated by Swami Shankara·
charya in the words:
~afc'fTo(! ~~fOfcnff: fITlfT ~Cf~:qf;;r;:j'qm: I
~qf~~~lTT1J'(lfFT: Cfl~lf ~~ Of <r.~Tfa f<HFT II
(:;;rife- q3f;;r~T-1~)
"That is sleeping on earth and wearing the skin of a deer
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and giving up all possessions and comforts."
~HH q'Cfr ~'if - ~f~
if~ fiff'Cf ifPl ~'hrT q-ri
On reaching'" the Divine Court or the 'Abode of truth', he
was conferred the ninefold treasure of 'Nam' (which exhausts the
concept of possession in all forms). He was then also graced
with humility.
About Bhai Gurdas, it is recorded that he humbly declined
to include his own compositions in the Guru Granth Sah ib.
when asked to do so by the holy fifth Guru, who had assigned
to him the work of scribing the sacred book. However, the benign
Guru with his great vision dechred that Bhai Gurdas's compositions were so profound and of instructive relevance to the
work of Guru-Ghar that they were fit to be considered the key
to open the grand vista that the Guru Granth Sahib presented to
humanity In the I ight of this record, the account of Guru
Nanak's appearance in the Divine Court, as given by Bhai Gurdas, would be only an elucidation of the following shabad of
Guru Nanak Dev :

~r~T ~:;f l1~f~ ~trfl1 ~~T~3n

~~;;rT ~lfifa ~r~T~ iflq'~r q-T~3fT
~~:qr 3fiTa <'fTiT +iT~., arr~3fT

~o::~fcr ~"T'CfT o::fi3f faf~ ~g~ q-T~3H

(Var Majh, M. 1, Sh. 27)
"The minstrel was summoned by the Master to the RoyalCourt, where the tl'Uth re3ig 1S supreme. He was invested with a
robe of honour by the Divine LOl'd and W.IS fed on ambrosia
that the re.;iu.tion of Nam provides. Whosoever has taken this
nectar to his fill under the guidance of the Guru has been blessed with Divine grace."

Q~ ~T~t ~ifir~ :;PT~ ~T~3fT I
~ ~TO:: ~~Q llio::+rr~arT II

O::Tfcr f~~

"The minstrel was put to work by being straightway
instructed to sing hymns in the praise of the Divine Lord day
and night without break."

~<iT <fit q-~H ~~~ ~i3fr~3fr I
.,T<'fifi ~"! trT~rfQ io::r 'lT~3fr II
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, I am feeling more and more inspired to cant His name and
sing His praises and thereby disseminate the Divine message. In
the same proportion I am being absorbed in the blissful Divinity of
the True One."
This context includes quite a few profound concepts which
need a careful study of the 24th pauri of the 1st Var of Bhai
Gurdas along with the Var Majh, M. 1, placing the two side by
side.
Says Bhai Gurdas :

qf~~T ~TG1 GPH ~<fi~ ~n:
fq~r ~ ftfif~ 'CfTf~ <fiifT~
~C! 3T~, 3TT~J~, Cfif~
~):Sl G:T tT~ <fi~T f~m~
~T~T <fi~1 crqfff3TT
eri ~TtI ~f~ f~~ ~flJf aTT~
"With the Divine grace, the Baba performed difficult austeritIes
like feeding on sand and ak and sleeping on the pavement, strewn
with stones." That evidently corroborates the Upnishadaic
reference to the extrem~ difficulty confronting a pilgrim on the
path of spiritual development which is like walking on the sharp
edge to a razor."
But. as says Goswami Tulsi Dass :

3Tfcrfflf ~qT ~Tll CfiT ~)~ crter ~Cf lf~ llT~ m~ II
"One sets on this path through the Divine grace alone."
Thus, the squence presented by Bhai Gurdas is quite logical
that the B1.ba performed the dis-comforting auster"tie;; after hwing received a full share of the Divine grace at Bakas dara
~<fiff G:"~T I

A question may, however, arise: Was it actually necessary
for him, fully enlightened as he was, as already indicated in his
dialogues with the religious leaders and Nawab Daulat Khan, and
his dealings ever since his nativity, to undergo such physical
hardship? The b:l.sic fact should not be lost sight of. He was
on a divine mission of pulling humanity out of the quagmire of
superstition. hypocrisy, aV'l.rice, hatred and cruelty. He had, therefore, to preSe".1t the example of an ideal life, since example, is
alwJ.Ys better than pre;;e;>t. Therefore by his own example, he
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instructed others to lead a Ii fe of restraint and sacrifice and not
to feel subdued with the infliction of suffering, by man or nature.
The great seers all the world over have advocated plain living and
high thinking as a pre-requisite of the attainment of spiritual excellence. His mission is clearly indicated in the words:

~\3' ~Flr GfifiH Cf\T-t (>lHi3fT I
An ilder that I was, I have been put to work
Surely, as Milton says,
"They also serve who only stand and wait."
But one who is deputed on a divine mission enjoys a distinction and has to pay a price for the same. "No pains no
gains." Such a price is life devoid of comfort and luxury, since
they produce disharmony and are likely to upset the serenity of
the mind. Guru Nanak styles himself ~T~T an attendant summoned by the khasam-Master-to his places of Truth and Eternity.
On him was bestowed the robe of homage to Divinity and he was
fed on •Amrit N am' -the nectar of the True Name. He was further
assigned the mission of disseminating the Divine message of shabad
which to match the glory of the Master should be 'Anhad' 3T;:r~~
shabad, known only to the advanced practicians, a reference to
which occurs in his famous Arti when he says:
3T;:r~~ ~Q~ Gf~ j ~h:T
"Anahada shabda bajanta bheri"
Says Kabir :

~Q<t ~l1r~T ~11 ~Gt:: ~, ~Q~ ~~ ~T ~q I
\if) :;;rT~ ~T~H 'fiT q~&" ~c~ 'fiT ~qSuch a message could not be disseminated by discursiye reasoning or a fanfare of propag:mda, but by the example of person'll
excellence of which the most potent instrument could be humility,
since this virtue immediately disarms suspicion and resistance.
The assignment of a minstrel to sing praises of the Divine
Master, the subsquent composition of Gurbani set to the tunes of
the various ragas and repeated references to 'Anhad' shabad in
the,e compositions, all indicate a perference for music, which is
clear e lough symbol of the bliss associated with divinity. An average per jon is aff-:cted by pleasure and pain and reacts accordingly,
but one aspiiing for spiritual excelle.lce takes these expe.iences in
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one's stride as a matter of routine, since they provide an opportunity for exercise in equanimity. serenity and unperturbed cheerfulness which are divine qualities:
€?:1l emrt ~ij" ~ Eli
ijf€?:T ml(~~lif Cf>T anor I

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ if~l
ij"csr f~ or Q;Cf. ij"lHii I
The Bhagwad Gila or the Song Celestial was a divine gift
made to the suffering humanity, when Arjuna gave expression to
the anguish of his soul in the first chapter of this holy book.
The very title of this chapter is 'Vishad-Yog' ,fCflifT<::~T~ of the tale
. of human agony. To these wails of ignorance, indicating lack of
spiritual insight, Lord Krishna replied sr€?:ij"f;:orer, i.e. with a smile:
aT~T:;;l(Tif;:er~T:q~ctsr~rerTd~:q mlifij' I
m:rr~orif({T~~':q ifT'!~T:qf<:cr qfuSCfT: II
"Thou grie\est for these that should not be grieved for, yet
speakest words of wisdom. The wise grieve neither for the living
nor for the dead."
(Gira 2-11)
Similarly, Guru Nanak refers to the equanimity of the 'Karta'
<fiaT in the face of the sufferings inflicted by the Mogul invaders,
a reference to which has already been made :

~T

iff': q~ ~~TuT

cl ".1 <::~<::

iiT aTT~3TT I
cfi~aT ~ tf+forT <fiT m~ I
He also added that the Mogul was only an instrument just
as Lord Krishna said: forfiff'tfllP-f +fer 3T;j( or i. e. "Arjun, you become only an instrument of the destruction of the contenders in
the battlefield."
.
In other words, the Supreme Bei ng is only a witnes!> of the
world scene, where people suffer due to ignorance of the Divine
Majesty. The moment an aspirant sheds that ignorance. pleasure
and pain will lose their significance and he will have due share in
the Divine bliss which, in fact, is the human destiny.
With regard to the disappei\rance of Nanak. the Modi, in the
Bayeen. and his reappearance as Baba Nanak. Macaul{ffe has presented a hypothetical explanation :
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"One day after bathing. Nanak disappeared in the forest and
was taken in a vision to God's presence."
That too does not deny that Nanak had a unique experience,
the content of which can be only partialy follo\\ed even by a mind
willing to accept the authenticity of the mystical evidence provided
by Bhai Gurdas. But a person, not conversant with this highly
specialized and profound domain of superamental phenomenon,
will ever remain unenlightened. unconvinced. confused and ignorant.
It ;s neither possible nor necessary to determine what actually
happened when Nanak disappeared and also thereafter, till he reappeared in the village. It is as futile as probing the sun by looking
straight at it. One will feel only dazzled and may injure one's eyes
as a result of persisting in that effort. It would be much more
profitable to make use of the light of the sun that illuminates and
dispels darkness.
Bhai Gurdas continues the above context saying

~ni ~~ ~urT~o{T ~~HfT <fiT ~Tfcr :q~Tt:

,

"Then Baba adopted the garb of a monk and set upon his
mi5sion ofupliftment of the people in this world, thus introducing
the tradition of 'udasi' which literally means detachment and which
found experssion in the renunciation of worldly pleasure."
His next confrontation was with the hath-yogis. From time
immemorial, under the influence of the Sanatanist concept that the
aim of human life is salvation or the realization of one's own self,
there has been a strong tradition of practising non-possession
3lqf~~~. renunciation ('1:("FT and for that was also enjoined a system
of 'tapasya' or performance of austerities since the human mind
is difficult to control. But in the course of time certain alien
concepts crept in and this age-old tradition was vitiated in so many
ways. People lost sight of Manu's fourfold ideal of dharma, artha,
kama, and moska, ~. 3l~, <fiTlf, arT~ lfTe1. Artha, i. e. the production of wealth and kama. i. e. the gratification of desire and the
instincts, formed a part of this ideal. But to ensure that the mind
is not swept off by the animal force thus unleashed. the two, artha
and kama were placed in the framework of dharma and moksha, i.e.
life according to the Divine law of sadhu bhavand prashaH karma
with its ultimate objective as salvation. Such a tradition could not
approve of escapism. Lord Krishna, too, declared:
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Dharma Virudho Bhuteshu Kamoasmi.
(Gita 7-14)
"The Divine principle works even In sex-gratification only
if it is duly regulated."
.
The two great avtars, Rama and Krishna. were house-holders.
Whereas Rama was known as 'Maryada-Purshotma,' i. e. the most
exalted amongst men, whose mi,sion was to set the norms of life,
Krishna was known as 'Solah-Kala-Sampuran' ~)(Wf~-q:;;:;rr-~
one who symbolized perfection in the art of living in all its
details.
In the varan-ashram dharma of that society, the ashram
aspect was followed with meticulous care. It meant a scien.tific
assignment of duties in the four stages of life, according to the
ascendancy of their respective or stage-wise requirements and
compulsions. The first twenty-five years of life were to be devoted
to education or self-culture for which continence or brahmcharya was a necessary condition. With that preoaration for the
next twentyfive years, i.e. up to the age of fifty (the period
during which the instinct becomes a passion and has great sway
over the mind) one was ushered in the world with all its charms,
snares, pleasures and also the pain which is their inevitable compliment. This second period was known as the 'Grihsta-Ashral1l'
or the life period of a householder. After the first hand experience
all thaI life in the world means and with a ~ense of satiety,
of achieved through personal experience though tempered wIth
the initial preparatIOn during the period of brahmcharya. one was
called upon to explore newer vistas and exert for un-ravelling the
mystery of life and death. This stage is known as 'Van-P,'astha
Ashram' because during this period one would live in a sanctuary located in a quiet place. Big ashrams, far from the madding
crowd and the din and the bustle of town life, were established
where the 'Vanprasthis' led a life dedicated to scholarship, penance
and med,tation. They were, however, not completely cut off
from worldly obligations and rendered invaluable service to
humanity by educating the brahmcharis who lived with them. After
this 25 years' tapasya o~lfr leading to enlightenment, one was required to enter the 'SJ.nyas-Ashram', which meant renunciationnot o:lly giving up the world, as such, but getting rill of the pass-
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ions that bind one to it. The cchre robe he wore was symbolical
of the fire that was supposed to have consumed the dross of
passions, namely: kam, krodh, lobh, moh, and hankar, <fiT+r, ~)'CT.
~)~, llT~ q 3T~<fiH. Such a person did not have to make any
effort to practise renunciation. It became a part and parcel of
himself, because the very content and the shape of his mind would
be transformed, as indicated by the following composition of
Bhagat Kabir :
~~ rrrr;:; rrtfiT it 3T~~ ~~ I
"There is'" a constant flow of the nectar in the ethereal cave
of the soul."
~~ irT~ ~n~T ~TlJT <fiT+r ';f{'CT +!"~ ~T~ \if~ I
Mind is firmly established in the serenity of daswan dwar
~~ irH (the condition above the conscious state), \he passions,
namely sex, anger, attachment due to ignorance, avarice, and ego
are consumed in the fire of enlightenment.
\iFll \if"+!" <fiT fa~~T q~r;:rT
<tilT erii· 3T'Cf olTrf'CT c~ I

"Having tasted the nectar of bliss, the thirst experienced
through the circle of life and death has been quenched and the
woes resulting from impulsive actions, doubt and sin, vanish."

Cfi~a- <fiqT~ fI.;:;1 ~T~ ~T~T,
3T+!"~ ~~ <fiq~ ;:; +r~ I
Says Kabir, thus having attained immortality, "One moves
out of the cycle of life and death which is in perpetual motion."
It was enjoined upon such a sanyasi to go about in the
service of humanity, spreading the divine message of truth, knowledge and bliss.
He was required to share with others what he had achieved
through God's grace, which in the words of Guru Nanak is
'Guru-Prasadi'. A sanyasi could neither have anything in his
posse~sion nor could stay at one place for long. He was a constant pilgrim serving humanity through precept and example, with
his heart overflowing with compassion Thus, we find, he very
much lived in the world though being no longer of it. The state
of perfection attained by him did not alight from the Heaven
above as a result of crushing his body with hath-Jog which has
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been roundly condemned by Lord Krishna in Shrimad Bhagwad
Gtia. He recommends only a balanced Iife-'The Madhya Maraga'-the middle path, advocated by the Budha or the golden
mean by Aristotle.

2!<fjT6:T~fCf6:Htl( ~<fa~lSc~lI' Cfi~~ I

~<f~-~Cft'1rCf~)'Cffl( ~)iJ) ~Cffcr ~:~6:r I

(~fTcrT ~ - ~ \9)
"Yoga killeth out all pain for him who is regulated in eating and amusement, regulated in performing actions, regulated m
sleep'ing and waking."
Thus orth (wealth) and kam (sex) are not tabooed as evils.
But they are to be pursued within the framework of 'dharma' and
moksha, forming two extremities, i. e their purs:l:t is to be regulated according to celtain principles that elevate, all the time, keeping in view moksha or self-realization as the summum bonum or
the ultimate end of life.
To make life purposeful, 'Tap' and 'Tyaga' are also advocated as instruments for the elevation of a practicant to the objective of 'Moksha'. So what in fact was enjoined upon an average
person was renunciation of passion and not of the world for
meriting 'Gur-Prasadi'.
"The disciplined self, moving among sense-objects with senses
free from attraction and repulsion. mastered by the self is graced
with peace."
5T~n~ ~~:~r;;t 6:rf'f"{t7:l)q'ijfr~a- I
5T~;:i1 ~atJT "f!T!lT ~f~: q;;fCffalSoa- II

'" '"

(iJTar ~. ~ Y,.)

"In such divine peace, the extinction of all pain ariseth for
him, for him whose heart is peaceful, the reason soon attaineth
equilibrium."
But owing to the political upheavel and the resultant deb:wle m flocial organization, a large mass of the people fled from
the maximum reach of ruthless aggressors. Some of those
victims of fear and suspense took to self-imposed physical torture
styled tapasya, forgetting that the same had heen clearly condemned even by Lord Krishna.
ar~m::rfCffQ:a= 'Cfr~ atll';:a- lr crq)\ififr :
~ ~liTQ H~ff~<fcrr 'fiTiT~flr~~Tf;:CfCfr: I
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Cfi1fll'rCl: :~n.·T~f~ +r;:=r~;P:f1:r:;fcHT:

ift ~;;rTrCf: ~~t~N CfTfi:;;r~ ll'm~frr~:qll'rrf I

"The men who perform austerity, unenj~ined by the scriptures, are wedded to vamty and egoism, impelled by the force of
desire and attachment, as they are."
(Gila 17-5)

"They are unintelligent enough. to torments. the elements
constituting the body and 'Me' also seated in the inner self. Such
people should be firmly considered demoniacal by nature and
temperament.'
(Gila 17-6)
According to Bhai Gurdas:
CS!TqT ~~ ferarrrr erf~,
'5f~CfT ij"f~ fq~~r f~m 3TT~ II

qrng ~lJ ~qTf~ ~,
~ ~ <1)~~r ~l1Jr ~<1)T~ II
CS!T~ ~~ qurT~arT "
\j~ij"r <1)r ~rfCf :q~T~ II
:qfG3TT merfur er~fo ~<fiT~ II
.
'"

(Var 1. Pauri 24)
"Baba, with his vision. marked the world being consumed
in the fire of passion. ignorance. fear and hatred. It was confusion all around due to the lack of proper guidance and with
humanity wallowing in misery. He, therefore. adopted a mendicant's garb and set upon his mission of leading the suffering world
out of the mire of passions, to peace and comfort."

~~ aif~~ ij"f~ ~)
~q ~~ ij"uT qg- :;f~
(Var 1, Pauri 26)
"He sawall including the guides and their followers. engulfed in the storm of ego."
arrerr 3Tr eT ~~ ~~ I
(Var I, Pauri 26)
"Humanity, blind with ignorance, floundering in a deserted
pit" with that awareness and the resultant objective of helping
people to discover themselves and their destiny, he moved from
place to place. During the courses of his rambles, when he came
across the 'Nath Yogis' in the solitude of hills and forests. he
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declared:
qT~ f~n:r~r fq~~T

1if~~ ~~T 1iff~ ~o ~'fiH:r I
(Var 1, Pauri 29)
"Sin has, as it were, swallowed the world, and the dharama
carrying its load is lowing in agony."
fe-1if ~fq ~~ ~ij"CfT
Cfi~1Jf \if~" Cfi~ qT f~ ~Cfn:T I

\if)~ ~T;:r fq~flJf3TT,

fif~fG:;:r aifif ~m~f;:r ~n:r I
;sn~ iT~ ~ij"T

..,..,

'"

\;fq

~T~T

I

(Var I,Pauri 29)
"The sidh purusha or they who have attained perfection
remain hiding in the mountains. Who would then ferry the people
across the stormy stream of life 1"
'·The self-styled yogis, devoid of true knowledge, only cover
their bodies with ashes, commending their example to the \\orld
which is sinking low, misguided as it is."
Baba Nanak condemned hypocrisy and falsehood and
declared that his mission then was to traverse the world, dispelling such darkness.
csrr~ arTf@"dfT 'lT~ \ifT, ~:q =<f~l:Jt Cfi~ ai1ifHT I

"''''

~~ arl:JHf~ q~fCfarT ~'" ~T~flJf :qt~arr ttm~T I
(Var I, Pauri 29)
"Truth is the moon and falsehood is the darkness. Since
the dark night of falsehood has shrouded the light of truth, I
have launched my mission of the discovery of truth for the world."
Adi Guru Shankracharya also condemned hypocrisy re:;ulting from the form replacing the sipirit :
ar~ qf~;:r: qlS~ ~n;:r

~T~T f:qqiflirl:ffqa ~T;:r: I

ifl~"~ f~en Cf~Cf~qT;-

~CfTG:fq ;:r J:nr:q~lfT~TqT~:
II ~ II
..,

(Charpat, Panjari 8)
"You spend the night contracting your body, with chin
resting on your knees, you ward off the cold with fire in front
of you and the sun behind your back. You carry a bowl to
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receive alms and reside under a tree. You, thus, claim to be leading a life of renunciation and yet you have not loosened the strings
of hope for possession."
\iff~~T +/,U~T ~f3f:qa-~~: I
'"
'"
,
1fiTq-TlITl=;sr~;sr~ ~Cf Cfli: II
q~lf;:;:fTfq' ;:r :q q~lffCf +/'<&": I

\j~~f'ifl=(~ ;srg ~Cfcfli: II'~"

(Charpat, Panjari 6)
"You have the locks of your hair matted with ashes, and also
sometimes get your head clean-shaven; you wear the ochre coloured
robe. But stupid as you:tre you remain blind to the fact that it
is only a disguise for recei'ving alms to fill your belly_"

~fCfi ~~ 1i~ ,,!fUJ ~Tf~ CfUJ~f~ emn I
~f'fi ~~erT ~~ Cfif~ fq:j~f~ \ifTlfT ~f;:r3fHfT II
aF~~ fCf~~;:rT ~~ £9T~;:r ~T\if;:r 'fiT 3fmT 1\
f~~T \if'i+r ri'err~ ;:r f~~~T ;:r \3'~r~r II
\if+r CfiT~ f~~g;:r \3'Cf~ f':i\ fcrf~ +/''i~T I
Says Guru Nanak in the same strain:
(Var Majh, M. 1/5)
"Someone feeds on the wild growth of fruits and goes about
as a sanyassi, wearing ochre-coloured robes, yet such a one's
heart is burning with the desire of feeding fat on dainty dishes,
and with inordinate passions, especially in youth. He is neither a
householder nor an ascetic in the real sense. He ifi leading a
futile existence, because the terror of death remains hovering over
his head and he also constantly feels tormented by manifold
calamities." Shri Guru Nanak further stressed:
if. f~"t,~ iffi'fCfi ifT+/' ~~T~T

(Gurdas Var 1, Pauri 31)
"In the age of darkness, concentration on and the recitation
of Nam is the easiest and surest path to Divinity."
The method of its pursuit is elucidated in the Jap Ji Sahib

\if9; ~T~T ~T~~ ~f.HH~ I
3l~~fUJ +rfer ~ ~~131T~ II
~\3' ~~T 3flff;:r Cfq'CfH II
~t:gr ~T\3' 3f~Cf f(J9; <&"Tf~ II
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'Cf~rit ij"ar~ ij"'qr e<fiij'T~ II
f~if Cfi\3" ~~h ~lT fer;:; Cfin::
'"

(~~~r-~I9)
"For minting the precious coin that Nom is, let continence
be the furnace and forbearance the goldsmith, discrimination the
anvil, the Veda or knowledge of fundamental truths the hammer,
fear (the fact of losing earthly existence) the bellows, and the life
of hone~t exertion the fire. Then pour into the crucible of devotion, the ambrosia of Nrm. In such a true mint alone one may
coin the Shabad-the Divine Nom. But only those who have God's
grace and kindness, adopt this path."
His wander-lust, associated with his mission to bring hope
and solace to the suffering humanity, took him from.place to
place in the Punjab and to all the four corners of India and even
beyond up to Tibet in the north, Mecca in the west, Burma in
the east and Ceylon in the south. Wherever he went, he argued
with sympathy and in the language the people understood, based
on the simple logic easy enough to comprehend. His tallr was
marked by rare simplicity and sincerity. It went straight to the
heart of the Iiste'ler. At Syedpur' (where later on, Amenabad
was built) he accepted the hospitality of Lalo, the low-.caste carpenter in preference to the invitation to a brohm-bhoj by the Dewan of the District. Malik Bhago This was in the well-known
'Deen-Bandhu' style of Bhagwan Rama and Bhagwan Krishna
about whom it is said.

G~lf)er"J <fiT il"CTT ~lfTiT l=J'FT fCTG~ 'Cf~ lfTlf I
~T~ ifr iii ~~ ~~J:I T iii cr;:~~ (if'q (if'q m~ ~~Tlf II
They would accept the humble offerings of the poor and
humble devotees in preference to the dainties of the rich but
arrog':l.nt dignitaries. Malik Bhago, with his dignity thus injured,
summoned the sag'~ 10 his mansion and asked him to explain the
affront to his authority and the contempt for his hospitality. The
Guru Maharaj took a rich dainty of Bhago in one hand and a
piece of coarse bread from Lalo in the other. On squeezing both
simultaneously, drops of blood trickled from the first and milk
from the other. The proud Diwan looked aghast, realizing that
his wealth sombolized the blood sucked out of the poor SUbjects,
exp.olted by him, and that Lalo's ~oarse bread wIth milk flowing
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from it represented his honest earnings produced with hard lab our.
That was an object lesson for all prese'1t there and for generations to follow. The only sound basis for a healthy social organization is hard and honest labour and the sharing of the wealth,
thus. produced with others. 'f;;p~a- Cfi~ qUS ~;;p'. Wealth amassed
by sheer exploitation does not make a person worthy of respect.
This is a sure indication of the fact that socialism is not exclusively a modern idea. In fact, all through the ages the principle
of socio-economic eq uality has been stressed by the apostles and
true leaders of men. Later on. Guru ka langar, too, was established on the same principle. Those who gave themselves up to
God were to labour hard to em,me shelter. food, and clothing, i.e.
"kulli gulli te jul/i" CfiR¥f)-tf~~T ~ \jf~ -IT I e1mf.,q'~1lT ~)~."
Qft;:rf.,CiH1lT Cfi~T. by co-operative efl''art. Evidently. every decent
society has, down the ages, been organized on the basis of
socialistic approach to life.
Kabir al'lo confirmed the same idea, when he said:

\if) \if" qT~ ;:rTq it -en: it ~rT~' ~Tlf I
~3i ~Tq ~~Tf:qit ~T ~Jf;:r ;;PT CfiTJi II
CfiTlfT aT ~gCf a~, ?filerT cr~ 3{";:a- I
~T~T iifTq?"r ;:r a-~ Cfi~ Cfi~T~ f«~;:c:r II
In the lsa Upnishad, it has been said:
f~~uRit;:r qT~1Jf ~WiflfTfqf~c:r l!~i{ I
c:r~ ~lfi';:r 'TT~ tr~'Cfl{T~ ~lSCit Wi XII
"It is easier f"r a camel to go through the eye of a needle,
than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God"
N. T., Mathew, xix. 24
"Blessed are the poor in spirit : for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven. "
(St. Mark 5-3)
"Blessed are the meek; for they shall inherit the earth,"
lSt. Mark 5-5)
"Blessed are they who are persecuted for righteousness' sake:
for their's is the kingdom of heaven."
lSt. Mark 5-10)
(The Be.ltitudes-St. Matthew)
Simila:ly, has Nanak said:
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~~ \jff~ CflT~nrr "1'UTT fCf~~r I ~f.:r \jf~, 'qUT) ~~ II
qTqfGTT~g ~R ;;r~ I ~~3TT mf~ ;r \jfTf I
(OlTUT iTo 1. Ol~fG' 1":()
"Gold has tempted all an~ made people knock from pillar to
post. Wealth cannot be amassed except by ignoble means, and yet
it does not keep company hereafter."
The perference shown by Shri Rama to Shabri'.s humble
offerings rather than to the 'hospitality of the high-brow intellectuals and accomplished ascetics near about Pampasar strikes a
similar note.
Shabri was a low-caste bheel woman who, having heard of the
gracious majesty of Patit Pawan Ramo qrio qrqiJ ~fl{ (th~ uplifter
of the downtrodden or of the condemned sinners), and hts impending visit, an~ious~y.wait~d for the moment when SQ~ could have
glimpse of hiS dlvme effulgence even for a shortitlme. When
Bhagwan Rama reached her cottage near Pampasar, she presented
to him the bers (fruits of the jujube uee), already tasted by her to
make sure that they were sweet. The humble offer was readily
accepted. The high-caste rishis living near about must have felt
scandalized, but they were humbled in due course. They requested
Rama to purify the dirty water of Pampasar which was-at that
time no better than a cesspool. The water was dirty and not fit
for drinking. They suggested that it could be made clean by the
sheer contact of his body if he-had a dip into it. Rama acceded
to their request, but to their utter disappointment, the water
remained as dirty as ever. Later on, as advised by Rama. they
allowed the bheelni for the first time to have a dip into it and to
their extJeme amazement the water became crystal clear.
Without questioning the miracle of the purification of the
water resulting form the impact of Bhee1ni Shabri, 1 should like
to stress the point that even after that incident to m'lintain the
purity of water SUbsequently it was necessary to open the tank
to the bheels and other low-caste tribes. This must have followed
after Shabri bathed in the tank, as directed by Bhagwan Rama.
The most immediate result of that might have been that the silt
in the water which made it unclean was removed by the working
class 'shudras' periodically, as it might not have been done by
the high browed intellectuals, or the ascetics, living nearby. That
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is perhaps why and how Bhagwan Rama saw that the water became purified and fresh either simultaneously or subsequently,
when the Bheelni bathed in it. In the eyes of the gyani :ffT':ir and
more so for the divine messenger the only distinction permissible
is the spiritual excellence of the person and not the incidence of
one's birth and status. The superiority of the Bheelni was established because of her spiritual elevation resulting from her devotion. Even otherwise, as says Lord Krishna in the Bhagwad
'
Gira:

fitmfcrif~~qrit ~T~uf tTfcr ~f~of<f I
~cr ~crqTifi :q qfU6"ClT: ~fl:r~f~rr:

!1ffrr
'"

II
(tit-aT

~-~t;)

An important aspect of the miracle that Bhagwan Rama'
performed was to make them all understand the basic fact that
the most fundamental pre-condition of a sound social orga nization
was the co-operative effect resulting from the recognition of
equ,ll rights at least for the bounties bestowed by nature on men.
At Hardwar, seeing people offering water to the sun rising
in the east, Guru Nanak turned his back on them and started
pouring the water of the Ganges towards the west. He,explained that strange act by stating that he was sending the water to
his farm, hundreds of miles towards the west of Hardwar. The
people there laughed at such naivete. How could that water
travel such a long distance? He, with his characteristic, simple,
though reHmtless logic, argued, "In the same way as it would
'reach the sun millions of miles from the earth." His critics be-'came speechless. 'Those came to scoff, stayed to pray.' Similarly,
at Mecca, finding him asleep with his feet towards the shrine,
the pious Musalmans felt enraged by such disrespect shown to
the abode of the Lord. ,He was firmly directed to change his
posture and his terse reply was, 'You better move my feet in the
direction where the Lord does not exist.' That made them bow
before the majesty of Nanak's profound wisdom. The tradition,
as confirmed by Bhai Gurdas, says that they forcibly moved his
legs but found to their consternation a corresponding movement
of the shrine.
This incident brings in the concept of miracle. Could such
miracles be possible? It is not necessary to answer such a ques-
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tion, since for a believer such a que$tion simply does not arise
and the non-believer would not be convinced.
Says Maha Maho Padhiyaya Gopi Nath Kaviraj in his essay
on Mother Anand Mayee' : "In a matter like this, a correct analysis on an intellectual
ba'iis is not possible and an ordinary human judgement cannot
yield any useful result." In one word, even today there are cases
on record where a yogi has demonstrated his miraculous powers.
But much greater in efficacy and power is the miracle of bringing
about a mental matamorphosis rather than a reversal or transfor·
mation of the physical order. As a matter of fact, for attaining
perfection in the spiritual domain, the exercise of siddhis is
considered to be more often an obstruction and surely not an
instrument to facilitate one's growth.
Says Dr. Adolphe Jaques Wintrob (Swami Vijya Nanda)
about Shri Ma Anand Mayee's miraculous powers in his essay on
her entitled "My First Experience."
"Something that has struck me from the very first day is
that atmosphere of the miraculous in which one moves when
one is with Her. Let me explain : In Europe (and no doubt
here also) by the word 'Miracle' one conceives of a breaking
away from the laws of Nature, something that strikes one as
-impossible, as absurd. But this is only its crude, objective side.
Its subtle, sUbjective aspect is quite different. What does it
matter to me if a certain yogi has walked across the waters or
flown through the air ? The real miracle is, when that which
one needs, which one desires keenly or feebly, comes at the very
moment it is needed. And still better when it comes, not only
as one desired it, but as one would have loved to see it in the
innermost depth of one's heart. It has been for me as if I were
guided on a path beset with obstacles by the hand of the most
loving mother, an all-powerful Mother. As you advance she
removes all the thorns, all the stones from your path and when
it is necessary, she even lifts you across in Her arms. And all
circumstances adjust and adopt themselves with a marvellous
precision without hurt. 'Coincidence' I thought at first. But a
coincidence that goes on repeating itself daily, cannot be called
so any more. And all this happens without apparently Violating
the laws of Nature, for. the Lord has no need to break a~
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laws. He is the law. Should I give examples ? No. for those
who do not know Her will not believe me and those who have
lived near Her, have already understood. She is like the
Ganges. Her very touch purifies. In Her presence one feels
oneself getting better all the time, not by the suppression of one's
fault-the very fault is sublimated and becomes an aid in the
search for the Divine."
Without dilating on the views thus expressed by Swami
Vijyanand about Shri 'MN, it would be enough to say that this
perhaps is about the best interpretation as well as the best advocacy of the incidence of 'miracle' presenting itself in any context.
When Guru Nanak renounced the householder to proclaim
his mission abroad, his relatives used all possible means to dissuade him. His own and also his wife's parents felt furious,
and his wife, Sulakhni, was utterly disconsolate, especially because
she had to bring up two children of very tender age But
he was driven by a much greater force.
No one else had the
awareness of the fact that he was on a divine mission which had
made him so different. This is why neither supplication nor remonstration could deflect him from the course chosen by him.
That is exactly what happened when the call of duty led Krishna
to give up Brinda Ban with all its charm and tender affection
for facing the stern reality of life, its discomforts, suffering and
formidable hostility of Kansa at Mathura. The state of the mind
of such a divine messanger is indicated in :
f;{t:rTi'ftfT~T f~Cf~s~l!fT
arelmtrf"'~T fcrf",crffOfiTtfT: I

ir;:ff"crifCfCfT: ~~~:+:;.«~'"
"'..,
q~tTtf<n: q-~f{5l[li acr II

'"

.

(tTTQT <t ~-~)
"Rid of pride and delusion, victorious over the weakness
of attachment, living constantly in the inner self, with desire
pacified, liberated from the pair of the opposites, i. e. pleasure
and pain, the wise reach the state of eternity."
Such a one alone,. who has reached q-~Cil[l[, i.e. the state
'of inexhaustion or eternity, is capable of undertaking a divine
mission for the performance of which one has to discurd the
ties and the snares of life in the world. But at the same time
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it is no running away or trying to escape discomforts of suffering or hostility. Baba Nanak undertook long tours (udasis) one
af~er another for providing proper guidance to the people at
different places. After his second long tour abroad, he built a
colony at Kartarpur to settle there. Here, he allowed his wife
and children to live near him. Only he did not allow his affections to stand in the way of his mission and his personal life of
devution and dedication. According to Paramahansa Rama Krishna, milk will lose its identity when mingled with water, but
when it has been processed and its essence assumes the form of
butter, it may be put in water without any damage to its identity. Similarly, an uncultivated mind would be deluded by the
seesaw of pleasure or pain. But once one's mind is cultivated
in~o the state of enlightenment, it would not be affected by the
instability of life in the world, It is the condition of the mind
that should matter rather than the place where one chooses to
live.
Of

tr~ fer~ tI~l!:f ~ Of tr~ ~~ ~P.:rtl

~~ ~

fer:q fer:qp::

~ ~Cft ~~lJf ~l(t I

There is peace only in a purposeful life, which one may
live as guided by the sages as an act of grace on their Pl;1Tt.
Peace cannot be necessarily experienced in either of the two-the
life of a householder or one of renunciation, as such.
After his tours abroad, when he permanently seUled at
Kartarpur, he discarded the garb of an ascetic and started living
like a layman wearing the dress of an ordinary householder. This
was to establish that the outer form may change to suit the eovironment and the nature of the work undertaken at a particular
'moment. What in fact matters in the spirit with which a duty
is performed and the condition of the mind that determines it.
As says Bhai Gurdas :
Gl'Tarr 3fT~3TT cp~CfT~~~ ~~ \RmT ~cp~ \3'CfRT I
q~f~ mn~r Cfiqf ~rsr:5fr ~o, f~lfT arcfffHT II
"It was here that he revealed himself as a divine messenger
in an express, and unambiguous' manner."
.
At Kartarpur where he had, built an ashram for the purpose, he established the guru-sikh tradition for the continuation
of his message for the generations to come-the message that h~
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had proclaimed in the various, putS. of the world by undertaking
four long tours one after ahother. Life here (at Kartarpur) was
of one continuous communion with God. It started three hours
before day break with prayers and kirtan (singing God's praises).
After sunrise, the inmates would engage themselves in the various
duties pertaining to cultivation in the ashram farm in which the
master him<;elf participated, or in the langar (free kitchen) as
the case may be. The~e was the perfect community of interest
not only among' the inmates of the ashram but amongst all the
votaries' of the faith. The followers, whether they lived in the
ashram or away in their own homes at a distance, brought their
earnings to the common kitche~, whenever they came to the
Master. One's social obligations were not to be lost sight of
while exerting for spiritual development. In the words of Bhai
Puran Singh:
"What is spiritual1ife in the temple of flesh without a full meal
first." The body, according to the ancient seers, is the 'Anna-maya
k;osh' .ar;:rj llll' <t>TlSl' and its maintenance is the primary essential for
any spiritual activity. Pranayam is preceded by asans most of
which are c·:mducive to physical health. It is onLy during the existence of the body that one can possibly cultiv.ate the spirit, (jjTcrT~trT
the jevatma requires an embodied exi~tence for sadhna. In fact,
the mai~ purpose for wh ieh the jeeva dons the physical sheath is
self-realization and, thus the human form is as precious as rare.
~~ q.~Tqfcr llT'!,13 ~~~)3lT I tTTf~;:G: fll~Uf <fit ~~ ~ft
~~T3TT II

+

.i:rT'!,q.\ifi.q ~~:t ~ fi1~

+

., ~H~T~

+

I \illY a~cr~ ijIHfT ~ ~r~ ., (>fTit 'SH 1/
That is why the most p.)tent impulse in a 1iving being is
the preselvation of the body. Thus, Sat Guru Nanak hit the
nail on the head by establishing and h'ighlighting the langar tradition. Through it, while the basic compulsion of physical existence
is met, the foundation of physical growth based on righteousness
is also laid. Acquisitioa or possession is an equally important
instinct and in its compelling power it is next only to se~f
preserv~tion. If riot properly tempered with righteousness and
'skill in action, it will extend its tentacles to grab even other
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people's earnings.
Hence, great stress has been laid on efficiency when Lord
Krishna says :
l[TiT: Cfl1f~ ~~~ Yoga karmusu kaushala~
(Gita 2-50)
Yoga is skill in action in its own right. The same idea has
also been stressed by Maharishi Ved Vyas in the Mahabharta
when Yudhistra in reply to Yaksha says:crr~t.rliCfi~ ~ Dakshyameka padaJJ;l dharma
"Skill or efficiency is one sure instrument of dharma or
the divine swabhava."
Equally important in this context is aprigrah-rion-possession,
the easiest expression of which is to share one's gains with others.
Guru Nanak Dev also by establishing the langar tradition, as
indicated above firmly emphasized the importance of work as a
form of yoga and not for appropriating the gains accuring
therefrom. The well-known tenet in the guru-sikh tradition
is: Kirat kar, vand chhak, namjap f~cr~, q'1J$' ~Cfi, ;:mr \jfq',
i. e. 'Work hard honestly and efficiently, share the gains
accuring therefrom with others. Then alone one can acquire a
proper mood for concentrating on the recitation of 'Nam'.
Carefully examined, this pithy statement 'Kirat Kar, vand
chhak, Nomjap' is found stressing karma yoga Cfi~hlllT and Nam
jap advocates bhakti yoga m'f::r zrTlT with all their profound philosophical implications. The langar tradition, therefore, gave due
recognition to the necessity of the following:
(a) Keep the body and soul together.
(b) Providing an opportunity for earning one's own livelihood which means, "First deserve then desire."
(;;) Produce community interest and create a sense of
social obligation.
(d) Org~nize the elevating institution of satsang and the
noble example of constant meditation as tne ultimate
end of human life. Thus, it ensured 'hath kar wal
di/ yar wa/; ~T'f <fin:: cn;r f~ l)'T~ q~. Man is th~
slave of habit and for habit formation, example set by
one's associates proves to be a highly potent influence.
The life process itself, to a large extent, is based on
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imitation. One learns even a language better by hearing it spoken by others. "
(e) Make it easier for the: devotees to remain in the constant presence of the 'Sat-gur', the fountainhead of
Divine inspiration. Th~ importance of this factor
cannot be overemphasized. Success at all stages in
the path of self-realization, whether it may be leading
a life of restraint and continence or practising nonpossession, or intensifying humanism, or the contemplation of Nam, would entirely depend on God's
Grace-HGur prasadi", which one may have in ample
measure if one lives near the Satgur.
What a wonderful community it might have been, working
for the common good, serving humanity, reciting shabad kirtan
and remaining in attendance on the Master, and when left to
oneself alone, contemplating Nam? When the time for Satgur
Nanak's ascension. came, onc~, Bhai Lehna, clad in a beautiful
silk garment, was asked to carry a bundle of wet grass from the
farm to the ashram. The disciple forgot all else in the ecstasy
of being completely absorbed in the 'command'. The mud dripping from the wet grass stained his beautiful dress, Mata Sulakhani remarked, out of sympathy, that his clothes had been
stained with mud. 'Mud', exclaimed the Master, 'He bears the
burden of suffering humanity. They are not mud stains. Heaven
has annointed him. They are marks of consecration. He is the
Guru. Bhai Lehna was then seated on the Manji-the sacred seat
of the Guru. Then the master made him an offering and bowed
before the disciple and thus acclaimed him as the Guru. Lehna
was transformed and emerged as Guru Angad-the master made
of the Master's essence. Thereafter, Guru Nanak showed an
utter disregard of the mortal coil and discarded it, treating it no
better than just an old worn-out garment.
crmtf~ ,;ft1lTif~ lJ~T fq~TlI,

~qTf~ ~~1lTTfo ~~)s-q~TfOT I
o~T ~~T~TfUT f~TlJ \iftOTTt=lJt=lJWf W:rTfo ~qTf~ ~~ II

(Gita 2-22)
"i. e. discarding an old worn-out garment for a new one."
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. The fact that he himself ·in his own lifetime installed Bhai
Lehna in his place was an act of grace shown to the disciple,
and as an act of extreme renunciation' on his own part, in~ica
tive of complete absence of any sense of the ego Or attachment.
This, . in fact, to me was the real miracle performed by him, a
miracle much greater in its power and influ·ence than even the
one traditionally propagated to the effect that after his ascension
his body vanished leaving a heap of flowers behind. Half of the
flowers· were cremated by the Hindu disciples and the other half
were buried by the Muslim disciples.
~rfq-lJT ~~i'fT ijfTcr ~~ '.
:j'f~lfTlfT ~T ~3J' fij"~ q)~TlJT I
\7"'lJ)fff ijf)ff fl:r~n~ ifi,
ij"ij' :j'f~ ~ CfCT~3TT I

~~ ~ iifi)~ ri,

ii

3TT'q~ijf 3TT~ijf f~~T~3TT I
.iifiTlJT ~~ ~q Gfi=fT~3TT I

(Var-l, Pauri 45)
(Bhai Gurdas)
Dhan Satgur Nanak !
ij"cr:j'f~ i=fTifi:fl I
Dhan S~tgur Nanak !
All· homage to the Divine M'lster! So great was his glory
and so majestic was his splendour! Wherever he went, he took
'sunshine in his Wolke. He WJ.S light pe:s:>nified and illuminated
whosoever he graced with ev~n a gllnce. His miSiioa, though
h:ighly eXllted, W.H extrem~ly simple in exp:ession. It was to
make humanity aW.\fe of its pre,eut degradation and ultimate
exaltation which, in fact, waf) its destiny. Man suffers because off
ignorance and passion arising from his anim3.1 instincts. He further gets stuck up in the mire of superstition and conventionalism,
thinking them as the instruments of his liberation. When he
becomes aware of his potentialities and the capacity to shake off
the dross of passion, once his initial ignorance about the reality
and purpose of human life is dispelled, .he realizes how glorious
is hi's' feaF'self. To reach the destimtion he has to convert his
life into :a labOlJr of love and not allow it to remain a,pleasurehunting expedition. Pleasure is a mirage. The more hotly it is
'l:l tl
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pursued, the farther it recedes, leaving its seeker frustrated, disconsolate and desperate.
Hence, through instruction as well as through his own
example, Guru Nanak for the regeneration of humanity stressed
the importance of work. service. humility, surrender to the Divine
Will and concentration on 'Nam'. For him. the virtue of humility
is of cardinal importance, because it alone is a sure guarantee for
the elimination of the ego.

~~T q~ lHfCfiT;:ft3fT an~ f<fqTf"( a-~ I
~~ ~ 3f~CfiT~T3fT ifTrri) if"(f;sr if~ I
(if~?T ~~i{~T, i{: Y,., q-;:<fT ~ \91:;)
~T~T -hn ~:q ~f6, <f~ Prf'i:1 ;:rTi{ if~r~r q-r~ I
Bhai Gurdas also confirms that '" Guru Nanak was bestowed
with Nam along with humility, when he appeared before the
Divine Father. The complete elimination of the ego is a necessary pre-condition for merging oneself in Nam-Nam which is
One, which is Truth, which is the single creative element, which
is eternal, which is self-revealing and which, to a person. can
only be a divine-gift, bestowed with the grace of the Guru.

13f~fa-;:rTlJ, E(l"(a-T ~"(~ fif"(+r~ f<f~~ 3fCfiT~ ~<fcr at~ijT

«"+1

~"( 5I"~1 f~ II
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PHILOSOP HICAL .PERSPECTIVE
Mr. Vice-Chancellor, ladies and gentlemen.
I feel deeply honoured by having been invited by the Punjabi
University to deliver commemorative lectures on the philosophy of
Guru Nanak. I am fully conscious of my limitations. I am
.neither a philosopher nor a scholar of any rejJute. In my usual
enthusiasm for life and literature, . I accepted this assignment without realizing that I had taken upon myself a task of considerable
magnitude. I can only claim that the acceptance of this invitation
led me to fields of study and intellectual enclaves hitherto partially
or vaguely comprehended by me and what I shall present in these
lectures are only the first steps of an old man with a young heart
·tpwards the great truths enshrined in the works of Guru Nanak. I
hope you will bear with me and overlook my failings during the
course of these lectures as one would justifiably expect from a
university audience.
Did Guru Nanak propound a new system of philosophy or
was he concerned only with a system of ethics and a new way of
life which ultimately culminated in a new faith and a new church '?
This is almost begging the question: What is philosophy ? Philosophy is a Greek word which means love or pursuit of wisdom.
Philosophy has also been used to mean a search for knowledge. Pythagoras was the first to call himself a philosopher, but we know so
little about him that we do not appreciate the nuances of the word.
as applied to him. Socrates used the word philosophy to mean
speculation about the nature of the physical world, especially con.
cerning the human conduct and human character. In the West, at
present, it is used primarily for three things: one, the search for
truth through logical reasoning; secondly, an analysis of the grounds
of and concepts expressing fundamental beliefs; and thirdly, for
all learning exclusive of technical studies. In the East. it is applied
to the fundam;:ntal questions relating to the nature of lif~ and exis. tence, spirit and matter. being and thinking. It deals with the
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origin of the universe and the nature of man and his role on
earth. It mostly concerns itself with man's quest for the meaning
and purpose of life in meta-physical terms.
Life or the reality of life can be studied tn two ways. One
way is to study the external world and, through this investigation
of the external phenomena, try and reach the problems of the inner
reality. This is a logical system based on reason and critical
analysis
human reactions. Jt does not permit the use of the
•
!",
supernatural~'or God for solving the problems of life. The other
way is to start with the inner experience and reach out to the world
of phenomena. This is the approach of Hindu philosophy It
believes thlJt one cannot achieve the knowledge of reality through
the intellect or th'e senses but only through inner experience. In
Sanskrit, philosophy is termed "Darsana" which means seeing or
experiencing. It means concepts as God and soul are not to be
underftO~ through abstract reasoning but through spiritual
experience. To the Western philosopher, God and soul are concepts, s~lative and problematic, but to the Hindu philosopher
they are facts to be known and realized through ethical or yogic
disciplines. Moreover, the Hindu philosopher implicitly believes
that this kind of knowledge can be g~ined not through the normal
processes of the mind but through the transcendental state known
as smadhi. It is obvious that in this approach, certain elements of
mysticism are introduced. The Western mind does not accept
mysticism or revelation as a part of philo~ophy but regards them
as a part of religion, but the Indian philosopher accepts them as
philosophical problems. Revelation. no doubt.- deals with something unknown and probably with the unknowable. yet it is related
to experience undergone by many people. In the West. religion
and philosophy have pursued distinct p:lths, whereas in India,
their paths cross and recross and influence each other.
This difference of approach between the E:lst and the West to
philosophy can be studied in another way. Socrates, one of the
earliest Greek philosophers, believed in the inner voice and oracles
and. like many of the deeply religious persons in India, was often
in a state of trance. On many occasions. he openly admitted that
he was guided by the inner voice in his actions. Yet his followers.
unlike people in India. did not form themselves' into a religious
comm:unity after his death. They did not even set him up as a saint.
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In fact, the Greek philosopher Aristotle, while formulating his
system of philosophy, chose to completely ignore the inner voice
and mysticism. He built his system on the basis of logic and dialecticism. Here, philosophy was strictly kept aloof and was not
permitted to be turned into a religion in spite of its beginning in
the inner voice and oracles. It is interesting to note how different
was the approach of the Indian people in a similar case from that
of Gautma Buddha. There is no denying the fact that the Buddha
was a philosppher. He was an intellectual who was worried by the
problems of old age, pain and suffering. He was a religious man
in the ethical but not the spiritual sense He did not seek God;
in fact, he turned his face away from the numerous gods that were
worshipped in India at that time. His quest was in no way connected with the nature of God or the problem of the creation of
the universe. And when he solved the problems that worried him,
he did away with the idea of God altogether. He refused to accept
the existence of God and broke completely with the religious life
in India. His eightfold path constituted only a way of life by
which one could escape pain and suffering through the elimination
of desire and attachment. At best, it was a phIlosophy of humanism with its emphasis on kindness, charity and non-violence. And
yet, r.fter his death, his followers transformed his teaching into a
full-fledged religion and in place of God, set up the Buddha himself.

Plato rejected religious beliefs and propounded a rational system of philosophy, whereas the Buddhists rejected philosophy and
adopted a religion, which, except for its rituaiism and renunciation,
is still nearest to the philosophy of humanism. Such is the difference between the Indian and Ionian temperaments.
The beginnings of indian philosophy can be traced to the vague
mystic mu<;ings of the Vedic thinkers. Generally speaking, the
early Aryans were extroverts, more interested in the conquering the
country they had invaded and m..lking their life more comfortable
on the earth tna.l in m;:Jit.ltion or mysticism. They were fullbloodel p~Jple who e.ljoyeJ the good things of life and blazed a
trail over c0ntinents, looting and destroying their enemies. They
were p,oud of the superiority of their weapons and were proud of
t.,emselves alid their way of life. And when they prayed to their
gods, tl1~y ..lskd for victory ov~r the Dasyus and for more wealth
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and more land and more head of cattle. They were thorough
materialists and passionate lovers of life. But, essentially, they
were ignorant people and were struck with awe and wonder at the
vast uncontrollable forces of nature. The sun and the moon, light
and darkness, drought and floods, life and death appeared as unsurmountable for'ces and were, therefore, vested with divinity and
were won.hipped. This is how gods like Jndra, Varuna, Surya,
Agni and Soma were created. Like the Greek gods, the Aryan gods
were conceived of as magnified human beings, who, though mighty
and powerful, could be propitiated and invoked to bestow gifts
such as material prosperity, long life and plenty of children on
their worshippers. Their worship consisted in the singing of hymns
which were. as Tagore puts it, "the poetic testament of a people.
collective reaction to the wonder and awe of existence-a people of
vigorous and unsophisticated imagination, awakened to the dawn
of civilization. to the sense of inexhaustible mystery that is implicit
in life". They believed that the chanting of hymns at the sacrificial fire made the gods bestow on them the favours which they
desired. The central idea of their religion was based on a moral
obligation to the discharge of one's duty to oneself, to the members
of the clan and to the gods. It was supposed to be a part of the rita,
which was explained as the moral urder which governed the universe. It was due to the rita, that the sun. the moon, the stars.
the day and the night kept to their scheduled tasks, and the appointed cycle of the universe worked unceasingly. It must however,
be remembered thaI the Vedic literature was vast and the hymns
had been composed over a large period of history. Naturally, all
manner of beliefs were embodied in it. It also borrowed a good
deal from the primitive and pre-Aryan religions But as time
passed and more stable conditions came to be established under a
chieftain or a king, the idea of one God superior to other gods
emerged. This was, a great advance over the earlier polytheistic
or pantheistic conception. ,But the one God was conceived at various levels. On the one hand, he was represented as a concrete
being with infinite heads. infinite hands, infinite eyes and so on,
and on the other as the highest abstract concept, "beyond
all predicates" (nirgun). God waS preseilted as the ultimate energy
in and behind all creation. Here, pantheism is rejected and the
concept of transcendental God emerged. This concept was so im-
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personal that they could find no word to describe Him and he was
called TAD EKAM. which means ''THAT''. In the Hymn of Creation. known as Nasadiya hymn, he is described as :
Whence the unfettered world and from what cause?
Nay even the gods were not! who. then. can know?
The source from which the universe has sprung,
That source and that alone, which bears it upNone else, THAT, THAT alone, Lord of the worlds
In his own self contained, immaculate
As art heavens, THAT alone knows
In truth of what itself hath made, none else:
This was the beginning, but the sure foundation of Indian
philosophy was laid by the Upanishads. They ushered in the true
renaissance of Indian thought. No one can exaggerate their importance. Whatever schools of philosophy pertaining to the Hindu religion hav.:: emerged since the time of the Upanishads, they have
either supported or rejected the concepts contained in them. But
in all cases, they supplied the basic material, the fundamental concepts about the creation of the world, about Brahma, Alma,
samsara karma and moksha.
The Upanishadic age was the age of enquiry; an age when the
most difficult and abstruse questions were asked boldly and fearlessly and answers were sought through logic, reason and inner experience, unfettered by dogma, mythology or superstition. The Vedantic philosophers or seers were not concerned with the evolving
of systems of philosophy but they reported thoughts or visions just
as they occurred to them. Since there were so many Upanishads, the
extant ones being 108 they were full of variations and even contradictions and yet the spirit of e.lqulry pervades them all and provides a kind of homogeneity. The Upanishadic seers asked all manner
of questions. To give but a few example: Whence this life? Who
commands it ? What is its purpose? Why does the human mind
not keep still? What makes the eye see, the ear hear? What
happens when we sleep; nay, what happens when we die? Who
created the world? Was it God or someone else? Is matter the
original cause of all things? What is the relat ion between the mind
and the matter? Is the world real or imaginary? And so on
and on.
From these questwns and subsequent discussions, two schools
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of philosophy emerged: one was known as the Idealistic School,
and the other the Materialistic School. The idealistic believed that
Brahma or God was the cre~tor of the Universe and the materialists, who dented the existence of Brahma, claimed that matter perse was the basis or original cause of all things. In later ages, a
great many commentaries were written on the Upanishads and from
them emerged th-, six schools of Indian philosophy, viz. Lokayata
Samkhya, Vaiseshika, Nyaya, Yoga and Vedanta.
It cannot, however, be denied that the Upanishadic seers were
thrilled with the discovery of Brahma and Atman and their relationlohip Most of their discussions centred on five concepts: (a)
The creation of the world, (b) brahma, and (c) Atma, (d) karma
and samsara-the transmigration of the soul and (e) moksha.
Whatever be the system of philosophy, it could not but examine
these five aspects of Upanishadic philosophy and give its views on
them.
During the gap of some two thousand years between the Upanishadic period and the emergence of Guru Nanak as the torchbearer of new faith, a great many things happened on the Indian
stage. Some of them are so impartant that they merit at least a
mention in this lecture. They were the rise of Buddhism and that
of Jainism and the consequent decline of Hinduism; the epic age of
the Ramayana and the Mahabharata and the emergence of the
Bhagvat Geeta and the revival of Hinduism; the golden age of the
Guptas and the worship of Vishnu, Shiva, & Shakti; the decline of
Buddhism during the age of later puranas and the growth of the
six schools of Indian philosophy and finally the rise of the Bhakti
Movement and the advent of the Muslims in India. These events
constituted mighty revolutions, and changed the face of India and
yet the underlying current of faith continued to flow uninterruptedly
and the five problems raised by the Upanishadic seers coatinued
to be the main topics of discussion by various schools of philosophy. The Upanishads have, in a way, given a continuity and a
sense of national heritage to the Indian people and in spite of all
the diversity, this unity has kept the people together. In terms of
the changing fortunes of these concepts, it would be interesting to
examine how Guru Nanak interpreted them as compared with the
different schools of Indian philosophy.
Guru Nanak had his schooling first from a pandit wbQ proba-
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bly taught him Sankrit and Prakrit and then from a maulvi at a
madrasah where he learnt Persian'. But his real schooling he had
from the sadhus, fakirs and mendicants whom he visited during his
younger days in the forest around Talwandi. He mmt have learnt
a great deal about the Hindu and Muslim faiths during his udasisthe travels he undertook all over lndia and Tibet and on his way
to and back from Macca. During those travels, he met all manner
of people, sadhus siddhas, sanaysins, mullahs and mau/vis, pemdits
and pandas, princes and paupers, thugs and thieves, petty officials
and people at different levels of society. This, indeed,· was the
real school of life, when he rubbed shoulders with the true and the
false, the genuine and the fake, and watched, was amused and sometimes distressed by the professions and practices of the innumerable
religious sects in India. At some places, he was questioned about
his own faith and he explained its tenets and at other places he
discussed with the leading religious leaders and sages of his time
the concepts and beliefs held by them. And since a strong fire of
faith burned within him he learnt fast all about the philosophies
aad mythologies of various sects and his inner light gUided him
to separate the grain from the chaff. And what is more, he was
selected vessel in which the Lord poured the true knowledge of
faith, and since for most of the time, he was in an ecstasy-a state
of direct communion with the Lord-a situation demanding, a
song burst forth from him as though it were the divine answer to
the question raised. Such people do not have to learn; they come.
to teach and convey the me!>sage of the Eternal One. Many of
his hymns, Guru Nanak composed during the course of his travels
but most of his works, he wrote during the last eighteen years at
Kartarpur in the fullness of his experience of the world and from
the depth of the mystic faith WIth which his life had been enriched.
Let us now turn to the questions which excited the Upanishadic seers and were the subject of discussion for the various schools
of philosophies and the innumerable commentaries written in subsequent ages.
The foremost question that disturbed every philosopher concerned the creation of the Universe. How did the Universe come
into being? This was the question and every school of philosophy
attempted to answer it and on its answer hinged its system of
beliefs.
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It would be best to start with few schools of materialism
Lokayata, Samkhya, Vaiseshika and Nyaya systems. The materia~
lists denied the existence of God and the concept of the immortal
soul. They only believed in the existing world. For them, there
was no other world. From such notions, it followed that they
were not concerned with renunciation, transmigration of the soul
or moksha. As regards,the creation of the world, though they
differ in details, yet generally speaking, they believed that the
universe was created through the process of evolution from the
primal matter, which was eternal and uncreated. From this matter
emerged various elements such as ,earth, air, water and fire and
from the permutation and combination of these elements, life
emerged. They went a step further and claimed that not only the
objects in the world but the human body, mind, intellect, senses
and consciousness resulted from a transformation of the matter.
The question how the matter was transformed is answered in a
variety of ways by different schools of philosophy. Lokayata does
not go beyond the four elements, viz., . arth, fire. water and air,
but Samkhya, Vaiseshika and Nyaya believed that the atom was
the invisible part of matter and when two or more atoms combined,
they give a visible form to the matter. The Samkhya system of
Kapila termed/the primal matter prakirti and out of prakriti evolved not only the objective world but also the mind, intelIect,
senses, etc. The ultimate prakriti had no origin; it existed from
eternity. At first, the prakriti was undeveloped, unformed and
non-intelligent. The process of evolution was the result of the
inter-action of the three gunas or qualities inherent in the matter.
These qualities were called satva, rajas and tamas, representing
illumination, activity and inertia. When the three gunas were in
equilibrium, the matter or prakriti remained in the unaltered
primeval state, but once the imbalance occurred, the process of
evolution started and the world emerged. All material and spiritual factors were the result of this change in prakriti. At first, the
five elements, i.e. ether, air, fire, water and earth, were formed
and then from their combination, the whole world in jts present
form came into being. Whereas Lokayata described that consciousness was the result of the combination of four elements.
Samkhya regarded the emergence of man,' with his intellect, ego
and the five senses at a certain stage of the evolution. To the,
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"gross" body, Kapila provided a linga or spiritual and psychological apparatus \\-hich was named the "subtle" body, which alone
felt pain and pleasure but it had no existence separate from the
body; it died with the body. The Vaiseshika system of Kanada
also explained the creation of the universe on the basis of the
atomic theory. He called the matter as dravya. a substance possessing inherent qualities of cause and effect. He increased the
number of elements to nine, viz., earth, water, fire. ether. time,
spp.ce, soul and the mind. Everything in the universe was formed from the combination of these elements. It is interesting to
note that the soul and the mind are also included among the basic
elements and, therefore are not concepts but material objects.
The atoms, called paramanus, were permanent, eternal and indestructible. The quality of combination among themselves was
inherent in them. ThUS, the atoms became dynamic without the
heip of any outside force or agency. Kanada a3signed different
functions to the soul and the mind. The soul was concerned with
intelligence, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, effort, virtue, vice,
tendency, number, dimension, separateness, conjunction and disjunction, whereas mind was concerned with number, dimension,
conjunction, disjunction, priority and faculty. The Nyaya system
of Gautama Akshapada also subscribed to the atomic structure of
the world and attributed different characteristics to the mind
and the soul. But he introduced logic and dialectics as means
of attaining true knowledge.
In a scientific age like ours, the atomic theory of cre3.tion has
a tremendous appeal, but unfortunately most of these schools
introduce two elements, the gunas and the soul or purusha as they
sometimes c3.li it, which vitiate their systems and make them
unscientific. [f the creation is the result of the imbalance of the
gunas, how does this imbalance occur? And the soul is too
subtle a concept to be derived from matter and accepted <L';;l
material object, or as one of the basic elements. "
The Yoga system does not deal with the creation of the wo:ld.
It was a system for the realization of the self through spiritu~d
and physical discipline.. On the spiritual side, it started w.th
dhy.:na, which consisted in the holding of attention on a single
object and ended in samGdhi. Then the mind became still a . ..1
connectioll'> with the external world ce:l.sed and the man emerg .
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from it in a state of perfect beatitude. Unfortunately, Patanjali's
Yoga system has slowly ended up as a system of physical culture.
The Vedantic system was edited and systematized by Badarayana in his well· known work entitled Brahma Sutra. Because of
the multiplicity of the Upanishads written at different times, they
were full of contradictions.
Badarayana sifted the material and reorganized it to present
the various facets of Vedanta, viz. Brahman and his relation with
the world, the way to realise Brahman and soul and soul's relationship to Brahman.
The basic concept of Vedanta is that matter becomes active or
alive only when it is directed by intelligence. And Vedanta declared Brahman to be the Supreme Intelligence. the primal cause of
everything. So Brahman was in all things; He dwelt in His creation and manifested Himself through it. He produced the universe
and permeated through it. Here the matter and spirit become one.
God and prakriti are identical. Though Badarayana accepted the
material entity of the world, the later Vedantists regarded it as an
illusion. Shankara was the greatest exponent of the doctrine of
maya or mithya. God and the world were one, but it was the
illusion that gave them separate entities. And this illusion could be
removed through Jnan. Through Jnan could one identify oneself
with Brahman. But about the creation of the world, the. Vedanta
was clear and unambiguous: God created the Universe out of
. Himself and the simile of the spider which spins its web through
its own substance was used.
Guru Nanak rejected the materialistic view of the cleation of
the universe. He accepted the Vedantic view that God created
the world and all that it contains. He not only created it but
also keeps a watch over it. It is His plaything: it is His lila.
Let us listen to the words of Guru Nanak :

Qo3 Tl,{ol:! l)ofaJ'i ~ l)ofTfU fl1,Rfc €!UT31 I
aOT UaOT €!uTifOT ~ ~ fufb e1131 ,
~ ;:rTefCJ froo €!uTft'l){ R~ 11~ ~H'3t I
fefa l)ofT~fCJ ft'fa ;:rTf<J ~fo, faq OT~ Hfo ;:r131 I
~

Thou. the Creator. art unknowable.
But Thou (alone) createdst the Universe
Of various kinds, colours and qualities.
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Of this Thou alone knowest ; for all this is Thy play.
One cometh and another goeth i ! Without Thy Name all perish..
Guru Nanak is certain beyond all doubt that it is the Lord who
created the Universe; it is His play,ihing. The comings and goings
of people are a part of this play. But as everywhere else, whatever
the subject, a longing and an attachment with the Lord are consistently associated with the hymns of Guru Nanak. However colourful the world, without His name, it is like the very death itself.
And again:

_~q RRT9.
fRa fRfo

€t1.JTf~l')fT I

tflj

gTf~T

I

~l:ffu O113 T l')fq..l~T orfo ~~CJf3 l.PRT ;;pf5 ;:r1€t

I

tlCJi:lJfc tlTu T€ ;:rT~1 I R§! OT~ c'5 tlCJ3 TtI'e T I
Rf3o.lCJ ~{T~ 0 tlTfe€? R9' Hul HTf~l')fT ;:rTfH ;:rl~ I

Thou createdst the world and &ssignedst tasks to all,
Thou seest Thy own creation in nature, casting the die as it
pleasetb Thee.
Thou art immanent in the world ; all crave for Thy Name,
Without the true guru Thou art found not and all are enticed away by maya.
In this pa sage, too, God is described as the Creator and He
expresses Himself through His creation. Three new concepts are
added in this passage. They are God's name; the guru and the
maya. Name is pre-eminently the mode of worship, through which
one meditates on Him and ultimately merges in Him. The guru is
the preceptor and guide, who not only initiates the devotee into the
true faith but also guides him to traverse the path successfully.
.Maya is not the ilIuslon which IS stressed by Shankara but the attachment and love of the world and worldly things which entice man
away from God.
Here is another description of the creation of the world presented by Guru Nanak in his usual concentrated language, pregnant
with ideas.
l')fTtlm l')fTlJ. RTfu§- l')fTtll~ ofB€t OT€t I
~lift ~~f3 RTf;::p,i O1fCJ l')fTH~ f~<5 '~jT€t I
'eT3' oro3T l')fTftl ~ ~fR €~u orofu tlRT€t I
~ ;:rTi~l R9'H ~ ~Rfu ft't~ q~T€t I
orfo l')fTR~ f~3 BT€t I
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The Lord created Himself and assumed He Himself the Name,
And then He created nature, abiding within it,
He revelled in His wonder.
Thou, 0 Lord, art the Creator, the Beneficient One,
in Thy pleasure Thou blessest all,
Thou knowest all, giving life Thou takest it in a moment, too.
Yea, abiding in Thy Creation,
thou keepest all under Thy eye and alt pleased.
Here, again, the main point stressed is that He created Himself
and also created nature and then abided in it. This presents two
aspects of God, the nirguna or WIthout attributes, as he is in -Himself and sar,guna or with attributes, as he expresses Himself through
nature. Ea~Jier in this hymn, the two aspects of Brahma, the creator and Vishnu, the preserver, had been described; here, the
aspect of Shiva as the destroyer is presented. Guru Nanak conceived God as One entity playing all the roles of these three deities
and in this passage, he presents the Lord as the beneficient One
but also the One who gives and takes away life and as the Creator who watches happily the play that he has staged.
But much more than the theory of the creatIOn of the Universe, Guru N::l.nak was concemed with defining the concept of
God and man's relationship to Him. The two together provided
the basis of his philosophy and gave meaning to the objective of
life.
Durmg the Vedic age, the plurality of g9ds came to be rejected and the idea of one God began to emerge. Pantheism gave
place to monism, the supra-intelligence that expresses itself in all
thmgs. But it W.1S still a per.wnahzed god ilke Prajapati. In the
V panishads, a new tendency developed to elevate some impersonal
force or entity as the supreme principle. Later, the concept of
Prahma was developed ; He came to be accepted as the fine essen
ce that pervades the Universe and "grows into all the points of
the compass." Thus, Brahma became omnipresent and was considered immortal. And since man co-existed with Him, he too had
something of the immortal in him. Brahma was one and yet many:
this was taught in the Brahamanas. The greatest achievement of
the Upanishadic period was the relationshIp of BraluM and A/rna,
the identification of the individual soul with God. It was a discovery of something in the individual soul which was immortal
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and was identical with Parmataman. This was called Atman. As
the Universe was in a flux and in an endless motion, and at its
heal t there was peace and rest which constituted the permanent,
unchanging reality, the Brahma. So in man, ever restless, always
in quest and commotion, there abided the reality, the Atman. For
the first time, the Upanishads defbed God a'1d, what is more, found
him in the heart of man. From this notion, they concluded that
when man left the world, he became one with Him. In the words
of Chandogya Upanishad. "This myself within the heart is Brahma.
I depart from hence and merge in him"..
The identity of Brahma and A tma is explained in several ways
in the Upanishads but nowhere so profoundly and artistically as in
the famous saying Tat Tvam Asi. "That art Thou", in the.Cllandogya Upanishad in the dialogue between Uddalaka and his son Svetaketu. It is one of the most fascinating pieces of literary writing
in which the father explains to the son, through the use of several
similes, the nature of Reality or the Truth (Satya). Reality is one,
the rest is only form, just as everything made of every clay is essentially clay and yet is given different names. In the same way, all
things are transient; only the true and· permanent is Brahma.
Through several parables, expressed in passages of superb artistic
aubety, coup:-:d with logic and deep understanding of life, Uddalak~
explains to Svetaketu how the individual soul merges into God and
loses its individuality as rivers do in the sea, as salt does in water,
as the taste of honey collected from different flowers mixes inextricably and as the subtle essence lives in the seed from which sprouts
the tree, so does the subtle essence live in Svetaketu and "That are
Thou"! That is how the father taught his son to know the un·
knowable and to see the unseeable and recognize that the human
soul was one with God.
Guru Nanak had his own concept of God, very much in line
with the Upanashadic concept though he defined it in his own way.
His concept is best described in Mul-Mantra, the fundamental formula of the Sikh faith. "The one and only one God, whose name
is True, the Creator, the all pervading, without fear, without hate,
immortal, unborn, self-existent, enlightener, gracious, true- in the
beginning, true in primeval age. True He is and true He shall be".
This is a c'Jmprehensive definition covering so many facets of the
Lord. This is very near to the definition ill Mundaka Upanishad;
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which describes Him: "Self-luminous is that Being and formless.
He" dwells within all and without all. He is unborn, pure, greater
than ti.e greatest, without breath, without mind."
Guru Na'nak still goes farther in his abstract definition of God
and in Rag Sorath says:
~l::f, »fuTa, ~H, »faiB'a or f31l OlT'g 0 OlaHT I

wf3,

~.»f~01,
ff~,
.
,",
I'

?iT f:m 3 1(t, 0

~ow I

Invisible,~In.fin(te, incomprehensib'e, unperceivable, timeless,
without action, without caste, without birth, self-existent, without
attachment and without illusion.
And again in the Japji :
QTfutl-l T 0 ~Tfe cit3T 0 ~fu

»flU »fIN fc"a~ Rfe I

He can neither be set up (like an idol in a temple) nor can He
be created. He bim9illf is the Immaculate One.
And again in the Japji :
R~ ReT Iltrr Iltj Rlf<J~, RlB'T 1l'B'T olel,
~ ~T, ~Ill; tITfe oT tPlll, O't1oT [tIfo O'B'TeTI

God is eve. true, He is the true Lord and of true Name. He
who made the U:liverse, is and will be, is neither seen nor will He
pass away.
We could present many more examples in which God is p:esented both as sarguna (with attributes) and as nirguna (without
attributes), but Guru Nanak's object was to bring God nearer to
man, so he presented Him in human and personal terms so that He
should be appreciated by the non-philosophical mind. He takes
his similes from domestic, social and political life of the time. His
mystical and poetical gifts make it possi!?le to present, with great
acumen and sensitivity. those aspects of God which make it easier
for a man to comprehend and love Him.
Taking a parallel from political life. Guru Nanak describes
God as the king of kings. As a king was the symbol of authority
on the earth, and was 'also the law-giver and dispenser of justice,
and punished the sinners and rewarded the loyal subjects, so the
True King (Sacha Sahib), nay the King of the Kings, was the Lord
of the whole Universe and his law (hukam) prevailed everywhere.
The greatness of the True King was beyoed description. He was
the store-house of all virtues; He was immortal, just purt:, unim-
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peachable and enjoyed unlimited powers. The earthly kings were
born and they died and were often dethroned and beheaded but
the True King enjoyed supreme authority unquestionably. Many
examples could be collected from his works where the Lord is presented as the King of Kings, but two or three would do.
RT<:1 T u l f3 RTf<:1~ 0 1 001 o~ o;:t~T I
OR
oTOOI OIT UT3F1TiJ ~5 (') or~
I
OR
~R HcP U13RTiJ tl ~cg~ ~ ClT~ I

R 1../Tf3R T<l

m"PiJ

But the most fascinating aspect of Guru Nanak is the loving
way he describes Him. The Lord is so near, so dear to him that
Guru Nanak is filled with great emotional upsurge.

H<J

t[l3HT

H 3S
- fiR)-

H qS

faQ ~?Q. 0 07f~ I

l]{?0'- 0 Sl~ 3= 3'~fiJ Fltf
~fu I
-r-

o my Love, I have no one but Thee,

Except Thee, I like none: and by loving Thee,
I am at peace.
And again:
l)-(ll::fT tiT?l fcgFla J-Ifa tiT~ I

If I remember Him, I live: If I forget Him. I die.

And who can forget the long hymn in Sri Rag which begins
with the following words:
-a Ho l)fRT "<:To fR€t \!Tf3 010 ;:IRT :;:w.; OIH5f"<:T I
'5<:101 oT'5 U5T~1l){ g1 f~ 01H l'HR3f"<:T I
J.l' ;:tlllil ~ulfC! ~ fao ;:t'5 Ho~. fa~f"<:T ,

;:t'5

o my IT.ind, Love thy Lord, like the lotus loveth water.
The waves shake it to the roots ; but it blossoms forth in lo\'e.
The creatures living in water die without it.
Guru Nanak is not satisfied with this one simile alone but added more of them to express his great longing for the Lord. He
loves his Lord as the fish loves water, as the Chatrik loves rain and
wants to mingle with the Lord as water does milk and finally as
Chakvi loves the sun and would not sleep for a moment, and. even
though he is far, she thinks he is near to her.
And again:
lliO"<:TB lliO<J~ ~T~ ~~ ~gorTij "OlH'
Hal l-fcS HoT H?i "OT3 1 oTB fullil~ olH I
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In my mind ringeth the unstruck music (of bliss)
Yea, my mind is imbued with the love of my Lord.
Here the love of his Lord brings to Guru Nanak the music of
the spheres. There is no iimit to His devotion to hIs Master.
There is a deep sense of int imacy between Guru Nanak and his
Lord. Much of his longing is described in the first person and
there is a sense of belonging to Him. God is not only omnipotent
but a dear friend whom he refers as RHO or )-[13 as in the following
lines:
<J~ af8<J TCJT RT:j1oT Hl31 lli?0'131
Sacrifice am I unto Thee, my stainless friend.
l){T~q R;:R; <J~ ~l:fT BaRo

30 TolH

Come, come, 0 my Friend, come to me so that
I may see Thy vision.
But the most passionate love of the Lord is described through
the symbolism of conjugal love. In human terms, there is no higher
passion than man's love for woma,l or the husband's love for his
wife. Guru Nanak uses this symbol to bring God nearest to human
understanding. This love is described in some of the most impassioned and piognant vel ses. In the style of the Sufis, man is the
beloved and the Lord is the lover and 'she' looks to Him not only
for love, but protection and kindness and all the gifts of life. With
Him everything is consumated ; without him, life has no meaning. There are so many such hymns, but for want of time we can
study only one and get into the spint and passion pervading them.
Each one of them is a poetical gem, rare and precious, but the love
and devotion and utter self-abnegation are expressed in all of them.
The hymn, so well known, begins with these lines but I venture to
give the En31ish translation in full.

Ha1 C!e: ~~ 8 Tfew i<§ Rl~ l)fTfel)/T
3§ l{u aCTa R?~T f3fo 5~1 c53 C!glfel)/T

I

The peacocks dance; la, the rains have come
o Lord, Thy dagger-sharp eyes are alluring like a
woman's, and I am beguiled by their lure.
I am a sacrifice to Thy vision, 0 God,
Yea, dedicate I myself to Thy name.
It is on Thee that I pride; Yea, without Thee
on whom can I lean?
Break thy cosy bed and thy ivory bracelets, 0 woman,'
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and thy arms, yea and the arms of thy bed ;
For, even though thou bedeckest thyself so,
the spouse enjoyeth with others.
Thou neither hast true bracelets, nor bangles.
nor thou knowest the pedlar who hawks them.
But the arms that girdle not the Lord's neck,
o burnt be those arms.
All my mates have gone out to enjoy their union with their
spouses,
but I the wretched one, know not whither to go ?
a my friend, I wear beauteous looks, but the Lord loveth me
not.
I have woven my hair in lovely plaits and put vermillion in
their parting
But when I go to the Lord, I am approved not,
and so in the anguish do I grieve.
When I weep in distress, the whole world weeps with me,
Yea, and also the winged birds in the woods,
But my sense of separateness weeps not,
which had torn me from my Lord.
I saw my Lord come and go in a dream and weep for joy,
But I can go not to him, nor send him word through a
courier.
Come then, 0 beloved sleep that I may see my Lord
at least in my dream.
What shall I then offer him, Nanak,
who telleth me about my Lord?
Yea, cut thy head off and make that His seat and serve
Him
thou then surrendering to Him thy head.
Oh. how shall I live, if the Lord be a stranger to me ?
It is a long hymn portraying the anguish when the Lord is not
there and the infinite longing with which Guru Nanak prays to the
Lord to come to him. It is sublime poetry at its best and it contains the deepest feelings of human love for God.
Every aspect of conjugal love has been described in it ; the
wish of the woman to be desired by her master, the effort she makes
towards that end, the happiness and fulfilment on being accepted.
the pangs of waiting, the frustration of being denied and every
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change of mood the woman undergoes with the change of the
season. The study of such deep love is, indeed, rewarding.
It must be remembered that these hymns portray the relationship of God and the human soul. The relationship of Atman and
Parmatman is described in a few incisive words.
Frs Hfc:r tif3 ;:jf3 ~
f3Fr

Rre

I

-e t1 Tofe Fr9 Hfc:r 'ilToi! dfu I

Thou art the light that pervadeth all,
'Tis thy light that lights all hearts.
It means that the soul is just a spark of the fire that is God.
Man partakes that fire and this is what makes the soul immortal.
Here the mcrOCOS(l) and micl"Ocosm meet together.
Guru Amal," 'pass has also clearly stated this relationship of
Atman and Parmalman.

Ho ~ ~f3 H'il! ~

I)fTtJeT 1~ U~T~

o my mind, thou art

the embodiment
of Divine Light; know thy essence.
Here, the word Hn is not so much as mind, as translated by
Dr Gopal Singh. It refers to the soul which is advised to find its
true essence, which is nothing other than Parmalma. Th is is the
oneness of the soul and God, the Ultimate Reality.
Let us now examine the concepts of the transmigration of the
soul and samsara and their correlated concept of karma.
When Brahmanism accepted and modified the primitive beliefs
and turned them into dogmas, it rationalized the animistic belief
that the soul of man, after his death, mig ated to another person
or animal. Once this concept was accepted, it was turned into the
theory of karma and the transmigration of the soul, because it
provided the simplest and in some ways the most acceptable or
plausible explanation of the inequalities of life, particularly inequalities imposed on mln at the time of his buth. Why are some
people born high and some low? Why are some people prosperous and others miserably poor? The answer is that all this is
the result of karma or actions performed in the previous lives. It
is just the inexorable law of good or bad effects resulting from
one's actions. As you sow, so shall you reap. This provided an excellent explanation of the destmy of each person.
Man is endowed with a personality and this permits him a
certain amount of freedom. He has the privilege to commit mis~
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takes and also to rectify them. He is placed in a much higher
stage of evolution than beasts and birds. Whereas animals and
birds react instinctively, man is endowed with reason and judgement and his actions are voluntary. But his freedom is limited.
His conduct in the p,esent life and the cumulative effect of several
lives lived in the past influence his actions. One's past is not like
a cloak that could be discarded and thrown away; it is always
there, influencing the present as the present will influence the future.
Each successive life permits him to grow and improve his chances
of ultimate freedom. This is the law of Karma and this provides
a continuity to life and a vision of the final goal.
Out of the concept of karma evolved the idea of samsara. the
unending cycle of births and deaths. Though it did provide a
sense of continuity to life and the possibility of ultimate moksha.
the prospect as such was frightening. This endless world of
samsara or perpetual flux must be ended and liberation sought
from it. Life in terms of samsara became a crushing burden and
caused a sense of revulsion and loathing among the Upanishadic
seers. The human body. once considered divine. came to be looked
upon as something foul and evil-smelli.ng and given to sorrow,
decay and death. It resulted in the most pessimistic philofoophy of
the world and life negation. Jainism has the distinction of presenting in a parable the most frightful picture of man's life on earth.
He is presented as hanging upside down in a well, with a gigantic
serpent waiting below to devour him, and an elephant above to
crush him. At the edge of the well is a tree with a honeycomb
from which drops of honey fall into his mouth and give him some
comfort, but the roots of the tree are being eaten up by two black
and white rats (which represent day and night) and the all-consuming time must send him down the well. This is, indeed, the most
dreadful picture that could be painted and represents the most
pessimistic outlook on life and presents the world as a place of
terror and agony. This was the reason that Jainism recommended
renunCiation of the world and the mortification of the body.
Guru Nanak accepted the three ideas of transmigration. samsara and karma and wove them into his system. Transmigration
he taught, was based on karma, the actions of the present and the
past lives. He, however, does not subscribe to the karma of caste.
to which, beside> others. Krishna gave so much importance in the
Bhagvad Geeta. No actions are binding on a man because of his
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birth in any particular caste. A man is free to act, but be will be
judged on the b:lsis of his actions. Guru Nanak was of the view
that a great deal of his karma, man brought with him but he also
had the freedom to change his destiny in this world through leading an ethical life, through service of mankind and finally through
simran. But at no place did Guru Nanak portary this world as a
vale of tears. misery and unhappiness. He subscribed to the philosophy of the world and life affirmation: it is a world in which
the Lord Himself lives and. therefore, life should be rich. full of
work and 8('tivity. He condemned renunciation and monasticism
and, through his own example, advocated the life of a householder
and taught that salvation could be attained through a life of noble
actions. Metaphorically, he presented Yama in the next world weighing in a balance the good and bad actions performed in one's
life and rewarding and punishing each soul accordingly. But
essentially this was a picturesque way of laying stress on ethical
life.
(iTi'iOl tt'Pli ~uTfu

ci

ffift! i'iT~ tIo'i a<JTf8~T I

ere

A~ ~1 Am foss ~~ ~ft!
ttilWfuw ,
tiT@' (i UTferi'i ~f5l'liTo li~ Oll'S ;:?ttfc;r ~J1f8~T J

§li

3a

(iTfe

03 R fttfe are

~TfCJ

dle fA OOIe ~TfF.iI)fT

J

f8ft! (iT~ tICJli ~~Tf8~T I

Nanak, creating the world of life and implanting the
Name within it, God made it the dharma's seat.
Before it only the truthful are judged to be true; the sinners
are picked and marked out as such.
The false ones find no refuge; their faces are blackened;
Yes, they are marched off to hell.
They who were imbued with Thy Name, 0 Lord, won
(the game of life) and the deceivers were deceived.
Thou implanting Thyself in our bodies
makest them the seat of dharma.
It would be noticed that the world is pr<:'iented as the seat of
dharma and is, therefore, invested with goodness and nobility. )t
is not something evil to be despised. Men will be judged on the
basis of truth in them and there is no refuge for the sinners. They
will be judged and p'Jnished in hell. But those who are imbued
with the Lord's Name will be saved. This is how the law of karma
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operates in Guru Nanak's vision of the world.
Finally, we come to what is moksha. Moksha means release,
liberation or escape. Once we accept that escape from the cycle
of births and deaths is desirable, moksha of release automatically
becomes the desired end. It can be achieved through one's own
efforts, through the help of a guru and finally through the grace of
God.
The Samkya School of Philosophy, which did not believe in
God. regarded moksha as the total merger of the soul in its own
eternal and timeless essence. It did not regard moksha as the merging of the soul into the Eternal Soul. Yoga described various
stages, two of ethical living and six of contemplation to achieve
moksha. But Yoga insisted on the help of a guru and its guru and
its modus operandi was meditation. Moksha, according to Yoga
was detachment from the world and other souls. According to the
Upani'hads, particulaily as presented by Shankara, the founder of
Advaita, moksha was the identification of the individual soul with
the Absolute. Guru Nanak regarded moksha as the highest development of mystic consciousness: it is the merging of the infinite into
the infinite. Life for Guru Nanak begings with ethics and ends with
mysticism. Guru Nanak believed that not only is ,individual effort
essential, but the guidance of a guru is inescapable. He laid great
emphasis on the guru. Finally, the grace of God is necessary for
achieving moksha. Though he stressed ethical actions, the marga of
salvatIOn was the bhakti marga. And bhakti at the spiritual level
is nothing but meditation. Neither through Jnan, nor through
actions, but it is through bhakti that man could achieve moksha.
The purpose of life, according to Guru Nanak, was the realization
of God. And his philosophy of religion, coupled with the way of
life that he advocated, was meant to achieve only one thing: man's
soul should merge into the Supreme Soul; Atman and Parmalman
should become one and inseparable.
Guru Nanak described the Grace of God in a few, significant
and memorable words :

forlli TtilJ. forl){T ~O!BT itT or~ ot!fo ora f~
it f3lJ. eJT~ oT?)orTorTOl<J. <lit Ol-are I

I

Wdcther thou be a swan, or a heron thou art saved
only by the Lord's grace.
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Nanak, if the Lord so willeth. He tumeth even a
crow into a swan.
The ,urport of the hymn is crystal clear. It indicates how
complete a transformation can be brought about by the grace of
God. It does not matter what is the actual state of man; when
the Lord is pleased, nothing can come in the way of complete
salvation. Sometimes, years of hard labour and dedicated service
are required and sometimes, one simple act is enough to win the
Lord's blessings. Such is the unlimited scope of His kindness.
Without His grace, man's efforts are of no avail. And once his
grace is granted, this is what happens:

.

.

sri R~- R~ ~ R'ijl'ijlol
33 ~ t/aH 3~ fi.rgrfBllil 'O'ear RCIf<!

R"·

qH1C11 I

In the clean vessel is the Lord's Truth contained, but how
many are clean from withiq ?
Yea, the Light of the individual soul mergeth in the light
of the Oversoul,
and so Nanak seeks the refuge of God, his Lord.
This is the glorious end to which a man can aspire. The
individual soul merges into the Infinite. Soul and becomes part of
that Supreme Reality.
We should now look back and have a bird's-eye view of Indian
philosophy and assess Guru Nam.k's contribution to it. Guru
Nanak belonged to the Idealistic School and though he was profoundly influenced by the Upanishadic concepts, he gave his own
interpretation of the concepts of God a'ld moksha. He subscribed
to the view that God was the Supreme Intelligence and He created
the Universe, but Guru Nanak sought to bring God nearer to mankind and regarded the Universe as the manifestation of God. In
this way, world and life became sacred and profoundly acceptable.
Life was necessary for religious experience which in, its turn, was
the mystic way to moksho, God beca.me a friend and lover of man.
Karma was defined in ethical terms and samsara was resolved through the grace of God. Devotion and meditation were the means
of salvation. It was a complete and ~comprehensive philosophy
which gave meaning and purpose to life. And what is more, the
message of Guru Nanak was couched in hymns of rare simplicity,
beauty and profundity,

LECTURE TWO

RELIGION AND ETHICS
It is said that on August 20th, 1507, Guru Nanak, at the
age of thirty·eight. underwent the great mystic experience on the
bank of the Rivulet Wayyain at Sultanpur. It is true that he
had been mystically inclined for some years before the crucial
date; His parents had complained of his long spells of silence
at Talwandi. Having been disturbed by his unwillingness to
adopt any profession for earning his livelihood and owing to his
habit of seeking the company of sadhus and medicants, they sent
him to Sultanpur to serve as the' store-keeper of Nawab Daulat
Khan. He spent three years at Sultanpur and, besides'distributing grain at the modikhana, spent the rest of his time in prayer
and meditation. The great mystic experience referred to above
changed the course of his life; he decided to give up his job and
devote the rest of his life to what has been described in his
janamsakhis (biographies) as "showing the true path to the suffering humanity."
What was the nature of that mystic experience? That people undergo mystic experience cannot be denied in a country
such as India where since the significant pronouncement of Tat
Tvam Asi lThat art thou), there have been many people belonging
to different faith who took to the mystic way of life. Buddhist
religion centres on the fact of the enlightenment of the Buddha.
Mohammed underwent many mystic experiences; in fact, the
writing of the whole Quran is believed to have happened under
mystic conditions. Jesus is supposed to have heard the words,
"Thou art my beloved son and I have chosen thee." This was
the direct experience of God that Jesus underwent and this is the
basis of the whole of Christianity. Moses saw God in the burning bush and St. Paul experienced a vision on the road to Damascus. The sense of having felt the presence of the Divine have
bee.l meltioned by Socrates, Plato. Augustine, D.mte and many
more In the West, but in the East, be~ides the innumerable seers
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and saints in the past, Ramarkrishna Parmahansa and Aurobindo
in the present age have given a fair account of their experiences
in the state of trance when they were face to face with the Universal Soul. The fact is that all religions began with the divine
experiences of the prophets who founded them. The Hindu religion,
though it has no founder originating prophet, has been characterized throughout its ~g hIstory by the belief that there is a liVing
spiritual Reality Or Power which could be sought by everyone
according to his capacity. There is a firm belief in the existence
of the inner spirit, which h as to be realized and, through it, the
~upreme Being or Universal Soul has to be reached. The whole
aim of life, expressed by the Vedantic seers, and, in one form or
other accepted by subsequent thinkers, is that self-realization and
realization of the existence of God are correlated experiences and
that the Infinite is in Itself the justification of the finite. The
followers of Vishnu, Shiva, Shakti, Krishna and Rama may have
disputed their respective importance or expressed the superiority
ofone cult over another, yet the governing idea of life in an
these faiths has been that through the various stages of development, through ethical living, yogic exercises or through the help
and guidance of a preceptor the individual soul should raise
itself to the plane of the Universal Spirit. This, it is believed. is
attained by an inner experience and not through learning or
intellectual investigations. The enlightenment or spiritual awakening comes through the divine yearning of the soul for consummation With tRe Ultimate Reality.. This yearning has been expre~sed
in one ofthe Upanishads as follow:
From appearance lead me to Reality.
From darkness lead me to Light.
From death lead me to Immorality.
Self-realization is absolutely necessary; this constitutes the
flowering' of the inner spirit and starts the quest for the Eternal
with the full belief that God is the centre of all existence and it
is He who has to be reached.
Guru Nanak lived his younger days steeped in the feeling of
the presence of the Divine Spirit but the expel'ience on that significant date "as the realization of the Absolute, the feeling of
standing face to face with Him and accepting the mission assigned
to him. The first stage of this kind of experience is known as
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dhl'ana and involves concentrated attention on one particular
object. When the mind is deeply involved in one thing, it becomes unconscious of the existence of other things. In our daily
work, too often we get so absorbed that we lose consciousness of
our surroundings. But in aU such activities, undivided attention
of one's mind is taken up by one particular work or exercise or
idea. These activities are related to concrete things, subject to
the response of our senses. The next stage comists in concentrating
on an abstract entity through the help of an image or idol, preferably through the name of any of the avtaras, e.g. Vishnu
or Shiva or Krishna or Rama or the one of the Gurus. Here,
though the idea is abstract, the object or personality is concrete,
and with deep effort and concentration, it leads us to the threshold of spiritual life where we lose our own consciousness and
begin to feel the presence of these saints or avtaras. Meditation,
however, is a higher stage, whereall consciousness of the external
world ceases, where the past, the present and the future become
extinct, time ceases to exist and the finite merges in the infinite.
The being and becoming coalesce and the individual is no longer
an individual but a part of the Universal Soul The result is eternal peace, a kind of light pervades the mind and all fears, tensions,
bodily ailments, aU restrictions and limitations disappear. This is
an exeperience which is the be-all and end-all of all spiritual effort.
It is true that very few persons and only the selected ones undergo such an experience. Even with them, it is not a continued
state of being: it is intermittent and comes at intervals. After a
while, the samadhi ends and with it the experience is over. But
with that the spirit gains freedom and new kind of life begins. Indeed, it is difficult, ifnot altogether impossible, to describe this experience. We, who have only heard of it, and have not come anywhere near it, are only presumptuous when we write and talk about
it. But so many mystics have given us insight into it in their own
subtle ways that we take up the courage to write about it. And Within the limitation of words, because words are so imperfect in themselves, we seek to do the best we can. Didn't the poet say:
I sometime~ take it half a sin
To put in words the grief! feel,
For words, like nature, half reveal
Am! hJ.lf conceal the soul Within.
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The nearest approach by the common people to mystic experiences comes in those rare moments when they are thrilled by the
beauty of the dawn or the sunset, by the expanse of the sea. by
the magic of poetry. by the impact of great worles of arts. by the
pure innocence of a child or by the deep human love where their
personal selves are not involved and the joy is untouched by any
sense of personal gain or loss. It is possible to express the thin
and evanescent quality of these human experiences, but the type of
the experience Guru Nanak underwent if> best described by silence.
There is no conceptual image to describe that experience. Here is
what Kabir says about it :
"There is an endless world, 0 my brother, and there is
the nameless being of whom naught can be said.
Only he knows it who has reached that region ; it is
other than all that is heard or said.
No form, no body, no length, no breadth is seen there ;
how can I tell you what it is ?"
But there is another side of this experience. The myst ic experience proves the presence of a transcendent self in man. It is a
revelation of God in man. Our powers of apprehension are undeveloped but if we develop them, we not only disco,er ourselves but
we C!>tablish a contact with the deeper reality which is God. This
is the exact meaning of Tat Tvam As; (That are thou).
Having undergone that great mystic experience, Guru Nanak
sought through his teachings to make people conscious of the
inner-self within them and help them to overcome the barriers that
lie between the individual soul and the Supreme Soul. In the mu/mantra, he gave his concept of the "One and only God, whose name
is true, who is the Creator, all-pervading, without fear, without
hate, immortal, unborn. self-existent, enlightener, gracious. who is
true in the beginning, true in primeval age, true who is and true
who shall be." He developed the idea of the abstract God into
sarguna and nirguna, i. e. God with attribute:> and God without
attributes, and finally he formulated a concept of a personal God
in the forms of a lover, a father, a mother, a brother, a companion
and a friend, the God who can be won over through love and devotion. This is how he brought us, by stages, nearer to God. But it
would be noticed that in the lapp. immediately after the mu/-mantra
he expressed deep concern about the mercurial and restless mind
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which is one of the main impediments in the way of human advancement on the spiritual path. That he refers to this restlessness so
early in the Japji, is a measure of tile importance he placed on the
control of the mind. He mentions four aspects of the mind, J.l(l) ",1
'fa (the purification of the mind), J.l?) \'21 ~U (silence as a means
of controIling the mind). 1-\(1) ;:;1 ~l:f (the unappeasable hunger of·
. the mind) and finaIly )-10 til fp»f1cu (the subtle ingenuity of the
mind.) It has to be admitted that RB RIB 0 ;j~~ it R.n 8l:f
",to has been interpreted in two ways:
first, that God cannot be
conceived through the intellect or that enlightenment is not an intellectual state of the mind, and secondly that not all the waters of
the world can cleanse the mind, or that bathing is not a means of
purifications so far as the mind is concerned. Both the aspects have
been stressed by Guru Nanak in his writings. He did not trust
learning and intellect as the means of spiritual advancement. Learning does widen the range of our interests, it does increase
our knowledge of the world. But the type of knOWledge
needed for knowing the One who cannot be known through
the senses and seeing the One who cannot be seen by these
eyes cannot be learnt through books. Books certainly have their
value but if we have a hunger within us for realizing the Absolute,
for sensing the Infinite within ourselves, and for seeing His presence in all things, then not all the learning in the world is going to
help us. In fact, for all things connected with the spiritual world,
intellect is not adequate. It may, generally speaking, be a hinderance rather than help. It raises doubts, questions the veracity of
spiritual concepts and insi~ts on some kind of logical proof for
such beliefs. It refuses to accept the idea that spiritualism is
supra-consciousness, supra-intellect and, therefore, does not come
within its ken. Mysticism begins where intellect ends. It does
not deal with facts but with a state of consciousness where the
conscious mind does not play any part. It is a much higher state
of existence where this world, conceived by the sense organs, is
left behind and the mystic reaches a new world, a world of pure
light. Light makes things bright; intellect is satisfied with the
illuminated objects but is unable to conceive the source of light.
Intellect conceives the human eye in terms of lenses and images,
but unable to understand the power· that makes the eye see. Yes,
it offers its hypothesis of the sensory nerves and the messages of
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the brain, but beyond the hypOthesis, it has nothing to offer. The
mystic goes beyond all senses, to the living force within us and
seeks to merge this spark into the Eternal Fire of which it is but a
part. In matters spiritual, the mind must becomes still, cease its
endless wanderings and learn to concentrate on one single object
which will serve as the gateway to regions much higher than the
playthings of this world.
Guru Nanak's main objection to learning was that it
served to increase egoism. The well-known verse in Asa di Val'
beginning with ufs ur.s iJlill B~llllfu,. uf;J uf;J i~;lll(fu R'l:I indicates
that learning unl~s it helps in understanding the purpose of life
and in the sinaini·(1f the Lord's praises, only feeds egoism which
increases the 1iirter restlessness. Again he says: mftl fBftl
WllfT aOT erf':llfT wnich means that the more one is intellectually inclined, the more one is lost in mental gymnastics. It can
also mean that learning is not an essential pre-requisite of spiritual experience or of the grace of God and in some cases like that
of Marlow's Dr. Faustus, it can lead them astray.

ufa ufa

~~f<1 ~cT

l:flfu

~~ fAl'J.fT~ l){~ ipf<J

J

I

The more a man readeth, the mOre he goeth astray.
The more he sharpenth his wits, the more he cometh and
goeth.
If, on the other hand, we regard 1-'(') ~l J:!tI as pertaining to the purification through bathing at pilgrim-spots, Guru
Nanak has condemned it in no uncertain terms :

3totll Hfo t1i 3fo ~a I
P.itIT oTf31){T ~:e gT t1f~lliJ! do
l:I1<Jfu 'Q3t ~}1;31l){"t:!'fo f~12 fotia ,
R't1 m l){eo'f3llil ~a fR ~Ol -eo I
OT~ ~
~ g,~

j

People go to bathe at pilgrim-spots which evil minds and with
the bodies of thieves. So, while one part is washed the other parts
are soiled twice over. Flom outside, they, are clean like a toomri
(a bitter. speeies of gourd) but from within they are full of poiso:l.
Blessed are the saints even without bathmg, and the thieves remain
thieves even after the ce~monial bathing at sacred place.
And again he says :
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The Lord's Name hath the merit of a pilgrimage to the
sixty-eight holies; yea, through it one is rid of all one's sins. The
blind, unwise one churneth water and seeketh to find the quintessence ; but if one churneth the curd of virtue led by the Guru's
word, one attaineth the elixit of the Lord's Name. The wayward
man is ignorant of the reality and is like an animal.
The world is so constituted that its glamour and glitter are
associated with wealth, wine. women and war. They are supposed to
provide the so-called greatest thrill and pleasures of life. Literatures of all languages have romanticized them and made them
appear as the most-sought-after things. They are looked upon as
the best gifts the world has to bestow upon us. Wealth alone
has the capacity to buy anything sold in the market, besides
making available services that make life richly enjoyable. It is
not surprising that the minds runs after them and in order to
l.\chieve them wiltingly commit one sin after another. Sins run
on the conveyor belt system ; one leads to another. The
resulting impurity of the mind cannot be washed by visits to
pilgrimage and by having baths there. Guru Nanak says that it
is only the simran of the name of God that will help to cleanse
the mind. The mind is attuned to sin a.nd under one pretext or
another turns to sinful ways. It is only the elixir of the Lord's
Name that is strong enough to overcome all sinful temptations.
Guru Nanak has given a clear-cut answer to this problem:

gaW Hf3 tjTtjT ~ FifaT
~'l till (')T~ ~ afar
When the mind is depraved by sins,
it can be cleansed by the love of the Lord's Name.
Let us now turn to He t!l ~1.l. It is an idea made
popular by the Yogic. Silence is a great virtue if utilized for
contemplation. In itself, it is a fraud to cheat the untutored,
common folk. Today, there are some so-caIled spiritual leaders
whose fame rests on their having maintained silence for years.
The mind does notcease its wanderings, and its imaginative
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flights are not curtailed simply because one has shut one's
mouth In fact, inactivity makes it more active. It becomes the
devil's workshop. The mind must be occupied in fruitful
activity ; otherwise, it seeks the devil. Silence will not help, it
cannot bring peace to the mind. It is the disciplined mind that
runs on the purposeful course.
.
Not many comments are required on the unappeasable
hunger of the mind. There is no end to the demands of the
mind. No amount of wealth seems to satisfy man; he wants
more and more and still more. His race is like that of the
peasant in Tolstoy's story. "How much land a man needs". A
certain peasant was permitted to own a'l much land as he could
encircle on foot in the course of one day. He ran the whole
day long to cover as wide an area as he could but when, at the
time of sunset, he reached the starting-point, he was so
exhausted and done up that he collapsed and died. A piece of
land, just big enough for his grave, was marked out on the
ground and assigned fo.. his burial. In the end, that is all the
land a man needs! As for the wealth and the precious articles
so feverishly collected by man; does he carry any of them with
him? Truly, what we carry with us are own karmas, i.e. our
good and bad deeds, At one place, Guru Nanak describes the
mind in a rich and wholesome language :

HaT :efeI)fT'ST R3t fQo (') o~ ,
8s1 cruclwul UTti~ HTfel)f1 l){faor 'Sal
H(')

I

My mind, to my Beneficient Lord sticketh not,
For it is lured away by greed and deceit and hypocrisy
and sin and is to maya deeply bound.
With a mind like this, inclined to greed, deceit, hyprocrisy
and sin, is it surprising that its instatiable hunger cannot beappeased by worldly goods ? Actually, its appetite increases
as you feed it. Something more potent is required to discipline
such a mind.
And lastly H~ Bl fRl)ffoU, the subtle ingenuity of the
mind, which can always offer a plausible excuse or explanation
for whatever actions we do. Ther~ is a built-in system of justification within us and w;lalever the magnitude of our sins, 110Wever heinous or odious or atrocious the crime, we can always
rationalize it. But whom are we trying to deceive? Ourselves
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or God, the Undeceivable ?
Guru Nanak has some superb comments to make on the
mercurial mind and how it can be turned into a temple of God.

)){flcHllliF1c fRfu

~fQ RId' I

fooa~ -aofH )){QTU I
1.I~<! Ulit ))ffiIOl f~~~ I

ffiJ

3dt fo-a"tlCi FP~ Ci~

f3ij Hf<J

I

~I){T of~ ~lfu I

\{<!~f3 CiTCi~ ~ CiT l:flfe- I

If one disciplines the mind, endowed with eight psychic
powers and through deeds contemplates the True One, the Everdetached, and overwhelms the humours born of wind, water and
fire, then within his heart abideth the immaculate and true
Name of God, and death catcheth him not.
Guru Nanak not only tells us how to discipline the mind
through the contemplation of the True One but also how to
escape death and the cycle of samsara.
And again, he says :

reu HCl m;~ mJ UlfCl sFi oTOOf CiT'i l)iQT~

l1ini Hm fH'5I~

I

iilCl3 T '5rcif RTf;; fl.ll11l~ I

The mercurial mind can be held and made to abide in
Truth, its real home, when the Lord's Name is its support,
and it loveth the Lord truly. Then the Creator-Lord uniteth it
with Himself.
Guru Nanak further advises how this very restless mind
can be used to serve the soul for its union with the Lord I

H?i RU~ ft:r3 R3RfCl
l!;:P l.I..t e R~ ;:t R~

OT~~ 9T~O UT3T f::(U3

reo faft:!

RTf<Js

orcr

o~ ~

I
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Let thy mind be the abode (of God) washed in the pool
of Truth and make loaf-offerings of devotion and dedicate to
him even thy life; thus, wilt thou enjoy union with thy Lord.
Apart from insisting on the mind for a true approach to
religion. Guru Nanak sought to tear the veils of ignorance which
had encrusted the minds of men in the shape of rites and
rituals and which were vehemently supported by the priests.
Reference has already been made to pilgrimages and bathing at
pilgrim-spots.
But much more important was the need to
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denounce the legacy of the past, which, through the authority of
the Atharva Veda and the Brahmanas, had imposed magic rites
and sacrificial rituals on the Hindu society. The Brahmanas had
made the rituals so important that they came to take the place
of religion itself. The rituals were supposed to have the power
to influence gods and produce results 'lought by the devotees.
Guru Nanak waged a war against rituals and exposed their
hollowness.
It is interesting to note that many of these rituals were
adopted, with suitable modifications, from the religion of the
primitive people. The primitive man conceived religion as something 's'l.cred' which, for him. was synonymous with what is
secret or mysterious. His religion was the outcome of fear, fear
of the ele:nental forces, fear of darkness, demons, ghosts and
spirits. For him, religion wa.s something forbidden, requiring
mystic sanction, without which fearful punishment was imposed
upon those meddled with it. So, it was confined to the few,
known as magicians. Because they were endowed With mystic
powers, the magicians were the most powerful and feared people
in the primitive society. They could manipubte the potency of
the 'sacred' through rituals in the shape of curse5 or bles,ings.
The potency was transfe:able through the help of super:latural
beings, through blood or corpses or animals and eve,} plants.
They believed in the cult of the ancestors who had to be propitiated through off~rings. Rituals were of primary importance
because through them the m:lgician had power over men, women
demons and witchei. The second most important element was
the sacrifice, which was a religious act and consecrated everyone
involved in the ritual, including the animal sacrificed. Sacrifice
involved complicated rituals and aU joining in them had to
undergo purification. From them ~merged the idea of purifica·
tion and defilement In the primitive society, m:l.gic was a living
reality and it could be utilized to do anything ; bring rain,
inflict pain and suffering, ensure victory in love and war, secure
better crops. Indeed, it covered the gamut of life.
When civilization had sufficiently advanced, and the pC/mltive society had givel! place to an agrarian and more stable
from of society, reflecting the g;owth of man's inner life, new
gods came to replace the vague spirits and d~m.)ns. They were
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gods such as Surya, Indra, Varuna, Agni, Soma, etc. with
specialized duties and they dominated the Vedic age. With the
establishment of States and cities, minor gods were forgotten and
only the important ones like Prajapati, Vishnu, Shiva and Varuna
came to be worshipped. With cities came temples ; and with
temples, priests. The priests, known as Brahmans, were holy
people, known for their piety and learning The enjoyed special
status and even the kings needed their blessings when assuming
reing of power.
But with kingly presents and other endowments, priests
became rich and were more concerned with retaining their power
and status than with worship. At the time of the Brahmanas,
the priestly class became very powerful and with the increase of
the importance of rituals, they assumed the position which the
magician enjoyed in the primitive society. They organized worship in such a manner that at every stage of life, from the time
of his birth to the day he left this world, every member of the
society needed their services.
The cult of ancestor-worship suited the Brahmin admirably.
He was tLe medium through whom the necessities of life could
be transmitted to the ancestors in the other world, It was he
who decided what were the things required by the dead ancestors
and at what intervals. And what would be the punishment
inflicted here and hereafter, on those who forgot to perform the
necessary rituals for the benefit of their ancestors. Things could
not be more advantageously arranged! Guru Nanak not only
debunked that concept at Hardwar when he attempted to irrigate
his fiel ds at. Kartarpnr by throwi ng water in the direction opposite to that in which the people at Hardwar were offering it to
their ancestors but. in fact, he was against all kinds of pilgrimages and against bathing at sacred places. Instead of these
ritualistic baths, he had other suggestion to make for cleansing
and purifying the inner-self.
;:rfg mB" orTf~T Hl;:rllli 9 Tel
HB"T 3Q ~f~ ,

m

faPl-lTfo HUT ofR C5T~l~ 9~1 HQ 3Q fooHC2 <1ft! I

o brother, if thou washest thy body thoroughly only with
water, thy mind cannot be cleansed of sins. But if thou bathest
in the ambros'al pool of knowledge, both thy mind and thy body
will be rendered clean.
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And again:
3laf~ OT~

wtt '3'ta~ oTl! 3 I

3ta~ Ra~ a~T'q

l1i3fa fCII))fTQ 3

I

tlla f'a1»fT?i RT~1 ~Tq 3ta~ 'eR 1:[08 Rt:!T t:!RI iJ'ijT I
\Itt o'l!
OfT Rt:!T w~ ~<! Y,9 Q~lt1OT I
RRlq iJ'ifft (')TI:! t:!T~ H'B 'BTal ~ fsot I

ma

aja

~~ foaH~ Rt:!' ~TO~

f0'3

RTtI '31a~ m:l0' I

Why should I go to bathe at the pilgrim-spots 1 I will
at the fount of the Lord's Name,
For the holy of holies is the contemplation of the Word
and the inner wisdom.
The Guru-given wisdom is the only eternal pilgrim-spot
where one washeth off all one's sins.
o my God, supporter of the earth, I seek but Thy name
alone.
Bless me Thou with it.
The whole world is sick: Thy name is the cure-all ;
without truth one's mind is stained.
But pure ever is the Guru's word; it illuminates all, it is
a pilgrim-spot for one to bathe in the Truth.
In this one hymn, a whole lifetime's wisdom is contained.
It epitomizes almost all the philosophy of Guru Nanak. It is,
indeed, very rich in its contents and needs careful study and
analysis rather than the passing reference I am obliged to
make.
Sacrifice, on the other hand, except at the temple of Kali
at Calcutta, had disappeared from the Hindu temples by the
time of Guru Nanak, but the ideas of purificat ion and defilement had not only been borrowed from the primitive religion
but refined aild extended to many aspects of life by the Brahmin.
Guru Nanak, in AsaDi Var, attacks these concepts vigorously
and exposes their hollowness. In one of the hymns, he severely
criticizes the qazis and other law-givers, who suck the blood of
the poor and live the life of falsehood, but he is much more
critical of 'the Brahmins who assisted the Muslims in their
nefarious activities and shared with them their profits and yet
publicly insisted on the purification of their lives and their hearths,
In a satirical mood, Guru Nanak writes:
bath~
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))fgTfl:f))fT OIT orOT SO/CIT l:flG T I

~~~ ~ufCJ

forR

0 'HlG T I

~ ~ ~~OIT ~1 OITo I
(jufa ))fTft!"

a<s

~f~))fTo I

H~ fg~ ~ H~ fg<! I
ft!"<J ,;fq ))fIF~P fGi I

And they eat the goat over which the Kalma had been
breathed.
And allow no one to enter their kitchen square.
They mark off the square and plaster it with cow-dung.
And upon it seat themselves the false ones.
"Lest it should be defiled. lest it should be defiled.
And lest our food should be polluted. come not near," they
cry out.
Here is a full-throated condemnation of all false people
who give importance to symbols and are unaware of the true
purport of religion.
The Brahmin carried his concept of purification and defilement to many other aspects of life Among other things. he
called the woman defiled under certain conditions. Guru Nanak
condemned such ideas and pointed out that the woman is not only
our wife and our mother but she is our only bond with the
world and is responsible for the future of the human race. How
dare we call the woman devil, when she gives birth to kings?
In Raga Asa, Guru Nanak points out that if one reflects deeply
on the question of defilement, then one will find that the very
wood and cow-dung burnt in the hearth is full of insects, every
grain is alive and even he points out wherein lies the real defilement:
Ho OIT

113<! '5~

~ f'H<J~T J;!3Cl ~~ I

))fl::l1l!3,! ~l.:f<!T UO f~))fT ua uo ~U I

~oT l!3,! -&fo

a (?Tfe3a al tfTf<J I
T

OTOO/ <JRT ))fl;:!Hl SUT 'HH ~fa'HTfe I

The mind's impurity is covetousness, the tongue's impurity
is fals ehood.
The impurity of the eyes is coveting another's woman, her
beauty and fiches.
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The ear's impurity is to hear and carry tables.
Nanak, even the purest of men. thus bound. go to the city
of the Yama.
To ·the concepts borrowed from the primitive religion, the
Br~hmin added many of his own. The most important among
the!le concepts were the caste-system. the sacred thread and the
rites and the rituals. of temple worship. Whatever be· the justitkation of Chathllrvamya. whether it be the purity of race, or
the need for the division of labour on the basis of specialization,
the fact remains that it condemned thousands of people for
generations to the life of degradation and slavery. It has been
a curse and a blot on our national life and continues to remain
the same. It was the greatest means of exploitation of society
by the Brahmin and the cleverest way of maintaining his own
supremacy and exclusiveness.
There was no place for casteism in the scheme of Guru
Nanalc. Didn't he say :
E:~

it'31

Reo' itl))fT

~ OT~ I
fuel1 &:,1~ I

Vain is the pride of caste, vain is the pride of glory. The
Lord alone giveth shade to all.
itT31 ;i f~ (Ifq ~ UOl:fPK I
H~OT <i~ ufq Hfal)j

t1l::fll'li

I

What merit is there in one's caste 1 Know thou the
truth within (of whatever caste one may be), he who tastes the
poison will· die.
)){cif ·wftJ·o i{~ ~ ~ ;:f1~ o~ I
~ 'ij'al Rfe ~fu I
Hereafter, one's caste an:d power are of no account. for
men are born anew in the world of God.
Yea, they whose honour is of a"ly account to the Lord,
they alone are men of honou•.
For Guru Nanak. there was no supremacy of ca~te and no
worldly honour except the honour oae could win in the Court
of the. Lord.
Guru Nanak was once asked, "Art thou a Brahmin 1"
He replied. "A Brahmin is who bat:leth in the waters of God's
wisdom and knoweth the One al.>ne whose light permeates the

fito orl5lt ufa
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three worlds...
The investiture of the sacred thread was and is an important ritua.l in the life of a Hindu, but it is surprising that no
one before Guru Nanak commented upon the utter futility of it.
H;e observed that men indulg~d in all manner of sins but to
please the society. they put on the sacred threads, while in their
hearts they knew how corrupt their souls were. And when that
cotton thread was broken, they replaced it by another. The thread
had no influence on their actions or character. Guru Nanak had
his own ideas about the sacred thread, a thread made of
compassion, continence and truth.
~I 011.i'<J R'3l:! Jl~ ;:rq m~1 R~ ~~ I
~~ ;:r~tt

mll-! O1T <J(ft 3

j

tri~ w~ I

'0 ~~ ~~ "0 ~ 8aT "0 ~il ;:r5 "0

Q"O ij HTcFJ "OTOOlT ;:i iHf8 ~

,:pfu

I

ulft! I

Make compassion the cotton, contentment the thread,
continence the knot. truth the twist. This is the sacred thread
of the soul. If you have one of this kind, offer it to me, for it
breaks not, nor is it soiled nor is it wasted nor is it burnt.
Says N .mak, fortunate ;s the man who weareth such a thread.
In another hymn, Guru Nanak says that if the sacred
thread were effective it would be best for the Pandit to put it
on his own inner urges, his hands, feet, eyes, ears and tongue,
so t1}at they would not commit sins. He also adds that the
poor Brahmin is spiritually ignorant, though he regards himself as
a learned man.
All symbols and rituals must have a purpose and a meaning
in ethical or spiritual terms, otherwise they have no place in
religion. Guru Nanak regarded all such rituals as hypocrisy
(lJTtJ~) and advised the people to discard them.
~~15 trlt:i~1 I

"O,fH

8ft!»f ;:rTf<J

3a~T I

There is an expression of utter disgust in these words; Do.
away with all such hypocrisy. Recite the Lord's name \\hich
will help you to cross the sea of life.
It will be observed that Guru Nanak so organized the
future development of the Sikh religion that once for all he did
away WIth priests, temples and temple rituals. He cleared the

--

-- - - - - - - -

---
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deck thoroughly. There is no priestly class, as such, among the
Sikhs and certainly no one is born a priest. And even if one is
not professionally a priest, he is .permitted to perform all
religions functions. It is a remarkable thing that the Guru
raised the status of every Sikh to that of a priest, while he
abolished priesthood. It is true that a priestly class has come to
establish itself among the Sikhs through the backdoor and because
of the immense resources of the gurdwaras, they are very influential not only in religious affairs but also in the political life of the
.community. This, indeed, is unfortunate. With power, wealth
and privileges, corruption comes in and therein lies the danger.
When too much money comes in through one door, worship and
devotion walk out of the other. And, therefore, we have to be
watchful and keep the gurdawaras free from priesthood and all its
implications, as desired by Guru Nanak.
Let me say a word or two about the gurdwaras. There are
hundreds of them and some of them are sacred spots hallowed by
the memo!:y of our Gurus. But they were set up as places of
congregation, for satsang and community singing of hymns and
perhaps for listening to the discourses of the learned ones.
Otherwise, every house is a gurdwara. Every conceiveable
religious service is permitted to be performed there. Isn't it
wonderful that our homes became gurdwaras and the spirit of the
Lord came to live with us? What a revolution and what a reformation Guru Nanak ushered in !
And what - about rituals? There is no must about any
ritual ill the Sikh religion and none is ordained as such. Even
arti. the most exquisite of rituals, with the lighted earthen lamps
a.nd the rose petals and the incense sending up its curling, fragrant smoke, has not been admitted by Guru Nanak. When
Guru Nanak witnes~ed the arti in the great temple at Puriand
was probably moved by the beauty of it. he asked himself what
arti he should offer to his Lord. His own response is couched
in the incomparably beautiful hymn that he sang at that
time I

arcno H aT~ af~
~JTfaQr' Hi;'l~ ;:roc;r

~~ ~1tr0l ~

Hall

QU H8l){T~ U~ B~

;~~
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_
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aR1 ))fT'tl"a1 ;jf~ I ~"~OT 301 ))fToaTI

))fQ<:r3 T RB"e ~T#l3 ~01 I

The sky is the salver; the sun and the moon are the
lamps, and the galaxies of the stars are the pearls in it :
The sandlewood on the Malya mountain scatters fragrance
across and the wind wafts the scents of all the flowers of the
earth:
Thus, is Thy worship performed, 0 Thou destroyer of
fear,
And the unstruck melody of Thy Word ringeth through
all Thy Universe.
How noble are these lines: how they uplift their singer
and how deeply he feels the Lord's presence in the Universe!
What place is there for rituals, sacrifices, priests, castes
and all the signs and symbols in the worship of such a
Master?
When we view things historically, we notice that at the
time Guru N.lnak set out to preach his new concepts of God
and his message of universal brotherhood, the Mu~lims had
been in India for over three hundreu years. The impact of the
advent of the Muslims in India on the life of the people cannot
be minimized. They were not like the earlier invaders who
were absorbed or who merged in Hinduism. Islam had a
distinct culture ; it was aggressive, individualistic, iconoclastic
and theocratic. Its approach was that of a conqueror, displaying a sense of superiority in all things and it believed in converting the infidels by force, if necessary. It drove the Brahmin
into his conservative shall as a procective device and the result
was that he became more conservative and his emphasis on
caste, rituals, pilgrimages, defilement and purification increased
all the more. The Hindu faith was at its lowest ebb and the
great golden sun of the pure and radiant faith had yet to
rise.
Before we deal with the role of Guru Nanak as the
prophet of a new faith, a word or two may be said about the
yogis and sadhus, who, at that time, had a great hold on the
people and sUPP;Jrted an undercurrent of faith among them. It
matters little from our point of view whether they were Vaishnavites or Shaivites, or they we,e the ordinary sanyasis who admit-
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ted one and all to their order. They were essentiatIy people
who had renounced the world and wandered from one place of
pilgrimage to another. from one monastery to another, carrying
their staffs, rosaries and pipes of hemp or ganja, with their
bodies smeared with ashes and marked with sectarian symbols.
They were ascetics and believed in austerities, abstinence and
tapas which they believed, gave them miraculous powers. They
frightened people with the power to inflict saraps and vaTS
(curses and blessings) and though they claimed to be mystics,
many of them had taken to drinking and immoral ways.
It was not possible for Guru Nanak to ignore the three
religious groups, sal1yasis, Brahmins and mullahs, who, in their
own individual ways, influenced the life of the people. Guru
Nanak held several discourses and discussions' with the sanyasis,
some of which are recorded in the Siddha Gosat. He found them so
tied to rituals and formalities in religion that in a fortright hymn
in Raga Suhi, he denounced the empty formalities to which they
attached so much importance and gave them a true definition of
the concept of yoga.
;:IOl (') M1:I T ;:Ia:r (') ~i ;:Ia] (') 5RH ~~T~1)j I
~or (') I{t!ll!-~ If~Tfel)j ~a:r (') f~51 ~Tel~ I

>it«') H'fu foa;:IQ

clUl~ ~or

llorf3 fe~ \l1e'M

I

OIBl iia.I (') ;j~ I
ecr fttRfc orfa m-IRfCf i=lTi ~OIl crull){ Rel I
;len (') St<Jfa H3l HR1~l ~Ol (') 3T~1 ~T~1)j I
;l0l (')

-em ft!R3fa gfu"j iia] (') 31af1:l orfe"f I

"fiR'> HTf<J fo<J;:IQ atiM

~or

';!orf3 f~~ \fT~l"j I

Yoga is neither in the patched coat, nor in the yogi's staff,
nor in besmearing oneself with ashes, nor in the wearing of earrings, nor in the close-cropping of the head, nor in the blowing
of the horn. If one reinaineth detached in the midst of attachments,
one attaineth to the (true) state of yoga. One becometh not a
yogi by mere talk. If one looketh upon atI creation alike, that one
alone is acclaimed as a true yogi. Yoga does not consist in abiding
in the crem'ltion grounds and among the tombs nor in entering
pseudo-trances. Yoga consists not in roaming the world nor in
bathing at pilgrim-spots. If one remaineth detached in the midst
of attachment, then verily, one attaineth to the (true) state of yoga.
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Guru Nanak's catholicism was liberal to tell the Qazi to be
a true Musalman and to the Brahmin to be a true worshipper of
God. "If compassions be the mosql'e, faith the prayermat, honest
living one's Quran, humility one's circumcision, and continence
one's fasting, then verily, one may be called a Musalman." That
was indeed a comprehensive definition of a Musalman. And to
the Brahmin, he said, "0 Brahmin. make God the object of thy
worship and right conduct thy necklace of the beads of tuisi. and
ride the boat of the God's Nl\me with prayer in thy heart for His
mercy and you will be ferried across the ocean of life."
We must now define the purpose of Guru Nanak's mission.
He has given us a true concept of God in His various manifestations ; he has im~ressed upon us the imperative need of controlling
our mercurial miilds and finally he has cleared the undergfowth of
rites and rituals to provide us with a clear vision and perspective
of religion. He states the objective clearly, unambiguously:
fii~ Flrnl1-l ToT \J~l~ fii~ ~~ ~i tl'fB I

How can we become a true and worthy mansion for the Lord
to live in and how can we break down the veil of falsehood that
exists between us and the Lord?
There are two aspects of the problem : (l) How can we
make ourselves acceptable to our Master, and (2) how can we
break down the b:uriers that separate us from Him? The one is
a question of ethics and the other of mysticism. Guru Nanak was
no theorectical arm-chair philosopher; he was primarily concerned
with life, the way it should be lived on earth. Pure, untainted life.
lived in the service of mankind coupled with the grace of God was
the only way of attaining moksha. It is for this reason that Guru
Nanak has repeatedly stressed the ethical way of living throughout his works.
The first pre-requisite of ethical living is the ability or the
desire to distinguish the false from the true, the virtuous from the
wicked and the abiding from the transitory. In Raga Gauri Bairagan, half humorously and half seriously, he expresses surprise that
men call the counterfeit true, the blind gifted with SIght, the dead
livmg, the bitter sweet. They call the night the day and serve the
m:lids rather than the master, and ends his hymn with the words
ClIo faoul 3 ~till){ H6' C1•.'JH RHTf~T, i. e. it is only through the
kllldne~s of a guru that the vell of fabehood is removed. In short,
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'this discrimination to judge things for their real value has to be
developed and utilized as the first step towards a moral way of
life.
The next important step is the suppression of egoism. Ego
has been described by Guru Nanak as an unbridled elephant roaming in t he forest.
HCi ci;J~ Ql'Tful){T ~~ I

Ol~ ~&B mI R8~ ~T5 I
The mind is the wild elephant roaming in the woods.
The Guru is the goad. which bears the stamp of the True
Word.
InAsa Di Var. two complete hymns have been devoted to
egoism: one begins with u~ Rrn l){Tw,p ~ fufu OIWJiT I uq
f~~ ilfHl){T u@ M~ H!li T and the other begins with u@a fuuT
;::pf3 ~ u€Di ciaH crHTfcJ, ~H eel SUOT rna 1'60 ifo1 uTftf·
Briefly, the hymns teach us that ego is primarily responsible
for keeping man away from God and for his unending cycle of
births and deaths. It taints his judgement and leads him to wicked
ways. It is the cause of his illusion and his misunderstanding of
the true significance of events. Ego is an odious disease and can
only be cured through the grace of God. It is only when man
overcomes ego that he finds the way to salvation. Guru Nanak
has g,ven much importance to.the suppression of ego, because he
feels that ego makes a man conceited and renders him incapable of
submitting to the will of God.
For ethical living, humility and service (seva) have been strongly recommended by Guru Nanak. Guru Nanak sets an example
when he calls himself the lowest of the low.
?iTeT ~~o 01~ iPf3 ?iM q !lifo 01~ I
~ Eo ~ Afar wfq ~f~!liT fR~ forl)fT olR J

ftre om RHTfgl)ffo Be ?i~CJ 3al

~RlR I

Nanak seeks their company. The friend!lhip of the great is
vain.
For. where the weak are cared for, there doth Thy Mercy
rain.
Again. in another hymn, he says mo3 .o1~ ?iT?iOlT Ole: tifOll)f~ 33, i.e. the sweetness of tongue, and humility constitute
tile e~sence of all virtues and ufa 3a T;:Il 3Bl~ fo~ r:r OI~aT ~fu
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which means that if you consider it carefully, the pan of the balance which is weighty bends lower. In other words, greatness and
humility go together.
And service to mankind has had a high place in the Sikh
religion. It is evident from the fact that three Gurus attained gurudom only through nishkam seva (!>eltless service). The whole history
of the Sikhs is leplete with the praise of those who devoted their
lives to the service of the people.
Ethical life did not end with humility and with the service of
the people, but it meant the complete dissociation of man from
falsehood, avarice, cheating and other sins. In a passage in Sri
Raga, Guru Nanak mentions a number of vices and, after vigorously condemning them, concludes that only the virtuous ones are
acceptable to God and sinners cry and repent of their evil deeds.
B~ ,!3T Ci~ ~<JST ofut ~TtP liCJ~'~ I
tlCJfi~T tlO ~ lifl:f
))fCllfo ~t:I ~~FB ,
CJRQR ))fl\! RBT<Jel B QCJ).J H-a qCJ31CJ I

JIm

~T~P

ljBll>l tlf3

~

il

~fu' I

~fCJ ~3).J ortit))ff<J oro

0lCJ).J

af<J cjf~ I

Avarice is the dog, falsehood is the sweeper, cheating amounts
to the eating of a carcass,
Slander is the dirt that my tongue tasteh,
The blazing fire of anger within me is like the fury of a
chanda/.
I indulge in nothing but self-esteem.
See. these are my doings, 0 Lord.
Friend, speech is that which bringeth honour,
And. good are they who are judged good at the Lord's door.
The rest are evil- doers who have to cry.
Another virtue which Guru Nanak has repeatedly stressed is
the fear of God. In fact, Guru Nanak conceived the very functioning of the cosmos in a definite way as a re!>ult of the fear of God.
But, generally speaking, the fear of God serves as an ever present
policeman watching a man's actions. It is the sense of His eternal
vigilance which, when accepted. serves to keep him on the right
path. In its own way, it can serve as the basis of ethical life.
Lastly, I cannot resist the temptation of mentioning the
most ordinary aspect of human life and that is the use of sweet·
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speech or expression. The essence of human speech is its artistic
exp.res~ion ; it can be used in a harsh and vulgar manner, and it

can' also serve as the basis of sublime poetry.
Guru Nanak said :
'OT'OOI' f6~ ~~ 3(1
f~ fGCi(T ~t!M

Wi

f6Ci T

f6a f6Cft Rre

<ire

In this connection,

I

I

Rude speech signifies the absence of love and sweetness and
the men who use it are known as crude persons. It should never
be forgotten that sweetness is an essential constituent of noble life.
Guru Nanak justifies his insistence on ethical living, because
he considers it the first step towards higher stages of spiritual life.
This is the only way we can make ourselves acceptable to the Lord.
The question now arises : How. shall we break down the wall
of falsehood that exists between us and God? The answer is :
~orfH Cl;:I~ '3~T 'OTOOl fgfl:fl){T 'OT5

,

This can be done by surrendering ourselves' to God's will
which is inherent in all of us.
Hukam means the acceptance of the will of God i. e. a
complete confidence and trust in the order of things established
by Him It is an explicit faith in His judgement and a sincere beHerthat what He does is best for mankind. In this way, one's life
is laid at His mercy and one serves as the instrument of His will.
In a wider context, hukam became rita, the moral order which
governs the cosmos, which ensures that planets and stars move
according to a fixed order and that the life of man and those of
all other living beings are governed by Him. The cycle of birth
for each individual, too, is ordered by Him. He is the judge of
our actions (karmas), but He gives us the freedom to perform
good actions, which enable us through successive lives to reach a
higher place where we may be favoured with the grace of God.
Hukam, therefore, means living a life ac.::eptable to Him, i. e. so
moulding our actions that we get nearer to Him.
In the Japji. Guru Nanak has suggested three stages by
which one can attain the status of men known as panchas or
braham-gyanis, who through samadhi can become one with God.
The three stages are listening, believing and simran. Listening is
not merely a. physical action; it is a complete absorption in tbe
Shabad and Nam. It leads to the destruction of sin and suffenng
and raises the status of a man to that of Shiva, Indra, Br!1hman, a.
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pir, a king, a siddh or a bhagat. Such a one is not only able to
understand the sacred writings. but can plumb the depth of the
secret of life. His restless mind achieves peace and he shows the
path of salvation to the ignorant and the blind. Believing is a
still higher stage. It leads to the acceptance of God's will or hukam
and so high becomes the spiritual status of the believer that none
can put it in black and white. Such is the inner awakening of the
believer that he suffers neither pain nor sorrow. nor does he face
the angel of death. He not only himself achieves salvation but
becomes the means of salvatjons for others. His faith is firm and
he is never assailed with doubt.
Listening and believing, as explained above, lead to simran.
Simran means the singing of God's Name, and through it, getting
attuned to Him. Jt is not merely the singing but becoming one
with the name of the Lord. Simran is a form of ecstasy in which
one lives in intimate companionship with God's Name. But this
is a very high stage of spiritual advancement.' It has been described as Sach Khand in the Japji. One reaches it through several
stages of mystic experience. They have been defined as Dharam
Khand, Gyan Khand. Saram Khand, and Sack Khand. These stages
describe man's journey from the first inkling of spirit~al knowledge
to the highest stage of beatitude through hard discipline It is an
uphill task and demands an the patience and power a t our command ; it is nothing short of tapas. In the last stage, the infinite
merges in the Infinite. That is the meeting-place of ethical life
and spiritual mysticism. Simran is the mysticism of the Sikh religion and its marga is the bllakti marga.
Le me end this lecture with a few significant words of the
great Master :
I!o Rl-/lft] oilfil fB~ BloT

eO{l ~Q11 Ra~

a1tJTo I

on))/T q'O'3To I
They who are attuned to Thee in a ceaseless trance, dwell
'on nothing but Thy Word.
For them there is no earth nor water n r sky, and all that is,
is the Lord alone.

;:I~ ~, tIoR; araJ'Q 3~ oT<]l ))iTl] ))iTl.!,

LECTURE THREE

GURU NANAK AND THE BHAKTI MOVEMENT
, It will be r~aJled that in the first lecture I presented Sikhism
and its philos~y as a cultural and theistic continuity of the Upanishdic tradition, and the interpretation that Guru Nanak gave of
the concepts of Brahman, Atman, samsara, karma and moksha. In
the scoond looture, I described Sikhism as the mysticism of simran
coupled with an ethical way of life, far removed from the formalism and rituals to which Hinduism had tied itself. In the present
lecture, I hope to trace the growth of the concept of bhakti and the
extent to which Sikhism subscribed to its ideals and the way it
differed from it and marked out for its followers new paths which
ultimately gave rise to a new religion and a new way of life.
Let me recapitulate for a mi.nute or two the philosophical
·ideas that gained currency and then disappeared in the web of time
until Lord Krishna expounded his philosophy of action to Arjuna
on the battlefield of Krukshetra and, for the first time, gave expression to the concept of bhakti, now handed down to us in the
Bhagavad Gira. The Vedic age was the age of great poets who
sang magnificent hymns in praise of natural forces and worshipped
them as half-personified deities. There were al'\o rumblings of
the dim perception of the Absolute Spirit behind the natural phenomena. As a philosophy, the Vedic philosophy was a queer mixture of pantheism. polytheism and monism, a contemplation of the
Universal Spirit in and beyond the world. The vedic age
was succeeded by the age of Brahmans, an age when the ritual
at the sacrificLaI fii"e gained such ascendency that they assumed the
place of worship itself. Worship took the form of spiritless,
unemotional an4 mechanical performance of rituals. This was also
the age that gave rise to the four varnas and the supremacy of the
priest, the Brahmin. A'l day follows night, the age of Upanishads
followed the decadent age of the Brahmanas. This was the age of
mystics, who were drunk with the thought of the Divine Spirit and
gave expression to the concepts of Brahman, Atman, samsara, karma
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and moksha. This age has been truly called the first renaissance of
Hinduism when contemplation and samadhi were regarded as the
true forms of wo,ship and the acquisition of knowledge about the
relationship of the finite to the Infinite replaced rites, rituals and
ceremonies. It should be noted that Jnan, the marga of knowledge,
came to be regarded as more efficacious than Upasana or devotion
for gaining moksha or liberation from the cycle of birth and death.
The twin doctrines of karma and samsara had become the firm basis
of philosophy. There were no temples. no image-worship because the
Upanishads advocated the individualistic attainment of moksha.
:
There is a long gap between the age of the Upanishads and the
rise of Buddhism during the reign of Asoka. Somehow, the age of
the Upanishads was followed by a dark period when the spirit of
enquiry died down and men relapsed into beliefs in old gods and
rituals. With the rise of Buddhism, Hinduism shrank within its
shell and as a protecting armour took shelter behind orthodozy and
Brahminism. There was a return to casteism and to the old,
narrow and parochial ethics as through the Upanishads had never
exic;ted. It was during this age that temple-worship and the worship of images came to establish themselves firmly.
Buddhism, although it flourished during the Mauryan Empire
and carried its message to the far corners of the then known world,
had .in itself the seed of its destruction. Originally, it was not a
~eligion; it assumed the form of a religion two hundred years after
the Buddha's death. It was a way of life which promised escape
from human suffering through renunciation and monastic life. It
lacked the warmth and sunshine of life and the consequent will to
live; it was cold and austere, and subscribed to world and life
negation and, therefore, was unacceptable to the populace. It was
turned out of the land of its birth by the re-emergence of orthodox
Hinduism and by the rise of Bhakti movement.
The five hundred years between the fall of the Mauryas and
the rise of the Guptac; gave birth to two great epics, the Ramayana
and the Mahabharata, and no one can deny that inspite of much
that is fantastic and incredible in them, they had a tremendous
educative influence on 'the masses. They also served as the basis of
Hindu revivalism. Moreover, the birth of the epics coincided with
great intellectu~1 fervour and physical expansion when Indians
coloniNJ Java; no.neo, M ..1aya and Indo-China. The epics p:linted
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th!= hero~ in the Homeric fashion and presented pictures of the
id~l king, the ideal husband, the ideal wife, the ideal brother and
the idpal warrior. The Hindu dharma once again gained the paramount position and reigned ullcha Henged.
Cantained in the Mahabharata is the Bhagavad Gila, the greatest gift of the epic age, and one of the noblest poems in religious
literature. It has influenced millions and continues to do so even
today. It is here for the first time that Krishna preached the message of devotion to a personal God and upheld the B,hakti morg" as
sl.\perior to Jnqn mQrga and karam marga. The settings of the Gita
is, indeed, panoramic: the two oppos~ng armies of Kauravas and
Pandavas stand arrayed on the battlefield of Krukshetra ready to
fight, waiting for the word of command. Arjuna has Krishna as
his charioteer. Krishna has told Arjuna that he will not fight but
will accompany him throughout the battle. Krishna drives Arjuna
to the noman's land between the two armies. Arjuna looks at the
two armies and, finding his relations, friends and all those whom
he loved better than life itself in the two opposing armies. is assailed
~ith doubts about the righteousness of the war and the part he is
called upon to play himself. He refuses to fight. Krishna exhorts
him to fight. He solves not only the letter's immediate problem,
but also expounds the whole nature of action, the meaning of life
and the aim for which man must struggle during his earthly existene-e. The dialogue gave birth not only to a new philosophy but to
a superb piece of ethical literature.
I must resist the temptation of examining the Bhagaved Gila
in detail; the time at my disposal, with its winged chariot, is hurrying and will not p~rmit me to tarry long, Krishna, while clinging
to orthodoxy and qogm~tism. pres,es into service different schools
of philosophy to further his own argument. Primarily, it is the
Vedanta and Samkhya Schools of philosophy that are lumped togother in spite of the basic difference between them. He believes in
the th~ry of karma and Jnan and at the same time subscribes to
Kapila's ideas of prakriti. the primordial matter of the puruJha, the
sentient principle along with the theory of the three gUflas, i.e. satva
rajas, and tamas. He also believed that the three gunas existed
independently and th'.l.t it was through their interaction that the
world of matter, along with the ego and the intellect, was created.
Thus, he explains, came lOto being all the animate and inanimate
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things. To these sy~tems. Krishna adds the yoga system with its
emphasis on action. In a way, he contradicts himself when at one
place he admits that the world is born out of prakriti and at another he does so by saying that the Supreme Soul is the source of
all creation. He. however, adds that matter is perishabls, whereas
the soul is imperishable and eternal. Again, Krsihna combines the
Upanishadic idea of the Absolute with the concept of monotheis:..
tic deity in the human form, which, when appealed to, responds
and affords salvation. Krishna also reinterprets the Vedic injunctions, caste system, ancestor-worship and the performance of
sacrificial rites, and the synthesis of various philosophies~ The
popularity of the Gira lies in the two messages of action and bhakti
that it propagates. Krishna denounced renunciation and the life of
the hermitage; salvation lay in action, disinterested action, without
any expectation of reward. Disinterested action can be performed
only by controlling the restless mind through YOg,1 and self.abnegation. Yoga, thus, becomes a discipline by which one develops the
powers to resist pain and pleasure. Yoga, in mystic terms, means the
attainment of God through the concentrated effort of the mind,
heart and soul And this fellowship of God is attained through
disinterested action, selfless devotion and constant meditation.
Krishna's Karama Yoga. therefore, came to mean the attainment
of union with God through discipline, dynamic action and doing
of one's duty without attachment. Disinterested action, teaches
Krishna, will lead one to the true wisdom of the knOWledge of
what lies behind action, behind all life. And what can that be?
The answer is, "The Ultimate Reality".
Krishna was an apostle of Jnan Marga and Karma Marga,
but when he presents himself as a personal God, he declares his
preference of the bhakti marga to the other two margas. Here,
he propagates the idea of bhakti or devotion and accepts devotion from one and all, irrespective of caste or creed.. He even
accepts the devotion of the sinners and promises them salvation.
Though a man be soiled
With the sins of a lifetime,
Let him but-love me,
Rightly resolved
In utter devotion.
I see no sinner,

-.

----

---

---
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Again:

That man is holy,
The man that loves me,
He shall not perish.

And Krishna adds, "Even those who belong to the lower castes,
women, Vaishyas, sudres, too, can reach the highest spiritual
realization, if they will take refuge in me." It was a tremendous
advance over earlier concepts of religion Again he says, "Fill
your beart and mind with me, adore me. make your acts an offering to me, bow down to me in self-surrender. If you set your
heart on me, thus, and take me for your ideal above all others,
you wi11 come into my Being."
Such was the message of Krishna and no wonder that it
served as a clarion call to all the downtrodden and neglected
ones to gather round him and offer him their love and devotion.
It must, however, be added that Krishna established no school
of philosophy, gathered no followers, generated no movement
and his message lay locked up for ages in the pages of the
Bhagavad Gita for only the scholars to study and write commentries upon it. The credit of reviving the Bhakti Movement goes
to AlVdf and Nayanar saints in the South. But it cannot be
denied that Krishna's concept was revolutionary and set into
motion forces that bore fruit later.
Before we go further, I would like to make a comment or
two on the Gita from the view-point of Sikhism. Sikhism does
not believe in casteism and the duty imposed upon men because
of belonging to certain castes, as in the Gita in which Krishna
demands that Arjuna should fight because he is a Kshatriya.
Duty for us is the voice of God because when once it is
morally and ethically just and devolves upon us, it has to be
performed, irrespective of its consequences. Sikhism does not
believe in image-worship or ancestor-worship, nor does it subsribe to the ide.! of the cre.ltion of the world through prakriti
and the three gunas. M'lterialistic ideas have no place in it.
We agree with the Vedalltic view that the world was created by
the Supreme Re.llity and it is He alone who keeps it in motion.
He not only created it but also manifests Himself through it.
Life begins in Him and e.lds in ~im. The being and becoming.
in the ultimate analysis, are one and the same ,thing. We believe
in the yoga I;>f descipline and non-attachment and fully sub-
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scribe to the bhakti marga. But we do not accept the concept
of God in the human form. Krishna was a historical figure
and the details of his earthly sojourn are too well known to be
ignored. He could be a saint and seer or a prophet, but God he
certainly could not be. We believe in a personal God, who
has to be served with love and uevotion, but it is the one
Supreme Being, unborn and self-existent, who can be conceived as a father, a brother, a friend, a lover or whatever you
may conceive him to be. His presence is felt every where and in
everything. It is His constant companionship we seek in thought
and action and it is to Him alone that we pay our homage and it
is through His mercy alone that we expect to attain moksha.
And what is bhakti? It is love and devotion at the
mystical level. We have all been bitten by the bug of love
and have known its all-absorbing power, its ecstasy, its
pain and pleasure. We all have experienced how it engulfs
us completely. We see our b~loved in every beautiful face;
may, in the sky. in the stars. in the winds; everything reminds
us of the loved one and what exhilaration we feel when we meet
and what pangs we suffer when we part. I do not have to tell
you these things, probably you know more about love than 1 do !
And yet in the human love, however deep and rich, there are
elements of ego, passion, jealousy, personal attachment, feu,
anger and disappointment. But in the mystical devotion. it is
the complete self-surrender; we shed our ego, our personality and
all that constitutes the "1". Leaving behind this bobyand this
world. we ascend towards the Divine Being, our inner-self realizes
itself a~ a part of Divine Self and we arrive at a state of complete
bliss or ananda. Mystic experience has, according to Hindu seers,
three characteristics, Sat, Chit, Anand, which mean reality, awareness and perfect bliss. This, in short, is the mystic devotion
and it has its rewards; they are eternal peace and an awareness of
the Lord.
.
The Bhakti movement started in the South among the
Vaishnavites and ShaivJtes and flourished during the !>eventh and
eighth centuries. Though the fountain-head of bhakti was the
Bhagavad Gita, it was spread among the people in the South
by the Vaishnavite saints known as the Alvars. They were
wandering singers, m~d' with the ecstasy of love and devotion to

V<imnu. Therewer.e ten Alva~s. and. they. came fr<;lm .the, Ta,milspeaking part of the country. .:Their hymns were collecteq
four volumes and they contain some of the' most poignant
~otiorlal poetry. In the ·South, these songs . are ; kQ(~wn as
~'DivineCompositions". The one important point to b~ noticed
ii'mong the Alvar' saints is that they came from all classes,
Brahmms, non-Brahmins; Shudras,. beggars and, among them.
there was a king too. The most outstanding feature of their
faith was -that they offered the right of worship toone and all.
They made God ··accessibleto the rich and the poor, to the
prince and the pauper. . For the first time, religion was given a
democratic -character. Th~ Alvar, saints believ~d that with if\tense' devotion and selfless prayer, God. came to live. ill the
hearts of ·men.. Often in their· hymns, .they pictured God as tl\e
lover. and the devotee, and as the ~Ioved. This.' is.a kind of
sYmbolism, the highest ·that a man can offer within the limited
fange of his dxperience. They oondemned all kinds of. rituals
and idoL-worship; they expressed themselves through ecstasy and
deep devotion. Here! .is . an example·: "To me. who am filled
ivith God. all the people are just mad men; (to them) I am a
mad. man. What is the use of speaking. about this to anyone?
I caU out, '0 Krishna. 0 Ranganathan I, and it is with my Lord
that I have gone mad I"
Tt.e Shaivite saints. on .the other hand, were known as
Nayanars. Tt.ey were sixty-three in number. arid offered their
devotion to Shiva. Shiva to them was the. supreme Reality who
appeared' to· his devotees as a personal God. The hymns of
these saints have been coHCj;ted -in eleven volumes, Apart from
their· philosophicl;I.l and devotional content, they are composed
in the form of a music, which is considered by the knowledgeable ones to be among the finest . devotional music ever written.
They sang and the)l dan.ced from 'temple to temple and filled th~
sky with the praises of Lord Shi'Va and converted thou~nds to
the;ir faith. The most :important of their saints, are Appar, JnanSalJlbaTHlhar and Sundarar and their images can be found in most
Shaivite temples. Here is an example of a hymn from the' words
of..the saint Appal' :
.
"We are not the subjects of any; we are not afraid of death;
we will n~t suff~r in hell; we live not in illusion; we

in
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are proud; we know not ills; there is no dejection; for
we have become servants, never to turn back, of that
Lord who is subject to none, and have become one
with the flower-strewn feet of that Lord of the whiteconch ear-rings."
From the South, the Bhakti Movement spread to other parts
of India Everywhere, the devotional hymns came to be written,
not in Sanskrit, but in the lar.guage of the people and, generally
speaking, they were sung as kirtan in the temples or among
congregations.
At this stage, we must mention the appearance of a work
entitled Bhagavata Purana, which, along with the Ramayana and
the Mahabharata, had a tremendous effect on the mode of life of
the people and on the growth of the Bhakti Movement in India.
The Bhagavata Purana dealt with the early life of Krishna: and
presented it with such delicacy and touching beauty that it endeared itself to millions of men. women and children for generations. It
not only helped the Krishna-cult of devotion in a big way, but it
influenced all the existing art forms and was responsible for the
inspiration which resulted in the writing of innumerable songS,
stories and plays about the childhood and youth of *.iishna, and
in the endless stream of paintings that have continued to appear
till today about the various facets of his life, whether caught
. stealing butter as a child, or frolicking with gopies at the bathingghat, or as a cowherd playing on his flute.
The Bhakli Movement in the South and the spread of its
ideology gave birth to theistic religions. The most important
theistic religion that appeared in the twelfth century was that .0f
Ramanuja. He called It Vishishtadvatta to distinguish it frofU
Advaitism of Shankara. It will be recalled that ShankaJa
mystical colossus of the ninth centuryat}d
. was a
in the short life-span of thirty·two years, he not only esJabl~~p
ed four monasteries at Shringiri, Puri, Dwarka and Badrinath,
wrote commentaries on the BrahamaSutra, the Upanishads aRd
the Gira, but also demolished Buddhism, refuted the n¥l~eri<:j.l,~stic
concepts of the Samkya and Mimamsaka sys~ems .of philosoppy
and re-established the orthodox religion based on Vedanta. Su}:h
was the mastery of his eloquence, the torce of his argument, the
subtlety of his intellect that hiS doctnlle of Advaits was accep~d
/
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'by the elite and the intellectuals and has enormous following even
tOday. Ramanuja attacked Shankaracharya's Advaitism or
absolute non-dualism and particularly his concept of maya. We
'cannot, in the course of this lecture, study the differences ofthe
two system: they are, indeed, fascinating as intellectual exercises.
,What is important from our point of view is that thought Shankara
propounded the doctrine of the one and only Reality, the nirguna,
.the Infinite and Formless, yet he justified the worship of idols and
of finite gods. Moreover, for Moksha, he advocated Jnan marga;
he taught that through knowledge alone the duality of man and
God would disppear. Ramanuja based his system on the distinct
and separate existence of God, soul and matter, but advocated that
God had created the world out of Himself. What interests us
most in Ramanuja's way of thinking was his stress on the bhakti
marga He believed that jnanmarga made bhakti deeper and karam
marga purer, but it was the bhakti marga which, through absolute devotion and detachment from the world, brought about man's
communion with God. Karma and knowledge could not give
spiritual satisfaction which could be had only through bhakti.
Ramanuja's concept of bhakti is constant meditation. He accepted
people of all castes to his fold. It may also be mentioned that he
introduced the practice of common meals (Iangar) among his
fottowers.
From the South. the Bhakti Movement spread all over the country as though it satisfied the inner urge of the people everywhere. It
indicated a universal hunger which demanded appeasement through
personal devotion. A great deal of devotional poetry came to be
written in the vernaculars of the whole country, in this religious
revival, Brahmins took tittle part : it was the work of the
common people, and the saints of this moment belonged mostly to
the lower caStes like weavers, carpenters, potters, barbers of even
out-castes. In Karnataka appeared Lingayats and Haridasas as
groups which subscribed to the Bhakti Movement; in Maharashtra
the leaders of the Bhakti Movement were Jnanesvara, Namdeva,
Tukaram ; in Gujarat, Nirsimah ; in Rajasthan, Mirabai; in Uttar
Pradesh, Kabir and Tulsidas; in Bihar, Vidyapati; in Bengal,
Chaitanya and Jayadeva ; in ~sam, Sankradeva; and in the
Punjab, Guru Nanak. It was varitably a national movement,
, providing national integration on a scale unknown in the ancient
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or medieval history of India.
Duriug the Middle Ages, there were two schools of the
BOOkt; Movement : those who offered devotion to Rama and
those who offered it to Krishna, both the avatars of Vishnu.
Ramanand wa'S the leader of the Bhakti Movement that centred on
Rama. He is supposed to have had twelve disciples. It is surprising
that among other names such as Ravidas, Dhanna, Sen, Kabir,
Dadu, Tukaram and others, the name of Nanak is also included.
Obviously, this is incorrect and unacceptable, because Guru Nanak
who laid tremendous stress on the role of a Guru, did not m~ntion
Ramanand's name even once. Nor does Guru Nanak mention
the name of Kabir in his hymns who, too, has been mentioned as
Guru Nanak's preceptor. However, Ramanand, and Tulsi Dass
(tht author of the well-known Ram Charitar Monas) were the two
bhagats who popularized the cult of Rama over the whole of
northern India. Those who offered devotion to Krishna came to
be divided into two groups: the devotees of Krishna and Rukmini,
and the devotees of Krishna and Radha. Jnaneshvar, Namdev,
Eknath and Tukaram worshipped and sang of the purer love of
Krishna for his wife Rukmini, whereas Nimbakara, Vishnuswami,
Vallabh and Chaitanya sang of Krishna's love for his beloved
Radha. Their devotion to Krishna and Rukmini can be easily
understood by most of us, but it is not clear how Radha, who was
only one of the gopies came to assume such importance that her
love for Krishna became the subject of a large number of songs
and dance-dramas. A distinction must be made between the two
groups of devotional poetry : the former were the bhakt; hymns
and the latter constituted pure and simple literature. When Mira
sings "Pug ghunguru bandh Mira nachi re" or "Gunghat ke pat khol
toha; pia milaingai", it is romantic poetry at its best and should
not be confused with religion. This is poetry of love and not
religious hymns. I am afraid there is a lot of confusion among the'
people about poetry that forms a part of religion and poetry
which helps to create a devotional mood. Both are valuable in
themselves, but are distinct genres of writing.
Kabir is a class by himself. He was the son of a Brahmin
virgin widow and his foster parents were Muslims. He was deeply
aware of the two cultural currents Hindu and Muslim, flowing side
by side, influencing each other but never coalescing. He was also
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influenced by Sufism. He was a disc iple of Ramanand and admitted
that he obtained illumination "by the grace of Guru Ramanand."
He described God as loveable, most compassionate, omniscient,
omnipresent and the saviour with whom man could establish
personal relations. Bhakti according to Kabir. is the easiest and
best way to realize the Infinite. Kabir condemned idol-worship,
pilgrimages and other obscurantist formalities of ritualism. As a
poet, he is incomparable and with homely imagery, idiom and
expression, he wrote devotional poetry of surpassing beauty. Here
is a passage of Kabir translated by Tagore.
"I have known in my body the sport of the Universe;
I have escaped from the errors of the world.
The inward and the outward are become as one sky ;
the infinite and the finite are united. I am drunk with
the sight of aU:'
Here is another passage.
.
I have met God who dwelleth in heart.
When a stream is lost in the Ganges, it becomes the Ganges
itself. Kabir was a mystic and he sang his songs in great ecstasy.
He was an individualist and belonged to all sects and that is
why he was claimed both by Hindus and Muslims as their saint.
Let us now tum to Guru Nanak and ask ourselves the
crucial question : did he or did he not belong to the Bhakti
Movement ? The answer is yes and no. This does sound
paradOXical. but it is not so, because it means that Guru Nanak
navlgl:rfe& in the same stream of bhakti but hoisted a different flag
on his ship: His ship did not belong to the flotilla; it was a shIp
ploughing a fonely furrow and followed a path of her own.
It has to be noted that Guru Nanak subscribed to many
aspects of bhakti, as preached atld practised by the earlier bhagats.
Before we examine some of the aspects, it must be stated firmly
that the matag that Guru Nanak advocated was the bhakti marag.
He believed that the SNpreme Reality could be realized through
bhakti marag alone and not through karam marag or jnan marag.
Good actions; he reg:lrded as the ba~is of ethical life, but ethical
life was only the first step towards mystical experience. In itself,
it was not a satisfactory goal. At regards Jnan marag, Guru
Nanak was of the view that erudition or collection of information.
from books was not a nece,sary cO.lcommitant of spiritual
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experience. He often declared that not all the study of the Vedas
and the Puranas would lead one on the path of spiritual life.
Spiritual life is so distinct from intellectual pursuits. They do not
go together. Inner wi5dom does not come out of books or
discussions.
.

faTllil'O- '0 aT2i'te1 ~~1l)j
CilCi'OT OI'o~T FIla- I
='

orofH fH5 3T

ulf~

<10 fJorH f3 'l0l'1-!

~)).{~

I

Wisdom, one cannot find through discussion; to describe its
essence also is hard.
By His grace alone are we blest with it : all other devices are
of no avail.
And again:

ci-i

~ql ;:j~ o~ ilB faQ ~ '0 ~f~ I
faT)).{I'O OI'T Stl T Hn o~ QIo fSn faTlliTQ '0

<lre I

Water can be held in a pitcher, but a pitcher conot be made
without the use of water.
So the mind is held by wi~dom, but how can one -gather
wisdom without a guru?
In the first quotatIon, wisdom that leads to inner light is
described as the gift of God. It is the result of His grace and does
not come through discussions and other similar exercises, and in
the second, the stress is on the guru, the pI eceptor who initiates th~
disciple into this world and informs him of the disciplines necessary
for its realization. Religion for Guru Nanak was not merely the
knowing of things but undergoing in experience of a spe;;ial kind.
This experience is mystical in nature; it is a feeling and knowing at
a level beyond the sensory one. It is the feeling of the constant
companionship of the Supreme Being. Dhakti is essentially selfsurrender through love and devotion and its disciplines are simran
and meditation. But notwithstanding simran and meditation. Guru
Nanak has given a high place to nadir, the grace of God. Moksha,
which is the ultimate goal of human life, is obtained through the
grace of God. Patiently one must be wait ; the Infinite One will
find His own way to emanicipate him.
IIfa 'Oa 'OTC[ ~.)f3

))'{;loT HT~ Huf2i I}{UTaT I
oToer Huf;:j fl-/5 ;:jaJ ;:jl~o oBfa era'J. foH3 TaT I
Usher me into Thy boundless abode,
That Na:mk may attain Thee, the !tfe of all life,
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through

~ipoise,

and by Thy grace, he is emancipated.

))fUlal qjfa lla ~ Ultft~ :
oloer ))f'U iiar RiiaJl nefa era f8~ 5'el~ ,
>JiHd ~~ 1)fJ4~

Immortal is He, ever-in-poise, invaluable, infinite : through,
perect guru is the True One attained.
Nanak, He Himself uniteth the bride with Himself ; and,
in His mercy, she is attuned to Him.
Like other bhagats. of the Bhagti Movement, Guru Nanak
believed that the human soul was a part of the Divine Soul and
the aim of each successive life was to rise higher and higher
spiritually untill the human spark was absorbed in the Eternal
Fire of which it was a part. Here, too, it was only the grace of
God that could bring together Atma and Parmatma and end the
cycle of birth and death.

o'efu CIa '3' ft:n..Ifal)fl ;:rtre I ))fI'3HT tt~ a~ f~ 8"fe
l)f1'3"" tRfHT'3H' ~~ cd I ~'3a eft tIfaqT "fafa Ha I

I

When the Lord has mercy, one contemplates Him:
And tender becomes one's soul, and one is attuned to Him.
And then one's soul merges in the Absolute One,
And the complexes of the mind are re-absorbed in the
mind.
and again:
1J'~

fH5 ~fo 1J'~

ClJ.ouaR't:!l ;:rt~~

~ f~ ~ CI~ 1JT~ :
'3~ l){O9~ Ul't I

A metal blendeth with another metal, love mingles with
love.
And when one knoweth Him through the grace of one's
guru, one is intuitively awakened.
True to the tradition of bhakti, there was no place for
rituals, pilgrimages and other soulless and mechanical formalities
in the religion of Guru Nanak. Nor did he advocate renunciation
or monasticism. On the contrary, he regarded human life as a
great gift of God, because it provided an opportunity to a man
to achieve salvation.
H'c:R ;:rOlf ~5~ cnolffl:f ulf~l I
HQ '3q

tim ~5~

~

maaIa eTfel)fT

I

Precious is the human birth : only those turned God-ward
attain to it ;
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Yea, if a true enlightener so willeth, one's body and mind
are cooled with tha Lord's love.
the
same
kaji, Guru Nanak adds
And in
~~ ~T

Ol'G Rtfa ,;{3fu ~ ~ I
~ ?Rf~ HO HTf~ R<:m afR 'OR I
I live if I cherish Thy merits, 0 Lord, and Thou abidest
within me ;
Yea, if thou comest into my mind, it reveals in joy
spontaneously.
In consonance with the tradition of the Bhagti Movement,
Guru Nanak rejected the caste system and opened the doors of
his faith to one and all. He preached that men were acceptable
to God not because they were high or low, rich or poor, but
purely on the ba&is of their actions in life. In the mansion of
God, no distinctions were made on the basis of caste, creed,
nationality or sex. Guru Nanak believed in democracy and
socialistic pattern of society. Towards the end of his life, when he
settled at Kartarpur, he put them into practice. It was a glorious
consummation ; here, people came to live steeped in the mystic
atmosphere generated by his presence. busy in the simple demands
of community life and tasted the peace and quiet, so essential to
the functioning of the inner Ii fe.
The two important concepts of the Bhakti Movement were
the doctrine of the holy Name of God and extreme reverence paid
to the Guru. No other bhagat gave such importance to God's
Name as Guru Nanak did. To Guru Nanak, His name was the
fountain-head of all inspiration, the mystic formula for meditation,
the talisman that helped man to cross the sea of samsara, the
comfort of all souls, the medicine for all ills and the one and only
link with the Ultimate Reality.
'3 ~~ \ial:! l)fQfH ~~~ ~H U1::IT q5 HTtJT I
;roor oTl! focJiIO t:n;l 'ij,fm 'ij,fm Raf\:! R'8"TtJTI
Thou, 0 Lord, art the Supreme Person, Infinite Tree on
which is perched the bird of my soul
Bless Nanak with Thy immaculate name that he may praise
Thy Word ever.
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And again,

tJiRT fur,.(rli u~a1:l oT'i I
a.Ialifu U'~fR afA ofA H~

I

The Lord's name is a preciouc; object, a .gem of wisdom :
And attuned to the Guru, one enjoyeth its relish.
Ang again,
t!~ HoT

eC! 0''1 ~1:! ~ tI'f~

~ I

~ ;:J'of~ §q @:f~ ~or' ;:r\.f fR~ H~ I

Lord's Name is my luminous lamp, in it is the oil of pain.
As the lamp burns bright it sucketh up the soil,
And no mor~ thereafter is my meeting with the Yama.
And again,

f;:ro or€t Rf3a:I.fa 1:I'fWT f30 Hfc 0 Rei eife
~o' lir-efa o'li fOttTq ~ oTH traaJ~ ~fe I
oT€t ~;:rp;f olt:! Ho1»Jl ~~ R'eT ~ <ire I
Those whom the true enlightener has appointed. no one
can degrade ;
For in their hearts they treasure the Lord's Name,
And through it are they known.
They worship His Name, believe in nothing but His Name
which is eternal truth.
Such is the merit of God's Name, it is the one and only
means of simran ; it is a gem of wisdom; it helps one to attune
one's mind to the Lord; it dispels pain and suffering; it saves
one from death Itself and lastly through His Name, a man
discovers the eternal truth.
The importance of spiritual enlightener was high-lighted by
Guru Nanak at every opportunity. The enIightener was the ship
by which one crossed the sea of life; he served as the ladder
for achieving spiritual heights ; he was essential for guidance in
kal yug. He helps not only by precept and example but much
more by a power to communicate his own experience to others.
There are several references to the guru or enlightener in Guru
Nanak's hymns: I will just mention four of them:

sfSUTQl a.ra ))fllJi
froo HT~R '3 ~~

ft!~~T~T Rt! ~a I
crl~

aa3 oT 'STaJT ~'a ,

I am a sacrifice unto my guru a myriad times a day,

Who made angles of me.l and, yea,

~without

delay.
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;l »fTlRl 3 T"O~lRf3qJfo tlTfew ,
~ ~l€! ~3 ;:r"OH gafH»f1 3 TRf3a.rfo RS~ I!~Tfe»{T ,
Rf3~o ~ BT3 T~ "O~lRf3 I!~ Hor RSTfe))fT I
Rf3qJfo fHfaI)j R'1 III fe))fT fttm f~<i ))fll! QI~Tfe))fT I
fttf"O R~ 11'1 ~~TfelliT I
If Lord's grace is there, one receiveth the
true guru in one's heart.
The soul had wandered through many births.
before the true guru imparted to it the Word.
By meeting the guru, we attain to truth and
lose ourselves.
Yea, through him the essence of truth to us is revealed.
;:rOH HaO or€t fe<! ;:rar SU~ fefn ~;l 9QIf3 f~F(Tol t:ft€t I
Rf3a.I~ f1-/5 3 OloHf3 llTell1i RT(if3 STttl <JTClT ;:rl€t I
m3qJCf aQn 3f;r foaTil s,!f:J "0 QlOg !-reTal t:ft€t I
"Ol"Oor fur))fTn o3Q lloQlTfA))fl ~o Hf"O ~fA)){T fniJor Tol ttl~ I
The world but cometh and goeth. and lured away by maya
forsaketh the worship of the Lord.
When the true guru is met, one becometh wise
by his wisdom, but the worshipper of maya
loseth the game of life.
The true guru has snapped my bonds ;
I will not be cast in the womb again.
For within me is the illumination of wisdom.
and the formle_s Lord has come to abide in me.
a10 ll~;rl a;rl dlo ala 3~3T <Jfa "OT~ I
Oli! Ai! ATdI~ af~ti Olo 3la~ 't!a1))fT~ I
;=i f3l! gT~ €t;:r~1 A3Hfa Ol~ ;:rT€! I
To attain to His Name, the guru is the ladder,
The guru is the boat, the guru is the raft,
Yea, the guru is the ship, the place of pilgrimage, the river.
If He, the Lord, willeth, I become pure and
I go to bathe in the pool of truth.
What tremendous importance has been given to the guru!
A true enlightener can mlke a.lgels of men, reveal the essence
of truth, end the cycle of birtb and death and serve as a ship to
cross the ocean of life.
~ Clof~
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While studying the works of various leaders of the Bhakti
Movement, I was struck with the similarity in their style of
writing. They wrote in the language of the people, making full
use of similes, idioms and metaphors. They cared little for
arguments, logic and ratiocination. They lived and moved among
the people and naturally picked up all kinds of homely analogies
such as the wasp and the woof, the spider and the web, the
seed and the tree, the river and the boat, the stage and the
acting, and so on. They also used long and sustained metaphors
based on the tilling of the land, on the working of a goldsmith,
a weaver, an iron-smith, a shopkeeper and men of other professions.
They also used human virtues and emotions as figures of speech
such as compassion. patience, virtue, love, fear, truth, falsehood
and used them symbolically. To give but one example from the
Japji:
In the forge of continence,
Let patience be the goldsmith.
On the anvil of understa'lding.
Let him strike with the hammer of know'edge.
Let the fear of God be the bellows,
Let austerities be the fire,
Let the love of God be the crucible.
Let the nectar of life be melted in it.
Thus, in the millt of Truth.
A man may coin the Word,
This is the practice of those
On whom God looks with favour.
Nanak, our gracious Lord
With a glance makes us happy.
(This is the translation of hymn starting with the line Jat
pahara dhiraj suniar).
It will be observed that

the language and content are
richly woven and yet the message goes straight to the heart,
because all the similes have been taken from the life of lura I
people.
Let us now turn to the other side of the matter. Notwithstanding all the similarities and points of contact. I believe that
Sikhism does not belong to the Bhakti Movement. Devotion to
a personal God coupled with meditation are characteristics of
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several religions in the East and in the West. After the Vedantic
concept of the Ultimate Reality or Br'Jhman was popularized, \t
became the subject of one commentary after another and with the
hairsplitting and sophisticated analysis of the same idea over and
over again through the ag~s, the idea became so rarefied that men
could hardly understand it. At that stage, it was refreshing to
come across a simpler, direct faith in a personal god which asked
nothing more than love and devotion. Moreover, it opened the
gates of the temple to one and all and rescued religion, and
. much more so. worship from the cluches of the haughty and too
exclusive Brahmin. The Bhakti M:>Vement in India was closely
related to Vishnu, Shiva and Shakti in the first phase between the
seventh and thirteenth centuries and Krishna and Rama in the
second phase during the period between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries. There is a certain overlapping of the two schools,
but the distinction is quite clear. Historically, Guru Nanak belonged
to the second phase of the Bhakti Movement but the movement
during that period is distinctly associated with two personalities,
Krishna and Rama, and is closely woven round the incidents
and episodes of their lives. Moreover, a great deal of poetry
and drama are mixed up with mysticism and the two are nowhere distinctly defined. Krishna is pictured as God Himself;
he is also the devine lover and his life is associated with all
facets of romanticism. Similarly, Rama is a devoted husband, an
obedient son, an ideal brother and Almighty God. Sikhism,
in the first place, does not accept Krishna or Rama as God or
the Ultimate Reality. Secondly, Sikhism does not believe in
the appearence of God in the human form. Men can be
saints, seers, bhagats but certainly not God. This is the reason
that Guru Gobind Singh laid down a strict injunction against his
being called God. This is the fundamental difference the two
Hindu deities were personified as God in the Bhakti Movement
whereas in the Sikh religion, there is only one God. the transcendent. One who is not born, and who does not die. Hence
Guru Nanak's faith stands alone and separate: and is not part
of the Bhakti Movement.
In both the Hindu schools of the Bhakti Movement, it is
enjoined that there is no place for idol-worship. yet idols of
Krishna and Rama have been set up in all temples without
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exception and are worshipped.
this point.

;:pre

Guru Nanak is quite. definite on

13tflMr '0
cft3'T '0 dft:! I
l)fJ\l l)fTfU foaiIQ ~fu I
God cannot be set up like an idol in the temple.
He cannot be created. He is Himself the immaculate one.
In p~ce of deities and idols, what do the Sikhs worship
or. iQ C)ther words, to whom do they offer their devotion? They
oWer their devotion to the Shabad or Word and God's Name.
The Shabad is the treasure-house of all mystic knowledge; it
provides the meaning and purpose of life and its relationship
to God. The ultimate gqal of life is the merging of the finite
into the Infinite and God's Name serves the means to th~t
goal. His Name is the finest expression of bhagti, for it embodi~
in itself simran and devotion. We agree that mysticism of His AAme
is mpch more difficult than that of idol-worship, but this is the
way of Guru Nanak attd. therefore for us the only way. Here. His
Name became synonymous with Bhakti and devotion.
Bhakti expressed itself in another way in the Sikh religion.
Since bh(lkti is devotion to God alone. it gener'lotes respect a~d
regards for all those who are occupied in similar persuits,
whatever be their religion. The mind is rid of fanaticism; it is
free from hate and anger; it becomes catholic in its approach to
other faiths. Guru Nanak was conscious of the two cultural
streams, Hinduism and Islam that flowed side by side in the
country and he sau8ht to build bridges between them He also
advised member s of both the communities to become better
Hindus and better Muslims; he never sought to convert them to
his own faith. K\bir wa.s the only other bhagat who had a similar
approach to the two religions.
Some schools of the Bhakti Movement indulged in dance
and drama.tic performances to evoke the ecstasy and franzy
among people. Guru Nanak felt that dan<:e and drama had no
place in spiritual mysticism. Though considerable importance is
given to sangat and sangeet in the Sikh religion with a view to
establishing a separate existance of the organization and evoking
a feeling of brother~ood am:>ng its members, essentialy bhakti
and meditation are individualistic in character. In the final
analysis, e:lch mln must see"- his own salvation.
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Bhakti for Guru Nanak was a form of mysticism. To this

~ysticism, he added the· idea of ethicaJ· lite. The purity of
life is the first p e-requiste of spiritual advancement. - Indefatigably. he stressed the message of detachment and self-surrender;
the inculcation of social virtues and the living of a pure and
untarnished life. Life should be free from egoism and be based
OQ sat or truth.
Truth and fear of God have been preached
by Guru Nanak as the noblest of virtues. Bhakti expresses
i!self. in a life a5 love, compassion. freedom from fear, freedom
from hate, and influence every action Of human life. It is the
source of man's physical and spiritual strength. The whole
history of the Sikhs is a witness to this aspect of bhakti; the
martyrdoms of' some of the Sikh Gurus and the willing
martyrdoms of innumerable Sikhs later was an expression of the
belief in the potency ot God's Name, which is synonymous with
bhakti. So long as bhakti and the virtues associated with it
express themselve5 in our lives, we shaH rise in the estimation of
the world, but when we falter from this truth, our decline will
begin.· In sho'ct, bhtikt; is a compH:te integration of spiritual and
physical force, a. combination of action and contemplation.
Permit'me to end this series of lecturers with the worlds of Guru
Nanak which, in a nutshell, give us a complete philosophy of life.
now life can be -made happier, richer, nobler by deeply dyeing
ourselves in the colour of the Lord's Name, by leading an ethical
life, by destroying the egd and by our love and devotion to the
Lord. This \Viii bring to an end the cycle of births and deaths
and merge the finite into Infinite.
.;:fu 3t1' 'orT ~~ a~gi 'f;:r~ 8'llff<J ~<lCS' I
OT Ho~g, OT €t~ l)fRT US fJ<legT I
30T ~ci oT'i Hi1lo;JT o'3T HoT 'eCST R't ij'0l ~egT
RTt:!o 'eB" ful){Tfol){T fa€[ HiST 5eT I
;=t i!!e <i~f<J mo;rT~ HHOIT HeT I
fHf81'lt T<ife (') ~T~~ il fHf8lli T<.l'el I
~,~ fO~TfolliT ~ WBT HeT I
<J~H HTfu fo~Tfol].fT RT'3T ~ ~CST I
Olaa-eoT ~ t/T~T R<J ~ I'lifl{'3 tlegT I
0'O~ a~ RtiC5T5 R~ l:{oT fulliTo T I
<JH R<J &oTlli T BTRTl){l RTaT l:{Fl'i <l'HTo T

\
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Build thou the boat of contemplation and self-control that
thou goest accross unobstructed.
As if there were no sea to cross, nor no tide to contend
with; such would be thy easy path.
o Love, Thy Name, like madder, dyeth the skirt (of my
body) in Thy eternal colour.
Friends have gone out in search of their love; 0 how
shall they meet their love?
Yea, only _if they have gathered merit, the Lord will unite
them to Himself,
Lo, then One is separated not, if one is really united :
And then cease one's comings and goings; Yea, such is the
truth of our Lord.
He who overcometh his ego; he sticheth such a robe :
And he, through his gUI u's word, gathereth the
Nectar-Word of the Lord.
Sayeth Nanak l "0 my mates, our Lord is loveable forsooth.
And. we are His maid-servants, and eternally true is our
Lord,
In the end, let me express my grateful thanks to you,
Mr. Vice-Chancellor. and to your colleagues and all my friends
here for the patient hearing given to me during the course of these
lecturers. Mine is the beginning of a journey on a long road
and I hope God will grant me courage to travel some dIstance,
But it is a university like yours that I look forward to the
production of good books throwing light on the philosophy and
compositions of Guru Nanak. May you all succeed in the task
you have taken upon yourselves.

